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sh your 
on-board costs! 

Only Bourns delivers both DIP and SIP trimmers for high volume, 
auto-insertion applications. Machine insertion reduces your production 
costs and increases productivity. Production costs are slashed 
from as high as 10 cents to as low as 0.3 cents per insertion! 
Trimmers can be auto-inserted at least 30 times faster than by hand! 

Use Your Standard IC Insertion Equipment — If you already 
have equipment for auto-insertion of DIP — IC's, you can use 
the same equipment to insert DIP trimmers. Boums Model 3099 DIP 
trimmers have identical height and lead spacing as standard 
IC's. Or, if you need to purchase insertion equipment, the payback 
can begin at 3,000,000 insertions! 

Meet the New SIP Space Saver — Boums recently introduced 
the world's first SIP trimmer — the Model 20. Auto- or hand 
insertable, the Model 20 cermet trimmer saves precious board space 
with no sacrifice in performance. Featuring .100-inch spacing and 
a low board profile of .185-inches, it occupies only 50% of the 
space used by conventional 3/4 -inch rectangular trimmers. 

Both DIP*s and SIP's feature stable, infinite resolution cermet 
elements with a low temperature coefficient of 100 ppm/°C. They 
are sealed to withstand industrial cleaning processes and are 
available in 18 standard resistance values ranging from 10 ohms 
to 5 megohms. 

Backed by the Boums reputation for leadership, performance and 
quality at cost-effective prices, Boums DIP and SIP trimmers can slash 
total on-board costs and increase productivity. Call or write today 
for information on the Boums family of auto-insertable trimmers. 

TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION, BOURNS, INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue, 
Riverside, CA 92507. Phone: 714 781-5050. TWX: 910 332-1252. 
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Now, quickly program 
these waveforms ... 

Using HP's new 8165A, 
the first programmable 
signal source with a 
0.001 Hz to 50 MHz range. 
Easy manual and remote programming. Here's a multi-
function programmable signal source that's microprocessor con-
trolled, easy to set-up and quick to program for greater testing 
throughput. Manually, you set up the 8165A using easy-to-
interpret push-buttons and you can store 10 complete front-panel 
settings for quick recall. Remotely, you program the 8165A on the 
HP-IB* via controller keyboard or in HP's "learn mode" where a 
computing controller scans and stores the front-panel settings. 
Analog and digital waveforms. Sine waves, triangle and 

square waves up to 50 MHz and pulses or ramps up to 19.99 MHz 
can be quickly programmed for your testing needs. And there's a 
DC mode that gives you a 200mA current source. One instrument 
performing the functions of several gives you a cost-effective way 
to perform automatic and semiautomatic testing. 

External trigger and burst modes. You can either trigger 
one cycle of a selected waveform using an external signal or in 
the counted burst mode, generate a specified number of wave-
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forms. The latter eliminates the uncertainties associated with 
conventional gating. 
Sweep control. The standard configuration (VCO) lets you 

control the master oscillator with an external voltage level. An 
optional sweep mode ($710-1 logarithmically controls the 
oscillator internally for a programmed time period. And you 
trigger the sweep either internally or externally. This option also 
includes amplitude modulation. 
The 8165A, priced at $6000**, also gives you high accuracy, 

eliminating the need for time-consuming setup verification with 
expensive counters and volt meters. Contact your local HP field 
engineer for complete details. 
'HP's implementation ol IEEE Standard 488.197S 
'Domestic U.S.A. pr.ces only. 
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HP's new concept in DMM's 
gives you more time to be creative. 

Free yourself from time-consuming lab-bench measurements 
with HP's new 3467A Logging Multimeter. 

It is a total measurement station, doing jobs that used to require 
several instruments. The 3467A combines a 41/2 -digit DMM, 
four-channel scanner, digital thermometer, math functions, and 
printer with timer in a single instrument. It simplifies setups and 
measurements and gives you a record of data in the units you 
need (°C, dB, etc.) . . . unattended or manually. 

Identify "hot spots." The multi-channel 3467A lets you 
measure temperature changes directly in °C or °F at more than 
one location. And, with its built-in math functions, printer and 
timer, you can get a permanent record of temperature changes 
with respect to time. 

Characterize amplifiers and filters directly in dB. The 
3467A does the work for you. It combines true RMS mea-
surements to 100 kHz, four inputs, and math functions. The 
3467A will give you dB response directly; and print auto-

matically at preset time intervals, or manually when you press 
the "Print" button. 
Analyze temperature dependent parameters. Use the 

3467A's mixed function capability to measure temperature on 
channels 1 and 2 plus voltage or resistance on the remaining 
two channels. Then, using the math functions, you can get direct 
printout of such parameters as amplifier gain vs. temperature. 
Component selection. Sort resistors to desired tolerance 

without a precise reference resistor. Simply select the ohms 
function, enter the reference value as a stored constant and 
measure your resistors. The 3467A calculates and prints out 
tolerance values in A% directly. 

Find out how the new HP 3467A Logging Multimeter, priced 
at $2200*, can make your R&D measurements easier. Your 
local HP field engineer has all the details. Call today. 

Domestic U.S.A. price only. 
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Highlights 

The cover: Three chips 'speak,' 109 

A synthesizer, a read-only memory, and a 
controller, all integrated circuits, are enough 
to synthesize human speech. By squeezing 
the equivalent of a multistage filter onto the 
synthesizer chip, the system can take 
advantage of linear predictive coding, a 
data compression techrique. 
Cover photographed Dy Don Carroll. 

TI pushes minicomputers, 92 

Few observers think of minicomputers as 
big business for Texas Instruments, and the 
semiconductor giant is out to change that. 
A product line designed for compatibility 
and a strongly supportive software effort are 
intended to turn the firm into a really beefy 
mini contender. 

Z8 one-chipper boasts dual capability, 128 

An input/output-intensive microcomputer 
or a memory-intensive microprocessor: the 
new Z8 can fill either role. Part 1 examines 
the architecture that makes this possible, 
and the immediately following Part 2 
discusses the design's software. 

Wescon / 78 is near . . . 156 

. . . and Electronics is ready. This overview 
of the microprocessor- and telecommunica-
tions-oriented program is followed on page 
171 by a preview of significant new prod-
ucts to bow at the Los Angeles show. See 
also the Probing the News on the electron-
ics associations in the West, page 85. 

In the next issue . . . 

All about codecs . . . new chips for the new 
data communications standards . . . mea-
suring coherence. 
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Publisher's letter 
It was December 1976. In a meeting 
"room at Texas Instruments Inc.'s 
Dallas headquarters, two men with 
widely divergent professional inter-
ests were getting together for the 
first time to design something that 
could have far-reaching effects —Ti's 
speech synthesis system (see p. 109). 
The two were Larry Brantingham, a 
logic designer, and Richard Wiggins, 
a speech researcher. 

Brantingham is an electrical engi-
neer; Wiggins, a mathematician. 
Brantingham has taken the more or 
less conventional EE's route: college, 
first job, laid off, then to TI as a 
hardware designer for the then 
calculator division, where he worked 
on 121. designs. Wiggins had been at 
TI only a month when product engi-
neer Paul Breedlove's idea —which 
turned out to be Ti's Speak & Spell 
"talking" educational toy [Electron-
ics, June 22, p. 301—got him to-
gether with Brantingham. Whereas 
the engineer's bent was logic design, 
the mathematician was involved in 
analysis and simulation. After the 
initial get-together, the two had their 
speech synthesis project "idea-
funded" until the middle of last year 
when Ti decided to put big money 
into it. Wiggins and Brantingham 
then went their own ways — Bran-
tingham to lay out the logic, 
Wiggins to work with his computer. 
The fact that, as Brantingham 

says, the system is "good for any 
application from toys to vehicles to 
instrumentation" reflects the eclectic 
background of the designers and, 
indeed, the very way in which diver-
gent technologies—and people— 
come together to spawn the many 
branches of electronics. 

The history of American journalism 
is peppered with the accomplish-

ments of farmboys from the Mid-
west who made their way to the big 
cities to make their names on metro-
politan daily newspapers. Wesley 
Reed Iversen, Electronics' new Dallas 
bureau chief, is, at 30, an heir to that 
tradition. 

Iversen grew up on a farm in 
southwest Iowa, went to college in 
Nebraska and at Iowa State, and 
then became business editor of the 
Sun newspapers in Omaha. He 
became a member of several award-
winning investigative reporting 
teams. Then, in 1972, Iversen and 
some other Sun reporters started to 
look into Father Flanagan's Boys 
Town, Omaha, Neb. "It seems," 
says Iverson, "that the home routine-
ly sent out two letters a year appeal-
ing for funds, whether it needed 
money or not. So the contributions 
would come rolling in, making Boys 
Town a cash-fat organization." The 
investigation brought some fiscal 
reforms to the institution and for 
Iversen and his fellow investigators a 
Pulitzer Prize—the most coveted 
award in journalism. 

After becoming a senior editor at 
the Sun, Iversen moved to Dallas in 
December 1976 and the business 
news desk at the Times-Herald. This 
month he made his move into busi-
ness-magazine journalism when he 
joined Electronics on Aug. 7. His first 
news story, about the Mostek-Inmos 
dispute, appears on page 42. 
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cover removed to expose its guts. ply •• 

N-CORE 
MAIN POWER 
TRANSFORMER 

DRUM CORE 
OUTPUT CHOKE 

STACKED 
OUTPUT 
CAPACITORS 
FOR LOW ESL 

OUTPUT 
TERMINALS 

115/230V 
SELECTOR 

OVERVOLTAGE 
ADJUST 

CURRENT 
LIMIT 

VOLTAGE 
ADJUST 

The KEPCO/TDK Series RMX, Size D Power Supply offers a lot of guts 
neatly arranged in a compact, 270-cubic-inch box that will fit nicely into 
your project. Ask your local Kepco man to let you try it on for size. 

MODEL VOLTS 
AMPS 

RMX 05-D 3.5-5.5 60A 
RMX 09-D 6.3-9.9 32A 
RMX 12-D 8.4-13.2 27A 
RMX 15-D 10.5-16.5 23A 
RMX 24-D 16.8-26.4 16A 
RMX 28-D 19.6-30 8 13.7A 

90% 

85% 

0 80% 

LT. 
75% 

EFFICIENCY VS. LOAD CURRENT OUTPUT VOLT/AMPERE LOCUS 

- 
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65%  1.0 

rI 0 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
OUTPUT CURRENT/AMPERES OUTPUT CURRENT AMPERES 

Typical for Model RMX 05-D, 5-Volt Switching Power Supply 

Sharp Rec angular 
Current Limit at 

• 65A (Adjustable) 

017V. 
Full Load 

KEPC0 ®,  For complete specifications write Dept. BVVF 14 See them at our WESCON BOOTH 844. 

KEPCO. INC. • 131-38 SANFORD AVENUE • FLUSHING, N.Y. 11352 U.S.A. • (212) 461-7000 • TWX #710-582-2631 • Cable: KEPCOPOWER NEWYORK 

Circle 5 on reader service card 
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A hard to find combination in 
most low-priced oscilloscopes. 
But Telequipment, a Tektronix 
Company, has over 20 years of 
experience in designing and 
building high-quality, 
competitively-priced instru-
ments. Instruments that will meet 
your measurement needs today 
and for years to come. 

Eight oscilloscopes, including 
five benchtop models and three 
battery-powered portables, a 
curve tracer and a family of ac-
cessories are now available in 
the United States. Bandwidths 
range from 5 MHz to 25 MHz. 
Various models feature dual 
trace, delayed sweep, and stor-
age modes. 

And TELEQUIPMENT Instru-
ments are now sold through 
stocking-distributors offering 
local availability, service, war-
ranty repairs and models previ-
ously not sold in the U.S. 

For specifications and the name 
of the Telequipment Distributor 
nearest you, write: Telequipment 
U.S. Sales, PO. Box 500, Bea-
verton, OR 97077 or call . (503) 
644-0143. 

A thaaken al 'feature> U k Ltd "obsidian, al Tenant, Inc. 
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Readers' comments 

Disputing signature analysis 

To the Editor: The article "Logic-
state and signature analysis combine 
for fast, easy testing" in your June 8 
issue [p. 141] contains several points 
that in our view need correcting. 

1. Building signature analysis into 
products or retrofitting them for 
signature analysis is not the problem 
it was originally thought to be. Engi-
neers who have worked with signa-
ture analysis indicate that in most 
cases solutions are easily identified 
and cost-effectively implemented. 

2. The 532 approach implies that 
a disadvantage of Hewlett-Packard's 
5004A and similar instruments is 
that they require clock and gating 
signals. Obviously, the 532 also 
requires such synchronizing signals, 
and the captured data must be just 
as repeatable to detect errors using 
any signature technique. 

3. The panel on page 143, "A 
look at two signature-analysis algo-
rithms," strongly implies that Para-
tronics' software algorithm produces 
the same error-detecting capabilities 
as certain other approaches. The use 
of probability values and other 
figures could lead one to believe that 
the 532 detects bit-pattern errors 
and verifies good behavior to the 
same degree as a linear-feedback 
shift-register technique. In our view, 
this is just not so. 

J. S. Grout 
Phoenix Digital Corp. 

Phoenix, Ariz. 
• The author replies: I. I agree that 
signature analysis of the type Mr. 
Grout is concerned with can and should 
be integrated into a product during its 
early design phase. However, there are 
cases where signature analysis is not 
practical. That is why I stated in the 
introduction that "the product's design 
must include special hardware and 
software to support the test instrument: 
something that may not be feasible 
when board or program space is at a 
premium" (emphasis added). 

2. The difference between the model 
532 and the 5004A (and similar 
instruments) is that the 532—like any 
other logic analyzer—uses clock and 
qualifier signals already present in the 
product: there is no need to design in 
the special control signals required by 

the 5004A. This allows the 532's 
signature analysis to be used with 
existing equipment. 
Of course, captured data must be 

repeatable for the identifying signals to 
have any meaning. That's the whole 
point of signature analysis. 

3. The actual algorithm in the 532 
is considerably more complex than 
could be described in the panel, since 
the use of parallel channels makes the 
data-compression problem two-dimen-
sional rather than one-dimensional. 
For example, one aspect of the algo-
rithm incorporates the relative position 
of the data in the memory into the 
signature computation. Unfortunately, 
we cannot describe all the details of the 
algorithm, as it is proprietary. 

Furthermore, I freely admit that bit 
patterns can be found that will defeat 
any algorithm, no matter how complex. 
In fact, all signature-analysis ap-
proaches are similar in one important 
respect that, interestingly, is never 
discussed: there can be an enormous 
number of bit patterns that will map to 
the same signature. However, the 
saving grace of signature analysis is 
that failures tend to be random and 
thus the probability that another bit 
pattern with the same signature will 
occur is extremely small. 

Cause or effect? 

To the Editor: I must take issue with 
your editorial of July 6 on a-m stereo 
[p. 24]. The main reasons for the 
current state of programming on 
a-m that you object to are the 
erosion of "good music" audiences 
by better-sounding fm and the lower 
quality of a-m receivers. 
A-m stereo will allow manufactur-

ers to produce receivers that will 
rival fm in quality of sound, and the 
existence of stereo will encourage 
a-m programmers to try many of the 
formats used successfully on fm. As 
chief engineer of an fm station and 
technical director of an a-m station 
that already programs good music 
and is eagerly awaiting a-m stereo, I 
think such a development will revi-
talize radio in general by improving 
sound quality and thereby increasing 
competition between a-m and fm. 

James W. Davis 
Durham, N. C. 

6 For Technical Data circle #6 on Reader Servi. Card. 

For Demonstration circle *265 on Reader Service Card. 
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IF TRANSIENTS 
ARE CAUSING 
YOUR FILM 
CAPACITORS 
TO FAIL, 
THE SOLUTION 
IS AT HAND. 

Plastic film capacitors are simply not designed to withstand severe voltage 
transients. How do you solve the problem? With bigger, higher voltage rated 
capacitors? That costs you board space without solving your transient problem. 

World Products, Inc., RIFA Division, supplies small, low impedance 
metallized paper capacitors that will withstand severe transients. 

A typical example of the transient handling capability of RIFA metallized 
paper capacitors is shown below: 

RIFA PME 26 Series, Metallized Paper Capacitors 
0.047 µF 

SERIES NUMBER PME 2602 PME 2614 PME 2616 PME 2631 

Rated DC Voltage 250 400 630 1000 

dv/dt Rating 
Volts per microsecond 1000 1300 1600 2000 

pcb footprint 0.2 x 0.53" 0.2 x 0.73" 0.29 x 0.75" 0.3 x 0.94" 

We also offer a complete line of metallized 
paper capacitors and RC networks for arc suppression 
and SCR/TRIAC buffering. If transients area problem 
for you, we can solve your problem. 

Contact us for more information about our 
complete line of metallized paper capacitors. 

WORLD 
PRODUCTS 

INC. 

0.047 µF 
1000 Volts 

0.047 /IF 
250 Volts 

PME 26 SERIES metallized paper capacitors 

shown actual size 

r Please send me more information on your complete line of 
metallized paper capacitors. 

My specific application is•   

Name  Title   

Company   Dept   

Address  

City  State Zip   

Phone S•   

World Products, Inc., RIFA Division, 
7625 Bush Lake Rd., Minneapolis, MN 55435 

1 

RIFA Division, 7625 Bush Lake Rd., Minneapolis, MN 55435 

Electronics/August 31, 1978 Circle 7 on reader service card 7 
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Capacitors 

Reproduced by permission of 
Krupp-Atlas-Elektronik, Bremen, Germany 

Line Type Modulator of a 7.5 kW 
Magnetron Transmitter of a 
Commercial grade Ship's Radar 
System. 

Function: In the modulator, square 
wave pulses of a duration of 0.08, 
0.35 and 0.75 microseconds are 
being generated by means of three 
time-delay circuits. They are being 
used to control the magnetron by 
way of a pulse transformer and 
provide the trigger pulse required 
for the display unit by way of a 
converter. 

The stringent pulse rated WIMA 
FKP 1 capacitors are 
used. 

WIMA Capacitors: 
High Quality Components 
for Electronic Equipment 

WILH. WESTERMANN 
Spezialvertrieb elektron. Bauelemente 
P.O. Box 2345 • D-6800 Mannheim 1 
Fed. Rep. of Germany 

U.S. Sales Offices: 
BOSL & ROUNDY • 3333, Delray Drive 
Ft. Wayne • Indiana 46805 
(219) 483-3378 

THE INTER-TECHNICAL GROUP INC. 
North Dearman Street • P.O. Box 23 
Irvington • New York 10533 
(914) 591-8822 

TAW ELECTRONICS CO. 
4215 W Burbank Blvd., Burbank 
California 91505 • (213) 846-3911 

News update 

III Westinghouse Electric Corp.'s De-
fense and Electronic Systems Center 
in Baltimore has delivered the first 
production radar for the U. S. Air 
Force F-16 multirole fighter to 
General Dynamics Corp. Delivery of 
the coherent, pulsed-doppler radar 
comes slightly more than two years 
after Westinghouse won a $36 
million development contract [Elec-
tronics, July 8, 1976, p. 33]. 
The 300-pound radar is the light-

est ever developed with its level of 
performance, according to a West-
inghouse spokesman. "It has more 
operating modes than previous air-
borne fighter radars of its type:" an 
air-to-air down-look mode to distin-
guish aircraft from ground clutter 
found below the horizon, a dog-
fighter mode for close-in situations, 
and eight air-to-surface modes for 
weapon delivery and navigation. 
Thus far, six full-scale develop-

mental radar systems have been 
flown on F-16 aircraft. Another six 
are going through or have completed 
a program to increase reliability and 
qualification testing of their environ-
mental and reliability parameters as 
well as their built-in test equipment. 
Westinghouse expects peak produc-
tion of the system to reach about 20 
to 40 per month. 

II The first commercial international 
digital facsimile service between the 
United States and Hong Kong, capa-
ble of transmitting high-resolution 
documents in 26 seconds, went into 
service this month. The facsimile 
machines used in the system employ 
the latest error-correcting technolo-
gy and achieve a high degree of data 
compression by using relative-
address coding techniques developed 
by Kokusai Denshin Denwa of Japan 
[Electronics, Feb. 17, 1977, p. 55]. 

Introduced jointly by RCA Global 
Communications Inc. of New York 
and Cable and Wireless of Hong 
Kong, the service operates at speeds 
ranging from 2,400 to 9,600 bits per 
second and costs $10 per 81/2 -by-
11-inch page. It is an expansion of 
the first-ever high-speed, high-reso-
lution digital facsimile service that 
started in Tokyo in March. 

Bruce LeBoss 

CABLE 
TESTING 

THE WAY IT 
SHOULD BE 

Quickly and inexpensively. 
Tests 1 to 50 conductors with 

continuous readout. Locates shorts, 
open, pair reversals, intermittent 
connections, ground shorts and 
shield shorts. 

All for under $200. Call or write 
us for information. 

CORECTOR 1000 

Earrsome• 
• ..... ... cost savers in electrordcs 

11035 Harry Hines Blvd. Suite 212 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

(214) 350-6714 or 350-6829 

Circle 267 on reader service card 

Gas Sensing Semiconductor 

IGARO 
TGS GAS 

SENSOR 
quickly senses 

even small 
amount 
of gas. 

Applications 

1. Natural Gas-Leak Alarm 
2. Propane Gas-Leak Alarm 
3. Carbon Monoxide Detector 
4. Automatic Fan Control 
5. Fire Alarm (Detecting combustible gases 

contained in smoke) 
6. Alcohol Detector (Detector for drunken 

driver ) 
7. Air Pollution Monitor 

Please contact any of the addrecses below rlorertly h. 

FIGARO ENGINEERING INC. 
.3-7-3 Higashttoyonaka. Toyonaka Cav 
Osaka. 560. JAPAN TELEX: 05286155 
FIGARO J CABLE: FIGARO TOYONAKA 

TEL (06) 848-6171 
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The 051 48 Line BUS 
OHIO SCIENTIFIC offers the 
broadest line of BUS compatible micro-
computer boards. This line includes 
several new and exciting products 
which are not available anywhere else, 
such as a three processor CPU board, 
dual port memories and a multi-
processing CPU expander. 

OHIO SCIENTIFIC has delivered 
approximately 100,000 boards based 
on our 48 line BUS and is now deliver-
ing thousands per week in 17 models of 
computers and dozens of accessories. 

OHIO SCIENTIFIC'S BUS design 
incorporates high band width, high 
density and mass production 
technology to achieve a truly remark-
able performance to cost ratio. 

Here is just a sampling of the many 
OSI 48 BUS compatible boards 
available for the systems user, proto-
typer, OEM user and experimenter. 

Product Description Special Features 
Power Supply 
Voltages Req'd 

Board & Doc. Assembled Product 
Part # Price Part # Price 

CPU 
• Challenger II CPU BASIC-in-ROM 
6502 based CPU with serial I/O 
4K RAM. machine code monitor 
• Challenger Ill CPU has 6502A. 6800 
and Z80 micros. RS-232 serial port. 
machine code monitor 
• 560Z multi-processing CPU 
expander runs PDP-8. Z80 and 
8080 code 
RAM 
• 16K static RAM (Ultra low power) 

• 8K static RAM (low cost) 
• 16K static RAM (low cost) 

• 24K static RAM (high density) 
• 4K static RAM (2102 based) 

• 16K dynamic (ultra low cost) 
• 32K dynamic 
• 48K dynamic (high density) 
EPROM Boards 

• 8K 6834 EPROM board 

• 4K 1702A EPROM board 
I/O Boards 
• Audio Cassette interface Kansas 
City standard 300 baud 
• RS-232 port board 
• Combination audio cassette two 
8 bit DACs. one fast A/D and 8 
channel input mus 
• Combination RS-232 two 8 bit DACs. 
one fast A/D and 8 channel 
input mux 
• 32 by 32 character video display 
interface 
• 32 by 64 character video display 
interface 
. 16 port serial board RS-232 and/or 
high speed synchronous 

• Parallel (Centronics) Line 
Printer Interface 
• 96 Line Remote Parallel Interface 

• Voice I/0 board with Votrax• 
module 

DISKS 
• Single 8" 'loopy disk 250 
Kbytes storage 

• Dual 8" floppy disk. 500 
Kbytes storage 

• 74 Million byte Winchester disk 
and interface 
OTHER 

• 8 slot backplane board with 
connectors 
• Prototyping board 
• Card Extender 

• Can use four 2716 EPROMS 
instead of BASIC or can be 
configured for disk 
• 1 megabyte memory man-
ager software program-
mable vectors 
• Runs concurrently with 
another OS) CPU 

• 215NS access time 
automatic power down 
standby mode 
• Expandable to 16K 
• Can be expanded to dual 
port operation 
• 20 address bits 
• Can be populated for 
4K by 12 bits 
• Uses 4027 RAMS 
• 20 address bits 
• 20 address bits 

• 16 line parallel port and on 
board programmer 
• 16 line parallel port 

• Expandable to CA-7C 

• Expandable to CA-7S 
• Also Features 8 parallel 
I/O lines 

• Also features 8 parallel 
I/O lines 

• Keyboard input port 

• Upper/lower case graphics 
and keyboard port 
• 75 to 19.200 baud and 
250K and 500K bit rates 

strappable 
• With cable 

• Interface "Front End' 
remotable via 16 Pin 
ribbon cable 
• Fully assembled voice 
output, experimental 
voice input 

• Complete with operating 
system software and disk 
BASIC 
• Complete with operating 
system software and disk 
BASIC 
• Complete with OS-65U 
operating system 

• Can be daisy-chained 
to n-slots 
• Handles over 40 16 pin ICs 
• With connectors 

+ 5/ + 121 - 9 

+ 5 
+ 5 

+ 5 
+ 5 

+ 5/+ 12/-9 
+ 5/+ 12/-9 
+ 5/+ 12/-9 

+ 5/ - 9 
+ 5/ - 9 

+ 5/ - 9 

+ 5/ - 9 

+ 5 

+51-9 

500 

510 

39.00 

NA 

560Z I 125.00 

520 35.00 

525 

527 
420 

530 
530 
530 

450 

455 

430 

35.0- 0 

35.00 
35.00 

NA 
NA 
NA 

35.(13 

35.03 

35.00 

430 35.00 
430 35.00 

430 35.00 

440 

540 

550 

35.00 

NA 

35.00 

470 NA 

470 NA 

470 NA 

580 39.00 

495 29 00 
498 29 00 

C2-0 298.00 

C3-0 490.00 

NA NA 

CM-3 I 498 00 

CM-7 198.00 
CM-8 339.00 

CM-9 NA 
CM-2 125.00 

CM-4 249.00 
CM-5 698.00 
CM-6 990.00 

NA NA 

NA NA 

CA-6C 99.00 

CA-6S 
CA-7C 

99.00 
399.00 

CA-7S I 399 00 

NA NA 

CA-11 249.00 

CA-10X 200.00 
to 

900.00 
CA-9 249.00 

CA-12 249.00 

CA-14 I 525 00 

CD-1P 790.00 

CD-2P 1390.00 

CD-74 6000.00 

NA NA 

For more information, contact your local OHIO SCIENTIFIC Dealer or the factory at (2 6) 562-3101 

OHIO SCIENTIFIC 
Electronics/August 31, 1978 

1333 S. Chillicothe Road • Aurora, Ohio 44202 
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Advanced Micro Devices' new 

Am25LS2568 and Am25LS2569 c( 
bine the three nicest things you car 
about low-power Schottky counters 

Up/down, programmable and t: 
state outputs. 

SAVE 
COUNTER 
SPACE. 

m-
say 

ree-



And, of course, they'll save you all 
kinds of space. 

They save you board space.  
One part replaces four or five MSI/SSI 
packages. 

They save you inventory space.  
These counters are smarter, more versa-
tile, more applicable, and can replace 
their predecessors, the 1S160 and 
'LS190 series. 

They'll save you brain space. 
You can design faster and cheaper and 
better than ever. We've combined three-
state buffer and counter in one 20-pin 
package for higher board density and 
lower power requirements. And, as if 
that weren't enough: 

Synchronous pre-set, synchronous 

and asynchronous clear and up/down 
capability. 

If you're working on a new design 
involving a bus-oriented system, or you'd 
simply like to do an old job smarter, ask 
about the first three-state, low-power 
Schottky counters in the world. But be 
sure to ask for them by their first name: 
Advanced Micro Devices. 

Advanced 
Micro Devices 

Multiple technologies. One product: excellence. 
901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, California 94086 

Telephone (408) 732-2400 

Circle 11 on reader service card 



The Super Counters: 

You're looking at the highest capability 
universal counters available today by far. With 
them you can make frequency, period and 
time-interval measurements that no other 
counters can do. Although they make ordinary 
measurement jobs easier, they also give you 
significant advances in accuracy, speed, 
performance, range and versatility. 

Advanced measurement techniques give 
these counters far greater measurement resolu-
tion than other universal counters: up to 1000 
times greater for frequency and up to 500 times 
greater for single-shot time interval. 

6.• 
••• •do — 
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The HP 5370A-. ±20 Ps single-
shot resolution. 11 digits in 1 second. 
Statistical computation. Microprocessor 
control. 

A new combination of features allows 
you to easily make measurements that less 
versatile counters cannot make—like accurate 
high speed dynamic measurements. These 
features include: unusually flexible architecture, 
triggered measurement capability, unmatched 
logic speed throughout and acceptance of 
any externally commanded gate time 
of being limited to measurement times that 
are decade values of one second. 

For systems use, both models offer HP-IB 
(Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus: IEEE-488-
1975) for low cost systems interconnection. 

HP: MAKING EXPERIENCE COUNT 

02815 

•.8 Cds 849 _ _ • 
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Easily the highest capability 
counters available today. 

S r u _ _ 
• • r" 1 n o 

The HP 5345A: Reciprocal 
counting to 500 MHz coupled with 2 ns 
single-shot resolution. 9 digits in 1 second. 
Expandable to 18 GHz. 

Other unmatched features include: 

Model 5370A: STATISTICS/micro-
processor-computed mean, max, min and 
standard deviation of time intervals.TRIGGER 
LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/displayed to 
10mV resolution with one keystroke. FAST 
CORRECTION/one keystroke compensates 
systematic errors such as unequal cable lengths. 

Model 5345A: PLUG-IN VERSATILITY/ 
optional front panel plug-in accessories expand 
measurement range to 18 GHz, make automatic 
narrow-pulse RF measurements to 4 GHz, 
or add a third 500 MHz channel. HIGH-SPEED 
LOGIC THROUGHOUT/for higher speed 
in systems use ... over 50,000 four-digit read-
ings per second in HP's 5391A Frequency and 
Time Data Acquisition System, for example. 
The Super Counters offer many other features 
to help make your measurements much faster, 
simpler, more convenient and, of course, 
accurate. They're described in comprehensive 
data sheets that are yours for the asking. Prices: 
5370A, S6500? including HP-IB. 5345A, $4400? 
plug-ins and HP-IB extra. 
'Price domestic U.S.A. 

I 1 
1 I 1 
Ji J 

le 

Ec-!na..Ar?,IONIC ERCOUENCY CONVERTER .015 

Your broadest choice 
of counters from the industry's 
most experienced source. 
The HP counter line is unmatched in breadth 
of choice from budget-conscious basic counters 
to the most sophisticated 
multi-purpose models 
available today. 
They're described in an 
Electronic Counter 
Selection Guide that we'll 
mail along with your 
5370A and 5345A data 
sheets. Call or write today. 

HEWLETT ek PACKARD 

1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 9430 

For assistance call: Washington (301) 948-6370. Chicago (312: 

255-9800. Atlanta (404)955-1500. Los Angeles 213)877-1282 

iNf 
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ZIP STRIP 
TEST 

SOCKETS 
Highly versatile TEXTOOL zero inser-
tion pressure sockets allow "custom" 
installations for testing dual-in-line 
devices. 
TEXTOOL's versatile ZIP STRIP sockets 
make it possible to "customize" socket 
installations for zero insertion pressure 
(ZIP) testing of dual-in-line devices with 
.100" spaced leads regardless of spacing 
between rows (.300" minimum). 

Two ZIP STRIP sockets may be 
placed on any convenient centers, or 
several socket locking levers may be 
ganged together for easy mass testing of 
devices. Since all ZIP STRIP models fea-
ture zero insertion pressure, expensive 
and highly sophisticated circuits may be 
safely tested without fear of mechanical 
damage to the package. 

Simple mechani-
cal action plus a 
thoughtful system of 
ramps and bevels to 
guide device leads into 

the contacts allow a device literally to be 
dropped loosely and with a simple flick of 
a locking lever be ready to operate with 
exceptionally good electrical contacts. A 
quick release of the locking lever lets a 
device be extracted with zero pressure 
being exerted on the leads by the socket 
contacts. 

When ganged in an array, ZIP 
STRIP sockets easily accept dozens of 
devices and secure them with a single 
locking lever. Upending the array and re-
leasing the lever unloads the devices 
since there is no contact pressure to re-
tain them in the socket. 

ZIP STRIP sockets are available in 
strips for 10, 20 and 32 leads on .100" 
spacing. 

Detailed technical information on the 
complete line of TEXTOOL's zero insertion 
pressure sockets is available on request. 

PRODUCTS, INC. 
1410 W. Pioneer Drive • Irving, Texas 75061 

214/259-2676 

Peonlf 

McCook of Fluke Trendar 

asks designers to help out 

The senior executive of a manufac-
turer of test systems for circuit 
boards promoting the idea of micro-
processor-based boards testing them-
selves? Unusual, to say the least of 
it, for if the boards tested them-
selves, what would he be left to do? 

But Donald F. McCook, the new 
general manager for Fluke Trendar 
Corp., Mountain View, Calif., thinks 
it's a good idea. 

"Designing a system to check 
itself is not a new concept," says the 
32-year-old McCook. "But until the 
advent of microprocessors it was 
accomplished with considerably 
more hardware than was needed for 
the basic functional design alone. It's 
now easy for a designer to imple-
ment self-test routines in software, 
and we're seeing more and more of 
that technique being used in new 
instrumentation and systems." 

But design engineers do not go far 
enough, McCook says. They typi-
cally use the self-test routines for 
pass-fail verification of a test plan 
governing checkout from board level 
to service in the field. "With a few 
design tricks, a self-test can act as a 
common link for all required tests— 
those for subassembly boards right 
through those used in field-service 
troubleshooting." 
Complementary. McCook says 

that this concept would complement 
the usefulness of board testers, rath-
er than render them unnecessary. 
"There are sections of the board best 
tested by the board tester without 
microprocessor interaction," he 
points out. "But a great many of the 
board's functions can be examined 
by exploiting the microprocessor's 
capabilities along with those of the 
test system. 

"In a design using a microproces-
sor and 64-K random-access memo-
ry, for example, instead of having to 
program the tester with several thou-
sand memory-test procedures, the 
tester could direct the microproces-
sor to a built-in test sequence. That 
would save both test program devel-
opment time and money." 

Teeter. More built-in self tests offer big 

boost to board testers, says McCook. 

McCook was president of Pacific 
Northwest Electronics Inc., a firm of 
sales representatives in Seattle, when 
Fluke Trendar's offer arrived. But he 
is familiar with his new employer. 
He began at the parent company, 
John Fluke Manufacturing Co. of 
Mountlake Terrace, Wash., in 1965 
as a bench technician repairing 
meters. Eventually, he became mar-
keting manager for Fluke's Precision 
Instruments division, before leaving 
in 1975. 

Distributors will survive 

by selling systems: Pond 

The differences in style and back-
ground between Lauren L. Pond Jr., 
new executive vice president of Wyle 
Distribution Group, and most of his 
old-line counterparts at similar com-
panies point up the changes sweep-
ing the lively distribution business. 

In the first place, the 41-year-old 
Pond is youthful for such a top job 
and represents a profit-oriented new 
management wave starting to re-
place the fast-talking, hard-selling 
industry pioneers. These veterans for 
the most part put "school of hard 
knocks" experience above education 
and worship ever-growing sales vol-
ume. In contrast, Pond, who is in 
effect the general manager of the 
$130 million company headquar-
tered in El Segundo, Calif., holds an 
MBA in addition to his BSEE and 
knows that without "bottom-line 
results, larger sales by themself lead 
to big troubles." 

In the second place, Pond says, 
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Now Zilog does 
double-duty. 
Introducing the world's first 
dual-channel data 
communications device. It works with 
(almost) anyone's microprocessor. +5„ 

The Z80 Serial Input/Output: 
Here at last is a general-
purpose device that can 
efficiently solve data communi-
cations problems for just 
about any microprocessor on 
the market. 
The Z80-SIO is the world's 

first dual-channel, multi-
protocol, serial communica-
tions interface circuit. It 
supports all serial data commu-
nications techniques with a 

single, N-channel (+5V) 
40-pin device. 
What else would you expect 

from the company that's 
pledged to stay a generation 
ahead in microcomputers? 
Check out the Z80-SIO 

today. It's on your Zilog distrib-
utor's shelves right now in 
prototype or production quan-
tities. Make double sure your 
next design delivers all the 
performance you're looking for. 

DATA BUS 

CONTROL BUS 

CI) 

INTERRUPT 
CONTROL 

CHANNELS: Two independent, full-duplex with modem controls. 

DATA RATES: 0-550k bits/second (Z80-S10); 0-880k bits/second (Z80A-S10). 

OPERATING 
MODES: 

Asynchronous; bisynchronous (with CRC generation and 
checking); SDLC/HDLC (with CRC generation and checking). 

COMPATIBLE 
WITH: Z80/Z80A 8080A 8085A 6800 6500 9900 

GND 

SERIAL DATA 

Rx, Tx CLOCKS 

SYNC 

MODEM CONTROLS 

SERIAL DATA 

Rx/Tx CLOCK 

SYNC 

MODEM CONTROLS 

10460 Bubb Road, Cupertino, 
California 95014 
(408) 446-4666 • TWX 910-338-7621 
EASTERN REGION: (617) 667-2179 
OHIO REGION: (614) 457-0820 
MIDWESTERN REGION: (312) 885-8080 
SO. WESTERN REGION: (714) 549-2891 
t'10. WESTERN REGION: (408) 446-4666 
EUROPE (ENGLAND): (0628) 36131/2/3 

An affiliate of 

EON ENTERPRISES INC. 

We want you to know more od 
about Microcomputer Peripherals Zilog 
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Sola "Ultra-Regulation": 
Plug it in where you need it most. 
Brownouts, transients and line noise 
can cause electronic office equipment 
to malfunction; drop digits, lose mem-
ory, and suffer inefficient operation. 
Field service people may tell you to 
install a dedicated line. Still others will 
suggest an ultra-isolation transformer. 
But both of these are expensive and 
inflexible compared with Sola's Mini 
and Micro/Minicomputer Regulators 
with "Ultra-Regulation" — complete 
protection for your electronics. 

Sola's "Ultra-Regulators" do every-
thing a dedicated line or an ultra-
isolation transformer does and more. 
They eliminate transients and provide 
complete isolation from line surges. 
The resulting waveshape contains less 

than 3% harmonic distortion. What's 
more, each unit is portable. You can 
plug it in where it's needed most at any 
given moment. And it's UL listed. 

Sola Micro/Minicomputer Regulators 
provide better than 120 db common 
mode noise rejection; 60 db transverse 
mode noise rejection,as well as reliable 
brownout protection. Output remains 
within NEMA voltage specification of 
±5% for input voltages as low as 65% 
of nominal. 

Before you invest in ultra-isolation or a 
dedicated line, investigate Sola's Mini 
and Micro/Minicomputer Regulators— 
in stock for immediate shipment 
through your local Sola stocking dis-
tributor. Call or write for free literature. 

Gs 
SOLA 

1717 BUSSE RD ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILLINOIS 60007 (312) 439-2800 
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From Electronics Magazine Book Series. 
Zero-risk trial offer. 

INctonles 
rook Seim 

Name 

Company 

Street 

New Product Trends 
in Electronics, 
Number One 
From "New Products," state-
of-the-art materials and 
equipment, arranged ac-
cording to function. $14.95 

Title 

City 

Signature 

State Zip 

Electronics Book Series 
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520 

Send me copies of "New Product 
Trends in Electronics, Number One" at $14.95 
per copy 

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies. 

must be fully satisfied or you will refund 
full payment if the book is returned after ten-
day trial examination. 

D Payment enclosed 0 Bill firm 0 Bill me 

Charge to my credit card: 
0 American Express 0 Diners Club 
0 Visa 0 Master Charge 

Acc't No.  Date exp.__ 
On Master Charge only, 
first numbers above name  

People 

Overview. Pond says distributors will need 

more than parts to stay in business. 

"the nature of the job we're doing is 
changing. We're being called on to 
sell mini- and microcomputer sys-
tems and peripherals. These are new 
high-technology products in the ear-
ly part of' their life cycle, just the 
opposite of components. A distribu-
tor's survival into the 1980s hinges 
on how well it can make money sell-
ing the systems." 
Wyle has been a leader among 

distributors in moving strongly into 
what Pond says was "a marketing 
vacuum with semiconductor firms 
storming us to do something." The 
firm has been growing 30% a year 
and has all six of its locations in the 
western U. S. Pond, in fact, put 
together its initial systems marketing 
plan in 1974 after joining Wyk from 
Beckman Instruments, where he was 
director of marketing. Then, as now, 
he treated microprocessors as a long-
haul proposition. 

Rather than seeking instant re-
sults, Pond looks to growth with 
"heavy up-front investments in 
equipment, stock, and training costs 
for a better quality of sales person." 
He says that profits of Wyle's 
systems sales unit are "moving in the 
right direction, probably in the black 
two out of four years." 
Whether Wyle succeeds in "get-

ting as good in the systems business 
as we are in components" depends 
on one thing, Pond says. "People are 
the key, upgrading them to a broad-
er, more educated type, bringing 
more of them in from suppliers." 
Better-prepared Wyle representa-
tives will be more responsive to his 
customers, Pond says. 
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TO-5 RELAY UPDATE 

The worlds 
smallest 
RF relay 
Inherently low inter-contact capacitance and 
contact circuit losses have established the 
Teledyne TO-5 relay as an excellent subminiature 
RF switch for frequencies up through UHF. Typical 
RF performance: 45db isolation and 0.1db 
insertion loss at 100MHz. 

Added to this, our TO-5 relay requires very low 
coil power compared to other miniature relays — 
as much as 75% less than a half crystal can relay. 

TYPICAL RF SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
ISOLATION VS FREQUENCY 

NN, 
INSERTION LOSS ES FREOUENCY 

For hand held radio transceivers, for example, 
where battery power drain as well as good RF 
performance are key factors, Teledyne's TO-5 relay 
is the logical choice for T-R switching. 

Our complete line of TO-5 relays includes military 
and commercial/industrial types, with virtually all 
military versions qualified to established reliability 
MIL specs. For complete data, contact Teledyne 
Relays — the people who pioneered the TO-5 relay. 

• Hybrid "T" Series 
SPOT & DPDT types with internal transistor 
driver and suppression (Mode. Military 
and commercial/industrial versions. 

• "D" and 'DD' Series 
With internal suppressioi and steering 
diodes. Military and commercial/industrial 
versions. 

• Maglatch Series 
SPOT, DPDT, and 4PST magnetic latching 
types. Military and commercial/industrial 
versions. 

• Centigrie Series 
World's smallest relay—only .225" (5.72mm) 
high x .370" (9.40mm) square. DPDT, with 
optional internal suppression and steering 
diodes. 

• Hi-Rel Series 
Screened versions far space flight 
applications (RASA qualified) 

• High Environment Series 
Hi-temperature, Hi-shock, and 
Hi-vibration types 

Ator TELEDYNE RELAYS 
3155 West El Segundo Boulevard, Hawthorne, California 90250 
Telephone (213) 973-4545 
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"We eliminated 
LSI lead damage with 

AMP LIF-Lock connectors. 
And improved 

performance, toot' 
AMP LIF-Lock connectors are the 

economical way to prevent lead damage 
and excessive wear in frequently removed 
microprocessors, RAMs, PROMs and 
EAROMs. They also provide the greater 
reliability of high pressure contacts plus the 
extra economy of tin-plating. 

These significant advantages are based 
on AMP's Low Insertion Force design. You 
open or close all the contacts by simple 
screwdriver actuation so there is no need for 
insertion or extraction force on the package 
leads. Yet when the contacts are closed a 
force of approximately 200 grams is exerted 
on both sides of the leads. 

AMP LIF-Lock connectors can be used 
for both ceramic and plastic packages. 
And they are available in 24, 28, and 40 
position configurations. 

Wherever you use LIF-Lock, AMP 
field and home office engineers support you 
all the way. On the production line, in quality 
control, in sampling for prototypes and by 
working continually with you to aid future 

designs. Professional engineers deserve 
support—at AMP we have an international 
reputation for providing it. 

There are more advantages with new 
LIF-Lock socket connectors...such as 
simultaneous actuation of up to four 
connectors placed end to end...and we 
invite you to learn about them all. Just call 
Customer Service at (717) 564-0100. Or write 
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105. 



AMP has a better way... 
LIF-Lock 

Test probe 
aperatures 

Wide 
funnel entry 

Identified 
ON and OFF 
positions 

Actuating cam 

Through-board 
solder tab posts 

Low Profile 
Screwdriver 
Anchor Well 

AMP is a trademark of AMP Incorporated 

INCORPORATED 
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Here's the sensible 
way to select your 

next logic analyzer. 

DATA 

CPU 

W 

MEMORY I/O 

CONTROL 

HP—When you depend on logk 

GLITCH 
TRIGGER 

GLITCH 
DETECT 

1600A 1600S 1602A 1607A 1610A 1611A 1615A 1640A 

• 
r 

• 

HP has made it easier to choose the right logic 
analyzer for your application. 
We've developed a logical procedure to help 

you select the correct combination of features 
to solve your problems. Now, you can quickly 
make the transition from system to potential 
problems to features to a specific model. Here's 
how it works. 
Suppose your system resembles the one shown 

in the above block diagram. A problem you're 
likely to encounter is glitches on a control line— 
leading to disruptive signals being generated 
within your system. That's where a logic ana-
lyzer comes in. But which one? 

In this case, the two features you need which 
are central to glitch analysis are GLITCH 
DETECT and GLITCH TRIGGER. One look 



E8/31/7-8/  at the Logic Analyzer Selection Chart and you'll fl 
find that both features are available in HP's 
1615A Logic Analyzer. With a few simple key-
board entries you'll be able to trigger on the 
glitch and perform cross-bus analysis for rapid 
troubleshooting. 
HP can show you a logical selection process 

for your design and troubleshooting problems. 
From system . . . to potential problems. . to 
features . . . to a specific model. 

Simply send for the HP Logic Analyzer 
Selection Guide. It will take you through the 
step-by-step sequence and help you discover 
which HP Logic Analyzer is best for your appli-
cation. Or, for immediate assistance, give your 
local HP field engineer a call today. 

Please send me a free copy of 
the HP Logic Analyzer Selection Guide. 

Name/Title   

Company   

Address  

City/State/Zip 

Mail to: Hewlett-Packard, 1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, 
Califomia 94304 

HEWLETT *IPACKARD 

1507 Page Mill Road, Palo A:to, Californta 94304 

For assistance call: Washington (301'i 948-6370, Chicago (312) 

255-9800, Atlanta (404)955-1500. Loe Angeles (213) 877-1282 
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'Any bunch of 
hotshots can design a 
new microcomputer. 

It takes brains to 
improve an old one:' 

John Jones 
Product Marketing Manager 
Series/80 Microcomputer 

Systems 

Series/80 
Microcomputer Systems 

"We're super aware that forcing a 
change in system architecture causes 
customers a lot of pain and agony. 
It costs a small fortune. And no 
amount of cross assemblers, trans-
lators or mode switches will make 
things easier. 

If you want to hear real horror 
stories, ask the minicomputer guys. 
They've seen it. 

It just doesn't make sense to me 
to force customers into a change when 
there are tons of things you can do to 
improve any system — especially once 
it's been in use. And with Series/80 
that's exactly what we do. 

80/204, 80/10 

— the advantages of hindsight. 

We've just begun offering the 80/204 
board. And you can bet we've added 
some improvements. 

Like shadow ROM.' It lets ROM 
share the same memory address as 
RAM. And the ROM can be com-
pletely shut down and shut out when 
you don't need it. 

In standby, our BLC 80/204 
draws less than a watt versus 4 watts 
for Intel's SBC 80/204. And our bus 
master handles 6 masters on system 
bus compared to 3. 
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In addition to board level products, 
we offer a complete line of 80/204 
and 80/10 rack mounted computer 
(RMC) systems with significant 
advantages over what has gone before. 

Don't get me wrong. The SBC 
80/204 — in fact, all the original SBC 
products are very good. But coming 
later lets us take customer reaction 
into account. 

In 80/10 boards, for instance, we 
felt people might like the on-board 
memory beefed up. So we got out and 
talked to customers. They told us, 
'you bet we want 
more memory: 

COMBI ON 
MEMORY, I/O 

BIC/SRC 104 

R 
SUP ¡ES 

BI CI 111.C/ 
NBC n 4iNHC nb0 

HIC 8b5111, 

WARE 

I3LC/ /3LC/ 
.tiFIC 010 SBC 920 

BLC/SBC BLC/SBC 
80/10 80/10A 

BLC 
80/12 

BLC BLC/SBC 
80/14 80/204 

MEMOR 

MUSK 
OR) 

DWI BM/ 
SRC 814 SFIC (+04 

HI C/SBC 
413+ 

RIC 84 12 

HI CI 
SRC 
711 

PLC/ 
SBC 
724 

YSTEMS 

I  BICI BIC ( RMC/ 
Sac 801)/ , SYS 
80P 14 A .sono 

Rmeilr RMC 81 ( 
SYS 80/ 80/ 511( 801'/ 
204 14 204 

And that's what 
we gave them with the 
BLC 80/11, 80/12 and 80/1+ 

Customer feedback also led to the 
development of National's exclusive 
32K BLC8432 ROM/PROM 

BIC/ 
SBC 
712 

memory card, which is twice the 
capability of everybody else's. 

It's a plain fact that National will 
continue to be customer driven 
instead of product driven. Well come 
across with features customers want 
and need instead of what might 
be clever. 

A New Industry Standard. 

I feel the best hardware investment 
is one that protects a software invest-
ment. And with Series/80, we're 
helping create an industry standard 
microcomputer. So more customers 

can use an existing software base. 
And software and hardware 

designers will be easier to find. Also, 
two vendors competing for business 
means freedom of choice. And that's 

what free enterprise is all about. 

Serious about Series/80. 

We're dead serious about 
Series/80. Just last year we started 

with seven products. Now we're at 
41 and still counting — every one 
designed from a top-down 
systems point of view. 

For more on Series/80 — or, 
if our market-driven philosophy 

makes sense and you'd like to talk job 
opportunities, write me: John Jones, 
Series/80 Product Marketing, 
National Semiconductor Corporation, 
Drawer 6,2900 Semiconductor 

Drive, Santa Clara, California 
95051. Or call 800-538-1866 
— 800-672-1811 in California:' 

ACCESS° 

11137/ Ill C/ 111C/ 13LC/ 
sncnio mc 8ce NBC "01 E;('Qt)2 NBC 90; 

BI C/ ,‘ 131C/ RI CI irBLe Qs7 
SBC 90% ' „,, " ' SBC 'S SBC 95n 

Computer Products Group 
National Semiconductor Corporation 
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Editorial  

Give the IEEE's members a break . . . 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers is a large and prestigious organization 
beset by problems of direction and execution. 
The debates that have heated its annual 
elections have gone a long way toward spurring 
some needed changes, and it is likely that the 
process will go on. But as the 1978 campaign 
for the presidency gets under way, the society's 
members are getting an earful of something 
rare in the usually sedate contests. 

Both presidential candidates on the 
ballot —Irwin Feerst and Jerome J. Suran— have 
stooped into the ward-heeling politician's 
bag of tactics and emerged with fistfuls of 
names and accusations. One is called a "clone," 
the other is said to be encouraging "bigotry;" 
there are accusations of "treachery," 
"duplicity," and "harassment of members;" 
there is the charge of "advocating illegality." 

Really, now. The contenders seem to be 
forgetting that many of their objectives are 
the same. They both oppose wage busting, 
age bias, and mandatory licensing. Their 
differences appear to revolve mostly around 
priorities and methods, important differences 
to be sure but certainly not extreme enough 
to force the candidates to call up the reserves 
of mud. Such tactics could have a serious 
side effect by widening the split among the 
IEEE'S 180,000 members over the question 
of whether the society should put more of its 
muscle behind professional problems or behind 
matters of technology. What's more, such 
goings on also endanger one of the institute's 
greatest assets: its prestige. 

The engineers in the society deserve a good, 
clear, sharp discussion of issues. Neither they 
nor the candidates are much served by a 
pointless name-calling contest. 

. . . and how about one for the candidates? 

Candidate Suran points out that as he goes 
about the country on his scheduled 20 election 
appearances, he is greeted typically by 20 or 
25 members per appearance—although in 
one case about 100 turned out, but that was 
to see him receive an award, as well as discuss 
the election. 

Such apathy possibly should be no 
surprise—after all, election turnouts in this 
country seem to have been declining steadily 
over the past few decades. Still, with the 
issues so immediate and personal, with the 
concerns so closely entwined with one's 
profession and lifestyle, it would seem that 
more engineers would show more concern 
about their society's stewardship. 

It is a truism that one gets the kind of 
government one deserves. Apathy will serve 
only to drive out qualified candidates — if the 
members don't care, an aspiring contestant 
might reason, why should I? When a candidate 
for the presidency of the IEEE stands up before 
you and offers his ideas about your future 
and that of your society, you owe it to yourself 
to listen to him and ask some questions. 
Grumbling after the fact won't gain you 
much in the way of pension rights, job security, 
or professional standing. 
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Heavy duty programmer 
duplicates PRONIs 

like greased lightning. 
Simple, pass/fail 
production-line 
programming. 
Use our benchtop M910 
production programmer for 
general production line 
programming, for blank-
checking or verification, or 
for quality assurance testing. 
The M910 is so simple and 
provides such readily under-
stood pass/fail information 
that you can teach your 
manufacturing personnel to 
use it in minutes. In the 
M910's automatic mode, the 
operator loads the PROM, 
pushes one button and the 
programmer automatically 
blank checks, duplicates 

and verifies. A pass/fail light 
and an accompanying audio 
tone give dual indications of 
PROM status. The M910 also 
has individual pushbutton 
selection of blank check, 
duplicate or verify functions. 

No matter what your 
PROM, the M910 can 
program it with max-
imum yield using one 
of our vendor-approved 
plug-in personality 
modules. 
The M910 accepts our full 
range of PROM personality 
modules including dedicated 
modules for single PROMs, 

gang modules which let you 
program up to 8 PRO Ms 
simultaneously, and generic 
modules which program entire 
PROM families. 

The M910 gives you a direct 
PROM to PROM copy with no 
intermediary buffering. We 
use separate sockets for the 
master PROM and the copy 
PROM. No programming 
voltages go to the master 
socket, so your master can't 
be accidentally alterea or 
destroyed by operator error. 

PRO-LOG 
CORPORATION 

Like all our control units and 
PROM personality modules, 
the M910 comes U.L. listed, 
designed and built to U.L. 
electrical safety standards. 

It's a fully portable benchtop 
unit that weighs less than 
18 pounds with personality 
module installed. 

Top yield and throughput 
per dollar. 
An M910 control unit costs 
orny $1,400. Single PROM 
personality modules cost 
from $350 to $600. Generic 
modules start at $530. Gang 
modules are $950 to $1,050. 

Write for a copy 
of our PROM User's 

Information Package. 
Pro-Log Corporation, 
2411 Garden Road, 
Monterey, CA 93940, 
phone (408) 372-4593. 

Electronics/August 31, 1978 
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quality 
makes 
the difference 
in... 

'.11538 
MOeTIO,AntAm,,,, 

et 

NORTH ATLANTIC 

Synchro Test Instruments 
with 48 hour burn-in 

• High Reliabil'ty • High Performance 

Simulators and Bridges 
• -±2 second accuracy 
• 0.0001° resolution 
• Stable-passive circuits 
• Wide band — 60 to 
10,000 Hz 
• Synchro or resolver 
• Full rack or DPM style 

Phase Angle 
Voltmeters 
• Digital and analog 
• High harmonic rejection 
• High accuracy 
• Wide bandwidth 
• ATE compatible 
• Direct reading phase 
reading 

CALL OR WRITE FOR 
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS. 

NOR. el" I-1 AT' I•T TIC 
industries, inc. 

200 TERMINAL DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803 

cable: noatlantic / twx. 510-221-1879 / phone: (516)681-8600 

Meetings 
Wescon/78 Show and Convention, 
Electronic Conventions Inc. (El Se-
gundo, Calif.), Los Angeles Conven-
tion Center, Sept. 12-14. 

ECOC—Fourth European Conference 
on Optical Communications, IEEE 

Italian Section (for information, 
contact Istituto Internationale Com-
unicazioni, Genoa), Genoa, Italy, 
Sept. 12-15. 

Conference on Information and Sys-
tems Theory Used in Digital Commu-
nications, IEEE German Section (for 
information contact vDE-Zentral-
stelle Tagungen, Frankfurt), Techni-
cal University, West Berlin, West 
Germany, Sept. 18-20. 

ESSCIRC 78—Fourth European Solid 
State Circuits Conference, IEEE Ben-
elux Section (for information con-
tact ESSCIRC 78, Delft University of 
Technology, Delft), Tropen Insti-
tuut, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, 
Sept. 18-21. 

Sixth Computer-Aided Design and 
Computer-Aided Manufacturing 
Conference and Exhibition (CAD/CAM 
VI), Society of Manufacturing Engi-
neers (Detroit), Hyatt House, Los 
Angeles, Sept. 19-21. 

28th Annual Broadcast Symposium, 
IEEE, Washington Hotel, Washing-
ton, D. C., Sept. 21-22. 

Eascon —Electronic and Aerospace 
Systems Convention, IEEE, Sheraton 
International Hotel, Arlington, Va., 
Sept. 24-27. 

Distributed Data Processing, AIAA, 
Ramada lnn-Rosslyn, Washington, 
D. C., Sept. 25-26. 

Convergence 78—International Con-
ference on Automotive Electronics, 
Society of Automotive Engineers 
(Warrendale, Pa.), Hyatt Regency 
Hotel, Dearborn, Mich., Sept. 
25-27. 

ISHM 78, International Society for 
Hybrid Microelectronics (Montgom-
ery, Ala.), Radisson Hotel, Minne-
apolis, Sept. 25-27. 
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Mostekb 32K RAM. 
nimble u 

for system  
Mostek's 32K RAM 

doubles system den-
sity without increasing 
package count. By 
utilizing the industry 
standard 4116 in a dual 
device package config-
uration, Mostek now 
offers a 32K X 1 Random 
Access Memory module 
that's pin-compatible 
with 16-pin 4K, 16K and 
next-generation 
64K dynamic RAMs. 
The MK4332D is manufactured by 

mounting two MK4116 RAMs in leadless 
chip carriers onto a standard 18-pin DIP 
mother board. The assembled module 
has the same package dimensions as an 
18-pin cerdip package, permitting the 
module to be used with standard auto-
mated handling and test equipment. 
The two chips share common Ad-

dress, Data In, Data Out, Write Enable,  
and Power pins. Separate RAS and CAS 
clocks for each MK4116 are provided for 

VBB 

DIN 2 

WE 3 

RAS I 4 

AO 5 

VDD 8 

A2 7 C 

A2 6 L 

RAS 2 9CL 

p 18 vss 

J17 CAS 1 

D 16 DOUT 

D 15 A6 

D 14 A3 

13 A4 

D 12 A5 

Jii vcc 

10 CAS 2 

easy device selection 
and control. 
The MK4332D-3 

features an access 
time of 200ns with a 
cycle time of 375ns. 
And operating power 
is just 482 mVV active 
and 40 mW standby 
(max),It requires a -±10% 
tolerance on all power 
supplies (+12V, ±5V). 
The MK4332 offers 4116 
performance and ease 

of use but allows greater memory 
density. Samples of the MK4332 are 
available now. Full production is sched-
uled for the 4th quarter, with optional 
pin configurations available. 

For more information on Mostek's 
32K RAM, contact Mostek, 1215 West 
Crosby Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006; 
Telephone 214/242-0444. In Europe, 
contact Mostek Brussels; Telephone (49) 
(0711) 701045. 

MOSTEK 

• 

© 1978 Mostek Corp. 

• MN ir -,1111111•11111111111MIIMILMI. 
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Typically, you think of C 
non-volatility with battery ba 
But now, we'd like you to think 
12-bit number crunching accuracy id 
microcomputer applications. Applicati 
high performance, low power, high nois 
and a wide operating temperature range are 
tant considerations. Applications such as mili 
man-pack computers, data acquisition systems, p 
table instrumentation, telecommunications and 
automotive control. And more. 

THE ADVANTAGES OF CMOS/LSI 
IN µ,P APPLICATIONS 

Intersil's IM6100 CMOS microcomputer family oper-
ates on a single +5 Volt power supply. Maximum 
power dissipation of IM6100 CPU: 12.5 mW @Vcc = 
5V. Compare that to the NMOS CPU: 750 mW to 1W 
And for ¿P-based systems, we support the IM6100 
with a full range of intelligent CMOS peripherals: 

common 
untry is 

• • 
f 91.i fPIE) : Programmable 

interface element. 
61e .(MEDIC): Memory exten-
'sion/DMA controller/ 

Interval timer. 

103 (PIO): Programmable 
20-bit input/output port. 

2/03 (UART): Universal 
asynchronous receiver/ 

transmitter. 

(EPROM): 1K x 4 CMOS EPROM. 

(ROM): 1K x 12 CMOS ROM. 

IM (RAM): 64 x 12 CMOS RAM. 
And, titersil is the largest single supplier of CMOS 
mem components... a complete family of CMOS 
RAM's and ROM's. CMOS/LSI. At more than simply 
competitive prices. 

A COMPLETE 
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM. 

Hardware: Intercepts I, a compact development sys-
tem with 4K words of memory and two high speed se-
rial I/O ports. Intercepte II, a modular development 



:commodity in this 
inrealized potential." Coolidge 

IM6100 MICROCOMPUTER FAMILY 

1M6100 
CMOS 
MICRO-

PROCESSOR 

1M6101 
PROGRAMMABLE 

INTERFACE 
ELEMENT 

1M6102 
MEMORY 

EXTENSION/ 
DMA/TIMER 

1M6402 
CMOS UART 

1M6403 
CMOS UART 

1M6603 
1K x4 

CMOS EPROM 

1M6312 
1K x 12 

CMOS ROM 

1M6103 
PROGRAMMABLE 

I/O PORT 

1M6508/12/51 
1K x 1/64 x 12/256 x 4 

CMOS RAMS 

1M6504* 
4K x1 

CMOS RAM 

'AVAILABLE 4th 0711.. 1978 

system expandable to 32K words of memory. Cut 
development time up to 90% with the IFDOS Floppy 
Disk Unit, a dual disk drive unit complete with Inter-
cept® I/II interface. Other hardware options include a 
memory, wirewrap, extender and teletype relay mod-
ules. We also offer a tutorial system, Intercept® Jr. 

LARGEST LIBRARY OF SOFTWARE. 

The 1M6100 instruction set is identical to the PDIDt8/e. 
That means you get an easy to use, easy to learn set 
of memory reference, I/O, and operate instructions. 
Plus, the largest standing library of user software. 

WE HAVE A MICROCOMPUTER 
FOR YOU. IN CMOS/LSI. 

In fact, we have a whole system, EM6100-based. From 
hardware to software. It's ideal for self-contained or 
battery backup applications. Hundreds of them. And 
maybe you'll realize your potential by realizing ours. 
For complete information, call your Intersil Sales 
Office, Franchised Distributor, or, return the coupon. 
ePDP is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. 
®Intercept is a registered trademark of Intersil Inc. 

CALIFORNIA: Sunnyvale (408) 744-0618, Long Beach (213) 
532-3544. COLORADO: Aurora (303) 750-7004 • FLORIDA: 
Fort Lauderdale (305) 772-4122 • ILLINOIS: Hinsdale (312) 
986-5303 • MASSACHUSETTS: Lexington (617) 861-6220 • 
MINNESOTA: Minneapolis (612) 925-1844 • NEW JERSEY: 
Englewood Cliffs (201) 567-5585 • OHIO: Dayton (513) 866-
7328 • TEXAS: Dallas (214) 387-0539 • CANADA: Brampton, 
Ontario (416) 457-1253/55 

LI 
Digital Products-Microcomputers 
10710 No. Tantau Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014 
Tel: (408) 996-5000 TWX: 910-338-0171 
(800) 538-7930 (outside California) E083178 

Gentlemen, 
I'm interested. Send me everything I'll need to know about 
Intersil's CMOS microcomputer components. 
 And please include your Calvin Coolidge poster. 

Mee I 

Name  

Company  

Address  

City State 7ip  

Country  



System 45: 

Our friendly computer 
could speed through your tough 

technical problems... 

if the boss would just get 
finished with his. 

He has problems, too. The versatile System 45, along with 
HP-created management programs, can help him with forecasting, 

project management, basic statistics —even payroll and 
inventory control. He can also create and access departmental 

data bases for administrative chores. But you won't wait but a couple of 
minutes because the System 45 is a speedy workhorse. When 

it's your turn, you, too, can take advantage of HP 
programs for applications as diverse and as valuable as 

differential equations, waveform analysis, 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, regression analysis, linear 

equations and numerical integration to name a few. 
You'll get answers fast. System 45 will display 

a 20 variable, 20 constraint linear programming 
solution in under five minutes. And tackle 

a Fast Fourier Transform of a set of a 1,024 
full precision data points in less than a minute. 

Anyone in your department can 
easily create and run their own special 
programs using System 45's enhanced 
BASIC language. 

You can generate charts and 
graphs, interface with your 

instruments, add peripherals 
for extra storage, input and output. You can 

solve problems needing up to 62K bytes of 

Waveform Analysis Regression Analysis Bar Chart 



memory. Stated simply, System 45 is powerful, versatile and friendly: a 
productive, cost-effective tool for practically everyone in your 

department, even the boss. For brochures describing System 45 
and the HP programs of interest to you, call the 

HP Literature Center toll-free day or night. The 
number is 1-800-821-7700, extension 302. 

(In Missouri, call 1-800-892-7655, extension 302.) 

Andrews Plot 

HEWLETT ei PACKARD 

3400 E Harmony Road, Fort Collins, Colorado 80521 

For assistance call: Washington (301) 94B-6370. Chicago (312) 
255-9800, Atlanta (404) 955-1500. Los Angeles (213) 877-1282 

Ask for Desktop Computer Sales Department. 

'»eelei%Mitt,e I 

Active Filter Design RIA QC Plot 

40515 
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Chips, SIPs, DIPs and discretes 
for virtually any resistor need. 

Allen-Bradley can satisfy most—if not all—of your fixed resistor needs. Networks and discretes. 
Thin film, cermet and carbon composition. Standards where you expect customs. Customs 

where you expect standards. Examples: Our I-DIP cermet networks are available in 
542 stock configurations. Our discrete carbon composition resistors are avail-

able in custom high ohmic values to a million megohms in standard 
Y8W and 1/2W sizes. See your A-B distributor. 

RESISTOR 
TYPE 

RESISTANCE 
RANGE 

POWER 
RATING TOLERANCE TCR 

Carbon 
Comp 

1 ohm to 100 megs 
(custom to 1 million megs.) 

YoW to 4W 
@ 70°C to ±5% ±20% Typically less than 250 

PPM/°C from 15°C to 75°C 

Cermet 
Film 10 ohms to 22.1 megs 0.125W to 0.5W ±0.5% and ±1% ±50 and ±100 PPM/°C 

Metal 
Film 20 ohms to 375K ohms 0.25W @ 70°C 

0.1W @ 125°C ,0 05% to t1% — ' ±10, 15, 25 PPM/°C 

I-DIPs 22 ohms to 1M ohms 100 to 500 MW 
per resistor ±1%, ±2%, ±5% ±100 and L200 PPM/°C 

I-SIPs Configuration 
dependent 

.11W/lead to 
.16W/lead ±2% or t fl ±200 PPM/°C 

Chips 1K ohm to 10 megs 50 to 250 MW 
per resistor ±0.01% ±25 PPM/°C 

Quality in the best tradition. 
ALLEN-BRADLEY n/ Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204 EC-179 
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Electronics newsletter  
National 2-chip The verdict is in as far as National Semiconductor's pulse-code-modulated 

coder-decoder chips are concerned. For the past two years, National has 
codec set shipped samples of its monolithic single-channel two-chip set to some users 

hits market... and large quantities (1,000 to 10,000 a month) to two telephone manufac-
turers. Now the company is offering its TP 3000 complementary-
MOs/bipolar field-effect-transistor series from stock for $10 per set in 
volume. Adhering to both µ- and A-law code standards, both versions have 
on-board 5-v references and feature a power-down capability. National is 
claiming life expectancies of 20 to 40 years for the devices. Moreover, 
look for National's second-generation ics, such as single-chip codees, by 
the second quarter of 1979. 

... as Motorola Meanwhile, Motorola will soon be shipping samples of its mos codee. Its 
bid to the telecom market for switching jobs, central offices, and private 

prepares C-MOS automatic branch exchanges is a three-chip set: codee and five-pole 
part for market elliptic filter in c-mos, and the subscriber loop interface circuit built with 

bipolar technology and a few outboard parts. Features include pin-
switchable A- or it-law encoding, full analog and digital loopback testing, 
and extremely low standby power: according to Motorola, the whole 
system will dissipate less than 10 mw when the phone is on the hook. 

Canada to get Look for Bell Canada to set up North America's first video-text informa-
tion service using two-way transmission via existing phone lines. Scheduled 

P hone-line for 1979, a pilot digital link will supply standard color home or business TV 
video-text link sets with news, entertainment, advertisements, and other special services at 

speeds up to 1,200 bits/second. Similar systems exist in England and 
France, but Bell Canada's pilot project, unlike the British Viewdata, is not 
a broadcast approach. No regular television channel is needed, and the set 
functions only as a graphic terminal coupled to the phone lines. As for the 
U. S., AT&T says that it plans no commercial test of such a system now. 

RCA developing RCA Corp. has found yet another believer in its silicon-on-sapphire technol-
ogy. The Air Force Materials Laboratory is funding RCA'S Solid State 

sapphire micros Technology Center to develop a family of radiation-hardened complemen-
for Air Force tary-mos-on-sapphire devices based on a high-performance 8-bit slice 

microprocessor. The family will be able to emulate existing microcomput-
ers, such as 8080- and 2900-based systems, and other widely used 
computers, among these the PDP-11 and AN/UYK-20, as well as custom 
designs. A spokesman at the Air Force lab at Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base in Ohio says the service wants to be able to implement these 
computers with a minimum number of radiation-hardened chips and that 
c-mos/sos technology offers the needed speed and power performance. 

British software Chalk up a major software coup to the English software firm Warren 
for ATE ear Point Ltd.: its Atlas compiler for automatic test equipment will be used by 

Digital Equipment Corp. of Maynard, Mass. Called MICA (machine-
In use at DEC independent compiler for Atlas), the package will be on equipment shown 

at Wescon (see p. 156). It is written in Coral high-level language; thus 
routines in Atlas (the international ATE language) can be compiled readily 
to run on almost any computer-controlled automatic test system. Further-
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BENEFIT FROM EXPERIENCE ... OURS 

... I bought the 
years of time it 
took to grow. 
And when you buy a CRT display 
module from Motorola, you get 
the years of time and experience 
it took us to grow . . . 

The years of development engineer-
ing and direct contact with OEM 
terminal manufacturers that it took 
to grow more than 65 current models 
. . . choices of CRT size, 
character density, scan frequency, 
type of drive, specifications 
quality, and price . . . 

The years of investment and deter-
mination that it took to grow our 
manufacturing operation from 
ground zero to a smooth-running 
production facility . . . 

The years of careful component 
evaluation, quality control, life 
testing and field experience it took to 
grow a solid, and justified, OEM 
confidence in our CRT modules . . . 

The years of experience that comes 
from growing up serving the 
display terminal industry. You benefit 
from experience . . our experience. 

Call the sales office in your area: 

Sunnyvale, California (408) 744-1277 

Tustin, California (714) 838-5621 

Carol Stream, Illinois (312) 690-1400 

Dallas, Texas (214) 233-2006 

Salem, New Hampshire (603) 898-5921 

Shrewsbury, New Jersey (201) 544-9541 

Baltimore, Maryland (301) 821-0062 

Overseas, ask for International Sales 

Manager, Carol Stream, Illinois 
(312) 690-1400. 

Model M4408 
15", 132 x 46 format 

6072 characters 

Model M2000 
9", 80 x 24 format 

1920 characters 

MOTOROLA INC. 
Circle 38 on reader service cafd 

Data Products 455 E. North Ave., Carol Stream, Illinois 60187 



Electronics review  
Significant developments in technology and business 

Integrated device 
promises to perform 
optical-receiver functions 
Experimental Bell Laboratories 

chip, fabricated on lithium 

niobate, should work as filter, 

coupler, switch, modulator 

If electronic systems operating at 
microwave and millimeter-wave fre-
quencies can be fabricated in minute 
pieces of silicon and gallium arse-
nide, then it seems likely something 
similar can be done at the much 
higher frequencies of light. Re-
searchers looking into such inte-
grated-optics devices have been deal-
ing with this question for some years 
now. In one of the latest develop-
ments, it appears that Bell Laborato-
ries may have an important part of 
the answer. 

R. V. Schmidt and R. C. Alter-
ness, researchers at Bell Labs' 
Holmdel, N. J., facility, have devel-
oped a device on a piece of lithium 
niobate that appears able to perform 
the four major functions found in a 
radio receiver— filtering, coupling, 
switching, and modulation. Unlike a 
radio, it operates at light wave-
lengths ranging in the red spectrum 
from 5,800 to 6,300 angstroms. 

In integrated-optics devices, the 
four functions are usually performed 
separately. But Bell Labs, taking a 
basic coupled-line filter and careful-
ly analyzing the mathematical equa-
tions governing its light-propagating 
characteristics, thinks it can obtain 
multiple functions. 

Tuning. "So far, we've only had 
time to work with tuning the filter, 
and we found we could tune it over 
several hundreds of angstroms," says 
Schmidt. "It had a tuning rate of 

110 angstroms per volt and yielded a 
normalized 0.55 bandwidth per volt, 
decent enough figures for a bandpass 
filter in a fiber-optic system. Only 
about a ± 2-v variable supply was 
needed for this. 

"We'll be checking out more of 
the filtering, coupling, switching, 
and modulation characteristics over 
the next few months," he continues. 
"Right now, it all seems feasible. For 
example, the filter bandwidth can 
probably be lower than its present 
200 angstroms. In fact, filters with 
bandwidths as narrow as 50 ang-
stroms might be possible for lithium-
niobate devices. If greater differ-
ences between the substrate and 
waveguide refractive indices are got-
ten, even narrower bandwidths 
might be obtainable." 

In one 200-angstrom version of 
the filter, sidelobe levels of about 4% 

were achieved with a peak response 
of about 75%. No tuning voltage was 
applied, and examination of the 
frequency response was limited to 
the tunability of the dye laser used 
as a light generator. 

Physically, the filter device is a 
very simple affair. It consists basi-
cally of a pair of closely coupled 
strip waveguides made of titanium 
diffused along one of the axes of the 
lithium niobate. This is a standard 
way to make such parts as an inte-
grated optical filter or coupler. How-
ever, Schmidt and Alterness modi-
fied and adjusted the device on the 
basis of their mathematical analysis. 
One titanium waveguide line is 1.5 

micrometers wide, the other 3 0.4.m. 
The interaction distance, or the 
length over which the coupled lines 
interact, is fixed at 1.5 centimeters. 
After these lines were deposited, the 

3.5 pm 

1.5 cm 

TUNING 
VOLTAGES 

< \ ALUMINUM ELECTRODES 

WAVEGUIDE 1 

-f-3pm 

WAVEGUIDE 2 

1.5 pm 

-f 

Versatile. Bell Labs has added split electrodes to pair of closely coupled light waveguides. 
Voltages applied to the electrodes allow fine control over the device's optical properties. 
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Bell Labs researchers added a pair of 
split aluminum electrodes on top of 
the lines to afford fine control over 
the optical properties of the wave-
guides and the lithium-niobate sub-
strate. The four receiver functions 
result from this structure. 

Variable. For example, when light 
is introduced along waveguide 1 in 
the figure, the bandpass characteris-
tic of the filter, caused by the 
coupling between the two guides, can 
be varied by varying the voltages on 
one or both sets of electrodes. The 
second function, coupling between 
line 1 and line 2, is basically set by 
the dimensions of the device but is 
finely adjustable by the electrode 
voltages. 
The device acts as a switch or 

modulator when the electrode volt-
ages are varied to alter the percent-
age of energy coupled from one line 
to another; adjusting the voltage at a 
particular rate means the energy in 
one of the lines is being modulated at 
that rate. It is also possible, by feed-
ing energy at different wavelengths 
to both lines, to multiplex or demul-
tiplex: energy from one line moves to 
the other. D 

Microcomputers 

Motorola system 

does well, quietly 
Slipping almost unnoticed into the 
market for low-end stand-alone mi-
crocomputers for original-equipment 
manufacturers is a new entry, but 
one that carries an old-line name: 
Motorola Inc.'s Semiconductor 
Products Group. Despite the lack of 
fanfare, the Exor 68, referred to as a 
"multifunction display-oriented mi-
crocomputer system," seems to be 
doing very well. Motorola says it has 
sold 1,000 units since early this year 
and could have sold more except that 
first call on its components goes to 
other Motorola operations. 

Off the shelf. Motorola assembles its Exor 

68 microcomputer, shown with several 

keyboard possibilities, from modules being 

built for 6800 and other OEM customers. 

Also holding sales down is Motor-
ola's reluctance to beat the drum for 
its new computer too loudly. Its top 
management is so touchy about sell-
ing systems competing with its semi-
conductor customers that company 
officials would not talk about the 
microcomputer until recently. 
"We put together a pretty attrac-

tive little computer, all from stan-
dard parts, that we could make 
money with," says marketing man-
ager L. C. Hevle. Buyers have 
flocked to Motorola's door, he says, 
mostly on the basis of word-of-
mouth information. 
The machine is put together by 

Motorola's Microsystems operation 
in Phoenix from standard modules 
that go into various versions of the 
company's Exorciser microprocessor 
development system, and from Mi-
cromodule printed-circuit boards 
sold to OEM customers for expanding 
6800 microprocessors. "It's part of 
our modular building-block concept, 
built entirely out of off-the-shelf 
components," explains Hevle. 
A basic Exor 68, he says, includes 

a cathode-ray-tube terminal, key-
board, 6800-based central processing 
unit, and about 2 kilobytes of memo-
ry for display and 2 kilobytes for a 
minimum operating program. With 
a power supply, these parts are pack-

aged in a card cage with room for 
eight plug-in boards for memory, 
input/output, or data communica-
tions. The system operates with 
high-level languages (including Ba-
sic, Fortran, and Cobol) and has 
such options as a disk operating 
system and printer. 
Though these elements are hardly 

unique, the microcomputer's attrac-
tion is twofold: it is a complete 
system in a standard package, easing 
the customers' selection problems, 
and it is cheap. It sells for less than 
$4,000; in 100-unit quantities, at 
$1,700 to $1,800. 

Motorola got into the small com-
puters almost as an afterthought, 
admits Hevle, who was a founder of 
the Microsystems unit four years 
ago. The charter of this branch of 
the Integrated Circuits division is to 
furnish support equipment for users 
of Motorola semiconductor products. 

But in the last year, Microsys-
tems' management, largely comput-
er people rather than semiconductor-
oriented, came to recognize they had 
what it took to fill a void in the 
low-end OEM computer field. They 
could put together a flexible system, 
that was capable of expansion, 
microprogrammable, and priced be-
low $5,000. Expanded facilities in 
Motorola's Mesa, Ariz., plant should 
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boost production of the machine in 
several months, Hevle says. 
A user. Confirming advantages of 

the Exor 68 from a user view is 
Thomas F. Fisher, chief engineer of 
Lordel Manufacturing Co., which 
employs the Motorola unit as clus-
tered distributed-processing termi-
nals in repair-service systems it 
builds for telephone-company cen-
tral offices. "It's a very competent 
system and priced so that a small 
company can afford it," he says. 

Fisher's company, located in Mon-
rovia, Calif., is a division of Reliance 
Electric Co., Cleveland. In its 
$45,000 systems, Lordel beefs up the 
Exor 68 with up to 32 kilobytes of 
random-access memory and a mini-
floppy disk, pushing the cost to 
almost $8,000 each. "But we talked 
to minicomputer companies, and for 
the minimum unit they started talk-
ing $10,000 and went up fast," Fish-
er says. 
The question of Motorola's future 

in the small-computer business has 
yet to be answered. Motorola's reluc-
tance to compete with customers 
could act as a brake on growth. In 
fact, an inquiry to Motorola corpo-
rate officials about plans for the 
Exor 68 program elicits the reply, 
"We're not going into the computer 
business." D 

Two sources have 

new, smaller boards 
Engineers who cannot use a prepack-
aged microcomputer system such as 
Motorola's can take one of two 
courses: buy preassembled and 
tested microcomputer boards that 
may have more power and hardware 
than they need; or spend lots of time 
and money custom-designing a mi-
crocomputer system. 

Enter a new team of collaborators: 
Mostek Corp., perhaps the leader in 
semiconductor memory technology, 
and Pro-Log Corp., Monterey, 
Calif., which has been making a 
name for itself as a builder of micro-
computer boards. At the Wescon 
show next month, they will be exhib-
iting a set of boards that offers a 

middle course: a family of physically 
the smallest microcomputer boards, 
yet one that can be expanded to meet 
the user's requirements. And it is 
available from two sources, hardly 
ever the case when board systems 
are announced. 
The result could be much cheaper 

systems because the designer need 
not buy the bells and whistles that 
may be on the larger boards yet may 
not be needed, says Harold Webb, a 
systems product marketing engineer 
with Mostek in Carrollton, Texas. 
The boards in the STD (for stan-
dard) bus system measure 4'/2 by 
6'/2 inches (current board families 
like the Intel SBC, measure 63/4 by 
12 inches). Also, with only 56 signal 
lines, including 8 data and 16 
address lines, each board needs only 
a single edge connector, as opposed 
to the pair that are often needed. 

Besides the cost advantage of 
having only a single, smaller con-
nector, Webb says that "the smaller 
modules making up the system will 
have less functions on board, allow-
ing the designer to pick and choose 
from boards that are really needed— 
as for example, for a system that's 
all input/output or all memory." 
At Wescon, Mostek will be unveil-

ing a central processing unit board, 
three random-access memory cards, 
an erasable programmable read-only 
memory plus universal asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter board, a serial 
input/output board, and a parallel 
vo board. Pro-Log will be showing 
similar equipment. 

Mostek's CPU board, which is 
called the MDX CPU-1, contains 
the Z80 processor and will sell for 
$210 in quantities of 25. The three 
RAM boards come in sizes of 8, 16, 
and 32 kilobytes and are priced in 
25-piece lots at $223, $275, and 
$506, respectively. Standard speed is 
2.5 megahertz and, with the excep-
tion of the 8-K RAM card, all the 
boards will have a 4-MHz option. 
An evaluation kit called the 

MDX-Proto will contain a CPU 
board, an 8-K RAM board, an eras-
able-PRom/uART board, plus a wire-
wrap and extender card. It will cost 
$1,095 in single-unit quantities, 
without power supply. 

For the computer to be successful, 
analog boards to interface with the 
real world are needed. Data Transla-
tion Inc., Natick, Mass., is at work 
to provide this missing link. It will be 
announcing eight different analog 
boards to mate with the STD bus 
"around the Wescon time frame," 
according to the firm's president, 
Fred Molinari. 
The DT 2720 series will include 

two analog output boards, three 
analog input boards, and three 
expansion boards. One of each 
comes in an isolated version to reject 
250 volts of noise—particularly im-
portant for industrial uses. 

Molinari is convinced the new bus 
and boards will be a success. "A 
simple thing like size can stand in 
the way," he says. "And," he smiles, 
"there's that immediate cooperative 
second-source factor." 

Packaging & production 

Intel, 3M develop 

new 64-pin carrier 
Intel Corp. is going it alone again 
just as it did last year, when it struck 
out on its own with the pinouts for 
its 16-K read-only memory. This 
time, concerned with mounting 
large-scale-integrated microproces-
sor chips on printed-circuit boards, it 

In place. Most visible on Intel's new 64-pin 

package is the shiny metal clip that holds 
chip carrier upside down in socket. 
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has come up with a 64-pin quad in-
line package that is smaller and 
cheaper than a dual in-line package 
with the same number of pins. 
With the new Quip package, as it 

is called, Intel and 3M Co., with 
whom it developed the unit, are 
going against the recommendations 
of the Joint Electron Device Engi-
neering Council—in particular, 
those of Jedec's JC-11.3.1 commit-
tee on LSI package standards. The 
council meets this month to consider 
accepting these recommendations. 

Five types. In March 1976, the 
committee proposed a family of five 
types of chip carriers, furnished with 
or without leads, and made of 
ceramic, epoxy glass, or plastic. The 
plan is for the carriers to have 
anywhere from 20 to 156 leads, and 
they all are to fit on a standard 
50-mil-spaced printed-circuit-board 
footprint [Electronics, March 17, 
1977, p. 81]. So far, the largest 
available chip carrier that is built to 
the Jedec specs is a four-sided design 
with 17 pins on a side. Besides 
having four more pins than the new 
Quip, this carrier is smaller, occupy-
ing only 1.4 square inches versus the 
Quip's 2.1 in.' (The conventional 64-
pin DIP measures 3.5 in.') 

But there are practical drawbacks 
to applying Jedec's 68-pin carrier 
that Intel and 3M are trying to over-
come, according to William Lattin, 
engineering manager for Intel at its 
Aloha, Ore., design facility. For one 
thing, only two of the five Jedec 
types are available — leadless ceram-
ic carriers made by 3M, Kyocera, 
and others. Of even more concern to 
Intel is that these carrier:, cannot 
now be readily mounted on a pc 
board. This is because they require 
either a separate socket or a set of 
substrate clips, and these are still not 
available. In fact, they are only in 
the developmental stage at AMP Inc. 
and in the prototype stage at Berg 
Electronics Inc. 
The new Quip, on the other hand, 

will be in production at 3M in Octo-
ber and will solve any ir ninting 
problem because it will come with its 
own socket. Lattin says that Intel 
will be introducing a device using the 
new design this year, and 3M, which 

elV11 
Components. Square, 68-pin Jedec chip carrier (left) contrasts with Intel's 64-pin design. 
Intel's rectangular chip carrier, its lid (black square) covering the chip cavity, is meant to flip 

over into the socket (top). Device contacts at socket's sides remain exposed for test. 

says a large unnamed systems house 
also will be employing the Quip, will 
try to sell it to other chipmakers, too. 
At an estimated 14.5¢ for package 
and socket, it is competitively priced 
with 64-pin DIPS which typically cost 
about 16.8¢ for package and socket. 
Quip has three main parts—a 

ceramic substrate with a chip-hold-
ing cavity, a keyed socket with four 
rows of pins in which the substrate is 
mounted cavity downward, and a 
metal clip that holds the substrate 
and socket together. (There is also a 
lid that fits over the cavity.) 

"In our Quip we have made the 
packaged chip easier to test than 
with the Jedec design, because we 
run out extra contacts across the top 
of the substrate so it can be probed 
from the top, while it is still plugged 
into the circuit board," says Lattin. 
"This has not been available with 
any other lc package." 

In addition, the new package is 
built so its chip-holding substrate 
can easily be removed and replaced 
by a new substrate for diagnostic 
purposes. And since this package is 
aimed directly at microprocessor 
applications, an emulator cable can 
be plugged into the socket in place of 

the substrate. Again, this is done 
while the socket remains soldered to 
the board. 

Other features of the new Quip 
include a low 35°C-per-watt thermal 
resistance that allows it to dissipate 
more than 2 w in still air and not 
exceed the 170°C maximum permit-
ted junction temperature within the 
chip. Its cavity is 0.4 in. on a side; 
the Jedec design however, can have a 
cavity measuring 0.6 in. on a side, 
according to Dan Amey of Sperry 
Univac, Blue Bell, Pa., who heads 
the Jedec committee. Lead resist-
ance and capacitance are 0.3 ohm 
and 3 picofarads respectively, com-
parable to the Jedec specs. D 

Companies 

Surprised Mostek 

seeks Inmos halt 
At about the same time this summer 
that Mostek Corp., Carrollton, Tex-
as, was launching a new employee-
recruiting campaign with tee shirts, 
posters, billboards, and even a 
brightly colored hot-air balloon, 
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id I D am. 
I Bought a 16 Bit AID Converter in a DIP 

for Only $169.00?* 
No, it's a fact You can now achieve high resolution in a convenient, space-saving, low cost 
_DIP. The first 16 Bit AID converter in a DIP — MN5280— provides 6 user-selectable input 
ranges, -170.003% linearity, an internal clock, and optional offset and gain adjustments. 

All this with power consumption of less than 1.5 watts... for only $169.00. 

Wake up to Micro Networks, where designers' dreams are realized. 

Micro Networks Corporation 
324 Clark Street, Worcester, Massachusetts 01606 

(617) 852-5400 • TWX: 710-340-0067 *100 Quariliti 
SEE US AT WESCON, BOOTH #592 Circle 43 on reader eery' 



Samtee Electronic 
Hardware 

SAM SHINE PROP 

MIER A GU \  
SURCHARGE  \ 

The customer comes first at Samtec ... and our 
growing OEM and distributor accounts really ap-
preciate it. We believe that service follow-up, de-
livery and pricing promises are meant to be kept 
— and we work hard to see that they are. 

Why not give us a try and see how trouble-free 
personalized service can be? 

Get our New 32-page catalog today—complete 
with all specs and ordering data. See what a 
difference personalized service can make! 

810 PROGRESS BOULEVARD , NEW ALBANY, INDIANA 47150 

PHONE (812) 944-6733 1978-Samtec, I rc 

44 Circle 44 on reader service card 

'We'll give you old-fashioned personalized service:' 

GOOD 
DELIVERY 
when 

promised 

Socket/Terminal Strips 

Cable Strip Connectors 

DIP Sockets 

Adaptors 
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there was apparently some recruiting 
of another, quieter kind going on 
within the Mostek ranks. 
"We were taken by surprise," said 

a stern-faced L. J. Sevin, Mostek 
board chairman and chief executive 
officer, following the successive re-
signations of five key Mostek em-
ployees to join Inmos Ltd., the newly 
formed British-backed semiconduc-
tor firm [Electronics, Aug. 3, p. 42]. 
The company wasted little time in 

responding, however. After three of 
the five took their leave on Aug. 9, 
Mostek was in Federal court next 
day filing a lawsuit charging Inmos, 
the five former employees, and Brit-
ain's National Enterprise Board with 
conspiring to misappropriate Mostek 
trade secrets. Richard L. Petritz, a 
one-time Mostek president who is a 
cofounder and president of the 
English firm, was also named a 
defendant. 
Too familiar. According to the 

suit filed in U. S. District Court in 
Dallas, former Mostek employees 
Paul R. Schroeder, Ward Parkinson, 
Dennis Wilson, Dave Wooten, and 
Doug Pittman are intimately famil-
iar with proprietary Mostek design, 
processing, and business information 
on, among other things, the compa-
ny's 64-K random-access memory 
(planned for introduction next year) 
and a single-chip microcomputer on 
which Schroeder had been working. 
When formation of Inmos was 
anounced in July with more than 
$40 million in start-up funds, plans 
to develop and produce a 64-K RAM, 
as well as a microcomputer, were 
specifically mentioned. 
At Mostek, Sevin says efforts are 

under way to "cover the gaps" in the 
memory group left by the depar-
tures. Introduction of the company's 
64-K RAM, which had been planned 
as "a New Year's present for the 
world," may be delayed slightly, but 
"only a few weeks" at the most, he 
says. Some projects involving new 
Mostek static RAM products will be 
delayed several months. 

Sevin charges: "There are strong 
indications that [the formation of 
Inmos] is a move to rip off Mostek, 
expropriate its technology, and de-
liver it over to the British govern-

Tough talk. Mostek's L. J. Sevin says Inmos 
is out to rip off his technology and deliver it 

to the British government. 

ment." Inmos plans to "make exact-
ly the same products we're planning 
to make next year," he continues. 
"What else can you conclude? They 
took key people right out of the main 
product area of our company." 
The unexpected resignation on 

June 9 of Schroeder, who was the 
first of the five employees to go, was 
the "first inkling we had that [the 
Inmos venture] would involve any of 
our people," Sevin says. Schroeder, 
considered a leading expert in mem-
ory design, had been with Mostek 
since 1974 and headed up the memo-
ry design group until April 10. 

Secrets. The Texas firm also alleg-
es that Pittman, on the day before he 
resigned, "approached the chief pro-
cess-development engineer and eli-
cited from him all of the details 
relating to Mostek's highly propri-
etary and confidential photomasking 
process." According to industry ob-
servers, a weakness in the Inmos 
plan has been a lack of top-notch 
personnel with processing back-
ground or expertise in electron-
beam-system technology. 
Mostek is seeking a permanent 

injunction, prohibiting the use or 
dissemination of proprietary Mostek 
information or the acceptance of 
such information by Inmos or the 
NEB. The company also wants to 

permanently enjoin lnmos from hir-
ing away any present Mostek em-
ployees and is also asking for treble 
damages in an unspecified amount 
under Federal antitrust laws. 

For their part, Inmos officials in 
Dallas remained mum shortly after 
the suit was filed. The company has 
said it hopes to have a U. S. pilot 
plant in operation within six months 
to a year and volume production 
under way in a plant in the United 
Kingdom by 1981. "We just don't 
want to make any comments at this 
stage on this whole matter," 
Schroeder says. "We feel as if 
anything we say at this stage would 
exacerbate the situation." 

Likewise in London, a British offi-
cial would say only that "the NEB 
can confirm that it would not be its 
policy to countenance the improper 
use by Inmos of trade secrets and 
proprietary information." 

Government 

New law to ease 

customs hassles 
Legislation creating a new customs 
law, expected to pass Congress soon 
and go into effect early next year, 
promises to make life easier for elec-
tronics companies importing equip-
ment and material or bringing in 
their products from offshore assem-
bly plants. Besides simplifying pa-
perwork, H. R. 8149, the Customs 
Procedural Reform Act, would re-
move the threat of heavy penalties 
and expensive litigation for compa-
nies disputing the amount of duty 
they owe the U. S. Customs Service, 
especially on value-added offshore 
products. 

Procedure.. Under the present law, 
passed in 1930, the Customs Service 
feels compelled to assess fines equal-
ing the full domestic retail value of 
shipments in dispute, even though 
the real issue is the duty owed, which 
is much less. This means, for exam-
ple, that a disagreement over duty on 
an item worth only $100 on an 
invoice could lead to fines equaling 
the domestic retail value of the 
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Another problem 

Wait before relaxing in relief 
about the softer customs bill, 
lawyers John Rode and Leonard 
Bernstein told an American Elec-
tronics Association briefing this 
month. A proposed criminal re-
form act now in Congress could 
have a chilling effect on any 
gains, said the pair from Rode 
and Qualey, a New York law firm. 
Whereas current criminal law 

carries a maximum penalty of 
$5,000 and/or five years in jail 
for falsely entering goods, the 
proposed section 1411 on smug-
gling provides steeper penalties. 
For example, if the object's value 
or duty exceeds $500, a violator 
would be subject to a $100,000 
fine and/or five years in prison, 
and an organization could get a 
$500,000 fine. 

entire shipment, even if it is worth 
$100,000, explains an executive at 
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., Sun-
nyvale, Calif. And the penalty could 
be applied to all shipments where 
such disagreement arises. 

If Customs suspects a discrepan-
cy, its agents investigate a compa-
ny's books to derive a "constructed 
value" of the shipments questioned 
and then levy a duty on that value. If 
a "significant difference" exists be-
tween the two duty figures, the 
service assesses a fine. 

But, as the AMD executive relates, 
companies seldom know how the 
Customs Service derives "con-
structed value" and "significant dif-
ference." By being cooperative and 
pleading simple error, companies 
often get the fine knocked down to 
only a multiple of the lost duty. Fail-
ing that, they can appeal only the 
violation—but not the fine—in the 
courts, in a rare diversion from U. S. 
due-process laws. Hefty fines for 
negligence cannot now be appealed. 

Changes. The new bill eases the 
strain in several ways. For the first 
time, it distinguishes between out-
right fraud and negligence and 
assesses penalties accordingly. Al-
though outright fraud still carries 
the old penalty of full domestic retail 

value, simple negligence is penalized 
only with fines up to twice the loss of 
duty. A new category, gross negli-
gence, carries a fine of only up to 
four times the loss of duty. More-
over, a company unhappy about its 
dealings with Customs can appeal 
both the alleged violation and the 
amount of the penalty. 
"Customs is always a hassle," 

declares an executive with Signetics 
Inc., also in Sunnyvale, in a senti-
ment echoed by others. For one 
thing, the Customs Service does not 
tell how companies should calculate 
their offshore costs, and it often 
changes its mind on rules, the AMD 
executive says. He does admit that 
sometimes the importing companies 
do not always follow the accounting 
processes that the Customs Service 
has approved. 
To underscore the hassles of the 

current law, one executive recounts 
the plight of a U. S. company whose 
Hong Kong plant substituted Far 
East gold wire for U. S. gold wire 
without declaring it in some of the 5 
million devices brought in each 
month. Customs, in examining three 
devices in one shipment, discovered 
one with the overseas wire. The 
Government slapped a $16 million 
fine on the entire shipment. 
Such import problems get com-

plex when "a company's offshore 
plant is buying materials from three 
or four countries, assembling them, 
and bringing in products with 350 
parts," says James Whittaker, asso-
ciate manager of government opera-
tions, American Electronics Associa-
tion, Palo Alto, Calif. The associa-
tion has been fighting for customs 
reform for four years. "The whole 
point of the new act is to give the 
importer his day in court," says the 
AMD executive. "I'm optimistic." E 

Solid state 

Demand for LSI 

brings test crunch 
The growing demand for reliable 
large-scale integrated circuits is 
starting to cause a crunch on the 

testing capabilities of both lc ven-
dors and independent Ic testing 
houses. Rather than play field-
service roulette, most users are 
depending on the vendor and the 
independents to weed out the 30,000 
out of every million 'Cs likely to fail 
within the first year. 
At present, weeding them out 

involves a long burn-in that ages the 
ics rapidly by operating them in a 
chamber at 70°C for four days and 
then testing them and throwing out 
the failures. "At present demand, 
vendors and testers are barely keep-
ing up," says Gary Voget, president 
of Microtest Systems Inc. "Forecasts 
of future demand are forcing them 
to seek faster methods." 

Surge coming. Fueling demand 
are the computer and instrument 
makers, but the needs of the tele-
communications and automotive in-
dustries are expected to swell consid-
erably within the next two years, he 
says. "Domestic automotive manu-
facturers are cranking out 10 million 
new cars a year, and it's no secret 
that they are designing in LSI elec-
tronics for many 1980 models." 

Microtest, a Sunnyvale, Calif., 
independent testing house and man-
ufacturer of burn-in systems, is 
already doing life tests on Lsi circuit-
ry for General Motors, Delco, West-
ern Electric, and Bell Laboratories, 
Voget says. 
To handle the expected flood, 

Microtest and other testing houses 
are developing faster burn-in • and 
testing methods. One time-trimming 
technique tests the ICS functionally 
while they are still hot, instead of 
afterward in a separate operation. 
By combining a microcomputer-
controlled combination oven and 
functional tester, Microtest has 
come up with a system to do that. 
Commercial versions of these sys-

tems, two of which have been deliv-
ered, are the testing industry's first, 
Voget believes. They eliminate the 
extra time needed to unload the 
oven's trays, load the tester's device 
handlers, and test the chips. 
To speed up functional testing 

itself both before and after aging, 
manufacturers of device testers are 
squeezing as much testing speed as 
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CONTINENTAL RESOURCES 
has the world's largest inventory of 
computer peripherals ready to fill 
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teleprinters, portable data ter-
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want it. 

Rent with confidence from CONTINENTAL! You're backed by: 
• top manufacturers 
• immediate availability 
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• in-house service 
• no down time 
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they can from their testers and 
designing for simultaneous tests. 
Last year, for example, Fairchild 
Camera & Instrument Corp.'s Xin-
corn Tester division introduced a 
quad test head handling four ran-
dom-access-memory chips at a time. 

Failure modes. Other methods for 
saving time are related to the causes 
of ic failures—problems with metal-
ization, contamination, or oxides. A 
method Microtest uses to quickly 
flush out failures created by thin 
oxides—by far the greatest cause of 
the "infant mortality" in n-channel 
metal-oxide-semiconductor Ls 
chips, Voget explains—is to increase 
the differential voltage between VDD, 
the drain supply voltage, and VBB, 
the negative substrate bias supply 
voltage, from the nominal 17 volts to 
25 v. Under these voltage conditions, 
the four-day burn-in can be reduced 
to a single day, he claims. The 
triple-supply ii-mos ics are still the 
most widely used for memories and 
microprocessors. 
"For now, we know we can reduce 

to one fourth the burn-in time and 
still expose the major contributory 
failure mechanism," he says. Before 
committing themselves to this proce-
dure, Microtest's researchers ran 
tests against control lots and com-
pared any shifts in device character-
istic curves (called "schmoo" plots) 
between the control group with its 
nominal differential voltage and the 
voltage-stressed group. "Had there 
been differences, it would have indi-
cated that we were overstressing 
those parts," Voget says, "but there 
were none of significance." D 

Maritime 

Mississippi to get 

new comm system 
As America's weekend sailors con-
tinue to multiply, so does the conges-
tion on the five radio channels they 
must now share with commercial 
shippers on inland waterways. They 
are finding the 50-kilohertz-wide 
very-high-frequency duplex channels 
busy one third of the time on the 

News briefs 

Mitsubishi announces IBM-compatible computers 
In what may be seen as a pre-announcement to beat all pre-announcements, 
Sadakazu Shindo, president of Japan's Mitsubishi Electric Corp., says the 
company expects to complete development of a line of IBM-compatible 
computers in 1983. 
The plans are not concrete enough for Shindo to say exactly what models 

in the IBM line the Mitsubishi machines will emulate or whether the line will 
extend to more powerful systems. The company does admit, however, that it 
will increase its efforts in the computer field. 
When the new computers are ready, Mitsubishi will be joining two other 

Japanese companies in the increasingly competitive IBM-compatible market-
place. Fujitsu Ltd. currently makes the M-180-II computer, which is roughly 
equivalent to IBM's System/370 model 158, and is both a supplier to and an 
investor in Amdahl Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif. An IBM 3031- and 3032-com-
patible computer is manufactured by Hitachi Ltd., which sells it to ltel, San 
Francisco for sale in the U. S. as the Advanced System/6. 
The three companies are partners in Japan's Computer Development 

Laboratories Ltd. and participate in the VLSI Technology Research Associa-
tion. Since the aim of both projects is closer hardware resemblance between 
software-compatible computers made by Fujitsu and Hitachi, it is very 
possible that Mitsubishi will also use similar semiconductor technology. 

Color TV imports fall, exports soar 
U. S. unit imports of color television receivers declined 2.4% to 660,699 in 
the second quarter and 5.4% to 1,212,522 in the first half of 1978, 
compared with the same periods a year ago, according to statistics from the 
Electronic Industries Association in Washington, D. C. In sharp contrast, unit 
exports of color TV sets increased 245.8% to 100,637 and 210.6% to 
161,512 in the second quarter and first half of 1978, respectively. 

U. S. hits Spectra-Physics with antitrust suit 
The U. S. Justice Department has hit Spectra-Physics Inc. with an antitrust 
suit, charging that the Mountain View, Calif., company's 1976 acquisition of 
Laserplane Corp., Dayton, Ohio, gives it a 47% share of the emerging 
construction laser market. The suit seeks to force Spectra-Physics to divest 
itself of Laserplane, for which it paid $4.7 million. Worried that four compa-
nies have about 90% of the domestic construction and machine control 
markets, the U. S. says that Spectra-Physics was already the largest supplier 
of construction lasers with 24% of the market and Laserplane had about 
23%. The company says the acquisition was lawful and will defend it. 

average, and even more so on 
summer weekends and holidays. 
To relieve the communications 

congestion, the Commerce Depart-
ment's Maritime Administration, 
which is responsible for inland 
waterways, is turning its attention 
first to the Mississippi River. Marad, 
as it is called, has a twofold plan. It 
wants to move commercial shippers 
from vhf maritime channels 24 
through 28 to channels 84 through 
87, which are currently unassigned 
there. Concurrently, it wants to 
implement a new automated com-
munications system that would re-
duce congestion and also ensure, the 
channels will conserve spectrum. 

Marad is paying $500,000 to a 
new private agency that has been 
organized to operate the commercial 
system, much as Aeronautical Radio 
Inc. provides mobile aeronautical 
services to the nation's airlines. 
Formed by 16 Mississippi barge-
towing companies, Watercom, for 
Waterways Communications Inc., 
will also contribute $500,000 tg the 
cost of the initial system design and 
development. 

Design study. Watercom is al-
ready paying about $100,000 to 
Ohio's Lorain Electronics Corp. for 
a study to be completed in October. 
The effort will identify shore-station 
sites for radio relays and intercon-
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The top prize is a Model VCT200 RCA Selecta Vision video cassette 
recorder with 4-hour continuous recording capability, remote pause 
control and tape counter with memory. The top ten winning entries will 
receive a Computime 2000 Digital Clock with six digit LED display and 
solid state circuitry First 500 entrants will receive a desk model 
Digi-thermometer. 

THE RULES: All entries must be completed on this entry form and each question must be 
answered in full. Only one entry per person will be accepted. Entries must be postmarked 
no later than October 15, 1978. Receipt of all entries will be acknowledged. 

Contest is open to all U.S. residents over 21 years of age, except employees and their 
families of Faultfinders. Inc., its advertising agencies, and persons presently 
employed by manufacturers of in-circuit test equipment. 

All prizes will be awarded and winners will be announced in an advertisement 
in this publication within 90 days of the prize awards. In case of ties, winners 
will be selected by drawing. Liability for taxes is the sole responsibility 
of individual winners. 

Contest is void where prohibited or restricted by law. 

Faultfinders ATE systems 
help you improve yield 
and reduce costs. 
You want automatic test equipment that will help maintain high yields of 
good boards at low cost. You want systems that will pinpoint faults and 
make them easy to identify and repair. You want low-cost, flexible software 
that lets you edit, adapt and expand without penalty as your production or 
state-of-the-art changes occur. And you want dependable, easily stored 
and easily handled test fixtures to interface with each of your ATE systems. 
Faultfinders ATE systems deliver what you want. 

For volume production testing of complex digital and hybrid PCB's, the 
FF303 and FF303D computer-based in-circuit test systems deliver test 
performance at a confidence level that can eliminate a high percentage of 
costly functional tests. 

You'll get similar performance from the FFIOIC, when you're testing 
smaller hybrid boards and boards with a higher ratio of aralog 
components. 

Inspection testing of bareboards, backplanes and wiring hamess is the job 
for the self-programming FF200 Series shorts and continuity testers 
designed to give you high throughput at low cost 

Faultfinders Thinlinee and Standardlinee' fixtures increase the 
cost-effectiveness of every Faultfinders test system by providing the most 
compatible interface, ease of operation and lowest cost for modification. 

The best test of Faultfinders test systems is to see them in action at our 
home office or at the Faultfinders Test Center nearest you. Call or write to 
arrange a demonstration and to learn what Faultfinders test systems can 
do for you. 

RFRFAULTFINDERS 
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COMPANY  
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CITY STATE  

ZIP TELEPHONE  

Number of PCBs you test each year: Number of employees at this location:   

Q. What are some advantages to using a high-level language 
such as BASIC for the in-circuit testing application? Check 
only those that are true. 

BASIC is an interpreter, which allows test code editing and 
easy program debug. 

E Expansion of the BASIC syntax to incorporate in-circuit test 
program commands permits fault isolation tests to be 
written in a flexible programming environment. 

E BASIC offers the advantages of branching and sub-routine 
implementation. Branching allows the test sequence to 
proceed according to test results, and subroutines are 
especially useful for implementing in-circuit digital tests. 

E Arithmetic calculations may be performed on the test 
measurements. 

Problem: Measure the resistance of IR1 with two other 
resistors in parallel. If an ohmmeter were connected to X and 
Y, what would the measured resistance be? 

E 5K E 6.6K E 6.7K E 15K 

101( n 

Q. ET EF 

When an automatic in-circuit test system is installed, the PCB 
inspection and testing sequence typically follows this pattern: 

Manual inspection (cosmetic repair), In-circuit fault isolation, 

Fault repair, Final test. 

Q. "BASIC- refers to: 

E An operating system. 

E A task scheduler. 

E A software assembler. 

E A high-level application language. 

Q. Automatic Program Generation for an 
in-circuit test system refers to: 

E A diagnostic program library. 
E A program to generate test statements 

using a circuit data set as input. 

E Brute force programming. 

E On-line program generation. 

In-circuit test systems utilize a unique approach to digital 
testing. Each logic circuit or IC is tested independently of its 
PCB environment. The test sequence proceeds automatically 
(no operator interaction necessary). 

ET EF In-circuit systems can test for digital faults instead 
of simulating faults, which provides substantial fault 
isolation programming economy. 

ET EF Stuck at one, stuck at zero (at each node), 
adjacent pin shorts, adjacent trace shorts, loss of 
power or ground to an IC, incorrect one shot 
timing and mis-oriented ICs are faults that can be 
isolated by today's advanced in-circuit test 
systems. 

ET [IF By controlling limited energy pulse voltage levels 
and timing, it is possible to safely force the input 
pins of an IC to appropriate levels and measure 
output states. 

Q. "Visibility" in test parlance refers to: 

E A test system fault diagnostic capability. 

E The method used for electrical access to the PCB 
under test. 

D The CRT readout of test results. 
LI A self-programming 

technique. 

Circle 250 on reader service card. 
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It's a real test and it demands skill and concentration. You need to know 
something about electronics, production and economics. And you 
have to use a bit of common sense. 

Try the test. You'll enjoy the challenge and we guarantee you'll learn 
something of value about in-circuit testing. If your score is among the 
top ten, you'll win a Computime 2000 Digital Clock. If you have a 
perfect score you'll participate in the winners' drawing for an RCA 
Videotape Recording system and we may want to recruit you. The first 
500 entries will receive a Digi-thermometer. Enter now and be a winner. 

(See complete information on rewards and rules on Page 4) 

Q. The term "bed-of-nails" refers to: 

E Test system backplanes. E  UUT/test system interface. 

E Test system software. E Ranchipur test site. 

Q. Practical in-circuit test systems were first operated in: 
E 1952-53 D 1958-59 E 1962-63 E 1969-70 

Q. In-circuit testing is a unique approach to PCB production 
testing. Utilizing the guarding technique, an in-circuit test 
system can inspect an entire printed circuit assembly by 
checking each individual component against its specified 
values, by running functional device tests, and by checking 
the board itself for shorts and opens. On the production 
floor, how can this test approach most benefit the user. 

E Provide a go/no go test that quickly determines 
whether a PCB assembly is functional. 

E Verify design faults that result from mis-matched circuit 
elements and race conditions. 

E Isolate the workmanship errors and component failures 
that most frequently cause low PCB yield. 

E None of the above. 

Yield is the percentage of PCBs that pass a test. For example, 
if 10 boards are tested and 8 pass the test, yield is 80%. Once 
an in-circuit test system is installed, statistics show that yield is 
affected. 

UF The yield at the in-circuit test station is higher than 
the yield at the final test station. 

EF The number of boards passing final test 
(sometimes called throughput) will be higher than 
it was prior to the installation of the in-circuit test 
station. 

[IT DF Troubleshooting time is now longer because of the 
added test station. 

ET EF Troubleshooting is significantly reduced because 
of the in-circuit test system's fast fault isolation. 

Q. A guard circuit, such as the one below, would measure 10K 
ohms, providing that is the resistor's true value. In this op amp 
based circuit, the measured resistance Ri, is in the   
position. 
D Input E Feedback E Shunt E  None of the above 

Q. What is the potential at X? 

+1V D Virtual ground 
E -1v E None of the above. 

Q. Since the in-circuit test sequence is a Fault isolation process, 
based on testing each component against specified 
tolerances, it follows that test programming is written on a 
component by component basis. Why does this create a cost 
savings for the system user? 

D Test programming can be written by technician level 
personnel rather than test engineers. 

LI In-circuit Fault isolation tests are written by simply listing 
test parameters, rather than by developing algorithms; 
programming, therefore, is a straightforward task that 
proceeds quickly. 

Test programs may be easily changed in accordance with 
PCB design changes. 

E All of the above. 

E Only one and three are true 

Q. A recent development has been the introduction of 
mini-computer based in-circuit test systems. What advantages 
are offered by mini-computer control? Check only those that 
are true. 

El High-level languages such as BASIC may be utilized for test 
programming. 

E Development of the real time based software system 
enables the use of application programs such as automatic 
test program generation and data logging. 

Ill Besides allowing peripheral device flexibility, a wide 
selection of programmable test instrumentation may be 
incorporated into the in-circuit system. 

Computer control helps each in-circuit test to run faster. 

Circle 250 on reader service card. 
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nection with telephone companies, as 
well as recommend the ship and 
shore hardware, including shipboard 
radios that Watercom's members 
may buy, according to Marad. 
Watercom has also petitioned the 

Federal Communications Commis-
sion for use of channels 84 through 
87. While the FCC has yet to approve 
Watercom, the system fits in neatly 
with its A-B-C approach to levels of 
maritime mobile service being pro-
posed for the future [Electronics, 
Aug. 17, p. 40]. Level A relies on 
existing equipment, B uses "avail-
able technology" for more efficient 
spectrum use, and C applies "emerg-
ing new technology." 
The degree of proposed automa-

tion for the Watercom system "will 
be new to shippers even though it 
may not be state-of-the-art," says 
one Marad official. Equipment will 
operate at the FCC's proposed new B 
service level. It will include automat-
ed channel selection, transmitter 
identification, message relay, and 
call setup and disconnect. The equip-
ment will also be expected to be able 
to apply, at a later time, digital 
signals for automatic transmission of 
such administrative and housekeep-
ing functions as checking and storing 
billing information, and ship berth 
reservations—operations the ship-
pers now perform manually. 

Concern. Despite the apparent 
advantages, the proposed division of 
the Mississippi's maritime channel 
assignments is producing uncertain-
ties within the communications com-
munity. "Equipment manufacturers 
are worried about things like inven-
toried systems," says Raymond Wil-
motte, coordinator of the FCC task 
force on uhf spectrum allocation. 
"They want to know if they are 
going to have to add channels to 
their lines, or perhaps make different 
kinds of radios." And maritime users 
have similar concerns, for which 
there are no firm answers yet. "Us-
ers want to know if they are going to 
have to carry two radios, and ask 
how much it will cost," Wilmotte 
points out. Some radio makers 
complain the cost of an automated 
shipboard system could run "out of 
sight—perhaps $7,000 to $8,000." D 

Communications 

AT&T's ACS plan 

is stirring queries 
Apparently the hardest part about 
interpreting AT&T's proposal for its 
Advanced Communications Service 
still is gaging the information that 
isn't included. 

American Telephone & Telegraph 
Co. last month asked the Federal 
Communications Commission for a 
declaratory ruling that it be allowed 
to file for a tariff for a switched 
data-communications service [Elec-
tronics, July 20, p. 41]. At that time, 
many observers and members of the 
data-processing and -communica-
tions industries declined to comment 
until they could study the filing 
[Electronics, Aug. 3, p. 79]. Now, 
even as the first industry comments 
are being filed with the FCC and the 
first of the consulting firms' semi-
nars are being held, the technically 
vague document still raises more 
questions than it answers. 

"There is conspicuously less detail 
as to the exact service features to be 
offered in ACS," points out the 
Computer and Business Equipment 
Manufacturers Association in its 
comment to the FCC. At the same 
time, the Washington, D. C.—based 
organization points out, the ACS 

proposal "describes at great length 
AT&T's conclusions that users need a 
service which can interconnect vari-
ous data equipment and networks." 

Questions. Many of the questions 
CBEMA and others have raised 
involve the proposed message-editing 
and -handling features of ACS and 
the regulatory issues of cross subsidi-
zation of the new service by the 
established monopoly voice service. 
They include: 
• What is the programming lan-
guage to be used with ACS and what 
functions will it provide? 
• How will AT&T prevent customers 
from programming ACS to perform 
more than the message-formatting 
and -editing functions proposed? 
• To what extent can a customer 
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MITEL 
MD 6703 

ISO-CMOS Tm 
HIGH-SPEED 
STATIC 
288-BIT SHIFT 
REGISTER 

Featuring: 
• CMOS Low Power Consumption 

(1 11Wtyp.) 
• High Performa ice (cver 10 MHz at 5V) 
• Static Operation—Serial to Serial 
• Level Shifted I/O (over 20 Volts) 
• Terminated I/O 
• Std. 8-Pin Plastic MIINIDIP. 
• LOW PRICE: S1.25 at 1K Qty. 

Contact the leader n tone receivers and 
CMOS technology for more information 

AlliMIL, ' 745 JEFFERSON DAVIS HVVY 
SUITE 611 Of) 
ARLINGTON, VA. 22202 
TEL 703-243-1600 

11111r,rwn•••••1«. 

Semiconductor 
MITEL 
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Siecor GmbH 
Attn: Wulf-Dieter Seiffert 
Kistlerhofstrasse 170 
D-8000 Muenchen 70 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Telephone 089-78-9688 
Telex 5288263 

Industrie Pirelli S.p.A. 

Attn: L. M. Sansone 
Cable Division 

Telecommunication Group Sales 

20124 Milan, Italy 
Telephone (02) 62224320 
Telex 31135 PIRELLI 

BICC Telecommunication Cables Ltd. 
Attn: Fred Wilkinson 
P.O. Box 1 
Prescot, Merseyside 
L34 5SZ England 
Telephone 051-426-6571 
Telex 629 320 BICATEL 

TWX BICALTEL PRESCOT 

The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd. 
Attn: H. Murata 
6-1 Marunouchi 2-chome 

Chiyoda-Ku 
Tokyo 100 Japan 

Telex 2222365 Fectok J 

Compagnie Lyonnaise de 
Transmission Optiques 

Attn: Arnaud Gobet 
170 quai de Clichy 
9211 Clichy, France 

Telephone 739-33-32 
Telex 620787 

Corning Glass International S.A. 
Export Sales Group 
90/92 Rue Baudin 

Boite Postale 227 
92306 Levallois-Perret 
France 

Telephone 739-96-40 
Telex 620014 

Corning Glass GmbH 
Hagenauer Strasse 47 
6200 Wiesbaden-Biebrich 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Telephone (06-121) 2381 
Telex 4186536 

Corning, S.p.A. 
Via Simone d'Orsenigo, 18 
20135 Milan, Italy 
Telephone 54.60.541 
Telex (843) 34332 

Corning Limited 
(International Sales) 
1 Prince's Street 
Richmond, Surrey TW91 DZ 
(London) 
England 
Telephone 01-9482137-38-39 
Telex 928654 

Corning K. K. 
No. 16 Kowa Bldg., Annex 3F 

9-20 Akasaka 1-chome 
Minato-Ku, Tokyo, Japan 
Telephone (03) 586-1051 
Telex (781) 22165 

Corning International 
Services, S.A. 
Room 607 Cathay Bldg. 
Mount Sophia 
Singapore 9 
Telephone 324615/324720 
Telex (786) 23483 
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Electronics review 

format his input data and manipu-
late it according to his needs'? 
• How will the costs already in-
curred for the research and develop-
ment of ACS be reflected in the 
planned cost accounting system? 

Because of these uncertainties the 
association urges the commission "to 
undertake a comprehensive investi-
gation to determine the exact nature 
of ACS." 
Such an investigation will proba-

bly take the form of an FCC demand 
for a more extensive AT&T filing, 
according to Howard Anderson, 
president of the Yankee Group, 
Cambridge, Mass. His consulting 
firm organized a seminar on ACS 
earlier this month in New York. 
Anderson says such a request for a 
more detailed filing could delay 
AT&T'S planned implementation of 
ACS, and this date is still uncertain, 
by a year and a half. 

Anderson also questions whether 
Bell will develop the marketing 
expertise he thinks is needed for the 
new service. "The sophisticated sys-
tems sell is something AT&T is not 
used to doing," he notes. 
AT&T briefing. Apparently in re-

sponse to the questions, AT&T has 
decided to hold briefings for equip-
ment suppliers on Sept. 18, 20, and 
21 in Bedminister, N. J., Chicago, 
and Los Angeles, respectively. Firms 
can get more information by calling 
(800) 526-0642 or (201) 540-6592 
in New Jersey. 
As the seminars and FCC filings 

continue, the number of questions 
and interpretations will undoubtedly 
increase. The New York securities 
firm of Oppenheimer & Co. has 
scheduled sessions for Oct. 4, 5, and 
6 in New York, Chicago, and San 
Francisco, respectively, and Gideon 
Gartner, the seminar's organizer, 
says the interpretation may be more 
complete, since the FCC filings 
should be complete by then. Among 
other things, the Oppenheimer-spon-
sored sessions will feature comments 
by William Stritzler, an AT&T mar-
keting director, who has been asked 
to address the questions of compati-
bility and functionality, as well as 
AT&T's best estimate for the availa-
bility of the service, Gartner adds. E 
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Spectrum Analysis? 
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• Consider the measurement 
accuracy you get with the HP 140 
series Spectrum Analyzers. 

• Consider how you can extend 
your frequency coverage with just 
a small incremental investment. 

• Consider the useful companion 
instruments that add to 
your measurement capabilities. 

You'll see why so many engineers around 
the world not only considered the HP 140 
series but are now using them and 
appreciating their value. 

Select either normal or variable persistence display, 
choose economy or high-resolution IF module. Then 
pick or change your frequency range by simply plugging 
in the appropriate tuning module. 
No matter what range you're working in, you need 

reliable unambiguous answers. HP'S spectrum analyzers 
give you accurate measurements over wide, distortion-
free dynamic ranges, time after time. 

MODEL g DESCRIPTION DOMESTIC 
US PRICE 

140T Normal Persistence Display S1800 
141T Variable Persistence/Storage Display S2600 

8552A Economy IF Section S3175 

8552B High Resolution IF Section $44025 

8556A 20 Hz-300 KHz RF Section 52525 

8553B 1 kHz-110 MHz RF Section 53350 
8443A Companion Tracking Generator/Counter $5000 

8554B 100 kHz-1250 MHz RF Section 54975 
8444A Companion Tracking Generator 53675 

8555A 10 MHz-40 GHz RF Section 58100 

8445B 10 MHz-18GHz Automatic Preselector S3180 

Call your nearby HP field engineer or write for the 
full story on value in spectrum analyzers. 

HEWLETT iï PACKARD 

1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304 

For assistance call. Washington {301) 948-6370. Chicago (312) 

255-9800. Atlanta (4041955-1500 Los Angeles (213) 877-1282 

20 Hz to 300 kHz 

The 8556A tuner covers 20 Hz to 3(X) kHz and comes 
with a built-in tracking generator. It's calibrated for 
measurements in both 50 and 600 ohm systems, with 
accuracies better than -±1 dB. Highest resolution 
is 10 Hz. 

1 kHz to 110 MHz 

The 8553B takes you Iron 1 kHz to 110 MHz with 
—140 dBm sensitivity and resolution as high as 10 Hz. 
Signals can be measured with -±-11/4  dB accuracy. 
Choose the companion HP 8443A Tracking 
Generator-Counter for wide dynamic range swept 
frequency measurements and precise frequency 
counting. 

100 kHz to 1250 MHz 

Use the 8554B tuning section to cover the 100 kHz 
to 1250 MHz range. Maximum resolution is 100 Hz. 
Measure with -1=11/4  dB accuracy. Its companion 
HP 8444A Tracking Generator (500 kHz to 1300 MHz) 
also works with the 8555A tuning section. 

10 MHz to 40 GHz 

For 10 Mliz to 40 Gliz. cioose the 8555A. Its 
internal mixer covers to 18 GHz, accessory mixer for 
18-40 GHz. Maximum resolution is 100 Hz. Measure 
with -±13/4  dB accuracy to 6 GHz, ± 21/4  dB to 
18 GHz. For wide scans free from unwanted response 
between 10 MHz and 18 GHz, add the HP 844513 
Automatic Preselector. 
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Th" is theactual dived %likes 
EN, low cost, alphanumeric, 

RS-2-L. OR 

20 hR CURRENT LOOP 

* PARRILEL INPUT 
B-RIT MY: COMPATIBLE 

64 CHARACTER 
ASCII FORMAT 

* 110 BREW 

* L_ - 
CHARACTERS FOR 
EMMA:fig 

20 CHARACTERS 
PER LINE 

* PRINT NERD SPEC. 

3 MILLION LINES 

Digfec. 

1,•• Oreaire 

printers. 
We've opened a whole new world 
of printer applications to both the 
OEM and end user. 

A built-in, one chip microproces-
sor provides the simplest possible 
interfacing. Just plug into the 
standard EIA connector. 

You read first line-up ... just like 
a book, its electric writing is quiet 
enough to use in a library, and its 
designer-styled to look good in 
any environment. 

Its the 

Lowest Priced 
Printer at $295 . 

in 100 quantities 
$395 in 1-9 quantities 

Digirec. 
UnITED 
SYSTEMS 
CORPORAT1011 
918 Woodley Road, Dayton, Ohio 45403 
(513) 254-6251. TWX (810) 459-1728 

DIGITEC: 
Precision measurements to count on. 

(Actual Size: 7/2"W x 53/8"D x 2/'8"H, Weight: 31/2 LB.) 



Washington newsletter  
Cost curbs on Legislation that could limit the market for medical electronic instruments 

is expected in Congress this fall, following a report to the Senate Commit-
medical technology tees on Finance and Human Resources that links rising medical costs with 
proposed by OTA insufficient evaluation of new diagnostic technologies. Too many instru-

ments are bought prematurely and are used too much, says Congress's 
Office of Technology Assessment; as a result, equipment and use 
charges—largely reimbursed by third parties such as medical insurance 
companies and Federal agencies—are soaring. 
As an example, oTA's report traced the installation and use of the more 

than 1,000 computerized tomography scanners in the U. S. from their 
introduction in 1973 to the end of 1977. The scanners, invented in Britain, 
combine X-ray equipment with a computer and a cathode-ray-tube display 
to produce cross-sectional images of the body in three dimensions. For 
1975-76, the annual operating cost of a scanner ranged from $259,000 to 
$379,000 according to the report. Moreover, the units cost about 
$500,000 apiece, yet scaled-down systems using solid-state technology will 
shortly drop instrument cost to $100,000 or less, estimates OTA. 

Sanders, Raytheon Four-color displays are coming to air traffic control radars with Sanders 
Associates Inc. and Raytheon Co. heading the competition for the develop-

to build color ing market. The Naval Electronic Systems Command has picked Sanders 
ATC radars over Raytheon and others for a $4.9 million award to produce 36 

displays, each with its own 16-bit processor, for use at Navy air stations at 
Jacksonville, Fla., San Diego, and the Virginia Capes. 

Raytheon must content itself with a $186,000 Federal Aviation Admin-
istration award to modify six monochromatic displays for four-color tests 
next year at the agency's Atlantic City, N. J., experimental test center and 
the Leesburg, Va., air route traffic control center. The FAA displays will 
add red for map lines and navigation aids and orange for weather, with 
yellow and existing green for aircraft identification data blocks. 

Lockheed developing Production of solar electric power in space is getting a major boost with a 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration award of $2.7 million to 

12.5 kW solar array Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., for development of a massive solar-
for space shuttle array wing for a November 1980 flight test aboard the space shuttle. The 

retractable experimental wing will measure 105 by 13.5 feet when 
extended and will contain 41 panels each carrying 3,060 silicon solar cells 
able to generate a total of 12.5 kilowatts. Only three panels will be active 
during the first flight test which will measure structural and dynamic 
characteristics as well as electrical performance. 

FCC hears support The Federal Communications Commission is hearing strong support from 
large potential users of American Telephone & Telegraph Co.'s proposed 

for ACS concept Advanced Communications Service [Electronics, July 20, p. 41]. An ad 
from large users hoc committee of 15 large-business users of telecommunications, all pres-

ently using data services provided at AT&T, told the FCC that efficient and 
cost-effective data communications is increasingly essential to effective 
use of distributed data-processing nets, large-system time-sharing, and 
direct computer-to-computer links by large companies. The users 
conclude: "Someone, be it the user or the carrier, must perform speed, 
protocol, and other conversions if users are to have maximum flexibility." 
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Washington commentary  

The solid-state revolution is only just beginning 

Where is solid-state technology taking society, and 
what will be its impact on life styles for the long 
term? How should the community of electronics 
researchers, engineers, and managers direct these 
changes? Such questions are not asked often 
enough by those who rarely have time to step back 
from the work at hand. Yet they are issues that 
National Science Foundation director Richard C. 
Atkinson must evaluate regularly. His conclusions, 
excerpted here from remarks prepared for the 
Scripps Institute of Oceanography's 75th anniver-
sary this summer, are stimulating. Ray Connolly 

It is inevitable that the size and cost of microcir-
cuits will continue to decrease while their 
processing power increases. The key to further 
advances lies in our ability to fabricate microcir-
cuits smaller and more densely packed than the 
optically etched chips available today. By using 
X-ray lithography, or energetic electrons, we 
will achieve at least another tenfold reduction of 
component size and a corresponding increase of 
several orders of magnitude in processing speed. 
Today, a well-designed commercial chip can 
accommodate up to 16,000 functions, but in the 
near future this density will increase to 160,000 
or more. Clearly the remarkable data-handling 
devices on the market today represent only the 
first steps toward almost universal access to 
sophisticated information-processing systems. 

The new revolution 

The invention of the computer some 30 years 
ago is comparable to Johannes Gutenberg's 
invention of the movable-type printing press in 
the 15th century. Some three centuries elapsed 
before the full potential of the press and its 
product, the printed book, were realized. Litera-
cy had to be achieved on a wide scale before 
books became relevant for any but the elite. And 
there had to be an industrial revolution to put 
the cost of the book—and the means to buy 
it—within reach of a substantial market. With 
respect to the computer, the microprocessor—in 
conjunction with a spectrum of new telecommu-
nication technologies—is compressing this time 
span into three decades. 

For the most part, computers have taken over 
tasks previously handled by human beings. Now 
that is changing. Problems are being posted for 
the computer that do not just replace humans 
but do totally new things. As a society, we are 
entering unfamiliar terrain. 
The task of scaling down microcircuitry itself 

involves basic research: research on semiconduc-
tors and polymeric materials; research on the 

chemistry of surfaces and etching; research into 
advanced electron and ion optics and into the 
effects of radiation on matter; and research on 
the mathematical properties of large data 
systems. Indeed, the list of scientific areas 
involved in microcircuitry development spans 
almost the entire spectrum of basic research. 
NSF has moved to support research in this 

area by establishing a national submicron facili-
ty at Cornell University. This facility will 
provide both university and industrial users with 
the specialized resources to do advanced 
research in this field. The facility is just begin-
ning to operate, but the prospects are exciting. 
Continued progress in reducing the size of data 
processors will carry us to frontiers far beyond 
those penetrated by the relatively straightfor-
ward computerization of traditional scientific 
instruments. There will be fundamental changes 
in the way research is done at the microstruc-
ture scale. 

Coping with the future 

Recent developments in artificial intelligence 
and cognitive psychology have given us a 
glimpse of the type of processes that may under-
lie truly intellectual behavior. But we are a long 
way from realizing a theory of human cognition 
that explains how the mind operates in making a 
scientific discovery or even in choosing between 
political candidates. The changes in information 
processing that I foresee may finally permit 
theory in the behavioral sciences to measure up 
to the complexity of the phenomena they are 
attempting to understand. 
What is particularly important at this time is 

to avoid a marketeering mentality. Hardware 
and gadgets should not drive our decision-
making in this area; rather, we should stress the 
exploration of new approaches and new ideas. I 
can vividly recall the derogatory remarks made 
by some visitors to the Stanford Computation 
Center about several young computer workers 
who were disheveled, unshaven, and literally 
spent every waking moment with their compu-
ter. But it was these very individuals who 
provided the creative thrust for a new program-
ming language and an innovative system design. 
We must guarantee an environment—particu-
larly in our universities—where scientists will be 
able to pursue ideas in this field in an open and 
free fashion. If the university meets its obliga-
tions in this regard, we will have gone a long 
way toward ensuring that the information revo-
lution will strengthen and not undermine indi-
vidual rights and freedoms. 
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There's one fully programmable 
LSI test system 

priced under $200,000 

The MX-17, at $37,750 

The MX-17 is an automatic, fully program-
mable LSI test system. At $37,750, base price, 
it is by far the most affordable software-
programmable system on the market. 

MX-17 performance is equally impressive. 
The MX-17, in fact, is the only small system 
that can deliver every one of these large-
system capabilities: 

A powerful 
production/engineering tool 

A true general purpose system, the MX-17 
permits completely valid electrical and logical 
testing of microprocessors, support chips, 
RAIVIs, ROMs, and custom LSI devices. It can 
be used for manual test or with automatic 
handling or probing equipment. 

As an engineering tool, the MX-17 provides 
error diagnostics, full reporting capabilities, 
data logging of all test variables, and "joy-
stick" slewing of parameters. 

Software programmable 

Unlike other low-cost testers, the MX-17 is 
fully programmable. Logic sequences, strobe 
placement, phase widths and relationships, 
and data and address formats are all under 
program control. Test variables can be changed 
as required, allowing the device under test 
to be stressed and margined for worst-case 
conditions. 

Faster test times 

No laggard, the MX-17. All pins are tested 
simultaneously for continuity. Rigorous tri-
state testing is done at speed during func-
tional testing. And DC parametric tests can 
be made on a pin-by-pin basis, or in parallel. 

The result? Higher throughput than any 
other LSI test system, regardless of price. 

Field expandable 

The MX-17 is completely field-expandable by 
simple card plug-in. The expanded system 
can include 69 timing edges, 21 voltage 
levels, 56 drive/sense channels, a 32K con-
troller memory, and storage for truth tables 
up to 65K. 

Available now 

The MX-17 is fully operational — the only 
high-performance "low-cost" LSI test system 
available today. It is backed by a complete 
package of training, programming and field 
support services. 

For information, call or write us direct; or 
use this magazine's reply card for free 
literature. 

Adar ASSOCIATES, INC. 
11B North Avenue 
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803 
(617) 273-1850 
TWX 710 332-6878 

See us at WESCON 
Booths 212 and 214 
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SIEMENS 

Siemens Components 
are on the move... 
Ordering components is one 
thing ... but getting them can be 
quite another. Siemens knows this 
and has been moving fast 
internally to keep components 
moving to your assembly lines. 

Revitalized Rep Organization 

We've added to and upgraded 
the independent sales 
representative companies that 
market Siemens components and 
now over 100 factory trained 
sales engineers are available to 
serve you no matter where you 
are located. 

Reorganized Distributor Network 

We have added Kierulff and 
expanded the franchise for 
Arrow and HallMark. These three 
national, broad-line distributors, 
plus a mixture of specialty and 
regional distributors, put Siemens 
component stock in the right 
place at the right time to back up 
your inventory. 

Warehousing 

To back up our distributor 
organization and to provide you 
with off-the-shelf delivery on fast-
moving items, we maintain 
dedicated inventories in our 
factories at Scottsdale, Arizona 
and also at our corporate 
headquarters in Iselin, New Jersey. 

Multiple Factory Service 

Siemens Components Group 
maintains factories in the U.S. 
and abroad. Most components 
are manufactured at more than 
one location to avoid unforeseen 
product stoppages. Just so you 
won't need a second source for 
us, we second source ourselves. 

...from the 
company on the move. 
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Helpful Order Service 

We make our service people jump! 
They have been trained to provide 
fast turnaround on your request 
to interrogate stock, check 
deliveries, place add-ons, or 
change orders or get a price. 

MMUS 11 

Zener 1 111 
Diodes 

sow 

Tantalum 
Capacitors 

Transient 
Protectors 



IEMENS Broad Range of Products 

Siemens offers you the 
convenience of one source for a 
wide variety of your component 
needs. We manufacture a broad 
line of capacitors, including 
tantalum, aluminum electrolytic, 
film, metalized film, stacked 
metallized film, and ceramic. 

Semiconductors including zener 
diodes, transient absorbtion 
zeners, rectifiers, small signal 
transistors, integrated circuits, 
tuning diodes,and hall effect devices. 

Specialty products including 
flashtubes, ferrites, and a complete 
line of voltage suppression devices. 

Our reputation for H i-Rel devices 
i's well earned, and our 
commercial and industrial 
products are the best available. 

To see the full line of Siemens 
Components write: 

Siemens Corporation 
Components Group 
186 Wood Avenue South 
Iselin, New Jersey 08830 
(201) 494-1000 
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Electronics Magazine 
is part of the curriculum 
for more than 2,000 
electronics engineering 
students. 

And so is the product 
you advertise there. 

Anyone with a product or 
service to sell in the Electronics 
'Rechnology Marketplace should 
be communicating now with the 
students in the field. Your cus-
tomers today may well have first 
learned about you when they 
were students. 

By paying to read Electron-
ics, our student subscribers tell 
you how serious they are about 
their profession. They tell you 
more about themselves in our 
student subscriber profile study 
(available from your Electronics 
district manager). 

Examples: 
Over 60 per cent of student 

subscribers will be out of 
school and working in the 
market within one year; over 
40 per cent within 6 months. 

They have strong opinions 
about who are the technology 
leaders in various product 
areas. 

Student years are forma-
tive years. Right now, students 
are deciding which companies 
they want to work for and buy 
from. Advertising in Electronics 
will help form those decisions 
in your company's favor. 

Electronics Magazine 
1221 Avenue of the Amerira.s 
NewYork, N.Y. 10020 

Student readership. 
Another reason your ad sells best in Electronics. 
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MATSUI) CAPACITORS. 
NOW: 5 TYPES, 22 CASE SIZES, 

348 STANDARD RATINGS. 

Matsuo developed the world's first 
z  :  resin dipped tantalum capacitor in 

04     1960. Today, Matsuo delivers a broad 
range of capacitors to meetyour needs. 

1  —  5 types, 22 case sizes, 348 ratings. And 
 one standard of excellence. 

That's why Matsuo capacitors 
perform better. We build them better. 

And because we do, we can talk about things like failure rates 
and leakage current when no other manufacturer does. Here are 
some highlights. 

TIrne (howl.) 

DIPPED TANTALUM 
WITH LEAD FRAMES. 

Type 221. 7 case sizes, 188 standard ratings. We not only build 
them better, we pretest longer-48 hours at full voltage. That's 
why we offer the lowest failure rate—less than 2°/o per 1,000 
hours-60% confidence level. Selected units at 1% FR. Better DC 
leakage control—.01XCV. Selected units at .001XCV. Fixed lead 
spacing. Square leads that "bite" corners so Dip stands upright 
even during soldering. 

Shown 
actual 
size 

NEW! MICRODIPS 
Type 203. 3 subminiature case sizes for high component 
density. From .110" to .126" diameter; .177" to .236" 
high. 31 standard ratings. Color coded. Solid tantalum, 
wire leads. Matsuo u Dips exhibit superior electrical 
characteristics. Better DC leakage control-01XCV. 

NEW! DIPPED TANTALUM 
WITH WIRE LEADS. 

Type 202. 7 case sizes, 55 standard ratings. Flexible wire leads for 
point to point wiring. High eliability. Better DC leakage 
control—.01XCV. Designed for superior performance where 
minimum cost is required. 

NEW! MOLDED TANTALUM. 
Type 242. 1 case size, 38 standard ratings. Pretested for 48 hours at full 
voltage. Lowest failure rate—less than 1% per 1,000 hours. Better DC 
leakage control-01XCV Uniform lead location. 

TANCHIPS. THE CHIPS ON STILTS. 

Clià
j Type 262. Now, 4 case sizes instead of 3. You should also know: Most orders are filled from stock. 
Each size now available in 3 lead styles. And Matsuo prices are competitive and then some. For more 
36 standard ratings. Stilt-like leads information, engineering samples, prices, just write or call. 
keep capacitor away from hot solder, 

  preventing heat transfer. Also, facilitates MATSUO 
cleaning of solder flux, allows visual check of connection, 

eliminates moisture entrapment. Pretested 48 hours at full voltage. 
Lowest failure rate and better DC leakage control (.01XCV). ELECTRONICS 
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BiMOS gets you through 
the op amp jungle. 

By mixing Bipolar and MOS, RCA 
has created a family of op amps that 
really cuts through the confusion of find-
ing the right one for the job. In this one 
family you'll find wideband, high-speed, 
micropower, general purpose and FET 
input features. Input current and imped-
ance are comparable to much higher-
priced Bifet types, which BiMOS can 
often replace. Examples: 

CA3100 wideband op amp (38 
MHz) for small signal applications. High 
open-loop gain, slew rate and output 
current, plus fast settling time. 

CA3130, CA3160 universal op 
amps. Very low priced, yet with features 
for general purpose, MOS/FET input 
(1,500,000 Me), wideband (4MHz), mi-
cropower, and CMOS output with high 
output current (-± 22mA) uses. 

CA3140, CA3240. Most useful op 
amp since the 741 (CA3140), also avail-
able in dual version (3240) for users of 
747, Bifet TL082, and often hard-to-get 
1458. 4-36 V supply voltage. Both do 
most jobs better than old industry 
standards. Also better than many pre-
mium op amps—at far less cost. 

CA3290 single-supply dual com-
parator with better-than-Bipolar accu-
racy, lower-than-Bifet prices. Beats Bifet on sensing low level signals close to ground 
potential. Can be coupled directly to high-impedance sensors. 

Get our free BiMOS booklet (2M1207). Contact your local RCA Solid State distributor. 
Or contact RCA Solid State headquarters in Somerville, NJ; 1130 Brussels, Belgium; 
Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex, England; Quickborn 2085, W. Germany; Ste.-Anne-de-
Bellevue, Quebec, Canada; Sao Paulo, Brazil; Tokyo, Japan. 

Type 
Input Common-Mode 

Voltage Range Vora' II Slew 
Rate Function 

CA3100 (V-- 3V) to (V .- 3V) (V-,- 6V) to (V -- 6V) 3p,A 25Vie.‘sec High Speed Op Amp 
CA3130 OV to (V.- 10V) 10mV to (V -- 10mV) RL = x 50pA 10V/iisec Op Amp 

10mV to (V --- 3V) 111 =2K11 
CA3140 OV to (V-- 3V) 1V to (V-- 3V) R/ = 2611 50pA 9V/p.sec Op Amp 
CA3160 OV to (V,- 10V) 10mV to (V'- 10V) RL =x 

10mV to (V'- 3V) RL = 21(11 

50pA 10V/µsec CA3130 with internal 

compensation 

CA3240 OV to (V'-3V) 1V to (V*- 3V) RL = 21(1-1 50pA 9V/sec 

response 
time 

Dual CA3140 

Vio 
CA3290 OV to (V .-3.8V) 20mV 50pA 100V/sec Dual Comparator 

RCA Linear IC experience is working for you. RCA 
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International newsletter  
Matsushita shows Matsushita is showing its prototype of a 16-K static random-access memo-

ry that is about the size of a 4-K RAM. The secret is a new configuration: 
16-K RAM no bigger the two polysilicon load resistors are fabricated in the second poly level 

than 4-K device overlying a silicon-dioxide insulating film on top of two of the four 
n-channel silicon-gate transistors. With minimum dimensions of 3 gm, cell 
area is 23 by 27 p.m and chip area is 3.75 by 4.19 mm, or 15.7 mm2. 
Organized as 2,048 by 8 bits, the 16-K RAM has 100-ns access and cycle 
times and operates from a single + 5-v supply with TTL input/output 
levels. Operating current is 145 MA; standby current is 30 m. It will be 
some time before the device appears, unlike the very similar 16-K static 
part from Texas Instruments. 

West German PO After years of keeping the lid on investments, West Germany's post office 
is in the spending mood again, which spells boom times of sorts for the 

to spend billions country's 30-odd producers of communications and related equipment. For 
for expanded services the next five years, the agency has earmarked some $12.5 billion for 

telecommunications, primarily for telephone services. The chief goal is to 
outfit all households with phones by the mid-1980s. Included in the 
planned expenditures is about $1.7 billion for phone network expansion 
and for increasing the capacity of existing links. The post office says 
billions have also been set aside for new services like Viewdata and cable 
television, although the exact amount has not been pinpointed. 

Codec will dub The Tesla Electronics Research Institute in Prague is working on an 
experimental coder-decoder for eight-language accompaniment to TV video 

TV programs with signals. The eight sounds are transmitted digitally and independently of 
many languages each other and are decoded as desired at the receiver, much as a codec 

mixes different telephone channels for transmission. Such a system would 
be particularly useful across Europe's many borders. 

Switchable modem 

sends and receives 

low and high 

Sescosem of Grenoble will be offering samples of a new low-speed modula-
tor-demodulator chip in the fall. The complementary- mos circuit has some 
functional similarities to Motorola's MC14412 but can send and receive in 
either high or low frequency. Modems are usually limited to sending in low 
frequency and receiving in high frequency. Like some other modems, the 
new SF.F 96501 from the Thomson-csF division also can switch frequen-
cies, enabling its terminals to call each other directly instead of via a 
central control. With this combination of the two features, the chip will be 
a natural for the portable terminal market, Sescosem thinks. Initially the 
modem will be limited to 300-baud European-standard transmission, 
whereas the Motorola chip offers U. S. and European standards and a 
600-baud speed. Launch price for the SF.F 96501 is $40 to $50, though 
volume orders could bring the price down to nearer $10. 

Siemens moving Customs barriers and high labor costs are prompting Siemens AG to shift 
the mass production of light-emitting diodes and related devices from its 

LED production home plants to Malacca, in Malaysia, where the West German company is 
to Malaysia already manufacturing other semiconductor components like transistors. 

Remaining at its domestic optoelectronic facilities near Munich are only 
pilot lines for LEDS and for producing the gallium-phosphide base material 
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International newsletter 
used in optodevices. Production is slated to increase from the current rate 
of 80 million LEDS per year to between 120 million and 150 million 
annually during the early 1980s. Together with its recently acquired 
subsidiary Litronix Inc., Cupertino, Calif., Siemens says it has a share of 
the world's optoelectronics market of better than 6%, putting the twosome 
among the top five producers in the field. 

Digital technique Coming up from Racal Electronics Ltd. is an Ls! quartz-crystal oscillator 
that uses a new precision digital technique for temperature compensation adjusts temperature 
to achieve a frequency accurate to within 5 parts in 108. University of Bath 

in quartz oscillator researchers developed the technique, which gives accuracy comparable to 
that of oven-controlled oscillators but at a fraction the cost and power 
consumption. Racal, which funded the work, will produce a one- or 
two-chip version: Similar to an approach developed by Hewlett-Packard 
in the U. S., the technique employs two co-mounted crystals, one of which 
is a conventional AT-cut crystal and is used as a reference in a frequency 
synthesizer. Temperature-induced frequency variations in the second, Y-
cut crystal are translated by a counter and read-only memory into a 
synthesizer control signal. The frequency stability that results is needed for 
future single-sideband radios and can be used to advantage in present-day 
maritime and land-based communications systems. 

Computer to monitor A computer-controlled system for wireless monitoring of radio and televi-
TV/rad signals sion stations is taking shape in Belgium. A development of the Belgian io  

broadcasting organization BRT and West Germany's Rohde & Schwartz, 
right off the air the system will cyclically check the signals from four fm radio transmit-

ters and eight television stations. To monitor sound and picture quality, 
the signals are picked off an antenna at a Brussels monitoring center and 
are measured with R&S equipment. Then a Philips P857 computer evalu-
ates the signals. The system greatly simplifies signal monitoring because 
only one set of instrumentation is needed for all stations. 

Addenda Bowing at Technograph and Telegraphs Ltd. is a British version of the 
Multiwire technique for making highly dense printed-circuit boards. 
Produced under license from the Photocircuits division of the U. S. firm 
Kollmorgen Corp., the UK technique will be called Multiwire. . . . 
Olivetti will begin marketing its $2,400 ET 101 electronic typewriter next 
month, with major exports planned to the U. S. in particular. Included 
are memories that store each line of type while permitting corrections and 
that store recurring phrases, justification, and page and table layouts. . . . 
The hot competition in the exclusive, yet lucrative, market for advanced 
air-defense radar systems has a new contender: Marconi Space and 
Defence System Ltd.'s portable Martello system. The new three-dimen-
sional, L-band, 300-mile-range radar incorporates advanced techniques 
such as phased-array technology, multibeam tracking, frequency agility, 
monopulse processing of signals in parallel beams, and parallel signal 
processing. . . . A highly sensitive perimeter alarm system using Stan-
dard Telecommunications Laboratories fiber-optic cable is coming from an 
English firm, Branglea Ltd. All an intruder has to do is to stretch or cut 
the cable, thus disturbing the pulse-coded light signal in the fiber, and an 
alarm will sound at the monitoring point. 
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Why limit your application opportunities? 
Go with Noritake's optimized Won displays! 
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INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES 
WEST GERMANY: Neumuller GMBH, 8 Manchen 2, 

Karlstrasse 55, Phone: (089) 599-1230, Telex: 522106. 

FRANCE: Europavia France. 5 Ave. Leon Hormel, 

Anrony Cedex 92167, Phone: 666-21-10, Telex: 42204381 

UNITED KINGDOM: ITT Component Service, West Road, 

Harlow. Essex CM20 2BP U.K., Phone: 027-35351, Telex: 817202 

HONG KONG: Phone: 5 232020 TAIPEI Phone: 351-0293 

_ 

You don't have to be restricted by the shortcomings of ordinary digital 
display schemes when you can get "best-fit' solutions at really right prices 

with Noritake's Itron Fluorescent units. 
5 x 7 Dot Matrix Arrays. 14-Segment Alphanumeric and 7-Segment 

units. Bar and Dot Matrix Graphic Panels. Special Character Configura-

tions. Whatever your application calls for, we most likely have a cost-

effective answer in stock—or we can develop a special configuration to fit 
your particular design needs. You'll appreciate 

savings, too. Like bright, high readibility at a 
distance, even under high ambient light cohdi-

tions. Plus low voltage and moderate power 

consumption. And, narrow silhouette, compact, 

flat-glass packages that are simple and con-
venient to mount. So contact us now and get 

your optimized display designs going fast with 
Noritake's Itron Fluorescent units. 

more than mere money-

itrori 
FLUORESCENT 

DISPLAYS 
Patented and manufactured by 
ISE ELECTRONICS CORP. 

NORITAKE ELECTRONICS, INC. 

L. A. OFFICE. 22410 Hawthorne Boulevard, Torrance, CA 90505, (213) 373-6704, Telex: 67-4910 
N.Y. OFFICE: 41 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10010, (212) 481-3440, Telex: 12-5469 

NORITAKE COMPANY, LIMITED 

JAPAN: 1-1 Noritake Shinmachi. Nishiku, Nagoya-SW, (052) 561-7111, Telex: J59738 

EUROPE: Burotel Belgium SA. Rue de la Presse 3-5,1000 Bruxelles, (02) 217-83-60, Telex: 4626962 
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Radiometer Electronics 

N EW TESTING SYSTEMS 
ASSURE SIFF [JUNE 
AUDIO PERFORMANCE 

The perfect combination for 
FM Stereo tests and measurements 

Generating a high quality stereo signal is one thing... 
delivering it faithfully is something else. Radiometer 
Electronics' new Stereo Signal System combines a 
unique FM Carrier Unit featuring >60dB separation 
and <0.08% distortion with an exceptionally versatile 
Stereo Generator/Modulator. 

The RE110 FM Carrier Unit eliminates the need to twist 
dials. Simply push the button to select from three 
presettable frequencies between 88 and 108 MHz. 
individually or with sweep or in a dual carrier frequency 
mode. 

The companion SMG40 Stereo Generator also lets you 
push a button to select the stereo signal you want; 
L, R, L&R, L=R, L=—R; with or without pre-emphasis 
of 25, 50 or 75µ sec. You can also choose from five 
audio frequencies with <0.02% distortion and 
separation >70 dB. 

New system takes the hassle out 
of Wow and Flutter measurements 

This new instrument team measures magnitude, 
determines drift and displays the frequency spectrum 
of Wow and Flutter tests. Significant information is 
maximized and new dimensions are available to 
evaluate mechanical performance. 

The RE 402 Meter provides analog measurements of 
Wow and Flutter conforming to accepted standards, 
plus digital display of Drift. 

Spectrum component analysis is provided by the 
microprocessor controlled RE 403 Analyzer. Its 30 
column LED display forms a unique method for relating 
frequency distribution to mechanical properties. 

For further information, contact: 
The London Company, U.S. Representative for 
Radiometer Electronics, 811 Sharon Drive, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44145, Telephone (216) 871-8900 

For information circle 70 
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Electronics international  
Significant developments in technology and business 

Mini-based system 
synthesizes speech 
in real time 
Wave-function synthesizer has 

a four-step program for 

high-quality speech, in effect 

from an unlimited vocabulary 

Sit down at SARA'S keyboard, type in 
a sentence, and right away a loud-
speaker reproduces it. What's more, 
this speech synthesis system is based 
on a French minicomputer, not a 
mainframe, and gives high-quality 
speech in real time. SARA stands for 
Synthétiseur Automatique Rapide. 
Under development by CEA, the 

French atomic energy agency, at its 
electronics laboratory in Saclay, the 
wave-function synthesizer uses a 
four-step program to produce 
speech. The simplicity of the calcula-
tions involved gives SARA its speed. 
The program also constructs a 
"voice" to sound much more human 
than that of other speech synthesis 
techniques. 

"Traditional approaches to the 
speech synthesis problem have usual-
ly meant big expensive computer 
hardware or very slow response 
times to achieve an acceptable quali-
ty of speech synthesis," says Benoit 
Dupeyrat, a researcher at the Saclay 
lab. Built around a 32-kilobyte 

„Intertechnique Multi 20, SARA can 
take an alphabetic data stream from 
a keyboard or other digital inputs. 

In limbo. Such a system could 
serve a wide range of inquiry systems 
for which a voice response is desir-
able, such as inventory control or 
orders placed by telephone. Howev-
er, commercial development is un-
certain at this point, although there 
is an advanced version with even 

better voice fidelity under way. 
In effect, SARA has an unlimited 

vocabulary, because it synthesizes its 
words from syntactical and gramma-
tical rules, rather than from a fixed 
vocabulary. The first software step 
converts the input into a phonetic 
stream. Basically this step uses a set 
of rules that give the pronunciation 
for each letter based on its context. 
A dictionary of the more common 
exceptions supplements these rules. 

Another important part of speech 
synthesis is a satisfactory intonation. 
Without near-human stresses and 
rises and falls in the "voice," the 
speech at best will be the metallic 
science-fantasy robot voice and at 
worst barely intelligible. Thus the 
program breaks each sentence into 
what the Saclay researchers call "in-
tonational clusters" by detecting 
"grammatical function words," the 
articles, pronouns, conjunctions, and 

so forth that signal different parts of 
the sentence. This second step can 
introduce pauses and impose a 
melodic pattern between the leng-
thier pauses, while superimposing 
other intonations as appropriate. 
The next two steps are both calcu-

lation steps. The first works out the 
acoustic characteristics of the signal, 
including amplitude, from the con-
stituents of the vowel-consonant-
vowel chains. As in other speech 
synthesis approaches, this step is 
fairly complex number crunching. 

However, the final step, which 
constructs the sound wave, is rela-
tively simple, says Xavier Rodet, one 
of the originators of SARA and now a 
consultant working on the advanced 

Speak to me. New speech synthesis system 

from France produces real-time responses of 

high-quality speech with a 32-kilobyte Inter-

technique Multi 20 minicomputer. 
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Electronics international 

phones receive each three-frame sig-
nal, but only the phone called 
responds by latching its link-switch 
lc onto the designated speech path. 
The three-frame signal is composed 
of digital dc pulses; the voice signals 
are analog. 

Since the originating number is 
transmitted, it is possible to show it 
on the display of the called phone, 

handy for paging, transfer of incom-
ing calls, and the like. 
The standard system is optimized 

for about 60 phones connected in 
daisy-chain fashion; capacity can be 
stretched to 100 simply by lengthen-
ing the chain. A single five-pair 
cable can provide three simultaneous 
voice circuits; an optional eight-pair 
cable can provide six. El 

Great Britain 

Frequency-synthesizer ICs ready assault 

on the mobile-radio communications market 
Integrated-circuit frequency synthe-
sizers are beginning to do to multi-
ple-crystal frequency references 
what the transistor did to the vacu-
um tube: after supplanting crystals 
in U. S. citizens' band radios, the lc 
synthesizer is ready to move on to 
the commercial mobile radio field. 
Coming up later this year in the 
top-of-the line M206 set from Pye 
Telecommunications Ltd. of Cam-
bridge is a two-chip set designed by 
fellow UK Philips affiliate, the Phil-
ips Research Laboratory. 
The two-chip phase-locked-loop 

synthesizer (see figure) uses Philips' 
proprietary Loemos complementary-
metal-oxide-semiconductor technol-
ogy in 28-pin packages. One chip 
incorporates a 4'h-decade program-
mable frequency divider that accepts 
a 9-megahertz input level at 10 volts. 
It is used with standard emitter-
coupled-logic prescalers, giving the 
system a full 6V2-decade division 
ratio and a 4.5-gigahertz maximum 
frequency. 
Two comparators. A second chip 

includes two phase comparators and 
the frequency reference divider, used 
to step the 5-MHz reference oscillator 
down to the required channel-spac-
ing frequency. The reference divider 
has a directly programmable range 
of 1 to 1,024 and a prescaler with 
division ratios of 1, 2, 10, and 100. It 
allows a high degree of flexibility in 
the choice of crystals and reference 
frequencies. 

General availability of the chip set 
could follow next year, according ,to 

one company engineer, although 
officially Philips is not even commit-
ted to commercial production. Al-
ready, though, other manufacturers 
are jumping in. 
The U. S. Philips subsidiary Sig-

netics Corp. will also offer the set. In 
the UK, Plessey Semiconductors 
Ltd. has in the works a 60-MHz-
to-1 -GHz two-chip universal synthe-
sizer set in low-cost, 16-pin pack-
ages. One chip is a programmable 
high-speed ECL prescaler used as a 
four-modulus divider, and the other 
is an n-channel mos programmable 
divider-comparator chip that is mi-

croprocessor-compatible and accepts 
data in 4-bit bytes. Both chip sets 
are for full-fledged mobile radios 
and are designed to outperform inte-
grated synthesizers developed for the 
CB market [Electronics, April 28, 
1977, p. 77]. 
Of the two chip sets, the first 

likely to get into equipment in a big 
way is the Philips chip set: Pye Tele-
communications, the UK's largest 
mobile-radio manufacturer, plans 
over the next five years to design it 
into all its models. Initially, though, 
the synthesizer will be used in top-
of-the-range models, since it adds 
$50 to the component cost of a 
mobile radio over present multicrys-
tal synthesizers. 

But there are compensating ad-
vantages in manufacturing a single 
standardized product instead of cus-
tomizing each production batch for 
specific users, says Hugh Hamilton, 
Pye Telecommunications' develop-
ment manager. In the future, he 
says, all of the firm's mobile radios 
will have a single 5-MHz bulk-
purchased crystal, thus cutting crys-
tal inventory and simplifying pro-
duction. Channel requirements will 
be loaded into a programmable read-
only memory, which controls the 
frequency-divider ratio and sets the 

Quick reference. Two-chip frequency synthesizer from Philips is intended for mobile radios. 

It uses two comparators to overcome the noise problem inherent in building high frequencies. 
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Handle most PC needs with rugged, 
compact CTS rotary switches. 

Specify CTS and satisfy nearly every printed circuit 
switch mounting requirement. Cut production time, 
too. And at lower cost than with conventional wiring. 
Choose from thousands of variations of shorting, 

nonshorting or mixed circuitry; plus a wide selection 
of index assemblies and wafer constructions for either 
perpendicular or parallel PCB mounting. Available in 
combination with AC power switches and variable re-
sistors You get a one-source supply for the complete 
switch package. 
Two popular choices include the new CTS Series 

223 parallel mount style (view A) measuring only 15/16n 
wide by 1%" above the PC board permitting 12 PC 
terminals on .100" centers; up to 1-pole, 11-position 
circuitry. An optional 13th PC or solder lug terminal 

gives a full 12-position switching capacity. Shown at 
(B) above is the CTS Series 227 rotary selector 
switch, which provides years of virtual problem-free 
performance in all kinds of applications. Parallel mount 
...single or multiple wafer constructions... compact 
1 11 ,61f A wide by 111/32" above PC board. One and two 
wafer designs are also available with shaft axis 
perpendicular to board. Ask about our NEW 14-
terminal 1-pole, 12-position or 2-pole, 6-position PC 
switches, too. 
Made to your exact specifications CTS switches 

assure proven reliability, design flexibility and MIL 
quality. Call your CTS representative or write CTS 
Corporation, 905 N. West Blvd., Elkhart, IN 46514. 
Phone: (219) 293-7511. 

CTS CORPORATION 
ELKHART. INDIANA 
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channel allocation as well. 
Frequency synthesizers first made 

the grade in military systems like the 
UK Army's Clansman radio, be-
cause they allow the operator to 
switch over a wide range of channels 
to avoid enemy jamming. But per-
formance barriers, as well as the 
high cost, prevented an easy jump to 
commercial markets. "The major 
problem with frequency synthesizers 
is the amount of division you can 

apply without running into sideband 
noise," says Hamilton. 
"We use two comparators in the 

phase-locked loop, a digital type 
with three-state outputs that is 
frequency-sensitive and locks fast, 
and a high-performance analog 
phase comparator, which is the guts 
of our system," Jordan says. After 
the signal is captured, the digital 
lock switches out and loop control 
passes to this low-noise comparator. D 

Austria 

Cable-TV boom is giving an additional boost 

to electronics industries already doing well 
Small, landlocked Austria, nestled in 
the highlands of Central Europe, is 
beginning to draw the attention of 
European television experts with its 
feverish activity in cable-television. 
Its rush into what some German 
observers call "das totale Fernsehalt-
er" (the total TV age) is fueling the 
healthy local electronics industries. 

All over the Maine-sized country 
of seven million, cable-Tv companies 
are sprouting to give the population 
more program variety, particularly 
in entertainment shows. The craving 
for additional programs is particu-
larly strong in areas where West 
German and Swiss broadcasts can-
not be picked up because of the 
mountains or because of the dis-
tance. Eventually all major cities, 
such as Innsbruck in the west and 
Klagenfurt in the south, and many 
medium-sized towns will have cable 
service. 

Vienna's plans. By far the biggest 
network is being laid in Vienna. In a 
project valued at nearly $150 mil-
lion, some 450,000 households will 
be wired up during the next six to 
seven years. Since the city's popula-
tion is 1.6 million, it will form one of 
Europe's most extensive and tightly 
knit cable-Tv systems. The first 
60,000 or so households should have 
service before the end of the year. 

Handling the project is a company 
established by the Austrian subsid-
iary of Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken 
and Kabel-Tv Wien. With its 95% 

share, Philips is shouldering most of 
the burden—and taking on most of 
the financial risk. Kabel-Tv Wien, 
owned by the city, is handling the 
$4.6 million job of installing the 
microwave links that feed in the 
foreign TV programs. 
The project's initial phase calls for 

feeding in one of West Germany's 
two national broadcast programs, 
with the other to follow next year. 
By 1980, German-language pro-
grams from Switzerland and an 
English program (mostly for workers 
at United Nations facilities and 
other international organizations in 
Vienna) will be added. Radio pro-
grams also will be coming in. 

Although Vienna owns but 5% of 
the new cable-Tv company, the city 
fathers are making sure that the 
project benefits local firms the most. 
At least 80% of the $150 million 
outlay to wire up the city will go to 
Austrian companies. Moreover, the 
city will see to it that small and 
medium-size firms will get their 
share: the $20-to-$30-million cost of 
connecting individual households to 
the system will go to them. 

Boost to business. Austria's activi-
ties in cable TV spell an added boost 
to her electronics industries. Al-
though the growth of the country's 
overall economy has slowed to a 
snail's pace—about 1.5% is forecast 
for this year—the electronics mar-
kets are not doing badly at all. 
Outpacing most other sectors is 

components: domestic sales of both 
passive and active devices are pre-
dicted to rise 33% during the 1976-
to-1979 period, from $260 million to 
$340 million. Active devices account 
for roughly 45% of these totals. 

Sizing up Austria's market for 
semiconductors, officials at Texas 
Instruments in West Germany see 
sales growing about 15% this year— 
from $30 million in 1977 to $34.5 
million. There is an almost even split 
between discrete and monolithic 
integrated devices. With a share of 
about 60%, the entertainment elec-
tronics sector is by far the biggest 
components user. 

Besides the Austrians' penchant 
for entertainment products, there are 
several other factors behind the 
upsurge in components. One is the 
business that Philips' big video-
cassette-recorder factory in Vienna 
is generating. (The Dutch company 
makes all its VCRS in Vienna.) 
Another is the huge components 
consumption by Grundig AG's Tv-set 
plant, Europe's largest, that the 
German firm started up in Vienna 
last year. Still another factor is the 
production of quasi-electronic tele-
phone exchange systems that Aus-
tria's communications industry be-
gan last year. 
Consumer up. The consumer elec-

tronics market will rise about 8%, 
from $220 million last year to $238 
million this year, according to ITT 
marketing experts in Germany. 
Color-Tv sales are doing better than 
the average. About 270,000 color 
receivers are expected to be sold this 
year, 30,000 more than last year. 

Less steep than the consumer-
products sales curve is that for 
Austria's measuring-and-control-
equipment sector. The increase from 
$53 million in 1975 to $60 million in 
1979 translates into only a 13% rise 
for the total five-year period. 

But the slack in some sectors is 
more than offset by the strength in 
the computer field. The number of 
computer installations rose by some 
17%, from 12,157 at the beginning 
of 1977 to 14,327 at the start of this 
year, according to Diebold Deutsch-
land GmbH statistics. The 1978 total 
represents a value of $1.27 billion. 
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the Honeywell 101 portable instrumentation tape recor 
that eliminates your calibration problems and has everythiri 
you need built right in for proper setup You simply press the AUTO 

• TEST button, and the 101 checks 
of record and reproduce electronics. itself out and tells you what needs 

adjustment. And all you need for 
a complete calibration is a 
screwdriver or tweaking tool.. 

The Honeywell 101 is a microcomptiter 
controlled high-performance IRIG 
portable magnetic tape record/ --
reproduce system. It's the first system 
that can be set up, calibrated and 
operated under field conditions without 
any external test equipment. Plus, the 
101 offers you triplanar tape drive, - 
programmable electronic shuttle, - 
programmable selective track recording, 
and solid-state end-of-tape sensing. It 
has a built-in measurement system; too, 
along with a built-in bias meter. You can 
use the 101 for preamble recording, and 
it has an electronic channel selector and 
automatic calibration verification. The 
PREAMBLE feature records test signals 
simultaneously on all direct and FM 
channels, which allows you to adjust 
your playback instrument to compensate 
for any setup errors. 

You can change between 'A" and 
1" tape widths in less than 
15 minutes, and that's not all: 

The 101 provides you from 7 to 32 tracks 
and operates at either intermediate or 
wideband frequencies. It gives you 
direct electronics capability from 50 Hz 
to 600 kHz and also to 2 MHz. The FM 
record amplifier conditions the input 
data signal for IRIG ±-40% to 80 kHz or 
=L30% single-carrier FM recording to 
500 kHz. The 101 has eight tape speeds, 
from 0.937 to 120 ips. You use the 
pushbutton controls for almost all 
operations, and backlighted indicators 
and LEDs show the control states in 
effect. Selective track recording 
allows maximum use of the tape and - 
reduces the need for tape changes 
during long recording sessions. This is a - 
completely portable instrument with the 
performance of a full-sized laboratory 
recorder, and it's available for rent— 
right now, off-the-shelf —at REI. 

E Tell me more about the Honeywell 101 now! 
Call me at  

CI Send me a copy of your free illustrated 
Rental Catalog. 

1:1 I might be interested in buying—on a 
money-back-guaranteed basis—some of 
your late-model, well-maintained 
"previously owned" equipment. Please 
send me your Equipment Sales Catalog. 

El I have a pressing need right now for the 
following.  

Please phone me immediately at 

NAMF TITLE_ 
COMPANY_ 
ADDRESS  
CITY STATE 7IP 
PHONE NUMBER  
EXTENSION  
Complete this coupon and return it today 
to REI, 19347 Londelius St., 
Northridge, CA 91324. 
GSA #GS-04S-21963 Neg 

e-of-the-art instruments. 
oughout North America. 

Another of the anneFuciaL companies 

REI RENTAL CENTERS: 

Anaheim, CA (714) 879-0561 
Mountain View, CA (415) 968-8845 
Fort Lauderdale, FL (305) 771-3500 

Plaines, IL (312) 827-6670 
n. MA (617) 273-2'170 

g, MD (301) 9484)620 
. 1201) 337,3757 
'QM (216) 442-8080 - 
0 4) 661-8082 

hfM:TX (713) 780-7218 - 
attle, WA (206) 641,6444 - 
41'1.4e, CA (213) 993-RENT (7368) 

«dale,. Ontario (416) 675-7513 
Vancouver, BC (604) 684-6623 
Montreal, Quebec (514) 681-9246 
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UNRETOUCHED 

Note roug 
jagged 
always 
prese 

Your IC lead frames look like 
this at 30X enlargement (unre-
touched). Because theyare punched 
out of metal, the edges are rough, 
jagged and irregular. In contrast, the 
flat sides of the lead frame are 
smooth, even and perfectly plated. 

Arrows indicate scars and abrasions 
made by rough edge of lead frame. 

22X magnification 
unretouched. 

HEIRS 
An or e- earing 
socket contact after 5 insertions 
of DIP lead frame. Contact 
has been spread apart to 
show inside faces of contact. 
Notice how the contact has 
scars and abrasions from 
rough, irregular edge of IC 
lead frame. Electrical con-
tact is degraded and resist-
ance is increased. Reliability 
is obviously reduced. 

Lead frame in place in an 
ordinary edge-bearing 
contact. 

Arrows indicate contact surface still 
smooth, clean, free from abrasions 

22X magnification, 
unretouched. 

ROBI 6- "side-
wipe" socket contact after 5 in-

sertions of DIP lead frame. 
Contact has been spread 
apart to show inside faces 
of contact. See how the RN 
contact—because it mates 
with the smooth, flat side of 
the IC lead frame—retains 
its surface integrity. This 
100% greater lead frame 
contact results in continued 
high reliability. 

Lead frame in place in 
RN -side-wipe" contact. 



expose junk »cis« 
nroblems 

Secret of RN high reliability 

`side-wipe' DIP sockets  

revealed by microphotos 

Here's microscopic proof that high reliability 
Robinson-Nugent "side-wipe" DIP sockets 
make 100% greater contact than any edge-

bearing socket on the market. This advance 
design provides constant low contact resist-

ance, long term dependability—trouble-free 

IC interconnects. Yet RN high reliability DIP 

sockets cost no more than ordinary sockets! 

Get the high reliability that eliminates trouble. 
RN "side-wipe- DIP sockets make contact with the 
wide, flat sides of your IC leads. You get 100% greater 
surface contact for positive, trouble-free electrical 
connection. 

WRITE TODAY for latest R-N "Short Form- Catalog 
of RN production DIP sockets. Contains full specs. 
dimensions and material data. Get yours now. 

•7017fArM011/ 
AREIEMA17, 

800 East Eighth Street, New Albany, Indiana 47150 • Phone: (812) 945-0211 —TWX: 810-540-4082 
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We'll bet a relay that ours 



name. 

out-test all others. 
Try any ITT Components Relay. Free. 
Put it up against the ones you're using now. 
But, most important, put it to the test. 

We can't lose. Because we make 
more relays better and faster than anybody 
else. And we test them. 100%. 

However, that's not the only reason 
for our continual success in the relay 
business. It's a carefully orchestrated com-
bination of events based on automated 
manufacturing and testing that gives you 
the best price/performance in relays. 

It begins with competitive pricing. 
Our guarantee that you will always get the 
best performance value for your money. 
Enhancing this competitive edge is our 
policy of off-the-shelf delivery of any relay. 

The true measure of the superiority 
of ITT Components Relays, though, is a 
consistent upgrading of performance. This 
means product innovations and enhance-
ments designed to ensure the highest level 
of quality, reliability and performance. 
Like the design and mass production of the 
first low profile PCB relays in the world. 
We now supply the world with five families 
of low profile, flow-solderable relays. 

Stop gambling with "other" relays. 
Take our bet and make yourself a winner. 
For your free evaluation sample, call Bob 
Scanlon, at (617) 686-1110. ITT Components, 
1551 Osgood Street, No. Andover, MA 
01845. In Canada: ITT Canada Components, 
4001 Chesswood Drive, Downsview, 
Ontario, Canada M3 J2R8, (416) 630-7971. 

ITT Components 
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LINEAR GOES LS IN A 
IaL AND LINEAR GET IT 
ALL TOGETHER ON A 
SINGLE CHIP 

ANALOG M 

DIGITAL 
COMMON 

0 12 

5. 

ANALOG 
COMMON 

BIPOLAR 
0,FSET 
CONTROL 

AD 571 

10 BIT 

CURRENT 

OUTPUT 

DAC 

Ell AND& 
CONVERT CONTROL 

10 BIT 

SAR 

DATA 
WEADV 

[ -

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED 
OLDIES ZENER REFERENCE 
AND DAC CONTROL 

9 MSS, 

1 STATE 
SUFFERS 

,UTC BLANK 
COMTROL 

2 

1 

18 LSB 

CATA READY 

AD571 10-BIT ADC 

• 10-bit Laser Trimmed DAC. 
▪ 10-bit SAR. 
Ill Clock. 
le Synchronized interface logic. 

3-state buffer. 
• Latching comparator. 
ier Precision buried zener reference. 

Our new AD571 analog-to-digitai converter is 
the very first and only chip to combine I2L digital 
circuitry, precision bipolar linear circuitry and 
laser wafer trimming on a single, high density 
120 x 150 mil chip. 

It is also the very first to be so complete. The 
AD571 is a 10-bit monolithic successive approx-
imation ADC that includes a clock, reference, 
comparator, SAR, and internal DAC. All the com-
ponents required to perform a complete A/D 
conversion cycle are on the chip. 

DON'T MAKE WHAT YOU 
CAN BUY. ESPECIALLY A 
10-BIT ANALOG TO 
DIGITAL CONVERTER. 
Now you don't have to build it from scratch. 
The AD571 gives you high accuracy and high 
speed and offers true 10-bit accuracy to within 
± 0.05% and guarantees no missing codes over 
its entire operating temperature range. A con-



COMPLETE 10-BIT ADC 
version time of 25 microseconds means the 
AD571 will serve well as the core converter for 
high speed data acquisition systems. 

Its three-state output buffers allow easy dig-
ital multiplexing of multiple AD571s, and a mini-
mum of external interface components will pro-
vide quick connection to a microprocessor bus. 

So don't just take our word for it, if you still 
want to build your own add up the parts. (Hint: 
we did and it takes 19, and the parts alone cost 
approximately $23.) And don't forget to add 
board space, assembly, trimming, and testing. 

YOU GET MORE FOR LESS. 
ONLY $215i) IN 1000s. 

The AD571, the world's first complete 10-bit ADC 
is so inexpensive it's hard to ignore. It gives you 
everything you ever dreamed of in a 10-bit suc-
cessive approximation ADC and then some. Even 
the die-hard "build-it-yourself" bunch can't 
come up with a cheaper, or more complete fast 
precision ADC. For specs and information, call 
Doug Grant at (617)935-5565.Analog Devices,Inc. 
P.O. 280, Norwood, MA 32062. 

ANALOG 
DEVICES 

WAYOUT IN FRONT 
Analog Devices, Inc., 9ox 280, Norwood, MA 02062; East Coast:1617) 329-1700; Midwest 1312) 894-3300: West Coast 
(213) 595-1783; Tex: (214) 231-5094; Belgium: 031 37 4803. Denmark: 02) 845800; England: 01/94 10 46 6; 
France: 686-7760; Germany: 089/5303 19; Japan: 03,26 36 82 6; Netherlands: D76'879251; Switzerland: 
022 319704; and representatives around the world 
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Fiber optics is getting so much 
publicity from its use in telephone 
communications that you may see that 
as its only important application. 

It's not. 

Optical communication cables are 
being used in computers, process 
instruments and control applications. 
They weigh less and take less space. 
They eliminate electrical and electronic 
interference as well as ground loops. 
They can be more economical. And 
every day, they're making the old stand-
ard interconnect systems obsolete, 
one by one. 

Circle 84 on reader service card 

So when you spend time and 
money on an interconnect system, 
you should consider fiber optics. And 
that's where we can help you. 
We can help you make the right 

choices for your system. Choices in line 
attenuation, mechanical strength, 
environmental isolation, light coupling 
efficiency. Choices in every element 
you need. 

Ours is the broadest line of optical 
communication cables in the industry 
We've been working with fiber optics 
for 20 years. And engineers have 
already put more than 2,000,000;000 
feet of our fiber optic products in use. 
Since we make our cables from raw 
materials to finished product, we can 
fill your needs exactly. And at the 
least expense. 

eue 
Galileo Electro-Optics Corp. 
Galileo Park, Sturbridge, Massachusetts 01518 

Progress made practical. 

As a matter of fact, we can fill your 
needs more quickly, because all of our 
standard cables, including Galileo's 
highly versatile Galite® 3000, are in 
stock. We even stock complete lines of 
connectors and electronic components 
for you. 

Radiation Hardneaa 
of Caine Communication Fiben 

I 

loj-

16. 16' 14. lét 
Dose (Rads) 

You can write to Galileo for a detailed 
information package that will give you a 
good idea of what fiber optics can do 
for you today. Or you can call Galileo's 
application engineers at (617) 347-9191 
for specific personal help on how... and 
where fiber optics could fit into what 
you're doing today. 

You will find we offer more than fiber 
optics. We also offer know-how. 

16. 



Probing the news  
Analysis of technology and business developmelts 

Trade groups thrive in California 
Four major associations have headquarters in Golden State 

providing services ranging from lobbying to credit union 

by William F Arnold, San Francisco regional bureau manager 

Besides hosting the Wescon show, 
California helps the electronics in-
dustries present another important 
face to the world. The Golden State 
is home base for four major industry 
trade associations: the American 
Electronics Association, the Elec-
tronics Association of California, the 
Semiconductor Equipment and Ma-
terials Institute Inc., and the Semi-
conductor Industry Association. 
Not surprisingly, these groups em-

brace companies as diverse as the 
state's electronics industries them-
selves. But together they perform 
such needed industry services as 
lobbying on Government policy and 
legislative matters, educating mem-
bers about new trends, holding exec-
utive seminars, formulating stan-
dards, running trade shows, manag-
ing training courses for production-
line supervisors, gathering statistics, 

Executives. Directing day-to-day activities 

of three of the four electronics trade associa-

tions that are based in California are, left to 
right, James J. Conway of the EAC, Thomas 

D. Hinkelman of the SIA, and E. E. (Ed) 

Ferrey of the AEA. 
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and even providing a social milieu at 
dinner meetings so that members 
can informally discuss vital issues of 
the day. In other words, they provide 
industrywide services that many 
individual companies cannot provide 
for themselves. 

Lobbying. For example, the AEA 
(originally the West Coast Electron-
ic Manufacturers Association, then 
Wema until earlier this year) is 
generally credited with being a 
major force in the current drive in 
Congress to lower the capital gains 
tax so that more venture capital 
would be available to fledging high-
technology companies [Electronics, 
March 30, p. 76]. The AEA also has 
been part of a four-year fight to 
bring efficiency into customs pro-
cessing and fairness into adjudica-
tion of any disputes between compa-
nies and the Customs Service (see 

related story on p. 45). 
Moreover, the AEA plans to carry 

its political activity a step further 
this year: it will actually support 
congressional candidates across the 
country. The group has formed an 
electoral political action committee 
that will contribute a total of $5,000 
to candidates, irrespective of party, 
who support AEA policies. 

Successful. The young EAC, on the 
other hand, provides three employee 
services that its members, mostly 
small companies, cannot offer but 
feel they must have in the highly 
competitive Silicon Valley labor 
market: a credit union, health insur-
ance, and training classes for super-
visory personnel. It is becoming so 
successful that the association plans 
to open offices in southern Califor-
nia in addition to its Sunnyvale 
headquarters and is getting inquiries 



Probing the news 

from other states about setting up 
their own equivalents. 

SEMI, a traditional vertical trade 
association, began by running trade 
shows so that its members might 
have a place to exhibit the products 
they sell to the semiconductor indus-
try. Significantly, SEMI is now also 
busy writing standards for those 
products. And the SIA, as its name 
implies, is an association of chip-
makers formed to influence Govern-
ment trade policy with Japan that 
also collates statistics on the semi-
conductor market. 

Counting its 1,000th company 
member this month, the AEA goes 
back to 1943, when 12 Los Angeles 
and 13 Bay Area companies formed 
the West Coast Electronic Manufac-
turers Association. The transistor 
had not been invented then, and 
what was to become Silicon Valley 
was hardly more than Hewlett-Pack-
ard Co. and Varian Associates nest-
led among the orchards around 
Stanford University in Palo Alto. 
Today, with headquarters in Palo 
Alto, the AEA has offices in Los 
Angeles, Boston, and, according to 
its energetic president, E. E. (Ed) 
Ferrey, is looking to open a full-time 
Washington, D. C., office. 
As the largest trade association 

serving the electronics and informa-
tion technology industries, the AEA 

has 40 out of the 50 biggest electron-
ics companies as members, Ferrey 
says. But to criticism that it caters to 
big companies, Ferrey answers that 
60% of the members have fewer than 
200 employees. In fact, the 1,000th 
member is Tencor Instruments Inc., 
Mountain View, Calif., with only 30 
employees, he says. 

Education. Having severed its con-
nection with Wescon in 1974 be-
cause only a small percentage of its 
members were participating, the 
AEA, besides lobbying, carries on "an 
extensive educational activity." This 
translates into seminars. The AEA 
holds many of them a year, from 
half-day briefings on new trends to 
two-week institutes at universities. 
Among its 60 to 80 "how-to" semi-
nars are sessions on technology 
update, high-technology selling, 
mergers and acquisitions, and effec-
tive sales management. 

For small companies, the associa-
tion has luncheons, forums, and 
councils, where chief executive offi-
cers or other administrators can get 
together to discuss common con-
cerns. It also provides training for 
first- and second-line supervisors. 
There has been some criticism, 

however, that the AEA has been slow 
to respond to small companies' needs 
in such matters as credit unions and 
health plans. Ferrey says that the 
association is planning to offer a 
credit union and is investigating 
several options. A group health plan 

is coming up, too, in addition to the 
worker's compensation plan started 
late last year, he says. 

Meanwhile, the Electronics Asso-
ciation of California has got off to a 
quick start by zeroing in on the 
needs of small- and medium-size 
companies. "We've targeted three 
main service areas," declares James 
J. Conway, president. First is "to 
provide fringe benefits compatible 
with those of larger companies"; 
second is to help small companies 
train employees, which is generally 
difficult for them; and third, to "col-
lectively leverage the strength of 
their combined buying power." For 
example, in insurance, small compa-
nies pay from 20% to 25% higher 
rates than what they pay typically 
with EAC, he says. 

Shows. SEMI was started because 
makers of semiconductor equipment 
felt the need for a place to display 
their handiwork. By 1980 it will be 
offering four shows a year: Semicon 
West, in San Mateo, Calif., Semicon 
East in Boston, Semicon Japan in 
Tokyo, and Semicon Europa in 
Zurich. In addition, senior vice pres-
ident James E. Gallagher says, it has 
a large program on standards in 
which it works with users on such 
issues as wafer sizes, wafer thick-
ness, and the like. It also has four 
dinner meetings a year to cover fore-
casts and trends, as well as an active 
export control committee. 

Gallagher agrees that "there's 

Founded 

LOOKING AT THE WESTERN ASSOCIATIONS 

Member 
companies 

Associate or 
individual 
members 

Membership 
requirements 

Annual 
company dues 

American Electronics Association 
2600 El Camino Real 
Palo Alto, Calif. 94306 

1943 1,000 206 produce components, subassemblies 
equipment, or systems that employ 
principles of electronics or information 
technology in performing major 
functions, including software, R&D, 
and supplying parts or equipment for 
such production 

$200 to $7,000, depending 
on previous year's income 
(increase will be proposed at 
September board meeting) 

Electronics Association 
of California 
795 Kifer Rd. 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 

1976 197 11 be in "electronics industry" S350 to S2,000, depending 
on number of employees 

Semiconductor Industry Association 
20380 Town Center Lane, Suite 155 
Cupettino, Calif. 95014 

1977 33 18 be a semiconductor manufacturer $1,000 for small company 
with under $10 million 
in sales 

Semiconductor Equipment and 
Materials Institute Inc. 
625 Ellis St. 
Mountain View, Calif. 94043 

1970 250 250 supply or make equipment or 
materials for semiconductor 
industry 

$350 the first year, 
then $200 

SOURCE: Electronics 
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Our tiny new 
68c* quartz crystals 
just made 
your dream product 
possible ... 

... because now you can abandon 
the old price and design limitations 
on precision oscillators. 

J40 
  - 

-1" 
Magnified x 6 Actual Size 

With our new CX series low-frequency quartz 
crystals, you can now design ultra-accurate 
timing circuits that are even cheaper — over-
all — than LC and RC oscillators. They will fit 
in the smallest spaces in the roughest, tough-
est environments. And will give your product 
the prestige and glamour that accompanies 
the phrase "Controlled by Quartz Crystal." 
CX crystals are an order of magnitude cheaper, 
smaller and stronger than any low-frequency 
crystal currently available. They come in fre-
quencies from 350 kHz all the way down to 
10 kHz — in the same miniature package! 
Statek crystals are totally different from con-
ventional crystals. The design is patented and 
they are made in California by advanced 
semiconductor-type processing techniques. 
And they incorporate everything we've learned 
from producing 17 million quartz crystals 
since 1973. 

To discuss your application, write or call Jeff 
Upton at Statek Corporation, 512 N. Main, 
Orange, California 92668. (714) 639-7810. 

*Prices range from 68¢ to Si 17 in 100,000 quantity. 
See EEM and Gold Book for details. 

Innovators in 
STATIE1C Frequency 

Control 
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Osborne 8- Associates announces 

two new books. . . 

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS: 

VOLUME 2 - SOME REAL MICROPROCESSORS 

VOLUME 3 - SOME REAL SUPPORT DEVICES 

There are hundreds of microprocessor books on the market today, but there's nothing 
like Volumes 2 and 3. These books provide the only detailed descriptions of real products 
from an independent source. 

NEW MICROPROCESSORS 

Volume 2 describes individual microprocessors and support devices commonly used only 
with the parent microprocessor. The new edition represents a massive expansion of our 
previous Volume 2: among other new material it includes the first detailed description of 
the Intel 8086 16-bit microprocessor. 

NEW SUPPORT DEVICES 

Volume 3 describes support devices that can be used with any microprocessor. The ma-
jority of this book is new material; in particular it has one of the most comprehensive dis-
cussions of memory devices ever printed. 

Between Volumes 2 and 3, every microprocessor and most support devices available to-
day are described — in detail, and from an independent, unbiased source. 

NEW UPDATES 

Because of the tremendous amount of material that Volumes 2 and 3 must cover, these 
books have been written to be updated on a regular bimonthly schedule. Six update sec-
tions for each of the two volumes may be purchased on a yearly subscription basis. Each 
update will describe new products, or products not covered in the original volumes; up-
dates also provide additional information for products already included, and errata pages 
for previous text. 

NEW FORMAT 

For your convenience, Volumes 2 and 3 are printed in loose leaf form and may be 
purchased with or without a binder. 

The 1978 edition of Volume 2 and the new Volume 3 of AN INTRODUCTION TO 
MICROCOMPUTERS will be available at the end of September. To order these or other 
Osborne Et Associates publications, check the appropriate boxes below. 

ithr-N OSBORNE & ASSOCIATES, INC. 
P.O. Box 2036 DEPT. E4 
Berkeley, California 94702 U.S.A. 

(415) 548-2805 

TWX 910366-7277 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

STATE 

PRICE CITY AMT 

Volume 2 - Some Real Mcroprocessora 
14 4 19/8 Eamon Wall Elelder $2000 

152 M.o., Ilmder 515 00 

160 erode Alone $ 5 00 

Volume 3 Sc e Real Oemces 
1 9 WO ender S20 CO 

18 1 Wdbout Arder 515 00 

,9 5 Bode alone $ 5 00 

Volume 2 and 3 Updates ISubscnoloon 
to sot 'mums or each sautes, TAO 00 

Volume 2 Updates onty Is,. mutes) S25 00 

Volume 3 Updates only 1.x ossuest $25 00 

6 5 Sr Bay Area resatents only TOTAL 
6% Caldorma resulents oulsode SF Bay Area 
P Sates Tay ayment In advanre must be enclosed for 

Cal resulents ow 
purcbases ot op to POW ...cony for 
meTtmse, ot S/0 00 or more m Me USA SArOorng Tharp, 

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED 
zar,latylne„,;:sn n..agzr.o,y:l .ztordo...aumsoult uat: 

ZIP PHONE 

SHIPPING CHARGES Shipping for large orders to 
be arranged. 

UPDATE SUBSCRIPTIONS: 

O All foreign orders $4.00 per 6-Issue subscription 
for airmail 

O No extra charge in the U.S 4th Class Mail ONLY. 

BOOKS: 

O All foreign orders. $3.00 per book, for air shipment 

(J 4th class $0.35 per book (allow 3-4 weeks within 

USA. 
Cl $0.75 per book, UPS (allow 10 days) in the U.S. 
O $1.50 per book, special rush shipment by air in the 

U.S. 

Please send information on: 

Cl Other 0ErA publications 
O Becoming an 0ErA dealer 
O School discounts 
O List of foreign distributors 
O More information on Volumes 2 and 3 

Probing the news 

Equipment makers. James E. Gallagher is 

senior vice president of SEMI. 

overlap among SIA. AEA, and SEMI. 
All have night programs, for exam-
ple, in which the audience and the 
speakers are similar. Some one of us 
has to start thinking about this." But 
unlike the other three, SEMI is an 
international association with more 
than 10% of its members from over-
seas. Overall, it would like to have 
450 members within two years. 
'We're looking at a quantum step 
upward in growth," he says. 

Meeting a threat. SIA began in 
April 1977 "primarily due to a 
concern over a threat to the semicon-
ductor industry by the Japanese and 
other foreign competitive concerns," 
declares Thomas D. Hinkelman, 
executive director. Mostek and RCA 
have since joined the original board 
of Advanced Micro Devices, Fair-
child Camera & Instrument, Intel, 
Motorola Semiconductor, and Na-
tional Semiconductor. 

Besides the trade policy program, 
SIA collates a statistical service on 
shipments and bookings for its mem-
bers. Subject to board approval, it 
also is about to start a series of 
educational seminars for semicon-
ductor engineers on such topics as 
ion implantation. It plans to video-
tape the seminars and make the 
tapes available to member compa-
nies that cannot send employees. The 
association also holds four dinner 
meetings a year, Hinkelman says. 
Lastly, the organization is "getting 
involved with regulatory agencies on 
specific programs." 
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Has your 
power supply 
vendor / 
left you / 
ut on a 

Maybe 
you're involved in a 
retrofit program — and 
your previous supplier is no 
longer around. Or you may be 
well along on a new product 
design — and your power supply 
vendor can't deliver as promised. Or 
perhaps he's made other promises he can't 
keep. Interface promises. Performance 
promises. Cost promises. 

Whatever the problem, you're out on a 
limb. And Powercube can help. 

Our Cirkitblocko power supply modules 
are readily available from stock. And you can use 
these miniature modules to design systems that fit 
(or retrofit) almost anywhere you want them. 
You can also count on them to do what you want 
done. Used for over a decade in major Military 
and Space programs, these proven 1" x 1" x 2" 
modules meet the toughest specs for size, weight, 
performance and environment. 

If you have a power supply problem — 
or want to avoid one — check your requirements 
with Powercube. Just call us at (617)667-9500 or 
circle the reader response card. 

It beats barking up the wrong tree! 
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Probing the news 

Avionics 

Europe's watchword: together 
Missiles, satellites, and warplanes on display at Britain's 

Farnborough air show illustrate success of consortium concept 

Europe's fragmented national aero-
space industries are welding them-
selves into units capable of compet-
ing evenly with dominating Ameri-
can rivals. Evidence of that will be 
thick on the ground and in the air 
above Farnborough as the Interna-
tional Aerospace Exhibition gets 
under way on Sept. 3 for its biennial 
one-week stand. 
The swing-wing Tornado multi-

role combat aircraft, as it blasts 
spectators' eardrums and twists and 
gyrates in the sky, will provide the 
best demonstration yet that collabo-
ration can work. It was developed 
jointly by West Germany, Great Bri-
tain, and Italy. Up there too will be 
the Anglo-French Jaguar tactical-
strike fighter, the first collaborative 
project to enter military service. 

In the civil field, the Franco—West 
German 250-seat A-300 Airbus now 
looks like a winner. The first Ameri-
can orders from Eastern Airlines are 
in and total orders are closing in on 
the 100 mark. Flushed with a finan-
cial success that eluded the ill-fated 

by Kevin Smith, London bureau manager 

Anglo-French Concorde, the Airbus 
industry consortium is now planning 
to build a smaller sister to the A-300 
B-2 and B-4 versions now in service. 
Designated the B-10, the new craft 
will be a 200-seat short-to-medium-
haul liner. 
The list of collaborations in mis-

sile systems is also growing. There 
are the Franco-German HOT helicop-
ter-borne antitank gun weapon, the 
European consortium to manufac-
ture the U. S. AIM-9L sidewinder 
missile, and the new P3T antiship 
sea-skimming missile that is to be 
developed by Britain and France. 
Nor is space being neglected: two 
European consortiums put into space 
in 1978 the GEOS 2 scientific satel-
lite and the OTS 2, Europe's first 
communications satellite. 

Strains. But all is not blue skies. 
The tightly stretched pan-European 
image could soon be rent as Britain's 
Eric Varley, secretary of state for 
industry, agonizes over a choice of 
partner for British Aerospace and 
Rolls Royce Ltd., both nationalized 

companies. On the table before him 
is a proposal from Boeing Co., the 
world's largest plane maker, for 
collaboration on the 757A 160-to-
180-seat short-to-medium-haul liner 
that would be a direct competitor to 
the new B-10 and would be powered 
by Rolls Royce engines. 

Also, West Germany and France 
are pressing Britain to play the good 
European and rejoin the Airbus 
program that it left several years 
ago. In fact, the Hawker Siddeley 
Group, now part of British Aero-
space, is already building the wing 
sets for the present version. But what 
additional sweeteners France and 
Germany are prepared to offer is 
none too clear. 

Meanwhile, British avionics man-
ufacturers standing on the sidelines 
fear they will be left out. "Unless 
you are in on a program, you don't 
get any improvement in the technol-
ogy," comments Malcom Moulton of 
Marconi Avionics Ltd. That's why 
the Tornado has played such a big 
role for British and other European 

All for one. Tornado multirole combat fighter is result of cooperative effort of British, West German, and Italian aircraft industries. 



manufacturers of avionic gear. 
"For the first time," says D. M. 

McCullum, director and general 
manager of Ferranti's Edinburgh 
Avionics Systems group, "we have 
had production runs comparable 
with U. S. production lines." It is 
supplying, among other systems for 
the Toronado, the cockpit display, a 
combined moving-map display with 
superimposed radar for the naviga-
tor, a moving-map display for the 
pilot, and the terrain-following radar 
that is being assembled under license 
from Texas Instruments Inc. 

Another company, Marconi Avi-
onics, will be supplying some 16 
modules, among which will be a 
smart radar for the Royal Air 
Force's air-defense variant of the 
Tornado. With an eventual produc-
tion run of 809 aircraft at $14 
million apiece and with avionics 
systems accounting for one third of 
the cost, that is lucrative business. 

Spin-offs. But possibly more im-
portant is the spin-off business. 
Ferranti, for example, picked up a 
$4.5 million contract to fit its 
advanced moving-map display sys-
tem to the McDonnell Douglas A-18 
strike fighter. Also, the company has 
closed an agreement with Honeywell 
Inc. to market its military laser 
systems jointly in the U. S. 
Heads-up displays have also 

brought in fat export contracts for 
suppliers like Smiths Industries Ltd. 
and Marconi Avionics. Marconi is 
supplying the heads-up gunsight for 
the General Dynamics YF-16 light-
weight fighter. This figured in the 
so-called sale-of-the-century contest 
against the French Mirage to re-
equip the Norwegian, Dutch, Bel-
gian, and Danish air forces. 
The prevailing mood is indicated 

by Ferranti's McCullum, who feels 
"very bullish about the prospects." 
But whether or not this mood of 
optimism is reflected in improved 
earnings in the radio, radar, and 
electronic capital goods sector re-
mains to be seen. For example, 
according to a recent National 
Economic Development Office re-
port, there was a decline in the 
proportion of British exports from 
90% in 1970 to 75% in 1975; during 
the corresponding period Britain's 
share of world trade fell from 12.6% 
to 9.7%. 
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Probing the news 

Minicomputers 

It's a new ballgame in minis at TI 
Semiconductor giant signals it's in minicomputers to stay 

with new compatible family, software, and upgraded systems group 

Texas Instruments Inc. is in the 
minicomputer business to stay. Al-
though manufacturing minicomput-
ers since 1968, the semiconductor 
leader has not generally been viewed 
as a serious contender with long-
term prospects. It has had an incom-
patible product line and software 
support that lagged behind the rest 
of the industry. 
Now, with its 990 family of 

compatible computers established, 
the first fruits of an extensive soft-
ware-development effort on the mar-
ket, and the elevation of its Digital 
Systems division to group status, TI 
is looked at more seriously. 
The most recent evidence of the 

increased effort was the reduction of 
memory prices and the introduction 
of a data-base management system 
for the 990 family in June, along 
with the unveiling of five new models 

Compatible. Ti's Digital Systems group marketing manager Doss Dunlop, left, and group 

manager Sam Smith say compatibility is the watchword in minicomputer efforts. 

by Anthony Durniak, Computers Editor 

of its Series 700 intelligent terminal 
family. Moreover, as part of its more 
aggressive marketing stance, it last 
month improved the discount sched-
ule and pass-through warranties it 
offered to original equipment manu-
facturers, systems houses, and large 
end users. 

In fact, chairman Mark Shepherd 
Jr. and president J. Fred Bucy are 
saying that TI is counting on distrib-
uted-computing hardware, along 
with consumer and semiconductor 
products, to lead the Dallas corpora-
tion in its effort to reach $10 billion 
in revenue by 1980. 
Ranks seventh. TI will not break 

out the numbers, but minicomputers 
are estimated to have contributed 
$80 million to the corporation's 
$2.046 billion in 1977 revenues, 
according to International Data 
Corp. of Waltham, Mass. Based on 

that estimate, the market-study firm 
ranks the Dallas-based company as 
the seventh largest U. S. minicom-
puter maker. Securities analyst 
Charles T. Casale, with Bache 
Halsey Stuart Shields Inc.'s Boston-
based technology group, estimated T1 
sold another $70 million of its Silent 
700 terminal products, bringing the 
Digital Systems group to about $150 
million—enough to rank it as fourth 
largest. 
"We've had good success in 

distributed processing and have 
grown faster than the market has," 
says Sam K. Smith, Digital Systems 
group vice-president and general 
manager. He will not specify, howev-
er, how much faster than the 
market's estimated 35% to 40% 
growth rate. Nor will he comment on 
the revenue estimates. 
What puzzles industry observers is 

how T1 achieved such volume in spite 
of the incompatibility of its 960 
transaction-oriented Cobol processor 
and the 980 real-time-oriented com-
puter aimed at scientific applica-
tions, plus the lack of software and a 
marketing effort aimed primarily at 
customized turnkey installations. it 
officials themselves explain it only 
by saying its products are good. 
Company insiders concede, in the 

words of one, that the company 
"didn't know what compatibility 
was" and realized a new product line 
was necessary if the computer effort 
was to grow. The result was the 
upwardly compatible 990 computer 
line, which ranges from the 
TMS9900 microprocessor and the 
990/4 microcomputer based on it, to 
the 990/10, a Schottky transistor-
transistor-logic minicomputer with a 
cycle time of 250 nanoseconds that 
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can address up to two megabytes of 
metal-oxide-semiconductor memory. 
From now on, Smith says, "our 
intention is to maintain compatibili-
ty." Eventually, compatibility will be 
brought to the older products, says 
Carl Jack, national marketing man-
ager for computers. "A bridge is 
being built between the transaction-
oriented 960 and the 990," he says. 
As for software, John Hanne, 

manager of 990 product develop-
ment, points with pride to the DX10 
multitasking operating system he 
helped design. He notes that in addi-
tion to the Cobol and Fortran 
programming languages previously 
offered, TI now markets Basic, RPG 
II, and Pascal. 
Onward. W. Joe Watson, manager 

of the Computer Systems division, 
the Austin operation that builds the 
minicomputers, agrees that many of 
the new products plug holes. Now, 
he says, "we've got a strong founda-
tion in processors and key peripher-
als and we're putting the software in 
place. With our language offerings 
we don't have to stand in second 
place to anybody." 

In addition to expanding its prod-
uct line and software offerings, Ti 
has targeted its marketing aims on 
standard systems packages to large 
end-users and oEms with industrial 
and commercial data processing ap-
plications. "The commercial and 
industrial markets will be the two 
largest slices," says vice president 
and group marketing manager Doss 
D. Dunlop. "With the 990, our goal 
is to have less than 5% specializ-
ing on a system." 
What's in store for the future? 

Dunlop says the company intends to 
draw on the distributed processing 
and network experience gained from 
its four-year-old internal interna-
tional packet-switched data commu-
nications network. It ties together 
some 3,000 terminals and most of 
the 3,000 computers used within TI. 

Although Dunlop will not say 
exactly when TI will unveil a network 
architecture for the distributed-
processing marketplace, he reports 
"we'll do it." Smith adds that the 
company's semiconductor operations 
"should give us an advantage be-
cause we'll see the new technologies 
first and have an opportunity to plan 
products around them." 
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Probing the news 

Computers 

Heat rises over interface standards 
Hearing on I/O norms for computers purchased by U. S. 

highlights split between mainframers and peripheral makers 

The heat is on at the National 
Bureau of Standards, and it will get 
hotter as the Commerce Department 
agency pushes for adoption of its 
first meaningful Federal Informa-
tion Processing Standards, known as 
FIPS. 

The heat is a product of friction 
between FIPS advocates and their 
activist opponents. The former in-
clude congressional leaders who 
mandated NBS standards develop-
ment 13 years ago and are still wait-
ing, as well as most Federal comput-
er users and makers of plug-compat-
ible peripherals who would benefit 
from adoption of the NBS standard. 
The standards would be derived 

by Ray Connolly, Washington bureau manager 

from technology developed by Inter-
national Business Machines Corp. 
Opposition to FIPS includes most 
mainframe manufacturers and their 
powerful lobby, the Computer and 
Business Equipment Manufacturers 
Association. 

Compatibility. The FIPS at issue 
are three related channel-level in-
put/output interfaces intended to 
achieve operational compatibility be-
tween large and medium main-
frames and associated peripherals 
bought by the Government. Func-
tionally, the interfaces determine the 
amount of data that can pass at any 
one time between a peripheral device 
such as a disk or tape drive and the 

Honeywell weighs court action 

Honeywell Information Systems Inc. is preparing for the role of plaintiff 
against the National Bureau of Standards and its parent Commerce Depart-
ment if push comes to shove over adoption of Federal Information Process-
ing Standards for input/output interfaces on all computers purchased by the 
Federal Government. 

But Honeywell will take court action, insiders say, only "if all other avenues 
are closed." Those avenues are expected to be crowded in coming months 
with lobbyists from Honeywell and other big computer systems houses 
beating their way to the doors of Commerce Secretary Juanita Kreps, who 
must sign any standards, a sensitive Congress standing for reelection, and 
even the President. 

Honeywell, ranked fourth among Federal computer vendors and rising, has 
already threatened to withdraw from bidding on procurements if the 
proposed standards are invoked. The FIPS at issue use IBM technology that 
Honeywell and others claim is archaic. HIS vice president Stephen Jerritts 
speaks sharply of standards that would "require fundamental changes in our 
systems architecture and require massive changes in our software. And to 
what end? So that we may move backward to a technology bypassed years 
ago by innovative manufacturers? So that we may copy a prime competitor's 
older specifications?" The price of compliance "for our large-scale product 
lines only," says Honeywell standards chief Irma Wyman, would be $12.5 
million in hardware costs alone and take two to four years. In that period, 
Wyman contends, evolving technology will make the standards obsolete, 
leaving Honeywell with what it characterizes as "zero return on investment" 
for compliance. 

data channel—the dedicated com-
puter that handles ho requests for 
the mainframe. Implicit in the inter-
face are hardware constraints such 
as the width and speed of the data 
path, and hence the type of cabling 
and electronics needed. In addition, 
the operating system software of the 
mainframe must also conform to the 
interface's requirements for com-
mand and data formatting as well as 
timing. 
The proposed interfaces are based 

on ones used by the IBM Sys-
tem/360 and 370 computers—and 
there lies the rub. The other main-
frame manufacturers and CBEMA 
claim that the interface's hardware 
and software are too closely related 
to the machine's overall architecture 
to be standardized. 

Honeywell Information Systems 
Inc., Minneapolis, adds that the 
standard—based on techniques de-
vised in the 1960s—are technically 
obsolete. Specifically, Irma Wyman, 
Honeywell's director of central staff, 
says that "Honeywell's use of bidi-
rectional data transmission paths 
reduces the number of components 
in its interface in comparison with 
the proposed standard." 

Digital Equipment Corp.'s Patri-
cia White, standards manager, 
stresses the inability of the FIPS to 
accommodate changing technology. 
The 1/0 standard channel, the May-
nard, Mass., company believes, is 
"inadequate" for faster disks and 
nonrotating memories like solid-state 
and magnetic bubble hardware. 
"The nature of a parallel inter-

face, the timing, and the states at 
both the channel and controller are 
such that the total number of states 
is unworkably large," White argues. 
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"It is hard to believe that any speci-
fication can cover them all adequate-
ly." The future for DEC and the 
computer industry, she says, lies in 
"serial message-oriented intercon-
nections" that are "more reliable, 
are truly specifiable and provide 
more freedom in equipment loca-
tion," citing fiber optics as a prime 
example. 

Joining in the 6-to-3 testimony 
against plug compatibility in mid-
August hearings were Burroughs 
Corp. and Control Data Corp. On 
the other hand, Hewlett-Packard 
Co., most of whose Federal comput-
er sales would be exempt from the 
FIPS exclusion of systems priced 
under $400,000, took an essentially 
neutral stance. HP vice president 
Donald Loughry urged raising the 
minimum price of systems excluded 
from FIPS to $500,000 and postpone-
ment of any effective date. 
On the other hand, manufacturers 

who already market IBM-plug—Com-
patible equipment support the inter-
face, since they are already using it. 
Gene Amdahl, now chairman of 

IBM-compatible computer maker 
Amdahl Corp., Sunnyvale Calif., 
was the chief architect of the IBM 
360 and its interface. He disagrees 
that the interface is obsolete or tech-
nologically limiting. Future architec-
tures, he says, "are in no way 
impeded and in fact are simplified 
by the channel interface." 

Also favoring FIPS was the Com-
puter and Communications Industry 
Association and Norman J. Ream, 
who was director of the NBS comput-
er institute when standards were first 
called for by Congress in 1965. 

Remarkable by their absence from 
the hearings were IBM and Sperry 
Univac Corp., another major Feder-
al contractor, whose spokesman later 
said that "the proposed standards 
don't pose any big problems for us. 
If FIPS is what the Government 
wants, that is what they'll get." 

Univac's apparent indifference 
was in sharp contrast to the attitude 
of Honeywell, which threatened to 
"withdraw completely from the Fed-
eral marketplace" if the FIPS rules 
become mandatory. 
Opening the gates? George Bar-

dos, vice president for market devel-
opment at Control Data Corp., 
Minneapolis, made the forceful 

claim that FIPS proposals are "a 
national standard in Japan" that 
would open the floodgates to Japa-
nese computer exports to the U. S., 
an argument also advanced by 
CBEMA and other components. "We 
feel that some of these independent 
peripheral manufacturers have taken 
a short-sighted view and may be 
sowing the seeds of their own 
destruction," said Bardos of FIPS 

advocates. 
DEC's Patricia White also sees the 

standards giving leading Japanese 
computer makers "a built-in cost 
advantage in competing with U. S. 
business," since they "have already 
adopted this architecture" to pro-
duce IBM-plug—compatible hard-
ware. CBEMA president Vico E. 
Henriques, too, raises the specter of 
a Japanese invasion and possible 
takeover of the American computer 
market if channel-level interfaces 
become standard. "The potential 
impact of the FIPS on innovation, 
competition, foreign trade, and jobs 
is negative and contradictory to the 
Government's responsibility to the 
nation," he insists. 

Estimate. The reason for FIPS in 
the first place is to increase competi-
tion for Federal data-processing pro-
curement bids and also to save the 
Government the expense of main-
taining incompatible equipment. The 
NBS Institute of Computer Sciences 
and Technology conservatively esti-
mates that approval of the standards 
next year could cut Federal comput-
er outlays by nearly $56 million over 
five years. 
The 13-year-old battle may finally 

be reaching its conclusion. Pros and 
cons will continue to be heard until 
Sept. 30, when the record on written 
comments and rebuttal closes. NBS'S 
analysis and recommendation should 
take a month to reach its parent 
Department of Commerce, which is 
expected to act on the proposal with-
in 60 days. 

Publication of a FIPS interface 
could thus become a reality by early 
next year, with its implementation 
occurring four months later. But 
lobbyists have never been known for 
agreeable attitudes and the sharp 
divisions on this issue suggest that it 
may be a long while before FIPS is 
anything more than a gleam in the 
Government's eye. D 
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Probing the news 

You and your career 

They're off and running at the IEEE 
Major issues are repeats, but Feerst-Suran contest for top spot 

is generating an uncharacteristic gloves-off battle 

by Bruce LeBoss, New York bureau manager 

There are fewer candidates, but this 
year's election campaign for the 
leadership of the Institute of Electri-
cal and Electronics Engineers is no 
less a slugfest than contests of recent 
years. In fact, as election ballots 
were being mailed this week, the 
battle for the IEEE's presidency has 
heated up to the point where the 
issues raised and charges traded 
might actually widen the gap in a 
membership that already is quite 
severely split. 
That the presidential campaign 

bears a striking resemblance to those 
of recent years is not surprising: 
neither the issues nor the slate of 
candidates has changed all that 
much. Major issues continue to 
center around the priorities and 
management of the 180,000-member 
organization's technical and profes-
sional activities. 
The contest pits perennial petition 

candidate Irwin Feerst, an indepen-
dent consulting engineer making his 

Challenger. Irwin Feerst, perennial petition 

candidate who last year won 44% of the 

vote, again seeks presidency of the IEEE. 

fourth consecutive bid for the IEEE'S 
top spot, against Jerome J. Suran, 
manager of General Electric Co.'s 
Electronics Laboratory in Syracuse, 
N. Y. and currently IEEE'S vice presi-
dent of educational activities. Suran 
was nominated by the institute's 
board of directors, as was Leo 
Young, staff consultant to the Elec-
tronics Technology division of the 
U. S. Naval Research Laboratory in 
Washington, D. C., who is running 
uncontested for the post of executive 
vice president. 

In at least one sense, this year's 
campaign is unlike those of prior 
years when Feerst set the pattern of 
a tough campaign and the board's 
nominee chose either to ignore him 
or to maintain a decorous appear-
ance. Suran, who Feerst calls "a 
clone" who "promulgates the poli-
cies of the existing board," now 
appears to be taking the gloves off 
and fighting back. He seems to feel 
the tactic is necessary if he is to keep 
Feerst from the IEEE presidency, a 
seat the reformer almost won last 
year when he received nearly 44% of 
the vote. 

According to Feerst, a key issue 
"is the necessity to revive profession-
al activities in accordance with the 
IEEE'S constitution." He believes 
"there is a subtle push by the board 
to prevent involvement in profession-
al activities and to divert the IEEE 
toward industrial lobby efforts." The 
United States Activities Board, 
Feerst says, is spending some of its 
limited resources to function as an 
industry lobby. By doing this, he 
says, the IEEE "denudes itself in 
other areas, such as pensions, anti-
wage-busting, and the problems of 
age bias and alien engineers." 

One of the key issues, as Suran 
sees it, is matters related to the indi-
vidual status of IEEE members, basi-
cally job security both in keeping 
and seeking jobs. "The first prere-
quisite of job security is the existence 
of jobs themselves," he says. Thus, 
Suran believes the institute should 
"lobby very strongly with decision 
makers [the Congress and others 
involved in determining how national 
problems are to be handled] and 
opinion molders [the press and other 
media] to show how engineers can 
contribute toward solving the na-
tion's problems." If they could be 
convinced about the utility of engi-
neering, he adds "I think there 
would be a surplus of jobs and not a 
surplus of engineers." 

Best known for his pioneering 
work in transistors and transistor 
circuits and for developing the first 
implantable cardiac pacemaker (a 
feat for which he received an hono-
rary doctor of engineering degree 

Board nominee. Jerome J. Suran was nomi-

nated by the board to run for the IEEE's top 

spot. He manages GE's Electronics Lab. 
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To: Micro Power Systems, Standard Products Division 
3100 Alfred Street, Santa Clara, CA 95050 
Phone: (408) 247-5350 TWX: 910-338-0154 

[L] Please send technical data for the MP7621 12-bit DAC. 

LII I have an urgent requirement. Please have a converter applications 

specialist phone (  

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City/State/Zip 
CI Please also send data on your linear CMOS switches, multiplexers, and 

other converters. 
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Probing the news 

from Syracuse University in 1976), 
Suran feels strongly about other 
issues related to job security for the 
working engineer. He believes 
USAB'S decision to seek anti-wage-
busting laws by pushing for them on 
two fronts—the legislative and the 
administrative —"probably is the 
most effective and fastest way of 
getting action in this area." 
On the matter of pensions for 

those engineers in the aerospace 
business who are dependent upon 
Government contracts and who have 
not built up vested rights in their 
companies' pension plans, Suran 
says he will battle for IEEE action. 
He wants to take to Congress a 
proposal that engineers who work for 
companies that do have pension 
plans "be allowed to establish their 
own independent retirement ac-
counts, until such time as they get 
vested in the plan." Then, the engi-
neer's individual account would be 
transferred into the company plan 
with the firm making whatever 

Whatever happened to the GGG? 

The Good Government Group, that blue-ribbon panel of top industry execu-
tives and academics that last year turned the election into a free-for-all as it 
sought to provide new direction to the IEEE's professional activities [Elec-
tronics, Aug. 4, 1977, p. 70], has been rather quiet in this year's election. 
"The GGG is low-profiling it this year, because everything is going its way 

internally," says Robert A. Rivers, president of Aircom Inc. and leader of the 
IEEE's manpower task force. First, GGG-supported candidate C. Lester 
Hogan, vice chairman of Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp., was elected 
the IEEE executive vice president last fall. Secondly, Bruno O. Weinschel, 
president of Weinschel Engineering Co., was appointed head of the United 
States Activities Board. A member of the committee that opposed the GGG, 
Rivers adds, "Bruno is doing a good job for it [the GGG], namely, molding all 
of USAB's activities to stress industry-oriented interests." 

F. Karl Willenbrock, secretary of the GGG and dean of Southern Methodist 
University's School of Engineering, sees it a little differently. "We feel a lot of 
progress has been made as a result of last year's elections. Also, this year's 
nominations by the board are both good ones, and there is no need for a 
petition candidate. Those nominated this year have a good grasp of the 
IEEE's technical functions, as well as others, and are not apt to be overcom-
Ipensating in one direction." D 

payments it would have from time 
zero. 
The 52-year-old Suran says that 

he feels equally strongly about age 
bias and that the IEEE must take a 
stand on this. He believes certain 
studies showing "it is a myth to 
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correlate age with technical obsoles-
cence" ought to be publicized to 
"overcome some of the attitudes that 
may exist in some parts of the indus-
try." However, "it is also time to 
stop stereotyping all industry as 
being guilty of age discrimination." 

PotteratBrumfield 



Call us first. 

The 50-year-old Feerst believes 
still stronger actions should be taken. 
"It is time for IEEE to serve as a 
public defender," he says, adding 
that when the "legitimate goals of a 
professional EE are impeded by the 
actions of an unethical employer, it 
is time for IEEE to do something 
about it." For example, Feerst 
accuses Emerson Electric Corp. of 
St. Louis, of "circumventing Ameri-
can law" by recruiting EES in Great 
Britain for jobs in the U. S. and also 
of specifying an age bracket for 
applicants. Although Emerson offi-
cials responded to Feerst by saying 
they are also recruiting in the U. S., 
he says, "It should be a function of 
the IEEE to inform all of its members 
about Emerson's actions, with a view 
to suggesting that they might not 
want to work at that company." 

But, says Suran, by making "al-
iens in engineering" an issue, Feerst 
has introduced "discrimination, if 
not bigotry," into the campaign. 
Citing fiscal 1977 figures showing 
the Labor Department granted 238 
certifications of employment to alien 
electrical/electronic engineers in a 

population of about 200,000 EES, 

Suran adds: "If we accept the hiring 
of aliens amounting to 0.12% of the 
population as a threat to our job 
security, then we have lost our sense 
of what the U. S. is all about." 

Feerst counters that he is not 
making alien engineers an issue. 
Rather, he notes, it was a matter 
brought up in the 1977 U. S. 
Member Opinion Survey, which 
asked: "Should the IEEE support 
policies to eliminate abuses of immi-
gration practices which affect engi-
neers?" Some 61% said yes, says 
Feerst, who also cites National 
Science Foundation figures that 
there were 69,000 foreign engineers 
of all specialities that entered the 
U. S. work force during the 
1966-1975 period. 
The holder of three earned de-

grees, Feerst would like to make 
some sweeping changes in IEEE'S 

educational activities. He says it is 
time for the institute to withdraw 
from the Engineers' Council for 
Professional Development. "It hasn't 
served us, and its standards are 
lower and looser than we would like 

The source with the 
best resources. 
Engineering. 
Potter & Brumfield has the application 
design engineering know-how to solve 
tough control problems. 
Working with high technology com-

panies, we've developed an outstanding 
ability to marry circuits and components, 
including microprocessors and memories, 
into control systems matched to the appli-
cation. And, this includes knowing 
how to package them effectively and 
economically. 

Manufacturing. 
We've already made the huge investment in 
capital equipment necessary for efficient 
production: microprocessor programmers, 
complete printed circuit board manufac-
turing facilities, flow soldering equipment, 
and more. The components we don't make 
we buy at a high-volume, low unit cost 
and pass the savings on to you. 
We also save you inventory carrying 

and capital costs, manpower, pre-produc-
tion processing equipment costs, and scrap 
losses. 
Quality. 
We're known for quality and want to keep 
it that way. Our control procedures for 
custom assemblies are based on MIL-Q-
9858A. Every custom product is subjected 

to see," says Feerst, who wants the 
IEEE to become the accrediting agen-
cy for EE colleges. "I'm also against 
the fact that the Educational Activi-
ties Board has not seen fit to come 
out forcefully against use of the title 
'doctor' by IEEE members who have 
received such titles from either non-
accredited, open universities, or as 
honorary degrees." 

Suran is also concerned with 
elevating standards. He has started a 
drive to eliminate the bachelor of 
engineering technology degree. 

Both candidates, for different rea-
sons, oppose the sole proposition for 
an IEEE constitutional amendment 
on this year's ballot. Made by 
Robert Bruce, senior past chairman 
of the Long Island Professional 
Activities Committee, the proposal 
calls for changes that would make 
the entire IEEE board of directors, as 
well as the entire Executive Commit-
tee and all corporate officers, elected 
by voting members. The board urges 
a vote against the proposition. Also 
at stake in this year's election are 
delegate/director posts in four re-
gions and four divisions. 

to a final, 100% functional test on our 
specially designed, highly accurate test 
equipment. 

For example, a new microprocessor-
based test and diagnostic system performs 
seventeen sequential tests on six assem-
blies at one time. In less than one minute. 
Two time delay functions are tested at mini-
mum and maximum voltages. The diagnos-
tic system can pinpoint any circuit faults 
and calculate the optimum value of 
components required to meet the test 
specifications. A printout of test data is 
provided. 

When you add it all together, Potter & 
Brumfield will be your number one choice 
for custom control assemblies. We have the 
most to offer. 
Deon Hendrickson, Custom Control 

Assemblies Product Manager, at 812-386-
2273, can provide complete details. Or con-
tact your local P&B representative or Potter 
& Brumfield Division of AMF Incorporated, 
Princeton, Indiana 47671. Get the source 
with the best resources. 
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Our logic tester's guided probe 
is smart. 

! 

I •iSEPT BOARD AHD TEST 

And you can make it downright 
brilliant. 
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Fluke logic testers are 
ahead of their time—the first to test 
pip boards at rated speed. 

We've gone beyond sim-
ply handling pPs in circuit. Take our 
computer-guided probing system; 
we call it "AutotrackT,'" you'll call it 
indispensible. 

Autotrack minimizes the 
back-probing necessary to find the 
defect, and automatically directs 
your operator's probing. A powerful 
built-in algorithm is the secret. 

Simply put, our testers 
have smarts. And, 
we help otherways. 
Our 3040A system 
features a large al-
phanumeric LED 
display squarely in 
front of the operator's 
nose to eliminate back-
and-forth neck fatigue, 
"CRT-squint" and result-
ing misprobes. 

And there's more, 
like automatic thresholds by pin. 
Loop breaking routines. Special di-
agnostics for wired-or and bus struc-

1702-8003 

tures. Time savers. Cost savers. 
We've minimized program-

ming requirements too. Simply load 
the IC library and describe IC loca-
tions and pin connections with the 
intelligent 3041A programming sta-
tion. It's complete with CRT, keyboard 
line printer and dual floppy disks. 

Smart as our Autotrack is, 
you can make it even smarter through 
priority tables that further reduce di-
agnostic time. 

Yes, with your help, our 
bright logic testers can be 

brilliant. CALL (415) 
965-0350 COLLECT 
for details. For a 
complete technical 
package, write on 
your company let-
terhead to Don Har-

ter, FlukeTrendar Corp., 
630 Clyde Ave. Mountain 
View, CA 94043. Europe: 
Fluke (Nederland) B.V., 
P.O. Box 5053, Tilburg, 
The Netherlands. Phone: 
(013) 673973. Telex: 
52237. 

FLUKE 

Circle 3 for Literature 
Circle 4 for Demonstration 
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TRW takes another step 
in digital signal processing 

INTRODUCING 
A 16-BIT, 115-NSEC 

MULTIPLIER /ACCUMULATOR 

Use our new TDC 1010J multiplier/ 
accumulator (MAC) to build a high-
speed digital signal processor. 
With it you can analyze radar signals 
or X-ray data: communicate with 
satellites or computers; synthesize 
complex waveforms—even music. 

A small FFT processor based on 
TRW's new MAC operates as a 
spectrum analyzer too—add one to 
your mini or micro and 
you don't 
have to 1‘ 
lug mas- * .... 
sive amounts of data back to a 
number-crunching mainframe for 
reduction: you can reduce it right 
there on site and in real time! 

It can analyze voices, earth-
quakes, geological soundings and 
submarine signatures. It can recog-
nize a sticky valve in an automobile 
engine or in a human heart. 

There was a time when the 
phrase "FFT processor" conjured 
up the image of an entire bay of 
sophisticated electonic hardware, 
but that's all changed now. 

Starting with just a single TDC 

1010J, you can design your own 
FFT processor on a small pc card. 
It will operate on just a few Watts and 
the CPU's microcode need never 
even touch the data. 

Simply strobe any pair of 16-bit 
numbers into the MAC's on-chip 
input registers and zip—the chip 
delivers the correct 32-bit product 
for you in a mere 115 nsec. 

An on-chip, 35-bit wide accumu-
lator lets you choose to sum a series 
of products with no time penalty; 
that's both a double-precision multi-
ply and a 35-bit add in the same 
115 nsec! 

Flexibility is a key feature of the 
TDC 1010J—it works on numbers as 
either two's complement or unsigned 
magnitude:the 35-bit accumulator 
can be directly pre-loaded, and you 
can round off the accumulated 
products to single precision. 

Our new MAC is fully compatible 
with industry standards TTL.(lt should 
be—after all,TRW invented TTL 
and patented it back in the early '60's, 
remember?) Of course, 3-state 
output buffers are provided. 

TRW's TDC 1010J multiplier/ 
accumulator is packaged in a 64 pin 
DIP It consumes just 31/2 Watts, 
uses a single + 5V supply and is 
radiation hard. It is priced at only 
$205 in quantities of 100. 

Like all TRW LSI Products, 
the TDC 1010J multiplier/accumu-
lator is avaiiable now from stock 
through Hamilton Avnet. For more 
information, send in the coupon or 
talk to one of our digital signal 
processing experts at 213/535-1831. 

TRW LSI Products 
An Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc. 
P.O. Box 1125 
Redondo Beach, CA 90278 

Please send data sheets on the new TDC 1010J, 
16 x 16 bit multiplier/accumulator. 

Name 

Company 

Doe/Dept Mall Code 

Address 

City 

State Z p 

TRWSI PRODUCTS 
... for Digital Signal Processing 
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With Multiwire, 
startups come fast. 

®Multiwire is a registered tradename for Kollmorgen 
Corporation's discrete wired circuit boards. 

Product life cycles are shrinking 
dramatically. Every design phase 
must be shortened drastically. 
Under such pressures, Multiwire® 

is a far better high-density system for 
interconnection than multilayer to have 
on your side. As we will note, it has 
advantages over wirewrapping, also. 

With Multiwire, startups come 
much faster. Multiwire board design 
requires power and ground artwork 
only. It eliminates all the steps in 
creating multilayer board artwork. 

Development of Multiwire wiring 
paths is fully computerized. Beginning 
with your point-to-point interconnection 
list, Multiwire software programs do all 

the wire routing. You get fast, early 
documentation of the design from 
actual-size graphic printouts showing 
all wiring paths and connections. 
The same software package 

generates the magnetic disk that 
controls our Multiwire machines. As a 
result, the manufacturing cycle is fully 
defined the moment you approve 
your graphic printout. 

Multiwire machines lay down 
extremely dense patterns of insulated 
wire with precise line spacing 
between lines and between cross-
overs. Your chance for malfunction 
of boards because of unpredictable 
manufacturing problems is virtually nil. 
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With multilayer, 
you've got to wait. 

What about design changes? Most 
wires are accessible in the typical 
Multiwire board, so circuit paths can 
be interrupted and new paths 
patched in by hand in minutes 
Opportunities for doing this with 
success are far less in multilayer. 
Making new boards with changes 

is extremely fast with Multiwire. 
There's no wiring artwork to correct or 
start from scratch. We simply input 
your changes into the computerized 
net list. Computers do the rest. 
Compared with wirewrapping, 

Multiwire boards are, of course, much 
thinner. Wirewrapping is typically 
used for prototyping before multilayer 

production, leading to switchover 
problems, Multiwire is both a 
prototype and production system. 

Multiwire also has significant 
advantages over larger complex two-
sided printed boards. Too often, 
the routing paths on these printed 
boards can't match the component 
loading. Not so with Multiwire. Its 
inherent ability to crossover solves 
the routing problem. 

Multiwire is proven as the way to 
meet the time pressures of today. And 
you will get a pleasant bonus. 
Because your time frame to start up 
can be condensed by Multiwire, your 
development costs will be lowered. 

AA MULTIWIRE 

To provide you with even faster 
service, Multiwire manufacturing 
centers are now on each coast. 
Our new Multiwire guide will show 

you how easy it is to use Multiwire. 
For a copy contact the Multiwire 
location nearest you. 

Multiwire/New York, 31 Sea Cliff Ave., 
Glen Cove, NY 11542, (516) 448-1117. 
In Texas call: (214) 234-2873. 
In Southeast: (813) 784-7143. 

Multiwire/New England, 491 Amherst 
St., Nashua, NH 03060, (603) 889-0083. 

Multiwire/West, 3901 East La Palma 
Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807, (714)991-6030. 
Space Circuits Ltd., 156 Roger Street, 

Waterloo, Ont. N2J 4A4, (519) 742-5896. 
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Our system 
emulates the 8080 and 
the 8085. The Z80. 
The 6800. The TMS 9900. 

And that's just 
for openers. 



Because 
who has time to learn 
a new system 
when a better chip 
comes along? 

Prototype control probe 
runs prototype hardware 
and software under control of 
the microprocessor lab while 
you maintain access to 
program activity 

JOB AFTER JOB, 
OUR SYSTEM 
STAYS WITH YOU. 

We know time spent 
learning equipment is 
best spent or equipment 
that's going to stay around. 

That's why we 
engineered the first devel-
opment lab for designers 
like us who work with 
major microprocessors. 

Now you can work 
with two or more chips. 
Without depending upon a single chip 
vendor. Wthout buying and learning an 
entirely new system. 

THE BEST IDEAS 
Our features are the kind of ideas 

you'd probably engineer for yourself. . . 
the kind of system you get from a chip 
user, not a chip vendor. 

DISC BASED SYSTEM 
Includes text editor, macro relocat-

able assembler, debugging software and 
file management utilities, to help simplify 
software preparation and debugging. 

REAL TIME 
PROTOTYPE ANALYZER 

This invaluable option lets you 
easily track down timing or program 

Tektronix 
microprocessor 
development labs. 

Designed by 
people on seur side 
of the bench. 

logic problems by 
dynamically monitoring 
the microprocessor bus in 
real time. 

UNCRASHABLE 
ARCHITECTURE 

Separate system and 
emulator processors and 
memory protect the op-
erating system software 
should your program fail 
while emulating the target 
microprocessor. 

PARALLEL DEVELOPMENT 
INTEGRATED TESTING 

Hardware and software engineers 
can test, trace, and debug independently 
up to the point of integration. Then they 
can work together, productively. 

If you're concerned about how you 
spend your time, take a close look at a 
design lab you can use time and again . . . 
even when a better chip comes along. 

Contact your local Tektronix Sales 
Office, or write or call Tektronix, Inc. ' 
PO. Box 500, Beaverton, OR, (503) 644-0161. 
In Europe, Tektronix, Ltd., P.O. Box 36, St. 
Peter Port, Guernsey, Channel Islands. 

Teztronbc 
CONIfeirT17_0 TO F., T. .NCE 
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WE HAVE 
INFRARED 
POWER. 
And matching 

photodetectors, 
too. 
You may know of our broad 

low-cost line of high-power infrared 
devices and high-sensitivity 
photo-detectors. But what you may not 
know is just how good they are. 

Infrared devices from Litronix are 
the most reliable you can find. 
Anywhere. Competing products would 

be hard pressed to match our long 
term stability. 
Or the sensitivity of our detectors. 
Or the low cost of our high-

power diodes. 
Speaking of high power, we have 

an IR emitter that puts out a hefty 16 
milliwatts. It's the most powerful 
available anywhere. Put three of these 
together, and you can control or 
interface with products as far as 150 
feet away. Imagine a cordless 
communication system with that kind 
of range. 

You can select a matching sensor 
for each infrared emitter. 
And all Litronix IR and detector 

products come in a variety of different 
packages — low-cost standard 
plastic; subminiature; arrays; and high 
reliability "militarized" hermetic 
metal cans. 
When people look at the quality 

of our "invisible" products, they usually 
see the light. 

Litronix, 19000 Homestead 
Road, Cupertino, CA 95014. Phone 
(408) 257-7910. 

lit AN AFFILIATE OF  SIEMENS 
THE LIGHTS FANTASTIC 
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Technical articles   

Three-chip system 
synthesizes human speech 
Cost-effective technique called for novel circuit design 

to cope w.th complex number-crunching needs 

by Richard Wiggins and Larry Brantingham, Texas Instruments Inc , Dallas 

A three-chip system has finally reduced the synthesis 
of human speech to the integrated-circuit level. Consist-
ing of a speech synthesizer, read-only memory, and 
controller, it opens up a new range of design possibilities 
that is limited only by one's imagination. Teaching aids, 
telecommunications equipment, and consumer products 
for home and business are all likely applications, espe-
cially as the size of the memory can easily be expanded 
and the synthesizer chip will work with most micropro-
cessors. 
The system is based on the recently developed voice-

compression technique called linear predictive coding. 
LPC can generate speech of high quality from data rates 
of less than 2,400 bits per second. But the number 

crunching required is formidable, the more so if it is to 
be done within the confines of one chip. So the success of 
LPC in this application hinges on being able to squeeze a 
multistage filter, or rather its equivalent, onto the 
synthesizer chip. It is done by making one pipeline 
multiplier, one adder/substracter, and delay circuits do 
the work of 10 filter stages. 
The resulting synthesizer chip is designated the TMC 

0280. Together with the TMC 0350 ROM and the TMC 
0270 controller, its first application is in Texas Instru-
ments' new learning aid for spelling, called Speak & 
Spell. 
When this three-chip system produces speech, the 

controller specifies to the synthesizer the starting point 
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1. Linear predictive coding. Either pseudo-random noise or a periodic sequence of impulses, representing unvoiced or voiced sounds, 

respectively, is amplified and fed through a lattice filter that models the resonances of the vocal tract during speech. 

of a string of data stored in the ROM. The 131,072-bit 
ROM has room for approximately 165 words or 115 
seconds of speech, depending on the data rate, which 
may range from approximately 600 to 2,400 b/s. The 
ROM output provides the pitch, amplitude, and filter 
parameters from which the synthesizer chip constructs 
the speech waveform. 
To update the speech parameters, the synthesizer is 

made to transfer a new parameter string from the ROM 
every 20 milliseconds. But because of the redundancies 
in a typical speech pattern, a complete set of parameters 
is not always required. Therefore whole sections of the 
data stream may be replaced by a single repeat bit, 
cutting it from a maximum of 49 bits down to a 
minimum of 4 and thus saving ROM space. But what 
really shrinks the data to storable proportions is the use 
of linear predictive coding. 

Linear predictive coding 

LPC is used in vocoders, which is short for voice coders. 
It uses a digital filter to model human speech. The 
filter's input is either a periodic or random sequence of 
pulses, and its output resembles the waveform of speech. 
The process has certain similarities to the actual mecha-
nisms of human speech, in which the vocal cords have air 
forced past them by the lungs and the rest of the vocal 
tract (tongue, teeth, lips, etc.) modifies the resulting 
sound. 

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the basic elements of an 
LPC voice-synthesizer system. Shown modeling the vocal 
tract is a multistage lattice filter that uses coefficients k 1, 
to k„ to digitally filter an amplified excitation signal, 
finally passing its output to a digital-to-analog converter 
connected to a speaker. 
As the diagram shows, the excitation signal may be 

either a periodic sequence of pulses or pseudo-random 
noise. Periodic sequences generate voiced sounds, such as 
the sound of the letters ee in the word speech, which are 
created by vibration of the vocal cords; the rate at which 
the vocal cords open and close determines the pitch of 
the sound generated. Pseudo-random white noise gener-
ates unvoiced sounds, such as the s in speech, which are 
heard when the vocal cords are held open and air is 
forced past them. 
The coded digital data necessary to specify the type of 

excitation, degree of amplification, and filter coefficients 
is stored in Rom. Pitch bits either vary the frequency of 
the periodic sequence or, if all are zero, select random 
data as the lattice filter's excitation. Along with them is 
stored a multibit amplification factor, which adjusts the 
constant-amplitude signal from the excitation source to 
produce sounds of varying intensity. The filter coeffi-
cients are usually updated approximately every 20 milli-
seconds—a rate that results in speech of very high 
quality and reasonable Rom storage requirements. If the 
rate of updating is increased, the lattice filter will model 
the vocal tract dynamics more closely, but with a corre-
sponding increase in the amount of data to be stored in 
the ROM. 

The lattice filter 

The TMC 0280's lattice filter has in effect 10 stages 
(called 10th-order LPC or LPC-10). Each stage (except 
stage 10) carries out two multiplications and two addi-
tions on its two digital inputs before passing the results 
backwards and forwards to its neighbors. The operations 
of the 10 stages are carried out sequentially, as are the 4 
operations within each stage. 

Careful timing of this sequence of 40 operations 
makes it possible for 1 adder and 1 multiplier to do the 
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EXCITATION I + 1+ 
u 

(a) 

-r 

STAGE 10 STAGE 9 STAGE 8 - 2 STAGE 1 

TO d-a 
CONVERTER 

ADDER/SUBTRACTERS 

b„..,(1) 

(b) ADDER 

MULTIPLIERS 

k, 

b,( 'I 

2. Lattice filter. Diagrammed in (a) is a hypothetical 10-stage filter, 

of which one stage is shown in detail in (b). The coefficients 

vary between + 1 and - 1, permitting fixed-point arithmetic, and are 

periodically updated to reflect vocal tract changes. 

work of 20 adders and 20 multipliers. But to understand 
how the timing works, it is simplest to start by visualiz-
ing 10 stages carrying out these 40 operations one after 
the other. The block diagrams in Fig. 2 therefore model 
the occurrence of actual additions and multiplications 
with hypothetical adders and multipliers. 

Figure 2a shows the excitation signal u entering stage 
10 of the filter and the output from stage 1 being applied 
to the d-a converter and also being fed back through the 
filter. (Only three stages are shown in detail since the 
other seven are just like stage 1; stage 10, though, having 
only a single output, has no need for the second output 
adder or its associated multiplier. But the design does in 
fact use the multiplier for amplification purposes, as will 
be explained later.) 

Figure 2b shows what happens in the filter's nth stage 
during the ith time cycle to the y data deriving directly 
from u and to the feedback b data. Note that the 
subscript of the y and b data defines the stage in which 
that data is used while the term in parenthesis indicates 
the cycle in which the data is generated. 
At the start of cycle i, the input to this stage, y.+1 (0, 

is applied to adder 1, whose other input is subtracted 
from it. This other input derives from the output of 
multiplier 2, which takes roughly half the cycle to 
compute the product of coefficient k„ and its input from 
the delay circuit, b„(i — 1). The result of this subtraction 
then spends roughly the other half of the current (i) 
cycle being multiplied in multiplier 1 and added to the 
contents of adder 2—namely, b„(i — 1) from the delay 
circuit —to yield b„,i(i). This b„+1(i) is the feedback data 
required by the preceding (n + 1) filter stage for applica-
tion to its delay circuit. (Note how the subtraction, 
multiplication, addition, and second multiplication are 
done one after the other.) 

TABLE 1: LATTICE FILTER EQUATIONS 

Equation Stage 

Yto(i) = Vii(i) - kiobioli - 1) 10 

Y9(i) = Yio(i) - kgb9(i -1) 9 
b10 (i) = b9(i-1)+ kgyg(i) 9 

y8 Ii) = y911)-1(8 1D8(i-11 8 
b9 (i) = b8 (i -1) + kay8 (i) 8 

y7 (i) = y8 (i) - 1(030-1) 7 
be(i) = b7(i-1) + k7y7(i) 7 

WO = ‘,/,(i) - k6b6(i - 1) 6 
b7 (i) = b6(i - 1) -I- k6y6(i) 6 

y5(i) = Ye) - k6b6(i - 1) 5 
b6 (i) = b6(i-1) +1(0/6(i) 5 

Y4(i) = Niali) - kabali - 11 4 
b5(i) = b4(i-'11+ k4y4(i) 4 

Y3(i) = Yo(i) - k3b3(i-1) 3 
b4(i) = b30 - 11 + k3v3(i) 3 

; 
v2(i) = y3(i) - k2b20-11 2 
b3(i) = b2Ii -1)+ k2Y2(i) 2 

Yi (i) = y2(i) - k1 b1 Ii-1) 1 
b2(i) = lai(i -11+ k1 Viii) 1 

WO = Yi(i) 
N 

From this it follows that the 10 stages also operate 
sequentially, since during any time cycle ylo must be 
calculated before y9, which must be calculated before ys, 
and so on, while b, must similarly be calculated before 
b2, and so on. 

Equations expressing the relationship between the 
various y and b data are given in Table 1. In all of the 
calculations performed by the filter, the y and b data as 
well as the coefficients k,—k,0 are multibit numbers. The 
coefficients kl—kl,:, may vary between a decimal equiva-
lent of ± 1 and are periodically updated. 

The digital multiplier 

Figure 3 charts the flow of activity through all 10 
stages of the lattice filter during the successive time 
periods of successive time cycles. Each of the 20 time 
periods, T,—T 20, lasts 5 microseconds. The time cycles 
are indicated as i —1, i, and i+ 1 for ease in comparing 
the availability of the intermediate results in the filter 
with the requirements set out by mathematical represen-
tation of the filter given in Table 1. 

In the first time period, T1, the excitation data u(i) is 
applied as an input; the output of the filter, yl, becomes 
available at time period T11, half a time cycle or 50 µS 
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3. Filter timing. A cycle is broken down into twenty 5-microsecond time periods. An addition requires one period, while a multiplication needs 

eight. To ensure that only one of each kind of operation begins in each time period, a delay is added after each sum is calculated. 

k1 - klo DATA BUS 

PIPELINE MULTIPLIER 
k STACK 

8 STAGES 
DATA LINES 

Si EXCITATION 
u (0 ADDER/SUBTRACTER  

S6 

S7 

1114) 

FNE-PERIOD DELAY 1 

1 SHIFT-REGISTER DELAY OPEN FOR T20 

LATCH DIGITAL-TO-  ANALOG CONVERTER 

4. Data routing. The multiplier output is one input to the adder/subtracter. Depending on the status of switches Si, S5, S6, and S7, the other 
input may be the excitation input or the output from the adder, multiplier, or latch. Similar paths are created by S2, S3 and S,. 
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k-stack output 

TABLE 2: COEFFICIENTS FROM k STACK 

Time period 

Bit Line T1 
111 

T2 
112 

T3 
113 

T4 
114 

Tg 
T15 

T6 
T16 

T7 
T17 

T8 
T18 

Tg 
119 

T10 
T20 

LSB 

MSB 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

k2 

k2 

k3 

ka 

kg 

kg 

k7 

kg 

kg 

kt 

kt 

k2 

k3 

ka 

kg 

kg 

k7 

kg 

km 

km 

ki 

k2 

k3 

ka 

kg 

kg 

k7 

kg 

kg 

km 

kt 

k2 

k3 

ka 

kg 

kg 

kg 

kg 

kg 

km 

kt 

k2 

k3 

ka 

kg 

k7 

k7 

kg 

kg 

km 

kt 

k2 

k3 

ka 

kg 

kg 

k7 

kg 

kg 

kto 

kt 

k2 

k3 

kg 

kg 

kg 

k7 

kg 

kg 

kto 

kt 

k2 

ka 

ka 

kg 

kg 

k7 

kg 

kg 

kto 

kt 

k3 

k3 

ka 

kg 

kg 

k7 

kg 

kg 

km 

Sign bit 10 kg kg k7 kg kg ka k3 k2 kt kto 

later. Now an add operation, which takes one time 
period, is initiated and completed every 5 is in the cycle. 
A multiply operation is similarly initiated every 5 is but 
is not completed for eight time periods or 40 gs; with the 
pipeline multiplier used for the speech-synthesizer chip, 
this means a result is available at the output of each 
stage every time period. 

Altogether, however, the add and multiply operations 
use up only 45 is of the 50-gs half cycle, requiring a 
delay period of 5 ets to be inserted between them if they 
are not to overlap. Otherwise, to initiate multiple add or 
multiply operations in any given time period, more than 
one adder and one multiplier will be needed. Equally 
important, the time cycles of successive filter stages start 
one time period after each other, yet each stage needs to 
be able to fall into step with its neighbors' operations at 
least once per cycle in order to hand on and accept 
data. Thus the insertion of a 5-sis delay period after the 
add operation that produces, say, the b output from the 
8th stage ensures that ba becomes available to it from the 
7th stage, in time for the —klebs multiply operation. 
As shown in Fig. 3, the kory lo and bl, intermediate 

results are obtained, though not required for a digital 
implementation of the lattice filter because there is no 
previous stage in need of the data. But in the actual 
circuitry, it is easier to generate them than to stop the 
filter from making the calculations. 

Recall that the amplitude of the excitation signal for 
the production of voiced and unvoiced sounds is con-
trolled by an amplification factor. The excitation data is 
actually multiplied by the amplification factor and this 
multiplication is done by multiplier in stage 10 during 
the time that kicy lo(i) would otherwise be generated. 

Digital filter design 

A block diagram of the actual digital 10-stage lattice 
filter is shown in Fig. 4. The filter includes a pipeline 
multiplier, an adder/subtracter circuit, a delay circuit, a 
shift register, and a latch memory. 
The pipeline multiplier performs all 20 of the multipli-

cations required by the lattice filter. It receives either y„ 
or b„ via the data bus and the coefficients k1—kio from the 
k stack of shift registers via the data lines. 

It initiates a different multiplication operation every 

5-gs interval. As already mentioned, one multiplication 
operation requires eight time periods, so the pipeline 
multiplier has eight stages. Thus there are eight multipli-
cations in various stages of completion at any given time. 
The multiplier's 40-its computation time can be deter-
mined from its inputs and outputs as shown in Table 2. 
The k stack consists of 10 shift registers, each of which 

has 10 stages so that each of the 10 coefficients can be 
circulated for 10 time periods. The arrangement is shown 
in Table 2. The coefficients are stored as 9-bit numbers 
plus a sign bit. The decimal equivalents of these 10-bit 
numbers range from — 1 to + 1, which simplifies the 
structure of the pipeline multiplier since the interme-
diate results obtained in the multiplication operations 
will have a decreasing numerical value. Also, it can be 
shown that all values of .k in the range + 1 to — 1 ensure 
filter stability. 
The output of the multiplier is 14 parallel bits: 13 bits 

of data and 1 sign bit. These 14 bits form one input to 
the adder/subtracter circuit. The other input varies with 
the time period: it is the excitation signal at time period 
TI, the multiplier output during time periods Tz through 
T10, the output of the shift register for time periods TH 
through T19, or the output of the latch memory at time 
period T2O. The particular input to the adder/subtracter 
circuit is controlled by digital switches illustrated as 
single-pole, single-throw switches SI, S5, S6, and S. 
The output of the adder/subtracter is also 14 parallel 

bits; it is delayed one time period before being stored in 
the shift register—actually 13 shift registers, each of 
which has eight stages. (Remember, the multiplication 
operation requires eight time periods.) The shift register 
is arranged to perform shift operations only during time 
periods Ti2 through L. 

Table 3 is a list of the varions intermediate results 
occurring in the circuit of Fig. 4 during time periods TI 
through Tm. One of the multiplier inputs comes from the 
k stack, while the other input varies according to which 
of the switches S2, S3, or S4 is closed. At time period T1 
switch S2 is closed so that the output of the adder/sub-
tracter, in this case bz(i— 1), is applied as a multiplier 
input. At the same time the other input to the multiplier 
is the excitation signal u(i). At time period Tz, the other 
multiplier input is bi(i— 1), which is from the output of 
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Time 
period 

Multiplier 

k stack 

TABLE 3: INTERMEDIATE 

inputs from 

Data bus 

RESULTS 

Multiplier output 
and one adder 

input 

AVAILABLE 

Other adder 

input 

IN EACH TIME 

Adder 

output 

PERIOD 

Period-delay 

output 

Shift-register 

output 

Latch 

output 

Ti k2 b2(i-1) -k 10 • b10(i -1) u (i) 132 li-11 b3(i-1) b11 (i -1) Yi (i-1) 
T2 - k1 121 (i-1) -kg • bg(i-1) Yio( 1) Ylo( 1) 132(i-'1) big (i-1) 
T3 k10 y10 (i) -kg • bg(i-1) Ys( 1) Ys(i) Ylo( 1) 
T4 k9 y9(i) -1(2 • 122(i-1) WO Ys(i) Y9(i) 
T5 kg y8(i) -kg • b6(i-1) Y7 (1) v7(i) va(i) 
T5 k7 Y7 (i) -k5 • b5(i-1) Y6(i) Y6(i) Y7 (i) 
T7 kg Y6(i) -ka • 134(i-1) Y5 (i) Y5 (i) 116(i) 
T8 k5 Y5 ( i ) -k3 • b3(i-1 ) Mil Ya(i) Y5 (i) 
T9 kg /94 (i) -k2 • b2(i -1) Y3 (i) Y3 (i) MO 
T., 0 k3 Y3 (i) -k1 • III (i -1) Y2 (i) Y2 (i) Y3(i) 
1-11 k2 Y2(i) k63 ' Ylo(i) b10 (i-1) VI (i) Y2(i) b10 (i-1) 
T12 kl YOU kg • WO 139(i-1 ) bn (i) Yl (i) b9( -1) 
T13 -k10 big (i) ks • Ysi(i) bg(i -1) big(i) bii (1) bg( -1) 
T14 -kg b9(i) 1(7 • Y7 (i) b2 (i-1) bg (i) b10 (i) 132( -1) 
1-15 -kg big (i) k6 • Y6(i) b6(i-1) b8(i) bg(i) 136( -1) 
T16 -kg 132 (i) k5 • y5 (i) b5(i-1) (37(i) bg(i) b5( -1) 
T17 -kg b6(i) k4 • Y4(i) b4(i-1) b6(i) b7(i) 1:14( -1) 
118 -k5 b5(i) kg • yg(i) b3(i-1) b5(i) b6(i) bg ( -1) 
T19 - ka b4(i) k2 • y2(i) 132(i-1) N(i) b5(i) 132( -1) 
T2, 

1-1 

-k3 

- k2 

b3(i) 

b2(i) 

k1 • yi(i) 

-k10 • blo(i) 

b1(i-1) 

u (i+1) 

bg(i) 

b2(i) 

134 (i) 

b3(i) 

Vi I) 

bri i) 

Vi i- 1) 

Yi(i) 

the latch via switch Sq. Also at time period T2, the other 
adder input is its own output, in this case ylo(i). At time 
period T3 the multiplier inputs are kw and ylo(i), which 
are the output of the one period delay circuit. The results 
of this multiplication will not be available until time 
period T11, when they will be provided as one of the 
inputs to the adder/subtracter circuit. At time period T11 
the other input to the adder/subtracter is taken from the 
output of the shift register. The first term loaded from 
the shift register is the bio(i— 1) term, which was first 
output at time period T2 and remained at the output 
until T11 since the shift register does not shift during this 
time. 
At time period T13 the multiplier's input on the data 

bus comes from the output of the adder/subtracter 
circuit via switch S2. At time period T20 the MO term is 
sent to the latch memory from the shift register and the 
current output of the latch is applied to the other input 
of the adder/subtracter circuit through switch S7. The 
latch stores the filter's output (yl) for one cycle. 
To sum up, the digital implementation of a 10-stage 

latice filter performs the filtering operation at reasonable 
data rates. Here, for example, the coded data is applied 
in short bursts every 20 ms. A 10-kilohertz output speech 
sample rate requires a time cycle of 100 its, allowing the 
basic operations of the adder/subtracter, the multiplier, 
and shift registers to be accomplished in 5-its time peri-
ods. Since such speeds are well within the capabilities of 
p-channel mos technology, the speech synthesis chip can 
be produced at a very low cost. 
The various functional sections of the TMC 0280 

speech synthesizer chip are shown in Fig. 5. The convert-

er section contains an 8-bit digital-to-analog converter 
with an accuracy of 1/2 least significant bit and the ability 
to drive a 200-milliwatt speaker. The sign of the output 
word (y1) determines the direction of the current flow in 
the speaker that provides the d-a conversion for the most 
significant bit. Filtering is provided off chip by the 
speaker and an impedance-matching transformer to 
eliminate the effects of the 10-kHz sample rate. 

The rest of the chip 

The long rectangular area in this d-a section of the 
chip contains upper-level driver transistors yet occupies 
only about 1,200 square mils. To maintain this small an 
area yet produce enough output to drive a speaker, the 
14-bit output of the y latch is digitally clipped to 8 bits 
via some truncation logic. In essence, this truncation 
logic increases the average level of the output signal by 
increasing the level of the lower-order bits—a scaling of 
the signal that has no noticeable effect on the output 
since the upper-level bits are used a very small percent-
age of the time. 

In the excitation generation section of the synthesizer 
chip, two separate logic blocks provide voiced and 
unvoiced excitation in response to the signals from the 
131-kilobit Rom. For voiced sounds, a 5-millisecond peri-
odic chirp sequence is applied to the input of the lattice 
filter at a time interval corresponding to the pitch. The 
chirp signal sweeps across the frequency spectrum. It is 
of the form sin tot' and is stored in digital form in on-chip 
ROM addressed by the pitch-period counter. Address 
inputs equal to 0 or greater than 50 produce a zero 
output. This section also contains a pitch counter, actual-
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5. Talking chip. The lattice filter is the largest single element on the speech synthesizer chip. For voiced sounds, a chirp sequence enters the 

filter; for unvoiced sounds, the sequence has a random sign. Also on the chip are RAM. ROM, and timing and interface logic. 

ly a serial binary counter that counts up from 0 until its 
value is greater than or equal to the value in the pitch 
register, whereupon it resets itself and starts over again. 
Special provisions zero the pitch counter at a voicing 
transition (from voice to unvoiced excitation and vice 
versa) and before the start of speech. For unvoiced 
sounds the excitation has a constant magnitude of 0.5 
and pseudorandom sign. The sign bit is provided by a 
13-bit shift counter with three exclusive-OR feedback 
circuits. 

Decoding tables for the 12 speech synthesis parame-
ters (10 reflection coefficients k1—k 10, pitch and energy) 
are stored in the ROM in the section of the chip that 
loads, stores, and decodes parameters. Recall that these 
parameters are updated periodically. In most cases, it is 
desirable for the speech parameters to vary smoothly 
from one updating period (or frame) to the next. The 
TMC 0280 contains logic to do an approximately linear 
interpolation of all 12 parameters at eight points within 

the frame. When selected by the parameter counter, the 
parameters are interpolated one at a time. This serial 
operation minimizes the silicon area required, since 
parallel data lines are not needed. To further conserve 
area and eliminate error, the interpolation logic calcu-
lates a new parameter value from the present value and 
the next or target value stored in code in the parameter 
random-access memory. 

ROM organization 

The frame of data stored in the parameter RAM 
consists of 12 codes or pointers that select 10-bit param-
eter values from a 216-by-10-bit ROM. Each speech 
parameter is provided its own decoding table organized 
in ROMS of 2n by 10 bits, where n is the number of code 
bits for a given parameter. The parameter counter's 4 
msEts supply the table select and the parameter RAM 
supplies the value address. The 10-bit parallel output of 
the parameter ROM is applied to the inputs of a parallel-
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Other products that talk 
A growing number of products now "talk." The speech 
chip described in this article is contained in an inexpensive 
learning aid for children called Speak & Spell [Electronics, 
June 22, p. 39]. 

Votrax of Troy, Mich., a division of Federal Screw 
Works, makes two portable speech synthesizers for the 
vocally impaired [Electronics, Nov. 10, 1977, p. 32]. It also 
manufactures a Business Communicator, which translates 
up to 64 telephone Touch-Tone inputs into an audio 
response, and a multilingual voice system, which electroni-
cally synthesizes English and German and is planned to do 
the same for Spanish, Japanese, French, and Persian. All 
Votrax products join phonemes. 
Comutalker Consultants in Santa Monica, Calif., sells a 

speech synthesizer that connects to the hobbyist's S-100 
bus. With this board, either the user manipulates nine 
control parameters directly or an optional software pack-
age automatically computes the parameters from phoni-
cally spelled ASCII (for example, Hello would be phonically 

spelled H—H—E—L-0—W). 
Also producing S-100—compatible synthesis boards is 

Speech Technology of Santa Monica, Calif. It makes two 
such boards, the M-188 and M-250, which generate 
speech from stored vocabularies of words. Using LPC to 
generate formats, they achieve data rates as low as 1 
kilobit per second. 

Master Specialties Co. of Costa Mesa, Calif., manufac-
tures a talking calculator and a variety of word-oriented 
announcement products. 

Telesensory Systems Inc., Palo Alto, Calif., which also 
makes a talking calculator for the blind, has recently 
described a two-chip set of 40-pin integrated circuits for 
synthesized speech applications. Designed to function 
with standard memories and digital-to-analog converters, 
the new chips are fully programmable, offering a wide 
range of synthesized "voicings." The firm plans to intro-
duce an advanced spoken-word output reading system for 
the blind in 1979. John Posa 

to-serial converter, which is loaded according to timing 
signals generated by the interpolation logic. 
The timing for the TMC 0280 is based on a 50-hertz 

frame rate (the rate at which new speech data is 
obtained from the Rom) and a 10-kHz sample rate that 
corresponds to a maximum output frequency of 5 kHz. 
An 800-kHz oscillator is divided by four to produce two 
major phases, (fil and 02, with corresponding precharge 
clocks 03 and 04. Twenty 5-µs time periods, T1 through 
T20; are generated by a state-shift counter driving a 
programmable logic array. These state times are used for 
control and timing within the 100-sis sample period. A 
25-state binary parameter counter provides the 2.5-
millisecond parameter interpolation interval. The states 
of the counter serve as controls for the interpolation and 
parameter loading processes. 

The other two chips 

The coded speech data for the synthesizer chip is 
stored in the TMC 0350, organized as a 16,384-by-8-bit 
ROM and having an internal 18-bit address counter/reg-
ister and two 8-bit output buffers. Fourteen bits of the 
address go directly to the ROM array, while the 4 MSBS 
are used as a 1-of-16 chip-select. Several means were 
used to achieve this large 131-kilobit capacity. First, the 
chip is a virtual-ground dynamic ROM fabricated on a 
very large bar of silicon. Next, there are no pads on half 
of the bar, so that interconnection lines are limited to 
one side and the array goes right up to the edge of the 
bar on most of three sides. Also, minimum-area design 
rules were used to achieve a cell size of only 0.225 square 
mil per bit. 
The third chip in this three-chip speech-synthesis 

system is the TMC 0270 controller, which is a slightly 
modified calculator chip. It is a member of the TMS 
1000 microprocessor family. The TMC 0270 shares the 
basic architecture of the TMS 1000, but has modifica-
tions that enhance its binary-coded-decimal arithmetic 
capabilities. It also has an expanded instruction set and 
output multiplexer to reduce the pinouts required in this 

application. 
During speech, the TMC 0280 synthesizer accesses 

the phrase ROM directly but when it receives an end-
of-phrase command, returns control to the controller. In 
periods of silence the controller has complete control 
over the ROM interface lines: it can transfer phase start 
addresses to the ROM or access address look-up tables or 
other auxiliary data from the ROM. 

There are five special lines from the controller to the 
synthesizer that transfer data and commands within the 
system. One of these lines is the processor data clock, 
which is used to determine when the other four lines are 
valid. 
The controller has several commands. In addition to 

the normal read command, there is the speak command, 
which tells the synthesizer to start accessing data and 
begin speaking, and a test/talk command, which allows 
the controller to determine whether or not the synthesiz-
er is finished talking. The controller can tell the ROM to 
read 1 bit and the ROM will shift 1 bit into a 4-bit shift 
register. This sequence can be repeated three more times 
until 4 bits are ready for output onto the four control and 
data lines. 

Although the controller was specifically designed to 
interface with the TMC 0280 speech synthesizer, the 
synthesizer chip was designed so that most microproces-
sors could be used as controllers. This feature can only 
add to the numbers of manufacturers of appliances and 
electronic controls attracted by the possibilities of low-
cost speech synthesis. 

Indeed, yet another phase of electronic wizardry seems 
about to begin. One can easily envision clocks that 
literally tell the time, appliances and machines that 
explain their operation, and computers that speak our 
language. This improvement in the man-machine inter-
face will surely enhance the effectiveness of many 
devices used in daily life. However, the inverse operation, 
that of recognizing a wide range of human voices, 
complete with accents, slurring, and slang, continues to 
pose a genuine challenge to electronics technology. 
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Plasma processes set to etch 
finer lines with less undercutting 

Wet chemical etching is starting to give way 

to plasma-assisted techniques that now can etch selectively 

any level on a semiconductor device with greater dimensional control 

by C. J. Mogab, Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N. J. 
and W. R. Harshbarger, Bell Laboratories, Allentown, Pa. 

D If there were a Rip van Winkle of semiconductors and 
if he were to fall asleep today, he would wake up to an 
industry as vastly changed in manufacturing technology 
as it will be in design advances. One important differ-
ence he would note right away would be plasma etching's 
displacement of wet etching. 

Based on the use of reagent gases, plasma etching is 
safer and less expensive than wet etching, which is based 
on sulphuric, hydrofluoric, or phosphoric acid. Also, it 
provides finer resolution and less undercutting, so it is 
better suited to the era of very-large-scale integration. 
As interest in plasma etching has grown over the past 

several years, new equipment and new processes have 
been developed that overcome certain drawbacks. For 
one thing, it is now possible to etch selectively any level 
on a metal-oxide-semiconductor or bipolar device. 
Furthermore, it is now possible to etch thin films of 
semiconductor material anisotropically (leaving a per-
pendicular edge), as well as isotropically (leaving a 
concave edge). This advance over wet etching greatly 
improves the dimensional control of integrated-circuit 
patterns, leading to ever-higher circuit density. 

Physical and chemical phenomena 

A plasma is an ionized gas, composed of nearly equal 
quantities of positive and negative charge (electrons and 
positive and negative ions) [Electronics, July 21, 1977, 
p. 81]. Plasma etching techniques employ weakly ionized 
gases produced by low-pressure electric discharges. 
Inelastic collisions between gas molecules and energetic 
electrons created by the electric field produce the ions 
and free radicals that can cause etching by physical and 
chemical interactions with surfaces. 
An important characteristic of these discharges is that 

the gas temperature is much lower than the free-electron 
temperature. The low gas temperature means that it is 
possible to directly expose thermally sensitive materials, 
such as photoresists, to these plasmas. 

Plasma-assisted etching had its beginning in the 19th-
century work of Michael Faraday and Sir William 
Crookes on gas discharges in vacuums. W. R. Grove 
reported the erosion of matter by sputtering processes 
in a plasma more than 100 years ago. 

Sputtering is a wholly physical process, in which the 
plasma's ions are accelerated by an electric field and 
made to hit a solid's surface. They transfer their momen-

tum to the surface, ultimately causing atoms of the solid 
to be ejected. The physical phenomenon of sputtering 
forms the basis of two plasma-assisted etching tech-
niques: sputter etching and ion-beam milling, also called 
ion milling. 
To achieve useful etch rates, that is, to direct many 

ions toward the solid, these processes require relatively 
low pressures (less than 0.1 torr), as well as high particle 
energies that make them prone to causing damage to 
semiconductor devices. 

Even worse, these etching techniques provide very 
little selectivity in etch rates among the materials used in 
silicon ic fabrication. Selectivity is a key word in the 
delineation of patterns, signifying that the etching does 
not go below the layer for which it is intended. 

However, there is also a chemical plasma-assisted 
technique, called simply plasma etching, in which an 
electrically induced gas discharge provides active free 
radicals that combine chemically with a solid to produce 
volatile products. Generally it is done at higher pressures 
than the physical etch techniques, and since it needs 
lower-energy particles, it is less damaging to the semi-
conductor solid. 

In 1971, S. Irving, K. E. Lemons, and G. E. Bobes of 
Signetics Corp. reported that carbon tetrafluoride (CF4) 
can be dissociated in a plasma to produce fluorine atoms 
and other reactive free radicals. Fluorine atoms react 
vigorously with silicon and its compounds to produce 
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1. Plasmas. Depending on pressure and energy available, the 

spectrum of plasma-assisted etching can go from chemical to physi-

cal. The techniques are becoming the processes of choice for LSI 

and VLSI manufacturing and are gradually displacing wet etching. 
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(a) 

ISOTROPIC 

(b) 

ANISOTROPIC 

2. Along the edge. A fully isotropic edge profile film (a) undercuts the photoresist mask by an amount equal to the film thickness. An 
anisotropie edge (b), on the other hand, has no undercut. Anisotropic etching is an absolute must for the high-resolution patterns of VLSI. 

SiF4, which is a gas at room temperature. The reaction is 
close to a purely chemical process; indeed, if argon is 
simply substituted for CF4, the etch rate of silicon is 
insignificant, indicating negligible sputtering. 

Between the extremes of physical sputtering and plas-
ma etching, there exists a broad spectrum of plasma 
conditions (Fig. 1). In 1974, N. Hosokawa and his 
co-workers at Nippon Electric Varian Ltd. discovered a 
way station between the two extremes: reactive sputter 
etching, also called reactive ion etching. Their experi-
ments demonstrated that the etch rates and selectivity of 
physical plasma sputtering could be improved by substi-
tuting halocarbons for noble gases. As Fig. 1 shows, this 
substitution involves lower energy requirements than 
does straight sputter etching. 

In fact, reactive sputter etching suggests that there is 
no sharp demarcation between physical and chemical 
techniques. In general, both may occur, perhaps syner-
gistically, in plasma etching. Of course, there is more 
chemical etching and less physical etching as pressure 
increases or, more generally, as the average energy of the 
plasma decreases. 

Still, at just what point, if ever, physical ion bombard-
ment becomes unimportant is not known precisely. For 
instance, R. A. H. Heinecke of Standard Telecommuni-
cations Laboratories Ltd. in England has demonstrated 
that plasma etching under high-power conditions can 
improve selectivity and feature profiles in silicon dioxide. 

Good performance 

Wet chemical etching techniques would be expected to 
etch isotropically, giving rise to edge profiles of the kind 
shown in Fig. 2a. The concavity of the etched feature 
undercuts the mask (on top of the circuitry for illustra-
tion only; in actual production, it would have long since 
been removed). Thus the etching does not faithfully 
reproduce the dimensions of the mask. 

This undercutting is not a serious problem until the 
ratio of feature width to layer thickness drops below 
about 5 : 1, as it inevitably must for VLSI. Imagine trying 
to produce 2-micrometer lines and spaces in a 1-µm-

thick film with isotropic etching that would produce the 
edge profile of Fig. 2a. 

However, the nature of the boundary layer between a 
plasma and a solid surface is such that the charged 
particles have trajectories perpendicular to the surface. 
With many semiconductor materials, such directional 
bombardment can lead to the edge profiles of Fig. 2b. 
Clearly, under conditions that permit such anisotropic 
etching, the resolution limits on pattern transfer depend 
only upon the lithographic technique used to generate 
the mask and not at all upon the plasma-assisted etching 
technique. This high-resolution capability, of course, is 
the single most compelling reason for development of 
such etching techniques. 
The ever-increasing scale of integration on silicon 

chips has led to extensive development of techniques that 
can handle the handful of materials used in lc fabrica-
tion. Thus, single-crystal silicon, polycrystalline silicon, 
thermally grown and deposited silicon dioxide (doped 
and undoped), silicon nitride, and aluminum metaliza-
tion all have been plasma-etched. 

Moreover, these materials can be etched selectively in 
the presence of masking layers, such as organic photore-

3. Window making This contact window is etched anisotropically in 

a 1.7-gm thick phosphosilicate-glass layer on silicon. It has been 

opened in the glass dielectric to allow electrical contact between the 

polysilicon substrate and the aluminum conductor lines. 
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TABLE: PLASMA -ASSISTED ETCHING FOR IC FABRICATION 

Filin Substrate 
Film etch 

rate (Â/min) 

Selectivity 
(etch rate 

ratio of film 
to substrate) 

Resolution 
(edge 

profile) 

Si3 N4 

Si3 N4 

Poly-Si 

Poly-Si 

SiO2 thermal 

PSG 

Al 

Si N* 

SiO2 

Si 

SiO2 

SiO2 

Si 

Si 

SiO2 

Al 

300 

700 

1,000 

1,100 

600 

1,300 

1,000 

2,000 

4: 1 

7 : 1 

30: 1 

8: 1 

6: 1 

13: 1 

6: 1 

... 

isotropic 

anisotropic 

isotropic 

anisotropic 

anisotropic 

anisotropic 

anisotropic 

isotropic 

' Plasma-deposited silicon nitride 

sists, and of underlying layers that are a permanent part 
of the multilevel lc. An important example of this select-
ivity is etching contact windows, typically the smallest 
feature to be defined in the production of an integrated 
circuit. 

In the case of a polysilicon-gate mos device, for 
instance, an intermediate phosphosilicate-glass dielectric 
insulates the polysilicon from the aluminum conductor 
lines deposited later. Windows must be opened in the 
dielectric to permit electrical contact to the polysilicon 
and to the underlying silicon substrate. Making such a 
window (Fig. 3) with dimensions at the resolution limit 
of the mask-making technique requires anisotropic etch-
ing of the phosphosilicate glass relative to the polysilicon 
and the silicon. 
The selectivity required for the windows depends upon 

the thickness of the polysilicon layer and the depth of 
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4. Banal vs. planar. The barrel reactor (a) is a high-throughput machine for plasma etching. However, it cannot etch either fine lines or 

aluminum. The parallel-plate reactor (b) overcomes these deficiencies but has a low throughput in the present models. 
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5. Anieotropic etching. The SiO2 layer in this structure was inten-

tionally undercut by overetching with a wet chemical etch in order to 

demonstrate the anisotropic character of plasma etching of the 

polysilicon layer in a Bell Systems production-line process. 

junctions in the substrate. For very-large-scale inte-
grated work, selectivity requirements naturally will be 
even more stringent. 
The table summarizes some of the features in etching 

lc materials with plasma-assisted techniques. Actual 
etch rates depend on such system parameters as gas 
composition, pressure, power density, and type of plas-
ma-assisted etching. They generally range from a few 
hundred to a few thousand angstroms per minute. Many 
materials not listed, including metals such as titanium, 
tantalum, tungsten, molybdenum, gold, and plantinum, 
and semiconductors and insulators such as germanium, 
gallium arsenide, carbides, nitrides, and oxides, also can 
be etched in plasmas. 

Commercial reactors 

Commercially available reactors for plasma-assisted 
etching are generally of two types, both generating plas-
ma with radio-frequency power (usually 13.56 mega-
hertz). The first type consists of a chamber with external 
electrodes into which wafers are stacked vertically in a 
suitable carrier (Fig. 4a). The chamber usually is cylin-
drical, accounting for the designation given this design: 
barrel reactor. The second type has internal electrodes 
and the wafers are loaded horizontally (Fig. 4b). The 
electrode arrangement usually is planar, accounting for 
this design's designation: parallel-plate reactor. 
The large batch capacity of the barrel reactor is its 

most attractive feature and makes it ideal for such 
noncritical uses as photoresist stripping. However, such a 
reactor generally cannot be used for anisotropic etching, 
for etching aluminum, or for selective etching of silicon 
dioxide over silicon at practical rates. Thus this type 
cannot be used for most of vLst's high-resolution, exact-
ing etch operations. 

Despite smaller batch capacities, parallel-plate reac-
tors are finding increasing use in semiconductor produc-
tion because they can perform high-resolution anistropic 
etching. Moreover, they allow greater selectivity and can 
do certain operations impossible with barrel reactors, 
such as etching contact windows and aluminum. 

A particularly effective parallel-plate design is what is 
called the radial-flow reactor, shown in Fig. 4b. It was 
designed by A. R. Reinberg of Texas Instruments Inc. 
for uniform plasma deposition of insulator films over a 
large area. Its flow geometry tends to compensate auto-
matically for the effects of gas-phase depletion and 
electron-density gradients. 
The radial-flow principle will work equally well for 

etching. Parallel-plate reactors recently have become 
available from several commercial suppliers; however 
none employ the radial-flow principle exactly as develop-
ed by Reinberg. 

Advantages and limitations 

While plasma equipment is justly extolled by its 
manufacturers as dry, clean, and safe, some of the 
volatile reaction products are toxic and corrosive gases, 
which must be handled respectfully. On the other hand, 
the reaction products from stripping of photoresists in an 
oxygen plasma are primarily water, carbon dioxide, and 
carbon monoxide, which are much easier to handle than 
are the phenols or heavy-metal acids present in the 
commercially available wet chemical stripping agents. 

Also, plasma-assisted etching is fully compatible with 
present photoresist technology, and resist adhesion is 
seldom the problem it can be with wet chemical etching. 
Thus it often is possible to eliminate intermediate mask-
ing layers that compensate for the lack of adhesion. 
Another bonus with most commercial plasma reactors 

is their fully automated operation. The wet chemical 
processes usually are manual or semiautomatic. 

For the design and processing engineer, of course, the 
main advantage is the high resolution obtainable in 
pattern transfer. If 1-to-2-gm features can be reliably 
imaged in the resist, plasma-assisted etching can repli-
cate them in silicon, polysilicon, silicon nitride, silicon 
dioxide, aluminum, and so on. The isotropic physical 
processes involved in wet chemical etching means there 
is now no way to obtain comparable results. 

Plasma-assisted etching is not without its limitations, 
such as the restricted batch size in parallel-plate reac-
tors. Moreover, with some fc materials, etch selectivity 
compares poorly with wet chemical etching. For exam-
ple, plasma etching of silicon dioxide over silicon gener-
ally results in selectivities on the order of 12: 1, depend-
ing on the doping levels of the constituent materials. In 
contrast, buffered hydrofluoric acid can give a nearly 
infinite etch-rate ratio. 
Another problem with plasma-assisted etching can be 

the presence of unwanted particulates on the wafer. Wet 
chemical etching often is accompanied by some type of 
agitation, so it is less susceptible to such contamination. 

Finally, plasma-assisted etching may result in damage 
to fa through photon or charged-particle bombardment. 
This type of damage tends to vary from one level of the 
device to another and has not been fully characterized 
yet. Fortunately, it often can be annealed in the standard 
furnace operations found in production. 

Plasma-assisted etching at Bell Laboratories and 
Western Electric Inc. generally reflects use throughout 
the electronics industries. G. K. Herb of Bell Labs has 
developed production processes for chip separation, 
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6. Etching aluminum. A recent development in plasma etching is the introduction of plasma reactors that can etch aluminum. These 

anisotropically plasma-etched aluminum conductors are on a 16-K MOS dynamic random-access memory used in Bell System equipment. 

using commercially available barrel reactors. They also 
are used to strip photoresist and clean substrates during 
processing. Parallel-plate reactors have been used for 
several years to isotropically etch silicon nitride and 
polysilicon. 

Anisotropic etching at Bell 

More recently, Western Electric has begun anisotropic 
plasma etching in 1c manufacture. For the past year, 
plasma etching has been used to define contact windows 
in PSG on a 16-K n-channel mos random-access memory 
manufactured for Bell System applications. 

Plasma-assisted etch technology also has been 
extended into new areas. R. A. Porter of Bell Labs has 
developed an anisotropic etching process for polysilicon 
(Fig. 5), now being introduced on production lines. D. B. 
Fraser of Bell Labs has developed anisotropic etching of 
aluminum films, also being introduced into manufacture 
(Fig. 6). 

Evaluation of these new etching processes generally 
discloses that, for devices with large design rules of 6 to 8 
gm, yields and reliability are not significantly different 
than with wet chemical etching. However with 2-to-
5-am design rules, with their tighter dimensions and 
tolerances, there is no comparison between the two. 
Devices and structures beyond the capabilities of wet 
chemical processes are routinely manufactured with 
plasma-assisted techniques. 

Several developments may be expected in plasma-
assisted etching for semiconductor processing. First of 

these are improvements in commercial equipment, such 
as scaled-up parallel-plate reactors for bigger batch 
sizes. Also coming are novel reactor designs with high 
throughput capability. In-line wafer handling with serial, 
rather than batch, wafer handling is the next step in this 
evolutionary process and should appear soon. 

Improvements in the etching of some materials will be 
made to increase marginal selectivities. Control over 
resist erosion for particularly sensitive materials such as 
electron resists will improve, making plasma techniques 
fully compatible with the most advanced lithographies. 
Moreover, plasma-assisted etching will expand into tech-
nologies other than silicon: III-V-compound semiconduc-
tors, magnetic-bubble devices, integrated optics, etc. 

Flexible edge profiles 

Better understanding of the influence of charged 
particles on the development of edge profiles during 
etching in reactive gases may ultimately permit complete 
flexibility in controlling these profiles, producing vari-
able tapers as well as straight walls. 

Finally, as designers and process engineers become 
more familiar with plasma processing, they will evolve 
new sequences to exploit its advantages. To date, plasma 
etching has been used merely as a one-to-one replace-
ment for wet chemical etching in the etching and strip-
ping of thin films. However, the ability of plasma-
assisted etching to produce anisotropic plus isotropic 
etch profiles should lead to the fabrication of device 
structures impossible with wet chemical etching. 
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Designer's casebook  

mented in simple data-recording and control systems. 
Time-encoding system Also shown here is a rudimentary decoder circuit, and 

the information required to utilize the markers for 
formats cassette tapes controlling any cassette's stop, play, fast forward or 

rewind functions for more advanced systems. 
by Fathi Saleh and Benham Bavarian Figure 1 a gives the block diagram of the tape format-
Abadan Institute of Technology, Abadan, Iran ter, which was used with the JVC MC-1820R recorder. 
  The timing signals are recorded at the expense of one 

track of the tape, leaving the other track for monaural 
Using operational amplifiers and standard digital sound or data recording. It might have been possible to 
elements to place 1-minute markers on a stereo cassette add a thin head to the recorder in order to record marker 
tape, this formatter is extremely useful when imple- signals and at the same time make possible two-channel 
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1. On your mark . . . Tape encoder (a) places time markers on one 
track of a two-track cassette tape at 60-second intervals. Pulses 

from 555 step decade counter, whose output is converted to a BCD 

equivalent each minute (b). Timing diagram details operation (c). 
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data recording, but this was not tried. 
As shown in Fig. 1 b, the recording system uses a 555 

timer to generate a pulse every 60 seconds, two 7490 
decade counters that are stepped by the timer to yield 
required 8-bit patterns, eight light-emitting diodes to 
monitor the number generated, a parallel-to-serial 
converter (74151) that is clocked at 5 kilohertz by a 
second timer, a 4-bit counter (7493), and shaping 
circuitry. 

Pulses emanating from the 1-minute timer advance 
the 7490s. The output of these devices is introduced to 
the 74151, which is being clocked at a 5-kHz rate 
through the 7493. The output of the 74151, after passing 
through a NAND gate, appears as shown in the timing 
diagram (Fig. lc). 

Recombining the 5-kHz clock with other summing-
circuit (A 1) signals yields an output at A2 having a 50% 
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duty cycle. This output returns to a logic 0 when the 
output from the 74151 is a logic 1 and moves high for a 
logic 0 output from the 74151. The signal is a two-digit 
binary-coded-decimal character which advances from 0 
to 60 minutes. The return-to-zero format is used here so 
that one may differentiate between the zero-state and 
the no-signal levels. This format also simplifies the 
design of the decoding circuits. 
The playback (decoder) circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The 

block diagram (Fig. 2a) shows a complete control 
system, but the system, although straightforward, 
encompass more circuitry than can be shown here. 
The basic decoder is shown in Fig. 2b. Passing through 

the shaping circuit is the output from the tape recorder. 
This input signal is compared with a 1.2-volt reference at 
CI, enabling the original bit pattern recorded to be 
recovered at its output. Meanwhile, the original clock 
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2.. . . Get set, receive. Complete control system would be imple-

mented in straightforward manner (a). Rudimentary decoder, which 

includes only shaping circuit, serial-to-parallel converter and BCD-

to-seven-segment circuits (b), performs operation essentially inverse 

to one at transmitter, as timing diagram confirms (c). 
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pulses are regenerated at C2 by comparing the rectified 
is and Os of the bipolar return-to-zero input signal with 
the 1.2-v reference. The bit pattern output from CI is 
connected to the 74164 serial-to-parallel converter, 
which is stepped by the output of C2. 
Thus the output of the 74164 is a binary-coded-

decimal equivalent of the marker-input's value. The 
seven-segment displays that follow indicate the time, in 
minutes, corresponding to the last marker detected. 0 

Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original 
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly 
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $50 for each item published. 

Digital logic multiplies 
pulse widths 
by N. Bhaskara Rao 
U.V.C.E, Department of Electrical Engineering, Bangalore, India 

Using logic elements to multiply the width of incoming 
pulses by a value selected by the user, this circuit is 
simple to build and provides a higher accuracy-to-cost 
ratio than its analog counterpart. It should therefore find 
numerous uses in synchronous systems, and although its 
prime function is to provide a multiplication factor of 
greater than unity, it can generate smaller values as well. 
The figure will help make circuit operation clear. The 

multiplication factor is selected by presetting two 
74S192 down counters, AI and A2. Initially, counter AI 
is set to a value, M; A2 is preset to a second value, N; A3 
is zero; and the Q output of flip-flop A4 is high. 
An incoming pulse of width T1 (the signal to be 

multiplied) switches on the 7408 AND gate and enables 

A3 to count to a number determined by fl, which is 
derived from an external clock having input frequency f. 
Thus, at the end of the pulse, the counter contains the 
number fITI. Note that fl = f/M. 
When the trailing edge of the pulse arrives, A5 is 

triggered and presets A6 with the number contained in 
A3. Meanwhile, A4 is cleared (Q = 0) by A5, and the OR 
gate is thereby activated so that counter A6 can initiate 
counting from its preset value. Note that A6 is driven by 
A2, the divide-by-N down counter, and that f2 = f/N. 
The time taken for A6 to reach zero from its preset 

value is thus T2 = (fi/f2)Ti = (N/M)TI. At this 
time, the output from A6's borrow port clears A3 and 
presets the flip-flop. Therefore the time between the 
flip-flop's move to logic 0 (at the trailing edge of the 
input pulse) and the time its Q output moves high again 
is T2. 
The output signal is not derived until the input pulse's 

trailing edge arrives. The multiplication factor, N/M, 
can thus be set to any value greater or less than unity 
because the conversion is carried out after a delay. 
Needless to say, f should be much greater than T1 for 
accurate pulse-width multiplication. 
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Introducing the Z8, part 1: 

One-chip microcomputer excels in 
I/O- and memory-intensive uses 

Data/address lines are multiplexed with input/output lines 

to increase addressing capability and enhance throughput 

by Bernard L. Peuto and Gary J. Prosenko, Zilog Ina, Cupertino, Calif. 

Eight-bit microprocessors have increased in perform-
ance and sophistication, but they have taken one of two 
different paths in doing so. On the one hand, some have 
evolved into single-chip microcomputers that emphasize 
input and output efficiency to the extent that they often 
function as microcontrollers. Others, meanwhile, have 
improved as microprocessors—that is, memory-intensive 
machines for crunching numbers and manipulating data. 

Although each type is suited for particular applica-
tions, it is desirable that, ultimately, one architecture 
serve both needs. Zilog Inc. has developed just such an 
architecture for its 8-bit single-chip microcomputer. The 
Z8, in fact, can serve as either an uo-intensive micro-
computer or as a memory-intensive microprocessor. 

1. Memory meets I/O. Zilog Inc.'s single-

chip 8-bit microcomputer, the Z8, is both an 

input/output-intensive microcontroller and a 

memory-intensive microprocessor. Half of its 

32 I/O lines can be programmed as multi-

plexed address/data lines for adding exter-
nal memory. 

To achieve its dual capability, the Z8 addresses exter-
nal memory while maintaining as many vo lines as 
possible—its multiplexed address-data bus shares pins 
with vo port lines. With half of its 32 lines also available 
under software control to address external memory, the 
Z8 can expand its address space to a maximum of 
131,072 bytes while retaining 15 lines of vo. 
But to serve equally as an uo-intensive microcomputer 

and a memory-intensive microprocessor, the Z8 must 
also support the many different addressing spaces 
required by both. This goal has been achieved by sepa-
rating some spaces, such as external program memory 
and external data memory, and merging others, such as 
the vo buffer storage and the register file. 
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Included on the Z8's 221-by-223-mil chip are an 
enhanced central processing unit that runs at an internal 
clock rate of 4 megahertz from an 8-MHz crystal (most 
instructions are executed in 1.5 to 2.5 microseconds), 
2,048 bytes of read-only memory for program storage, 
144 bytes of random-access memory forming the register 
file, a universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter, a 
pair of 8-bit timer-counters, and six vectored interrupts 
(Fig. 1). 

The register file 

The Z8's register file resembles that of a computer, 
and this architectural regularity is the key to several of 
the device's unique capabilities. The 144-byte file, shown 
in Fig. 2, comprises 4 vo-port registers, 16 status and 
control registers, and 124 general-purpose registers. 
The vo-port and control registers are included in the 

register file to allow any Z8 instruction to process uo 
data or control information, thus doing away with the 
need for special uo or control instructions. Also, each of 
the general-purpose registers can serve as an accumula-
tor, an address pointer, or an index register, thereby 
simplifying programming. 

Instructions can access registers or register pairs eith-
er directly or indirectly with an 8-bit address field. 
What's more, the Z8 can designate registers using a 
4-bit address field, which saves bytes and speeds 
program execution and task switching. In this mode, the 
register file is divided into nine groups of 16 working 
registers each. A register pointer, one of the status and 

control registers, determines the group being accessed; 
the 4-bit address field then specifies the register within 
the group. 
The first and last group have special significance. The 

first includes the four vo-port registers. Setting the 
register pointer to this group makes possible fast vo 
processing. The last group includes all the status and 
control registers for vo-port operation, timers, serial 
interfacing, and interrupt control. Again, the short 
format for addressing these registers can greatly simplify 
those sections of a program that establish or change 
system configuration. 
The Z8's 32 vo lines are software-configurable for 

either input or output and have active pull-ups and 
pull-downs to make them compatible with transistor-
transistor-logic loads. The lines are grouped into four 
8-bit ports, two of which may be programmed to serve 
additionally as multiplexed address/data lines, as noted 
earlier. 

Flexible I/O 

The vo ports are treated internally as general-purpose 
registers mapped into the register file, allowing uo data 
to be manipulated directly by any instruction. In vo-
intensive applications, this mapping ensures fast and 
efficient vo transfers. 

In order to manage both memory- and vo-intensive 
applications, the ports are configurable in a variety of 
ways: 

Port 0 can be split into two 4-bit nibbles, either of 
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2. Merged storage. The Z8 has 124 gener-

al-purpose registers, 4 1/0-port registers, 

and 16 registers for status and control. Four-

bit nibbles can also address registers, since 

the file is divided into nine groups of 16 

locations each. The register pointer identifies 

the group to be accessed. 
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3. Interruptions. The Z8's six vectored interrupts are individually or globally maskable and can be assigned priorities by software. The output 

of the priority-determining logic points to a vector in program memory that corresponds to the interrupt request being serviced. 

which can be programmed as input, output, or external-
memory address. 
• Port 1 can be programmed as a byte-wide 1/0 port and 
as a multiplexed address/data port for interfacing exter-
nal memory. 
• The eight lines of port 2 can be programmed bit by 
bit, either as inputs or outputs. The output buffers of this 
port can have their pull-ups disabled by software as an 
option to provide open-drain outputs for applications 
such as keyboard scanning. 
• Port 3, fixed to four inputs and four outputs, functions 
as either an vo port or a control port. Two lines can also 
be programmed to function as a full-duplex UART. The 
control functions of port 3 are handshaking, interrupt 
request, timer in and out, and status out. 

Communicating serially 

The ability to communicate serially is important in a 
microprocessor, since a distributed control system in 
effect requires such communication between local 
control stations, as well as to a central controller. The 
Z8's UART provides a simple and efficient means of serial 
communication, unburdening the CPU from bit manipu-
lation and therefore saving software. Data rates as high 
as 62.5 kilobits/second (crystal frequency +128) are 
controlled by an on-board timer, using two lines of port 3 
for serial lio. 
The UART also provides programmable odd parity. 

Eight bits are always transmitted. If parity is selected, 
the eighth bit becomes the parity bit; when parity is on, 
the byte that is read contains a parity error flag instead 
of the original parity bit. 
An interrupt request is generated whenever a charac-

ter is transferred into the receiver buffer. Although the 
receiver is double-buffered, it is not protected from 
overwriting. A transmitted character also generates an 
interrupt request, and the transmitter buffer, too, is not 
protected from overwriting. 
To free timing and counting functions—so often 

needed in real-time control applications—from software 
routines, the Z8 offers a pair of 8-bit counters, each with 
its own 6-bit prescaler. Each counter accepts a maxi-
mum input frequency of 1 wiz, derived internally from 
the clock or supplied externally. The dividing range of 
the prescaler (1 to 64), combined with that of the 
counter (1 to 256), allows a timing interval that ranges 
from 1 microsecond to 16,384 milliseconds. Of course, 
the two counters may be cascaded, which extends the 
timing range to more than 537 seconds. 
The counter-timers have several modes of operation: a 

regular clocked mode as described, a gated mode for 
period measurement, and both retriggerable and nonre-
triggerable modes. 
There are two methods by which a controller receives 

a peripheral device's call for service—by polling or by 
getting interrupt requests—and the Z8 can do both. Its 
six vectored interrupts are assigned priorities and 
masked by software. There are three sources for inter-
rupts: four input pins of port 3, one from each of the two 
timers, and one each from the UART'S input and output. 
Interrupt requests are stored in an interrupt-request 
register that can also be used for polling. 

Interrupts 

Each of 6 bits in the interrupt-mask register corre-
sponds to an interrupt, allowing them to be disabled 
individually. A seventh bit disables all the interrupts. 
When more than one interrupt is pending, a priority 
encoder, controlled by an interrupt-priority register, 
establishes the order of the requests. The output of the 
priority encoder is an address that points to a vector 
stored in program memory associated with the interrupt 
request being serviced. When an interrupt source is 
masked, the user can poll the source of the interrupt by 
testing the interrupt-request register. 
When an interrupt request is granted, the Z8 enters an 

interrupt machine cycle that disables all other interrupts, 
pushes the program counter and flags onto the stack, and 
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4. Medium-memory microcomputer. Both the separation of address spaces and the instructions that access them are geared to 

medium-sized systems. This 10-kilobyte configuration-6 kilobytes for program and 4 for data—requires only 12 address and 4 control lines. 

Handshaking with the Z8 

With the growing popularity of distributed systems, wheth-
er for interconnecting several pieces of equipment or for 
partitioning the chores within a given unit, the ability to 
connect processors in a fully interlocked handshake is 
extremely important. The Z8 lends itself well to such a 
hookup, with port 3 dedicated under program control as 
the handshake lines for the remaining ports, 0, 1, and 2 
(see figure). The handshake allows complex communica-
tion between Z8s — that is, between computers or 
between a computer and its peripheral elements. 

Referring to the figure, suppose the direction for half-
duplex transfer is from Z8 No. 2 to Z8 No. 1. Z8 No. 2 

USER'S SYSTEM 

I/O OR MEMORY 

PORT 0 
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PORT 3 
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READY 

Z8 NO.2 WRITES 
PORT 2 

 / 

DATA IS STROBED 
INTO 18 NO.1 

writes data to its port, forcing the data-available line 
(DAV) low, and this condition strobes data into Z8 No. 1 
and causes an interrupt request. When data is latched, Z8 
No. l's ready line (RDY) goes low. This transition in turn 
causes an interrupt request of Z8 No. 2 signifying that the 
transfer is complete. 
As long as RDY is low, no further data can be strobed 

into Z8 No. 1. RDY's low state allows DAV to go high on 
Z8 No. 2. When Z8 No. 1 reads its input port, RDY returns 
high if DAV is high, completing the handshake. 
The direction of communication can be reversed under 

software control. 
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USER'S SYSTEM 
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PORT 3 

 /  .‘—"----------- Z8 NO. 1 READS 
PORT 2 
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5. POS system. This distributed point-of-sale system uses the Z8 as both local processor and host. Z8s in each terminal (a) control printers, 

display, and keyboard and perform calculations. They also communicate serially with the central Z8 (b), which interfaces with a floppy disk. 

then branches to the location specified by the associated 
vector. It is only then that control is given to the user's 
interrupt-service routine, as shown in Fig. 3. 

Interrupts may be re-enabled either by software 
during the interrupt-service routine to allow for nesting 
(interrupts within interrupts) or automatically at the end 
of the routine by executing an interrupt-return instruc-
tion, which also restores the program counter and the 
flag register. 

Need more memory? 

When more than the 2 kilobytes of internal program 
memory are needed, the Z8 can address up to 63,488 
bytes of external Rom. What's more, there is a separate 
space allotted for external data memory—up to 63,488 
bytes of additional RAM can also be addressed. 
The two external memory spaces can be addressed as 

a single space or as two individual 63-kilobyte spaces. 
The address-space separation and the instructions used 
to access them were designed to optimize the Z8 for 

medium-sized memory applications. As shown in Fig. 4, 
up to 10 kilobytes of memory-6 kilobytes for program 
and 4 for data —can be addressed with only 12 address 
lines and the control lines. 
The logical addresses of external memory are from 

2,048 to 6,143. Addresses always appear on the 12 
external address lines, but when program references are 
made to the internal memory (0 to 2,047) the data-select 
() and read/write (R/W) lines are inactive. References 
made to external memory between 2,048 and 6,143 put 
the 12 low-order bits on the 12 address lines and substi-
tute ris and R/W (both active) for the 13th bit. 
The data-memory line (DM) separates external 

program and data memory. In the example in Fig. 4 (10 
kilobytes of external memory) for instance, if this line is 
not used the two external memory spaces are merged 
into a 6-kilobyte program memory, with the upper 4 
kilobytes also usable for data memory. For small memo-
ry applications (up to 512 bytes externally), 8 bits of 
address are used; for large memory applications (up to 
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124 kilobytes externally), 16 address bits are used. 
The flexibility of the Z8 is demonstrated in a fast-food 

point-of-sale system in which several ordering stations 
feed a central accounting computer and order-logging 
devices (Fig. 5). Each ordering station uses a Z8 in an 
vo-intensive mode to control a keyboard, a 41/2 digit 
display, and a printer. 

A point-of-sale system 

Transactions are entered on the keyboard and the 
item's cost is displayed. The total cost, including taxes, 
and the change due are computed locally, displayed, and 
printed. The Z8's on-chip UART transfers the transaction 
to the central computer for processing. 
The central computer is a memory-intensive applica-

tion of the Z8, which acts as a small-business computer 
controlling several peripherals and up to 62 kilobytes of 
external memory. It supplies prices, tax rates, and inven-
tory information to the ordering stations and performs 
inventory control and general accounting functions. 
Transactions are transferred to it through serial vo 
controller chips (Zilog slos) and placed in external 

memory until processed and stored permanently on a 
floppy disk. Interaction with the cefitral computer is 
through a standard serially connected terminal. 

Development support 

Program development for the Z8 can bé carried out on 
Zilog's MCZ or ZDS development systems, for which a 
Z8 assembler and software simulator complement the 
standard editor, file system, and operating system. 
Hardware support takes the form of an evaluation 

board and a system analyzer. The evaluation board is the 
inexpensive prototype kind, whereas the analyzer is a 
sophisticated self-contained unit that offers hardware 
and software development, measurement, and fault-diag-
nosis capabilities. Both can communicate with the MCZ 
system. 
As an additional aid, the Z8 is also available in a 

64-pin prototype package, which allows program devel-
opment in external memory. In this version, the bus lines 
to the external ROM are brought out of the package, 
ensuring that mask-programmed parts will perform 
without error when delivered. 
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Introducing the Z8, part 2: 

Rich instructions, 
nine addressing 

modes make 
coding easy 

by Charles Bass, Judy Estrin, 
and Bernard L. Peuto, Zilog Inc., Cupertino, Calif. 

D The programmability of microprocessors has im-
proved significantly over the last few years, and for good 
reason: with software development costs steadily rising, a 
rich, regular instruction set counts almost as much as 
basic chip cost in evaluating microprocessors. Further-
more, throughput most certainly depends on the kinds of 
instructions offered. 
The speed and byte efficiency of Zilog Inc.'s Z8 

single-chip microcomputer result largely from its power-
ful instruction set (Table 1). The Z8 processes bits, 
bytes, and 16-bit words using 129 instructions that 
combine 47 basic types with nine addressing modes. 
Most instructions are executed in 6 to 10 machine cycles, 
which, for the Z8's 4-megahertz internal clock, equals 
1.5 to 2.5 microseconds. The longest instruction requires 
only 20 cycles, or 5 µs. 
Three areas for program instruction and data storage 

are available in the Z8: an on-chip 2,048-byte read-only 
memory that can be expanded to 64 kilobytes externally, 
an internal 144-byte register file, and up to 62 kilobytes 
of external data memory. These separate address spaces, 
combined with the instruction repertoire and its various 
addressing modes, provide exceptionally dense program 
encoding, saving memory space, and increased data 
throughput, improving execution speed. 

The PLZ/ASM language 

The assembly language for the Z8, PLZ/ASM, is a 
blend of high-level data declarations and control struc-
tures from the PLZ high-level language with conventional 
assembly-language instructions. This mixture provides a 
balance between desirable programming practices (the 
result of high-level language) and machine-dependent 
operations (assembly language). The control statements 
available in PLZ primarily generate test and branch 
instructions that do not interfere with the programmer's 
control of register values or condition codes. An ideal use 
of PLZ/ASM avoids assembly-code versions of branches 
altogether. 
The assembly notation outlined in Table 2 uses the 

TABLE 1: AN OVERVIEW OF THE Z8 INSTRUCTION SET 

• Load. Clear, load, load constant, load external, pop, push. 

• Arithmetic. Add, add with carry, decimal adjust, increment byte and word, decrement byte and word, subtract, subtract with carry. 

• Logical. AND, compare, complement, OR, exclusive OR. 

• Program control. Call, decrement and jump on nonzero, interrupt return, jump conditional, jump relative conditional, return, set, 
reset and complement of carry flag. 

• Bit manipulation. Test under mask, test complement under mask (plus logical operations listed above). 

• Rotate and shift. Rotate left, rotate left through carry, rotate right, rotate right through carry, shift right arithmetic, swap nibbles. 

• Block transfer. Load constant autoincrement, load external autoincrement. 

• CPU control. Disable interrupts, enable interrupts, no operation, set register pointer. 
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generic name LABEL to signify that the content of a 
particular register file location and not its address should 
be used as the operand. For example, the instruction LD 
RO LABEL loads the 8-bit working register RO with the 
content of the location addressed by the label. An excep-
tion occurs when a program memory label is used. In 
that case, the operand specifies the address of the 
program memory location with the assigned label. 
The symbol # is used to indicate that the following 

symbol is taken literally. For example, #o represents the 
value zero, and #LABEL represents the value of the label's 
address, not its content. This symbol is generally used for 
immediate operands; that is, the operand appears within 
the instruction itself. The symbol @ is used to indicate 
that the following symbol be taken as an indirect address 
for the operand; that is, the specified symbol contains the 
address of the operand, not the operand itself. Hexadeci-
mal constants are indicated by the symbol % followed by 
the appropriate hex digits, for example, %AF. 

Addressing modes 

The Z8 instruction set uses six main addressing 
modes: register, indirect register, immediate, indexed, 
direct, and relative (Table 3). The other addressing 
modes —autoincrement, register pair, and indirect regis-
ter pair —are implied by certain instructions. 
Z8 instructions can be grouped into three classes: 

instructions for which address modes are not applicable, 
such as no-operation (NoP) and return (RET); and one-
operand and two-operand instructions, for which more 
than one addressing mode can be selected. 

For the one-operand instructions, the register and 
indirect-register addressing modes are applicable to the 
source and destination operands. Increments, decre-
ments, and rotates belong to this class. Three addressing 
modes are typically applicable to the source operand for 
the two-operand instructions— register, indirect register, 
and immediate. The destination addressing mode is 
register when the source is a register or indirect register; 
when the source is immediate, the destination addressing 

TABLE 2: ASSEMBLY NOTATION FOR ADDRESSING MODES 

Addressing mode Assembly notation 

Register Rn for working registers In is a 
number from 0 to 15), LABEL 

for registers 

Register pair R Fin for working registers In is an 
even number from 0 to 14), LABEL 

for registers 

Indirect register @Rn In is a number from 0 to 15), 

@LABEL for registers 

Indirect register pair @RRn (n is an even number from 

0 to 14), @LABEL for registers 

Direct address LABEL 

Indexed LABEL (Rn) In is a number from 

0 to 151 

Immediate #VALUE 

Relative address LABEL 

modes are register and indirect register. Add and 
subtract are examples of the two-operand class. 
The indexed address mode is used with the load 

instruction (load and store), when the indexed and desti-
nation registers are both working registers. Relative 
address (RA) is used for jump relative, decrement, and 
jump on nonzero. Direct address (DA) is used for jumps 
and calls. 

Several instructions (for example, load external and 
load constant) are available with an implied addressing 
mode, typically indirect register. These instructions can 
also be used in the autoincrement mode when the regis-
ter value is incremented after being used. This mode 
allows very efficient block moves, described later. 
As noted in Part 1, the Z8 contains a 144-byte 

random-access register file that is divided into nine 
groups, each occupying 16 contiguous locations. Eight of 
the working-register groups are general-purpose, and 
one is for control and input/output. 
The full address of a working register is formed by 

combining a 4-bit working-register designator with the 
upper 4 bits of the register pointer. Thus the working-
register group may be varied simply by changing the 
value of the register pointer. 

Designating a register by a 4-bit working-register 
address, rather than an 8-bit register address, often 
reduces the length of an instruction and results in a 
shorter execution time. Changing the value of the regis-
ter pointer is a convenient way to save the contents of the 
currently active working-register group, which is often 
necessary during interrupt processing. 

Bit manipulation 

The Z8 can set, reset, or test any bit within any byte in 
the register file. This includes any 1/0 port, and most 
control registers. Combinations of 1 to 8 bits in any byte 
can be set, reset, or tested for Is and Os. In other words, 
any byte can become a flag byte that is set, reset, or 
tested by a single instruction. The following examples 
illustrate this feature. 

Define the masks: CONSTANT 

BIT3: = %08 

BITS25: = %24 

To set bit 3: 

To reset bit 3: 

To test bit 3: 

To test for bits 
2 and 5 equal to one: 

To test for bits 
2 and 5 equal to zero: 

OR WAITFLG, *BIT3 

AND WAITFLG, #NOT BIT3 

TM WAITFLG, *BIT3 

JR Z. FLGZERO 

FLAGONE: 

TM WAITFLG, #BITS25 

TCM WAITFLG, #BITS25 

In all these examples the mask could be in a register. 
The ability to test data and make decisions based on 

the results is especially important in single-chip micro-
computers. The jump and jump-relative instructions of 
the Z8 have a repertoire of 21 conditional tests that use 
four of the six flags (carry, zero, sign, and overflow.) 
The jump-relative instruction, with its true range of 
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TABLE 3: ADDRESSING MODES OF THE Z8 

Mode Symbol Diagram Comments 

Register R 

(register) 

The operand value is the content of 
the register. instruction operand 

Indirect register IR 

(register) 
The operand value is the content of 
the location whose address is in the 
register. 

instruction address operand 

Direct address DA 

The des:ination address is the 
location whose address is in the 
instruction.(For program memory 
only.) 

instruction 

address operand 

Immediate IM The operand value is in the instruction. 

instruction 

operand 

Index X 

(working regi:,er) 

The operand value is the content of 
the location whose address is the 
address in the instruction, offset by 
the content of the working register. 

instruction displacement 

address  operand 

Relative address RA 

(program counter) 

The operand value is the content of 
the location whose address is the 
content of the program counter 
offset by the displacement in the 
instruction. 

instruction , address J 

displacement operand I. 

+ 127 to — 128, saves bytes and is easy to use. 
Since the Z8 has a fully continuous program space, 

the user need not be concerned with pages or banks. The 
same instruction sequences are used no matter where the 
code resides, internal or external to the Z8, across a page 
boundary or not. This is possible because, when using the 
direct addressing mode, the 16-bit addresses for jumps 
and calls are contained in three-byte instructions. Jump 
indirect and call indirect are two-byte instructions that 
point to a register pair containing the 16-bit destination 
address. Long addresses are not inefficient in practice, 
because extra instructions are required for page or bank 
organization. In addition, the simplicity of the code 
greatly improves clarity and reduces software bugs. 

Block transfers 

Up to 62 kilobytes of external memory can be 
addressed using the load-external-autoincrement instruc-
tion. For sophisticated applications such as intelligent 
terminals, high-speed block transfer of data between 
external memory and the register file is extremely 

important. In the Z8, this type of transfer occurs at very 
high speed with the load-constant-autoincrement and 
load-external-autoincrement operations. These instruc-
tions autoincrement the source and destination automat-
ically—much as is done in direct memory access. 
To move a block of data from external data memory 

to the register file, the load-external-autoincrement 
instruction (LEDO is used. The working register pair 
RRO contains the 16-bit external address, the working 
register R2 contains the register address of the destina-
tion, and R3 contains the number of bytes to be moved. 

TRANSFER: Bytes Cycles  

LDEI @R2 @RRO 2 8 
D.INZ R3, TRANSFER 2 10/12*  

18/20* 
per 
byte trans-
ferred 

•Jump taken/not taken. 
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INT 1: PUSH RP 
PUSH I MR 
SAP #RP 1 
LD IMR #INT1MASK 

INTRETURN: POP IMR 
POP RP 
I RET 

INT 2: 

RETURN 2: 

PUSH RP 
PUSH I MR 
SRP#RP2 
LD IMR #INT 2MASK 

JP INTRETURN 

!save RP and IMR! 

!set RP! 
!enable interrupts, 
of higher priority! 

!restore RP and IMR! 

!save RP and IMA! 

!set RP! 
!enable interrupts, 
of higher priority! 

1. Nesting interrupts. When entering an interrupt routine, the regis-
ter pointer and interrupt-mask registers are saved in the stack. In the 

second level, the INT2MASK value will alow higher-priority interrupts 

to be processed, but will forbid lower-priority ones from occurring. 

The load-constant-autoincrement instruction (wci) can 
be used to move data from the program space (either 
internal or external) to the register file. Data contained 
in the program space can be used for initialization and 
code conversion, as well as many other constant-value 
tables. 

Interrupts 

As was discussed briefly in Part 1, the Z8 has six 
levels of vectored interrupts— maskable and assigned 
priorities under software control—plus the ability to mix 
polling and interrupts. The register pointer mechanism 
can be used for fast context switching. In the simplest 
case, the program uses one set of registers for normal 
processing and another set for the interrupt-handling 
routine. In this instance, the following instructions would 
be needed when starting and completing the interrupt-
handling routine: 

INTHANDLER: !flags are saved, and 
disabled automatically! 

SRP #RPI !RPI is a constant for 
the interrupt RP! 

• 

• 

• 

SRP #RPN 

IRET 

!interrupt code! 

!RPN is a constant 
for the normal RP! 
!flags are restored and 
interrupts enabled automatically! 

Note that interrupts can be re-enabled either by software 
during the interrupt service routine to allow interrupts 
within interrupts (nesting) or automatically at the end of 
the interrupt service routine by executing the interrupt-
return instruction (IRET) that also restores the program 
counter and flag register. 

If nested interrupts must be processed, one of two 
courses may be chosen. For nonprioritized nesting, all 
the interrupts that were enabled can be re-enabled. For 
prioritized nesting, a new mask allows the user to re-
enable chosen interrupts. The separate interrupt-request 

BCD MODULE 

CONSTANT 
PORTINIT: = %45 

PO1M: = 248 

INTERNAL 
STRING 1 ARRAY 14 BYTES] 
STRING 2 ARRAY 14 BYTES] 

GLOBAL 

END BCD 

BCDADD PROCEDURE 
ENTRY 
SRP 
LD POIM, ePORTINIT 

IN LOOP: 

LD R4, 8 

LD STRING 1-1 (R4), RO 

DJNZ R4, INLOOP 
LD R7, .4 
RCF 

ADD LOOP: 
LD R5, STRING 1 (R4) 
LD R6, STRING 2 (R4) 
ADC R5, R6 
DA R5 
LD R1, R5 
INC R4 
DJNZ R7, ADDLOOP 
RET 

END BCDADD 

!set up port 0 
input port 1 
output internal stack 

!read in two strings! 

!input from port 0 store in 
strings from bottom up! 

!clear carry! 
!R4 = O from before! 

!add digits! 
!adjust! 
!output to port 1! 
!next digit! 
!loop! 

2. BCD routine. The Z8 accepts two binary-coded-decimal digit 

strings, adds each pair of digits, and puts out the result. The strings 

which are (eight digits long) are read from port 0, upper digits first. 

The output is routed to port 2, lower digits first. 

and interrupt-mask registers make it possible to use 
interrupts and polling together. 

In the example presented above, interrupts were 
disabled for the entire routine. In order to allow other 
types of interrupts to occur, the interrupt-mask register 
can be changed so as to disable only the interrupt 
currently being processed. 

Stack 

Under software control, the Z8 can use an internal or 
external stack, which is limited in size only by the 
available memory space. An 8- or 16-bit stack pointer 
occupies one of the registers or register pairs in the 
register file. Call instructions use the stack to store the 
16-bit return value of the program counter. Interrupts 
automatically save the contents of the I 6-bit program 
counter and of the 8-bit flag register on the stack. 
Moreover, the Z8 has push and pop instructions (see 
Table 1 again) that can save the contents of any register 
from the register file on the stack. 

Figures 1 and 2 portray two programming examples. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the use of the stack for implementing a 
prioritized nesting scheme for handling interrupts. Upon 
the start of each of the handling routines, the register 
pointer is set to the appropriate register group and the 
interrupt-mask register is set to mask out interrupts of 
lower priority. 

In Fig. 2, the Z8 takes two binary-coded-decimal digit 
strings, adds them, and puts out the result. The strings 
(each eight digits long) are read from an 8-bit port, 
upper digits first. The result is then transmitted, lower 
digits first, out another 8-bit port. El 
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Postscript on 
bit-slice familles: 
microcontrollers 

serve many needs 
by W. Thomas Adams and Scott M. Smith* 

Applied Research Laboratories, University of Texas, Austin, Texas 

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES AND GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MICROPROGRAM CONTROLLERS 

Bit-slice 
device Manufacturer Second sources Technology Unit/element ' 

Unit/element 
width (bits) 

Pins and 
package 

Power dissipation 
(mW) 

SN74S482 TI Schottky TTL E 4 20 DIP 473 

Am2909 AMD Raytheon, Mot, Nat'l Schottky TTL E 4 28 DIP 420 

Am2911 AMO Raytheon, Mot, Nat'l Schottky TTL E 4 20 DIP 420 

MC10801 Motorola Fairchild ECL E 4 48 OUI L • 1,738 
(total) 

67110 MMI — Schottky TTL U 9 40 DIP 835 

3001 Intel Signetics Schottky TTL U 9 40 DIP 850 

8X02 Signetics SMS Schottky TTL U 10 28 DIP 682 

9408 Fairchild — 13 L u 10 40 DIP 650 

Am2910 AMO — Schottky TTL U 12 40 DIP 1,024 

'Unit - one device controlling a memory pace of 512 to 4,096 words, depending on the device. 

Element = a bit-slice part, several being required to implement the sequencer for a reasonably sized control memory. 

2 Excluding resets, clocks, output bus enables, carry-in, etc.; intended to represent lines usually driven by the control memory. 

3Control lines for instructions + status register input + I/O bus. 
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D The processor elements reviewed in part 1 of this 
series on bit-slice families [Electronics, Aug. 3, p. 911 
mainly carry out data manipulation or arithmetic and 
are unlikely to be used alone. But the sequencers 
discussed in part 2 [Electronics, Aug. 17, p. 96] are 
controllers. When paired with a read-only-memory 
control store, they can be just what is needed in a 
high-speed application requiring more intelligence than 
it would be practical to provide with discrete transistor-
transistor-logic circuits. 
An example of a stand-alone use of the microcontrol-

ler might be as a high-speed intelligent front end for a 
minicomputer that is processing information gathered 
from a high-speed data-acquisition system. Digitized 
samples arriving every 150 nanoseconds would be too 
much for a metal-oxide-semiconductor microprocessor to 
handle, especially if it had to use its decision-making 
abilities on the fast stream of incoming data to, say, 
discriminate against false or aliased signals or to channel 
the stream to one of several signal-processing computers. 
The best controller for the job would be a micropro-

grammed control unit. Unlike those microcontroller 
elements that must be cascaded and would require addi-
tional addressing components for control-store memory, 
such units have built-in memory-addressing capabilities 
of adequate size. 

In fact, as the table indicates, a microcontroller is 
available to satisfy just about any need. Chips are avail-
able in a wide variety of technologies—emitter-coupled 
logic for the highest speed, standard TTL, and integra-

• Both authors are now at IBM Corp., Office Products Division, Austin, Texas. 

ted injection logic for power-sensitive applications. 
While many functions are similar from microcontroller 
to microcontroller, the requirements for power dissipa-
tion, address widths, and package size will differ and in 
many cases dictate which device to use. 

Untapped versatility 

In conclusion, the limited popularity of bit-slice parts 
is largely attributable to an uninformed public of design 
engineers who labor under certain misapprehensions 
about their capabilities. In particular, the parts are in no 
way limited to general-purpose processing or standard 
computer architectures. Yet emphasis is almost always 
placed on a family approach—cascading a given manu-
facturer's processor elements into a desired word length 
and sequencing the result with a similar cascade of 
related microcontroller elements. 
Such a construction is not the only legitimate use of 

the parts. It should by now be clear to potential users 
that the parts carry out basic functions (though some 
tack on a mix of additional useful features); that they 
can be interconnected in a myriad different ways; and 
finally, that many devices in bit-slice processor families 
can do very well on their own. 

All the same, it is worth remembering that, although 
bit-slice parts may seem interesting in terms of both 
throughput and flexibility, they are also expensive. They 
should be used only in applications that cannot be built 
with a handful of low-cost rri. parts and that can afford 
the investment in software development required. LI 

Reprints of this multipart article cost $3 each. Write to Electronics Reprint Dept., P.O. Box 
669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520. Copyright 1978, Electronics, a McGraw-Hill publication 

Fundamental 
next-address mode 

Subroutine 
levels 

Internal looping 
capabilities 

Internal storage for 
future branch 

Ports 

I 0 I. 0 
Control lines 

required2 

Inc PC 4 none none 1 1 D 6 

Inc PC 4 none next-address field 3 1 0 5 

Inc PC 4 none next-address field 1 1 0 5 

Inc PC 4 instruction, 
subroutine 

status flags or 
next-address field 

1 2 2 5+4+33 

Inc PC 
branch 

1 program status flags 1 1 0 
8 + 2pairwise 

Branch 1 5 none status flags 1 1 0 76 + 44 

Inc PC 4 none none 1 1 0 3 

Inc PC 4 none status flags 1.3 1 0 4 — 5 

Inc PC 5 program, 
instruction 

next address 1 1 0 6 

4 Number of internal lines for controlling the carry/shift logic for the processor elements. 

5 Not inherent; device must be externally wired. 

6 The seven control lines are sufficient for all branching as well; separate branch address bus is used only for input of variable 
next addresses such as macroinstruction entry points. 
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WHEN THE PROM 
MANUFACTURERS 
BUY PROM 
PROGRAMMERS 
FOR THEMSELVES, 
THEY BUY 
DATA I/0. 

When a semiconductor manufacturer tells you 
your programmer is the best and backs it up with 
a purchase order, that means something. 

Today, all major manufacturers of PROMs use 
Data I/O Programmers for their own PROM 
'programming needs. 

If you'd like to know why, we'd like to send you 
our free booklet "How to survive in the bipolar 
PROM, FPLA, PAL MOS EPROM diode matrix 

PMUX and gate array  
programming jungle 
Simply contact Data I/O 
Corporation, PO. Box 
308, Issaquah, WA 98027, 
or phone toll free 
1-800-426-9016. 



Engineer's notebook  

Window generator increases 
logic analyzer's capability 
by Colin Gyles 
Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal, Canada 

Although the diagnostic power of the logic analyzer is 
unparalleled for troubleshooting digital systems, its abili-
ty to detect the type of errors that lead to intermittent 
circuit failures leaves something to be desired. For exam-
ple, the analyzer would have difficulty in detecting a 
random error in a computer system that passed data in 
short bursts separated by longer periods containing no 

relevant information. In such instances, this circuit vast-
ly increases the recording range of analyzers of the 
time-domain variety, such as the Biomation 8100D. 

It is necessary to understand the operation of a stand-
alone analyzer to appreciate the difficulties involved in 
the display of certain data errors. In the example shown 
in the timing diagram of Fig. la, a strobe or similar 
data-request signal is sent from a computer or other 
control unit to a peripheral device. The peripheral then 
sends the data requested to the computer through the 
latter's uo port. Note that the data has a glitch, perhaps 
caused by noise, so that when checked by the computer it 
is found to contain an error. 
There are two methods of recording the error with an 

analyzer. The first method makes use of the analyzer's 
pre-trigger mode. Input data is recorded continuously, 

(al 

DATA-IN STROBE 
(REQUEST) TO 
PERIPHERAL 

DATA FROM 
PERIPHERAL TO 
COMPUTER 
(I/O BUS) 

MODE 

r-- 
i 
I 

( GLITCH 

LOGIC ANALYZER OPERATION 

1-4— 2,000 

1"."----3't e 

t — 

ANALYZER TRIGGER 
GENERATED BY 
COMPUTER ON 
DETECTION OF ERROR PRE-TRIG SAMPLES DISPLAYED --,... 

AUTO-ARM ANALYZER 
TRIGGER 

WOO SAMPLES DISPLAYED 
a 

2,000 SAMPLES DISPLAYED —,..1 
COMPUTER 
HALTED ON 
DETECTION 
OF ERROR 

ANALYZER 
(DESTROYED ON NEXT TRIGGER) TRIGGER 

WINDOW 
WINDOW 
TRIGGER 

\..„..e. 

WINDOW 
N SAMPLES TRIGGER 

RECORDED \..i.. 

• • • 

WINDOW 
N SAMPLES TRIGGER 

RECORDED '---.1.. 

• • • 

N SAMPLES 

RECORDED 

lb) 

( c / 

DATA-IN STROBE 
TO PERIPHERAL 

DATA FROM 
PERIPHERAL 
(I/O BUS) 

I I-5 
5 

5.1 

— >1 

5 5-1  

7  GLITCH 

FIRST I 
WINDOW 

LAST 
WINDOW s } 

N SAMPLES N SAMPLES 
1.4— —01 l•—• —el N SAMPLES le— 

1. Analyzer overview. In typical example, stand-alone logic analyzer records glitch in the last word received on computer I/O bus only, 

because of limited record range (a, b). Record range is vastly extended with window generator, which produces bursts of clock pulses during 

data-strobe time, permitting many data words to be recorded. Errors occurring in other than the last word received can thus be detected (c). 
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Now. An ACIA and Baud Rate Generator 
combined on a single chip. 

For only $6.95. 

Our SY6551, the newest 
member in the 6500 family. 
It's the world's most com-
prehensive Asynchronous 
Communications Interface 
Adapter. Here's why: on-chip programmable baud 
rate generator...15 programmable rates up to 19.2 
kilobaud ... small size because we've not penalized 
the asynchronous communications user with 
unneeded synchronous protocols & conventions... 
full compatibility with both 6500 and 6800 micro-
processors... and all it requires is a single +5V 
power supply. 

Other features: 
• Requires only a standard 1.8432 MHz external 
crystal 
• Non-standard user-provided baud rates at 16X 
external clock frequency (up to 125 kilobaud) 

• Stop bits: 1, 11/2 (5-bit word) or 2 

• Independently selected transmit and receive baud 
rates 

Circle 143 on reader service card 

• Parity (odd, even, none, mark parity, 
space parity) 

• Double-buffered transmitter and receiver 

• Half or full duplex operation 

• Serial echo mode 

• Interrupt feature and status register 

• And more 

Whatever your communications application —from 
intelligent terminals, serial peripherals and CRTs 
to remote data concentrators, POS. terminals, 
bank terminals and more—the SY6551's built-in 
versatility delivers. 

Contact Jerry Demsky or Mel Berger, Synertek, Inc., 
3001 Stender Way, Santa Clara, California 95051. 
(408) 988-5616. TWX: 910 338 -0135. 

'1,000 piece price SYP6551. 

Synertek, Inc. 
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3 
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10 
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9 
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9 
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1,74SO4 

CLOCK ENABLE 
TO ANALYZER 

5V 

470 S-2 

A6b 

Agc 

'474S02 

CLOCK 
ENABLE 

DIGITRAN NR 28138-3 MINILEVER SWITCHES 

UNITS TENS HUNDREDS 

1 2 

  5 V 

45 12 x 4.7 k&26 5 9 15 1 10 9 

A 8 

74S162 

A7 

LOAD 
9 11 A.55 

10 

1674SO4 

A 8 

74LS190 

Ag 

LOAD 
II 0 

13 

12 

A 8 

74LS190 

A9 

LOAD 
110 4 

COUNTER 
1 - 999 

4 

10 

51 62 

330 pF 

1674SO4 

68 62 

13 12 10 9 

Ai„ J7,74S20 

WINDOW START 
MARKER TO 
ANALYZER 

TEST LEAD 

51 12 

1. 3 FEET TWISTED 
26 AWG 

1 

2. Window generator. Data-in strobe from control unit (computer) drives trigger inputs, initializing record period as circuit generates N clock 

periods, 1 microsecond wide, to analyzer through clock-output port. The value of N may be selected from 1 through 999. 
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and the analyzer is made to display the events causing 
the glitch. In the case of the 8100D, it displays the 
sequence of states that occurred in the interval, 2,000 
sample units long, immediately preceding the trigger 
generated by the computer when the error was detected. 
Each sample unit corresponds to the period of the 
sampling rate of the analyzer's internal data clock. Thus, 
if the clock period is 20 ns, the events occurring up to 40 
;Ls before the trigger can be displayed. 

Needless to say, the larger the required recording 
range, the poorer the resolution and the harder it is to 
determine where an error occurs. And if the computer is 
so occupied with other duties that it cannot generate a 
trigger quickly enough after the error has occurred, the 
error will be missed altogether. Thus the time it, shown 
in Fig. 1 b, must be minimized. 
The second error-detection method uses the analyzer's 

auto-arm mode, which when triggered by an error 
records the following 2,000 samples. The circuitry is then 
rearmed. If a second trigger should occur, the analyzer 
destroys the previously recorded data and overwrites it 
with 2,000 new samples. The results of its operation are 
illustrated in Fig. lb, with the trigger generated by the 
leading edge of the data-in strobe. With this method, the 
required range over which the analyzer records is small, 
so that the resolution will be high. 
The error-detection problem cannot be solved satisfac-

torily by either method when the error is not contained 
within the last word received in a data stream (Fig. 1c). 
This condition might occur if the computer were making 
check-sum error determinations on a block of data from 
a paper-tape reader, where the results of the check would 
be revealed after the data word was read. In most 
instances, it would be impossible to display the error, 
since the time between strobes for a reader might be 100 
milliseconds or so, but the strobe width might be only 1 
microsecond. 

Thus, to record a block of, say, 10 words, the record 
range would be 10(100 ms) = 1 second, but the resolu-
tion would be only 1/2,000 = 0.5 millisecond, and it is 
safe to conclude that an error lasting 1 /As would not be 
detected. Ideally it would be desirable to record the 
period in the vicinity of each strobe, where the error 
would occur, while holding the analyzer's internal clock 
off during the remaining time. 

Therefore to detect the error, it is necessary to gener-
ate windows greater than 1 is wide by a counter deliver-
ing N pulses to the external clock input of the analyzer 
after each window trigger, where N could be selected by 
the user. Then, on receipt of a trigger from the comput-
er, due to detection of an error, the analyzer will stop 
recording (assuming pre-trigger mode) and display 
2,000/N windows. The recording range would be equal 
to 4 seconds if N = 50 (that is, R = 100 ms [2,00(]/50) 
for a resolution of 20 ns (equal to the analyzer's clock 
rate). This is an improvement of 100,000 times over the 
40-us recording range previously shown to exist for the 
same resolution. 
The window-generator circuit for attaining the desired 

range magnification is shown in Fig. 2. The clock input 
is driven by a square-wave generator to provide the 
desired sampling interval. The logic analyzer is clocked 

by the signal emanating from the clock-output port. 
When a transition of the required polarity occurs at 
either of the trigger-input ports, the unit counts N clock 
pulses to the logic analyzer, N being set by the digital 
switch, which has a range of 1 to 999. During the time of 
the N-clock pulse burst, the trigger-input port is 
disabled. 
The end result of the unit's operation is that N 

samples are clocked into the analyzer after each 
window-generator trigger. If the analyzer is set in the 
pre-trigger mode, then on recéipt of an analyzer trigger 
from the computer, the recording will stop, displaying 
the last 2,000 samples, made up of 2,000/N windows 
side by side. 
The window-start marker output may be fed to any 

one of the eight analyzer channels. This pulse is one 
clock period wide at the start of each window so that 
each frame may be identified at will. The clock-enable 
output can be recorded on a second logic analyzer to 
measure the time between window frames, if desired. 
Note that the analyzer can be used in all trigger 

modes while using the window generator. In any of the 
post-trigger modes, the recording is complete when all 
2,000 samples have been taken. If there are not a suffi-
cient number of window triggers, the analyzer will hang 
up. The burst-clock switch is therefore included to 
enable the recording cycle to be completed manually 
whenever there are too few triggers to record the 2,000 
samples. 
The circuit relies mostly on sequential logic, as shown. 

SI and S2 select the trigger speed and polarity, respec-
tively. A positive transition at A3a's clock input brings its 
Q output low. At the next positive transition of the clock 
input, Agb moves low. AO and Asa—Asa provide delay, in 
order that Agg be enabled when the clock input is low. 
This is to prevent generation of a narrow clock-output 
pulse, which could upset the analyzer operation. The 
clock-output port now follows the clock-input signal. The 
circuit is designed to minimize the delay from the trig-
ger-input pulse to the time the first clock-output pulse 
appears. 

Just prior to the first clock at Ag., the flip-flop Aab—A& 
was set, which enables counters Ag and Ag to be loaded 
with the digital switches. A7 is loaded during the first 
positive clock-input transition. This data is the 9's 
complement of what is displayed. Ag. is then set high, 
and the counters are free to advance from their set 
values up to 999, at which time the counters enable Alb 
and preset Agg to logic 1. 

During the next clock input, Agb moves high. The 
delay provided by Agb and Asa—A disables Aga before 
the clock-input transition arrives at its input, thus ensur-
ing that no narrow glitches can be produced at clock 
output, as mentioned previously. The logic present at the 
output of Agb then sets A6b—A, removing the preset 
signal from Aga so that the trigger can be enabled for the 
next window. 

Lead lengths should be minimized when building the 
circuit. The test lead for the trigger-input port should be 
built carefully also. It should not exceed 4 feet in length. 
A 51-ohm resistor on the hot side of the test lead will 
minimize ringing and reflections of energy from probed 
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Three ways 
digital storage makes 
our 820 a super scope. 

Right cursor _ 

Trigger point _ 

Left cursor _ 

Delta Volts 
between cursors _ 

Delta time 
between cursors _ 

Horiz. 
expansion factor _ 

Right cursor _ 

Left cursor _ 

1 Capture one-time analog events. 
There's no better way to record one-time events than 
our 820 Digital Storage Oscilloscope. It captures analog 
signals, converts them to digital data, then stores that 
data in semiconductor memory 
Digital storage techniques enable us to give you 

"pre-trigger" recording, a Biomation exclusive. You can 
actually begin recording a random signal before you 
know it's going to occur, and apportion the 820's 
memory to record data both before and after the trigger. 
And set the trigger level to prevent false triggers. 

2 Expand the display for detail 
analysis. 

When you need to analyze the event in detail, you can 
expand the display 2, 5, 10, 20 or 50x. Movable cursors 
let you pinpoint the portion of the waveform you want to 
study. And on-screen digital readout of time and voltage 
is automatic. 

Perform computer data analysis. 
Digital storage gives you maximum analysis flexibility. 
You can transfer the data, already digitized, to mag tape, 
disc or other permanent storage. Or you can read the 
data out directly to a programmable calculator or 
computer system. 

The 820 is the latest product in our six-year history of using digital storage techniques to help you 
capture and analyze analog signals. Other Biomation products enable you to convert your scope to 
a "super scope" by adding digital storage. For more information, or to arrange a demonstration in 
your lab, call Don Dedinas, (408) 988-6800. Or write 
us: 4600 Old Ironsides Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050. G 0 U LO m> bionbation 
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circuits. Twisted-pair wires should be used to avoid 
undesirable coupling effects. 
The circuit can work up to 60 MHz, with a one-count 

error between 33 and 60 MHz, which simply increases the 
window size by one. The size of the window does not 
substantially affect circuit accuracy. 

Synchronous pulsing cuts 
three-phase motor's dissipation 
by D. J. Greenland 
Cambridge, England 

At very low clock rates, below 20 hertz, the windings of a 
three-phase motor dissipate excessive power. But this 
problem may be overcome if the motor is not heavily 
loaded—that is, the torque is less than 20 gram-
centimeters. The circuit described here momentarily 
switches on the motor's supply line synchronously with 
the phase-generator clock pulse that activates each wind-
ing in sequence. Pulsing the windings at a low duty cycle 
and at the start of each phase increases circuit efficiency, 
yet enables the motor to develop sufficient torque. 

Consider the savings in power. If each winding has a 
dc resistance of 15 ohms and is periodically energized 
from a 28-volt source, the power dissipated by each 
winding as the clock rate approaches zero is P= 
(28)2/15, or 52.26, watts. Even when working at 20 
hertz, or a 50-millisecond period, each winding would be 
energized for the same 50 ms or so and the power 
consumed per phase would be P = (282/15)(50)(10 -3) 

= 2.61 w. But if the energizing time can be reduced to 
1 ms, say, the power consumed will be P= 
(282/15)(1)(10 -3) = 52.26 milliwatts. 
The energizing time, Tc, is controlled by elements R 

and C of the 74121 monostable multivibrator, AI, as 
shown in the figure. The one-shot is driven by the same 
phase generator clock, 4) cK , that also drives the three-
phase switching circuit. (Since many well-known 
arrangements exist for deriving the required phase volt-
ages for the windings, the actual schematic for the 
network is not shown here.) 
Al fires on the positive edge of 4) cK and generates a 

I -ms pulse that charges CI, switches Q,, and brings its 
collector to 28 v. Q2 then turns on, driving the particular 
windings that happen to be activated at that instant by 
the switching network. The -O. output of Al then moves 
back to 1 after the 1-ms interval and C, discharges 
through R2 exponentially. CI, RI, and R2 are selected 
once the frequency of OcK, R, and C. are known 

It should be mentioned that at clock rates above 1 
kilohertz, this circuit offers no power-saving advantage. 
This is because the period of 1-kHz waveform is 1 ms, 
comparable to the duty cycle required to reduce the 
dissipation for the 20-Hz clock previously discussed. E 

Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original 
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for 
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $50 for each item published. 
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1 ms   
V= 28 e-'182 

NN 
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3-PHASE 
SWITCHING 
NETWORK 

Conservation. Power-pulsing the windngs of three-phase stepping 

motor at a low duty cycle and at the start of each phase cuts motor's 

internal dissipation while developing sufficient torque for medium 

loads. This technique is especially useful at stepping rates approach-

ing dc, where motor-overheating problems are notorious. 
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Engineer's newsletter 
Multiplier makes One of the more popular balanced modulator-demodulator circuits is the 
a better bal Motorola MC 1596, according to Arthur Delagrange of the Navy Depart-- anced  

ment's Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren, Va. But he notes that 
modem this circuit has a totem-pole arrangement of transistors, requiring that the 

two inputs and the output all be at different dc voltages. If the circuit is 
biased for unity gain and maximum dynamic range, only the carrier input 
is at ground. The signal input must be biased below ground, so that it picks 
up noise from the negative supply unless decoupling or regulating circuitry 
is added. The output must be biased above ground, so it picks up noise 
from the positive supply unless a differential amplifier is added. 
The use of an MC 1594 multiplier can eliminate these problems. This 

device can be made into a balanced modulator simply by driving the Y 
input into saturation. Then both inputs and outputs are all biased at 
ground, but all have low power-supply sensitivity and full ± 10-v dynamic 
range. The only disadvantage: the MC 1594 is slower and costs more. 

Multiwire Are you considering the use of multilayer printed-circuit boards for a large 
u pstages system? A recent investigation at Rockwell's Autonetics Marine Systems 

division compared the cost of Kollmorgen Corp.'s automatic wiring tech-
multilayer nique called Multiwire against multilayer boards in the engineering phase 

of a large electronic military system. Aimed at improving the signal-
to-noise ratio of sonar signal inputs, this system required 48 circuit boards 
of nine different types. The study showed that for this system there would 
be an engineering cost saving of $17,586 if Multiwire were used. During a 
future phase of this program, Multiwire boards will be evaluated for their 
adaptation to the manufacturing cycle 

Stronger lens Are you using acrylic for the bubble magnifying lens of your light-
emitting-diode digital display? While acrylic is very clear, it has a much 

gets same-size Image lower refractive index than other optical thermoplastics and therefore 
from smaller LEDs requires the design of more complex and costlier higher-magnification 

lens. U. S. Precision Lens has found a lens material as clear as acrylic but 
with greater magnifying power — Richardson's NAS acrylic copolymer 
composed of 70% styrene and 30% acrylic. This material, with a D-542 
refractive index of 1.56 and 90% light transmission, allows smaller LED 
digits to be used and thus saves on the cost of their raw materials. For 
more information about NAS, write The Richardson Co., Polymeric 
Systems Division, 15 Meigs Ave., Madison, Conn. 06443. 

Here comes the The third databook prepared by the Air Force's Reliability Center on the 
subject of reliability in hybrid circuits has just been released. Like its 

3rd annual update predecessors, the MDR-9 presents data collected from thousands of hybrid 
on hybrid reliability circuits used in many industry and Government programs and analyzed 

over the year preceding publication of the databook. The 300-page volume 
summarizes more than 200 million hours of field operation and 750 
thousand hours of reliability tests, plus burn-in and screening information, 
on more than 100,000 parts representing all types of lc technology. Also 
featured is a section dealing with failure rates of various resistors, capaci-
tors, and other components for hybrids. A copy costs $50 from the 
Reliability Analysis Center, Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss Air 
Force Base, N. Y. 13441. Jerry Lyman 
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When you combine a 
handheld autoranging DMM 
and a microcomputer calculator; 
what do you get? 
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calc eter 
...a new dimension 
in multimeters 
that can save you 
hours per week 
through these 
"micro-powered" 
measurement 
techniques: 
SET UP ONCE, THEN 
AUTOMATICALLY 
AND DIRECTLY... 
You scale/offset... 
You sort with limits... 

You average noise away... 
You get dBV directly... 

You display in % DEVIATION... 
You troubleshoot by sound... 
You measure and HOLD one 
million times on a single 

9V battery... 

You control and datalog remotely 
with accessory printer... 
You perform math conversions 
with 11 special keys... 
You store...five different 
locations. 
Plus autoranging, autozeroing, 
autopolarity... 

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE... 

BASIC UNIT U.S. A ONLY 

Displayed at 
WESCON Sept. 1978 
ISA Oct. 1978 

re1275 
Circle 99 on reader service card 

ELECTRO SCIENTIFIC 
INDUSTRIES, INC. 
Portland, OR. 



Look what our custom CMOS microcomputer helps you do: 
ESI's all new Calcumeter 4100 is a far cry from simple measurement and calculation ... It's a synthesis and total 
integration of the two main functions of every electronic engineer's life. Starting from our 25 years leadership in precision 
instrumentation, we let our imagination fly as to what a microcomputer could do ...The following Special Measurement 
Modes will automatically condition every measurement you make in volts, amps and ohms: 

SCALING AND/OR 
OFFSET 
Program a constant and au-

tomatically scale any measurement. Add 
or subtract a constant to a direct or scaled 
value. Program the two together. 

DIGITAL AVERAGING 
Average nth measurements. 
Program away noise. Increase 

resolution. 

HI-LO LIMITS SORTING 
Program upper and lower limits 
and graphically display each 

measurement value proportionally to the 
limits. Limits can be over wide dynamic 
range—on different ranges. I -Error , 

INVERSE CONVERSION 
Converts every measurement to 
its inverse value. Display resist-

ance as conductance. 

DECIBEL VOLTAGE 
Display each measurement ref-
erenced to a programmed value 

in decibels. Display (dBV) =20 Logic= 

DEVIATION MODE 
Displays each measured value 
as a percent deviation of a pro-

grammed nominal or previously meas-
ured value. 

AUDIBLE ALARM 
Once pushed, a crisp tone 
sounds whenever an error oc-

curs—particularly useful when in the LIM-
ITS or FIXED RANGE modes. 

PLUS THESE SPECIAL 
MATH KEYS! 
Every measured value is 
automatically stored in the x 
register for direct calculator 
conditioning. 
• Sum measurements. 
• Process complex equations. 
• Store up to 5 measurements. 
• Solve for parallel resistances. 
• All in efficient Reverse Polish 
Notation. 

AND THE ABILITY TO 
STORE AND MOVE DATA 
TO FIVE DIFFERENT 
MEMORY LOCATIONS 
You get a four-level stack, plus 
an independent Memory. Four 
direct Memory keys with 
momentary display of Memory 
contents. 

11111111111111 

A 31/2-digit DMM with 
extraordinary portability 

Autorange or Fixed You're in 
autorange when you turn on, 

which automatically seeks best resolution 
within six ranges. Or push RANGE and a 
number to select a specific range. 

Measure continuously 
twice a second. Press HOLD to 
store final reading. 

1,000,000 Single Cycle 
Measurements or 3000 hours 
from one 9 V battery. 

11111 Display Control Select engi-
neering notation, scientific nota-

tion or programmable fixed decimal. The 
calculator works with 8 digits, while the 
measurement electronics resolves 31/2. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
AMPS: 10 ,(A.A resolution up to 200 mA, to 
20 Amps with accessory shunt. 
VOLTS: 10 iV sensitivity through 1000 
Vdc, 750 Vac. 
OHMS: 0.111 resolution through 20 M St. 
Basic accuracy: 0.25% dcV. 

CALCUMETER OPERATION SELECTION 
You program one from each group. 

MEASUREMENT 
FUNCTIONS 

RANGE 
CONTROL 

MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT DISPLAY 
CONTROL MODES FORMATS 

A ••••••ac AUTORANGING SINGLE CYCLE 
MEASUREMENT 

DIRECT 
MEASUREMENT 

ENGINEER 
NOTATION 

S2 
dc FIXED RANGES CONTINUOUS 

MEASUREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
MEASUREMENT 

MODES 

SCIENTIFIC 
NOTATION 

FIXED 
DECIMAL 

FULL SCALE RANGES 
PUSH DC VOLTS 

RANGE 

RANGE 1 19.990 x 10-3 
RANGE 2 199.90 x 10-3 
RANGE 3 1.9990 

RANGE 4 19.990 
RANGE 5 199.90 

RANGE 6 1000 

AC VOLTS DC AMPS AC AMPS 

AUTORANGE 

19.990 x 10-3 19.990 x 10-3 19.990 x 10-3 
199.90 x 10-3 199.90 x 10-3 199.90 x 10-3 
1.9990 
19.99 
199.90 
750 

Current ranges can be 
expanded by using ESI 
Model 4130 Current 
Shunt. 

OHMS 

199.90 
1.990 x 10' 

19.990 x 10' 
199.90 x 103 
1.9990 x 10° 
19.990 x 10° 

CALL NOW TOLL FREE 1-800-547-5637 OR USE COUPON ON BACK 



calcumeterznoo 
The "micro-powered" multimeter with a mind of its own. Options/Accessories 

The Calcumeter is the first to offer 
the best of both worlds as far as a cal-
culator and a high performance process-
ing digital voltmeter are concerned ... 
combining them into one interactive 
package, which makes possible functions 
not performed on any other DMM or cal-
culator at any price. 
And you order with confidence, know-

ing that the guarantee below is backed by 
one of the industry's oldest and most care-
ful manufacturers of precision instru-
mentation. 

OUR NO RISK 
FREE TRIAL GUARANTEE 

With no strings attached you can 
order your Calcumeter 4100, and 
the accessories you desire, use 
them for two weeks and still return 
them for full credit or refund if you 
are not satisfied for any reason. In 
addition, the product carries a full 
year warranty. 

O ORDER NOW! 

Call 1-800-547-5637 FREE to 
place your order (Oregon residents: 
1-503-297-1729) 

O OR, SEND YOUR PURCHASE 
ORDER TO: 
Micrometrics, Inc.*Suntek Business Park 
9450 S.W. Barnes Rd. 
Portland, OR 97225 

O OR, USE THIS COUPON 
BELOW (TO ADDRESS ABOVE) 

The $389 
"micro-powered" 
package: 
The standard package and equipment 
that comes with every Calcumeter 4100 
includes the following: 
1) Calcumeter 4100, with 9V battery. 
2) Test leads with fingerguard probes and 

recessed connectors. 

3) Direct prod for probing with instrument 
in hand. 

4) Two alligator clips that screw on to end 
of probes. 

5) Complete Owner's Handbook (priced" 
$10 when purchased separately). Over 
100 pages. 

6) Shortform manual—snaps into storage 
case. 

7) Storage case and benchtop cradle. 

*Exclusive sales agent for all Calcumeter products designed and manufactured by Electro Scientific Industries. 

 TO MICROMETRICS, Inc.," PORTLAND, OR. Please ship the following: E LIT ONLY] 
QTY ITEM  @$  TOTAL  

Calcumeter 4100: Includes 
test leads & probes, clips, 
direct prod, storage case, 
owner handbook, 
shortform manual, battery 

Data Logging Printer #4142 189.00 

PAYMENT CHOICE: 

CASH—Check or money order enclosed 

El PURCHASE ORDER—Attached—Terms Net 30 

389.00 El CREDIT CARD—Charge to: 

Temperature Probe #4120 69.00 

Battery Eliminator #4110 12.50 

RF Probe #4122 69.00 

Banana Plug Adaptor #4115 6.00 

Foot Switch #4116 18.00 

Soft Case—Calcumeter #4118 9.50 

Soft Case—Printer #4119 9.50 

Current Probe #4132 89.00 

Current Shunt #4130 39.00 

Owner Handbook only #78082 10.00 

Shipping & Handling 

TOTAL 

E VISA /BAC D MASTER CHARGE 
Include 4 lit number above name on card. 

EXPIRATION 
DATE 

E 

NAME  

  CO. /ORG  

  ADDRESS  

  CITY  _ 

  STATE  

3.00 SIGN HERE 

TITLE PHONE ( 

Data Logging Printer 
A must for anyone desiring automatic data 
printout, this low cost printer plugs into the 
Calcumeter's bidirectional data port next 
to the output jacks. Internal clock permits 
interval sampling ranging from 3 seconds 
to three hours. Five button control. AC 
powered. 

Temperature Probe 
From —55°C to +125°C 

RF Probe — Usable to 200 MHz 
Current Shunt— Expands current 
measurement up to 20 amps. 

Battery Eliminator 

Banana plug adaptor 

watt 
Foot switch— For remote start. 

AC Clamp-on Current probe 
expands current measurement to 200 amps. 

Soft cases for Calcumeter 
and Printer 
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Why take a chance? 
If you're not up to date on new electronics products, you 
might make a costly mistake. Don't risk it. 

New Product Trends 
In Electronics 
Number One 
by the editors of Electronics Magazine 
333 pages, $14.95 

o 

Every year thousands of new electronics products 
enter the market and compete for your attention. 
With all the demands on your time, it's hard to select 
out the few that are really significant. And it's very 
easy to miss those that can make a difference in the 
success of your projects. Until now. 

Only the most important... 
new equipment and materials are chosen to appear in the 
"New Products" section of Electronics. Now these stories— 
from December 1976 through November 1977—are brought 
together in this instant-access information resource. No more 
going back through past issues. No more wondering if you've 
overlooked something you really needed to know about. 

Technology plus marketing... 
Product descriptions, applications, and operation are meticulously re-
searched by our team of specialists in direct contact with the people 
responsible for each product's development. An insider's view of 
market and technology trends is presented to keep you up-to-date on 
where product development is... and where it's going. 

Emphasizing function, more than 800 products are divided into 60 
categories. You can pick up this catalog of important new prod-
ucts and instantly find the one that solves a specific problem 
you're having right now. Cross-references make it easy to match 
products to needs across a wide range of technology. 

Or just browse through it when you have a few minutes 
to explore all the exciting developments throughout the industry. 

Either way, it's a great way to stay in touch— 
professionally and enjoyably. 

Order today, using the coupon below, and don't forget the 
other valuable books in the Electronics Books Series. 

Electronics Book Serles 
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520 

»0 
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• amplifiers 

• industrial equipment 

• semiconductors 

• power supplies 

• displays 

• memory products 

new 

sneetcsnew mends 
new --
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
numbeR one 
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Book series 
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• communications equipment 
• computers 

• components 

• instruments 

• packaging and production equipment 

• data converters 

1. Microprocessors 
Send me  copies at $8.95 per copy. 

2. Applying Microprocessors 
Send me  copies at $9.95 per copy. 

3. Large Scale Integration 
Send me copies at $9.95 per copy. 

4. Basics of Data Communications 
Send me  copies at $12.95 per copy. 

S. Circuits for Electronics Engineers 
Send me   copies at $15.95 per copy. 

6. Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers 
Send me  copies at $15.95 per copy. 

7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes 
Send me  copies at $12.95 per copy. 

8. New Product Trends in Electronics 
Send me  copies at $14.95 per copy. 

If after my 10-day free-trial examinatiDn I am rl.at fully satisfied I understand 
that my payment will be refunded. 

D Payment enclosed D Bill frm D Bill me 
Charge to my credit card: 
D American Express 0 Diners CI•Jb 

BankAmericard/Visa D Master Charge• 

Acct No. Date Exp. 

'On Master Charge only.first ni.mbers above name  

Name Title 

Company 

Street 

City S:ate Zip 

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book. Signature 
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DATA 
PRECISION 

GIVES 
YOU 

ABILITY 
D MUCH 
MORE. 



Data Precision's leadership in digital 
instrumentation is based on high-value 
product planning, years-ahead engi-
neering, and painstaking quality 
control. As a result, over 100,000 Data 
Precision instruments are now pro-
viding dependable service, at sustained 
accuracy, all over the world. 

In addition to the following portables, 
Data Precision manufactures a com-
plete line of bench and system multi-
meters and additional counters. 

Model 175 Portable 31/2 -Digit 
DMM—$189. 
This rugged high-performance instru-
ment gives you 32 ranges of meas-
urement capability, six functions, 0.1% 
DCV accuracy, 100 microvolts resolu-
tion, and more.. . anywhere you need it! 

The Model 175 also features 100% 
overrange, overload protection, auto-
polarity, automatic zero, and a big, 
bright 0.43" LED display. The Hi/Lo 
Resistance feature allows you to meas-
ure resistance from 100 milliohms to 20 
Megohms with two excitation voltages. 
You can also measure DCV from ±100 
µV to ±1000V, ACV from 100 µV to 
500V with a frequency response of 
30Hz to 50kHz, DC Current from 
±100 nanoAmps to ±2A, AC Current 
from 100 nanoAmps to 2A with a 
frequency response of 30Hz to 50kHz. 

- 
• 

L,-,: 

245 Portable 41/2-Digit 
DMM—$295. 
This is the multimeter that set new 
records for compactness and port-
ability in a 41/2 -digit DMM. No won-
der more than 50,000 units are cur-
rently in use in the field. The Model 
245 is a lab-quality, 5-function instru-
ment that features a basic DC accuracy 
of ±0.05 %, .005% resolution, 100 % 
overranging, and a large, easy-to-read 
plasma display. 
It will measure ACV (100 µV to 500V), 
DCV ( ±100 µV to ±1000V), Resistance 
(100 milliohms to 20 Megohms), AC 
and DC Current (1 microamp to 2 
Amps). AC voltage/current response is 
30Hz to 50kHz. 

Visit us at Wescon '78 at Booths 

Model 248 Portable 41/2-Digit 
DMM, 10 IN resolution, 
True RMS—$295. 
This 41/2-digit portable multimeter 
gives you 10 µV DC and AC sensitivity, 
True RMS AC voltage and current 
measurement, plus unsurpassed 
±0.05% basic DC accuracy, guaran-
teed for one year. Model 248 also 
features 100% overrange, overload 
protection, and a large LED display... 
and now it's only $295! 
This high-resolution instrument meas-
ures Resistance 100 m5-2 to 20MQ, DC 
Volts ±10 µV to ±1KV, True RMS AC 
Volts 10 µV to 500V, both DC Current 
and True RMS AC Current 10 
nanoAmps to 2A. For extraordinary 
performance and reliability—at a new 
low price—it's the Model 248. 

Model 258 Portable 41/2 -Digit 
DMM with LCD—$295. 
Our latest digital multimeter, Model 
258, combines the established sen-
sitivity, reliability, and performance of 
our Model 248 with a liquid crystal 
display and the convenience of 40 hour 
continuous battery operation before 
recharging NiCd battery module. 
Model 258 is a full-function (DCV, 
True RMS ACV, DC Current, True 
RMS AC Current, and Resistance), 
high-resolution unit with 10µV sen-
sitivity (both AC and DC) and a basic 
one-year accuracy of ±0.05% of input. 
It also features overload protection, 
automatic zero, and recharge warning. 
If you've been waiting for a DMM with 
LCD for optimized outdoor viewing, 
now you can have one that also has 
Data Precision's "years ahead" 
engineering behind it. 

918-920-922 

Circle 154 for demonstration 
Circle 155 for additional information 

Complete Package 
Data Precision Portable DMM's include 
rechargeable NiCd battery module, test 
leads, line cord with charger, carrying 
case, instruction manual, and 
individual test documentation—a 
complete report on your instrument, 
including temperature test results. 

Optional Accessories 
You can make your DMM even more 
versatile with optional accessories, 
including a 40KV high voltage probe, 
AC clamp-on current probes (150A or 
1000A), RF probe, temperature probe, 
bench stand, rack mount, mini-to-
standard banana adaptor, deluxe 
leather case, and high impact fiberglass 
carrying case. 

Model 585 Portable, 250 MHz, 
8-Digit Frequency 
Counter—$345. 
Here's a completely portable—battery 
and line operated-8-digit frequency 
counter that delivers laboratory per-
formance and exceptional reliability. . . 
anywhere you need it. Model 585 will 
measure frequency from 10Hz to 
250MHz—always reading directly in 
MHz, with correctly positioned deci-
mal point. Resolution is 0.1Hz with 10 
second gate. 
This counter has excellent sensitivity 
—10mV RMS to 50MHz, 50mV RMS to 
250MHz —as well as dual Input Impe-
dance (50Q /1MQ); a wide-range 3-posi-
tion attenuator; 3 gate times (10 sec., 1 
sec., 0.1 sec.). And you can read it 
quickly, easily, and accurately because 
of the big, bright 0.3" LED display. 

For complete information or a demon-
stration, call your local Data Precision 
representative or Data Precision Cor-
poration, Audubon Road, Wakefield, 
MA 01880, U.S.A. (617) 246-1600. 

DATA PRECISION® 
...years  ahead 

Prices U.S.A. 



Telecommunications, 
microprocessors 
share star roles 

at sold-out Wescon 
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35,000 expected in Los Angeles 

to see wares of 500 exhibitors 

and attend 38 technical sessions 

The breezes of economic change are blowing through 
California's electronics industries. As evidence, the Los 
Angeles Convention Center and the city's year-old 
Bonaventure Hotel are being prepared to embrace the 
biggest Western Electronics Show and Convention of the 
decade Sept. 12-14. At the sold-out Wescon/78, exhib-
itors and conferees will spread their wares and words 
before an expected 35,000 engineers, executives, and 
technicians. 
The other numbers for the 1978 show are equally 

impressive. Exhibit space was sold out in April, so the 
organizers added 19,000 square feet within the conven-
tion center. This permitted, in turn, the addition of 100 
booths to the 862 already laid out, meaning accommoda-
tion for a total of about 500 exhibitors. Even the profes-
sional program has been expanded: it now numbers 38 
sessions packed into the three days. 
The Wescon/78 theme is "Micro/Evolution," and the 

show will give a good idea of the pervasiveness of micro-
processors in electronic technology. But life is not all 
microprocessors. A look at the schedule of technical 
sessions indicates the growing importance of another 
sector: telecommunications. Fueled by Federal Commu-
nications Commission decisions encouraging competi-
tion, the industry is firing up for action. No less than 
nine sessions are devoted to telecommunications, fore-
shadowing a prime competitive arena of tomorrow. 

Telecommunications components 

The onrush of telecommunications technology is impor-
tant to component makers. As a result of the rulings by 
the FCC and the courts encouraging competition, semi-
conductor firms are providing low-cost, small, durable 
devices in almost every area of telecommunications. 
Manufacturers have been able to take advantage of 
large-scale and very-large-scale integration to produce 
both digital and analog Ics. Two sessions, "A New Breed 
of Integrated Circuits Invades Telecommunications 
Systems" (session 38) and "Designing with Single Chip 
Multipliers" (session 25), offer insights into the latest 
applications of highly specialized Ics. 

In his overview for session 38, Glen Myers of the 
electrical engineering department at the Naval Postgrad-
uate School in Monterey, Calif., emphasizes the impor-
tance of the Carterfone decision of 1968, which cleared 
the way for non-Bell attachments to telephones, encour-
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aging competition and prompting innovation. 
The other papers in this session cover five specific 

devices, each with a unique communication function. 
Bruce Ballard of Rockwell International Corp. in 
Anaheim, Calif., discusses both the telephony and 
nontelephony applications of dual-tone multifrequency 
anC push-button signaling techniques. Rockwell's DTMF 
receiver and binary-to-dial-pulse converter chips are 
offered as prime examples of Lst penetration of the 
telecommunications field. A related paper by Charles B. 
Johnson of Mostek Corp., Carrollton, Texas, discusses 
two complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor pulse 
and tone dialers that allow telephone designers to utilize 
keyboard dialing and to signal the central office with 
either pulses or DTMF signals. 
The hottest item in the communications industry— the 

encoder-decoder implemented as an 1c —is the topic of 
two papers. Stephen Moore of Siliconix Inc., Santa 
Clara, Calif., reports on a two-chip design for a per-
channel pulse-code-modulated codec. He emphasizes the 
advantages of the per-channel approach: flexibility for 
implementation in other systems besides the telephone, 
such as digital audio, speech synthesis, data acquisition, 
and telemetry. Steven Kelly of Motorola Semiconductor 
Products Inc. of Phoenix describes a dedicated solid-
state subscriber set for telephone systems and private 
automated branch exchanges that uses four chips for 
delta-modulated communication. The la consist of two 
codecs for simple operation, a wideband, low-power quad 
operational amplifier for filtering, and a solid-state 
transformer for line conversion. Lastly, George K. 
Warren of National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, 
Calif., discusses thick-film hybrid active filters for both 
PCM and DTMF telecommunication systems. 

One-chip multipliers proliferate 

In the session on single-chip multipliers, the emphasis 
turns to hardware implementation of digital signal-
processing techniques. In a detailed look at the available 
chips and how sophisticated implementation of mathe-
matical algorithms is possible with newer chips, Roy 
Levy of Advanced Micro Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., 
discusses their use in radar and sonar processing and in 
spectrum analysis. He compares today's 8-by-8-bit and 
16-by-16-bit serial/parallel multipliers with the 2-by-
4-bit arrays handled by less sophisticated chips in the 
past. In the second paper, Bill Koral, of TRW Inc.'s LS! 
Products division, Redondo Beach, Calif., presents an 
in-depth study of multipliers as they apply in digital 
signal processing. He describes a 24-by-24 parallel 
double-precision multiplier providing a 48-bit product in 
200 nanoseconds—a feat necessary for complex recur-
sive digital filtering, as well as for spectrum analysis 
using a fast Fourier transform. A 35-bit-wide multiplier-
accumulator is also discussed as the heart of a circuit 
that can perform a 512-point FFF and produce the 
8-bit-wide complex data in 4.2 milliseconds. 
A high-speed 12-by-12 number cruncher in a 28-pin 

package is the subject of the third paper, by Dick Blasco 
of American Microsystems Inc., Santa Clara, Calif. 
Using V-groove mos technology, the device is said to be 
compatible with the 6800 and 9900 microprocessor and 

able to perform a 128-complex-point Fn. in 10.7 ms. In 
the last paper, Shlomo Wasser of Monolithic Memories 
Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., discusses a bus-oriented 16-by-
16-bit 2's-complement multiplier that interfaces with 
popular microprocessors. He points to the chip's 
1-microsecond speed and 16-bit resolution as ideal for 
speech processor and instrumentation applications. 

Microprocessors 

Microprocessors have revolutionized logic design: chip 
counts have been slashed, power consumption is down, 
reliability is up. Furthermore, when a computer runs a 
system, alterations can be as easy as changing a few lines 
of code— hence the expression, "extra functions are free 
with software." Obviously, however, something must be 
done about the skyrocketing cost of software design. 
Session 30, "Reducing the Cost of Microprocessor Soft-
ware Development," examines the subject from three 
perspectives: what a system designer should »know to 
develop a microprocessor-based design, how high-level 
languages can cut time and expense, and how the micro-
processor itself can be designed so as to be cost-effective 
through its architecture. 
System design will be discussed by Burt Masnik of 

Hazeltine Inc., Greenlawn, N. Y. With seven years' 
experience integrating processors into systems, he 
concentrates on debugging techniques. For example, if 
the system does not function properly, is the malfunction 
hardware- or software-related? A good way to find out, 
he says, is to write small routines whose sole purpose is 
to exercise the hardware to ensure its credibility, after 
which software problems can be ironed out. He also 
discusses what can be done about changing product 
specifications, the need for more detailed information 
from 1c manufacturers regarding their products, and the 
advantages of in-circuit emulators. 

Software components are addressed in two papers, one 
from Joseph P. Harakal of Intel Corp., Santa Clara, 
Calif., and one from Stephen M. Hicks of Forth Inc., 
Manhattan Beach, Calif., which offers miniForth and 
microForth as software design tools. Both speakers will 
look at the pros and cons of high-level languages in 
developing software for microprocessors. The advantages 
are many: they are inherently more portable than assem-
bly languages, they limit errors by accomplishing certain 
tasks automatically, and they are easier to read and 
write. However, they can be inefficient because they are 
further removed from machine code and therefore often 
produce too many object lines or run at less than optimal 
speeds. The Forth language is said to have solved some 
of these inefficiencies. 

Finally, processor architectures themselves can make 
programming easier. To get this point across, William 
Huston from Motorola's Integrated Circuit division in 
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Austin, Texas, reports on the 6809 processor, which will 
be introduced this fall. It has a number of addressing 
modes that allow, among other things, the use of posi-
tion-independent code at the assembly-language level. 
This means that high-level-language benefits like modu-
larity and relocatability will be available through the use 
of relative addressing and pointer stacks, which in turn 
will increase efficiency and reduce cost. 

16-bit processors 

Before it ever made an appearance, the 16-bit micro-
processor was thought to be the collision point, in terms 
of hardware, for minicomputer makers integrating 
downward and semiconductor manufacturers scaling 
upward. Now the collision is taking place, and two 
sessions consider the various products from just such 
bottom-up and top-down perspectives. Taking the bird's 
eye view is session 20, "Evolution to 16-Bit Microproces-
sors," organized by Thomas A. Longo of Fairchild 
Camera & Instrument Corp. in Palo Alto, Calif. Peter 
W. J. Verhofstadt, also from Fairchild, will discuss the 
Mountain View, Calif., company's 9440 central process-
ing unit, which executes the same instruction set as Data 
General Corp.'s Nova series of general-purpose mini-
computers. The 9440, built with integrated injection 
logic, uses a 16-bit multiplexed information bus to 
directly address 32,768 words of memory and up to 63 
peripheral input/output devices. 
Another descendant from a minicomputer past is 

Texas Instrument Inc.'s 9900 family of microprocessors, 
and the path downward from TI'S 990 mini to the 9900 is 
presented by Deene Ogden, from the company's Houston 
facility, who takes up the issue of compatibility between 
the machines. He tells how the cost of integrating from 
mini to microcomputer can be minimized only if the 
software is saved— with machine-independent high-level 
programming languages and a software-compatible 
family of parts. TI carries register-to-register minicom-
puter architecture in the 990 on down through the board 
products like the 900/10 and 900/4 on to the 9900 CPU, 
9940 one-chipper, and finally to the 8-bit—compatible 
9985. The 9985, the most recently introduced, is a 40-pin 
high-performance device with no tio that has 256 bytes 
of random-access memory (no read-only memory) and is 
oriented toward control applications. 
Not to be left out is the contribution of the minicom-

puter leader, Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass. 
DEC'S Michael Titelbaum offers his company's LSI-11 
microcomputer as a contender for high-performance 
applications and describes the extended instruction sets 
available to the user in a microprogram ROM that supple-
ments the standard four-chip set. With it a whole world 
of specialized high-performance applications like real-
time signal processing and extensive number crunching, 
can be attacked. 

Spicing up the session is a report on a proprietary 
microprocessor also from a minicomputer manufactur-
er— Hewlett-Packard Co.'s unique c-mos-on-sapphire 
16-bit device that goes into several of the company's 
instruments, including the new HP 2631 bidirectional 
intelligent printer. The control-oriented processor is a 
nonmultiplexed fully static part that runs from dc to 

5 megahertz and is housed in a 48-pin leadless-substrate 
package. The paper's authors, David Burns, Matthew 
O'Brien, and Lance Mills, of HP'S Data Terminals divi-
sion, Cupertino, Calif., go into the circuits that shift 
from c-mos to transistor-transistor-logic levels (the part 
runs on 12 volts), the 34 instructions, and the machine's 
regular register-to-register architecture. 
The session with the worm's-eye view is number 14, 

"A Close Look at the 16-Bit Microcomputer: Past, Pres-
ent, and Future." Represented is Intel's 8086 in a paper 
delivered by Dave Gellatly, who discusses the new chip's 
fit into the upwardly mobile 8-bit design world. The 
goals of the 8086 design were to extend 8080 features 
and add processing like 16-bit arithmetic, signed 8- and 
16-bit multiplication and division, efficient byte-string 
operations, and improved bit manipulation. 

Painting a family portrait are Motorola's Gary 
Daniels and Gary Summers, who relate the 6800 
approach, from the first 8-bit CPU to the forthcoming 
68000, or Macss, (for Motorola advanced computer 
system on silicon). Included in the picture are a pair of 
soon-to-appear parts. The first is the one-chip 6801, 
which comprises in a 40-pin package an enhanced 8-bit 
CPU, a 1-MHz clock, 2,048 bytes of ROM, 128 bytes of 
RAM, a 16-bit multipurpose timer, and 31 pins for i/o. 
The second is the high-performance 6809, Motorola's 
bridge between 8 and 16 bits. Basically a souped-up 
6800, the 40-pin part has lots of stack and address 
flexibility (for example, over 20 addressing modes) and 
new registers, new instructions, and new hardware (like 
a built-in multiplier). Yet it is upwardly source-
code—compatible with the 6800. 
The authors also give a peek at the 16-bit 68000, 

which coincidentally contains over 68,000 transistors. 
They stress the regularity and cleanness of the part's 
architecture—much like that of a minicomputer. The 
68000 supports six data types and a 24-bit address field 
for reaching 16 megabytes— big programs. Powerful 
new instructions have been added to the 68000 compared 
with earlier 6800 parts, Daniels and Summers point out, 
including fast signed or unsigned 16-bit multiplication 
and division, binary coded-decimal arithmetic, and a 
versatile MOVE instruction. 

Family 

Equally exciting is the forthcoming Z8000 from Zilog 
Inc., Cupertino, Calif. Peter Alfke will extol the merits 
of the 16-bit microprocessor and its proposed family of 
parts. He foresees use of the device in many high-
performance distributed-processing applications, as a 
result of the family approach taken by Intel. Alfke says 
that coming are: a memory management unit that will 
take care of the memory segmenting, address transla-
tion, and memory protection; a parallel I/0 interface 
with three counter-timers and a programmable interrupt 
controller; a dual-channel serial-tio communications 
interface that handles multiple protocols; an intelligent 
peripheral controller; and some buffers to interface the 
Z8000 with tio devices. 

Michael Smolin wraps up with a survey of micropro-
cessor trends that may hint at some of the developmental 
work at National Semiconductor. His area is advanced 
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microprocessor products, and that includes 16-bit units, 
one-chip designs, and other devices that are still on the 
drawing board at Santa Clara. 

Single-chip microcomputers 

Mostek's James Vittera thinks that enough has been said 
about single-chip microcomputers in the mundane roles 
of oven and toy controllers, and so he put together a 
session devoted to the role of one-chippers in more 
sophisticated applications. The result is session 7, "Sin-
gle Chip Microcomputers—Distributed and Multipro-
cessing Techniques." 

Vittera thinks that designers should look at devices 
such as cash registers and terminals as systems best 
implemented with several microprocessors—especially 
one-chippers, since they have their own program and 
data memory. The trend, he adds, is toward loose 
coupling, that is, having the processors communicate 
over a serial bus. 

Supporting loosely coupled networks are Intel, Motor-
ola, Texas Instruments, and Mostek. Michael Wiles and 
Fuad Musa have written a paper on Motorola's forth-
coming 6801, which has, in addition to a serial vo port 
that permits its use in multiprocessor applications, an 
improved 6800 CPU, 2 kilobytes of ROM, 128 bytes of 
RAM, a 16-bit timer, and 31 parallel, programmable 1/o 
lines for managing peripherals. The authors discuss a 
full-duplex distributed-communications system using a 
standard protocol that allows interconnection of either 
star or ring networks. 

Intel's Don Phillips proposes a cash register built with 
multiple microprocessors, namely, the 8085, 8041, and 
8049. The 8085 is Intel's enhanced 8080, running at 3 
MHz; the 8041 is an intelljgent peripheral controller with 
a CPU, 64 bytes of RAM, and 1,024 bytes of ROM. 
Together they perform all the calculations and internal 
operations. The 8049, a high-speed (11-MHz) version of 
the 8048, also has a CPU, 64 bytes of RAM, and 1 kilobyte 
of ROM; it is the stand-alone controller of the display in 
the cash register. The three chips communicate over a 
serial line, and Phillips describes a novel use of the 
8085's mov ACC instruction to create a universal asyn-
chronous receiver/transmitter in software. 

TI'S John Bryant discusses the 16-bit 9940 microcom-
puter. He considers the advantages and disadvantages of 
both loosely and tightly coupled systems of multiple 
microprocessors. The problem with tightly coupled 
systems, he says, is that the software design for them is 
just too strenuous. In such systems, all parallel-intercon-
nected processors share a global memory, and problems 
like conflicting requests and reliability must be resolved 
with extensive operating-system software. As a result, 
the lower-cost, serially interconnected approach better 
fits cost-sensitive microcomputer designs, and Bryant 

gives as examples several systems built around the 9940. 
Mostek's Robert Burckle proposes the same approach 

(also using the example of a cash register) built around 
the 3870 and 3872. The 3870 has 64 bytes of RAM and 
2,048 bytes of ROM; the 3872 doubles both those figures. 
In the cash register, the 3870 is dedicated to control of 
the printing mechanism, while the 3872 does everything 
else. Also mentioned in Burckle's paper are a pair of new 
chips in the 3870 family: the 3973, a 3972 with a serial 
port, which is heavily involved in Mostek's distributed-
processing game plan; and the 3876, a 3870 with the 
doubled RAM capacity of a 3872. 

Logic and memory 

Large high-speed computers have only recently begun to 
enjoy the savings in cost and power offered by Lsi, which 
has entered the highest-performance applications in the 
form of nanosecond and subnanosecond gate arrays. 
Session 3, "Programmable Bipolar Logic for High 
Performance Applications," takes a close look at the 
high-speed components offered by several manufacturers 
and their potential uses. 

Proponents of the gate-array approach include Motor-
ola and Fairchild Camera & Instrument. William Blood 
of Motorola's Integrated Circuits division, Mesa, Ariz., 
discusses the applications of his firm's new macrocell 
array, which, unlike the usual array of gates, is made up 
of a collection of cells each comprising many gates. Each 
cell is equivalent to a small- or medium-scale integrated 
device and is selected from Motorola's library of logic 
and arithmetic functions. 

Fairchild's F200 subnanosecond emitter-coupled-logic 
gate array is the topic of a paper delivered by James W. 
Hively. The F200 array actually comprises 168 gates, 
144 of which are internal low-level logic and the remain-
ing 24 are high-level or buffer gates. Gate delays in the 
family are a miniscule 750 picoseconds, and the parts 
come in special 52- and 68-pin packages. 

Bearing witness to the usefulness of this array, which 
can actually carry out 250 to 300 functions through the 
use of collector and emitter "dotting," or complements, 
is Control Data Corp.'s Richard E. Offerdahl. Offerdahl 
will discuss the efficacy of the F200 parts in a high-speed 
Cyber-76-type computer under development at the 
Minneapolis company. 
As a replacement for all the power- and board-

space-hungry 7400 family of random ra parts that 
surround nearly every high-speed design, John Birkner 
of Monolithic Memories offers his company's PAL high-
speed, low-cost fusible-link arrays. With PAL (for 
programmable array logic), not only can a user make 
tighter, more efficient designs, Birkner says, but he no 
longer has to keep a large inventory of 7400 parts. All 
that is needed at most is a stock of the 14 PAL parts, 
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since the function of each is determined when its fusible 
links are blown to interconnect the logic paths. 

Charles Mitchell and Phillip Holland of National 
Semiconductor describe the use of high-speed program-
mable Roms to generate Boolean functions. Using the 
PROM as a truth table for the logical operation makes for 
great savings in random-logic chip count, and the new 
PROMS are getting fast enough to replace rrL parts. 
"The Impact of New Memory Technologies on 

Computer Design" is the subject of session 16. fncluded 
are papers on MOS RAMS, bubble memory devices, 
charge-coupled devices, electron-beam addressable 
memories, and magnetic media. 

Mostek's David Wooten discusses how the inherent 
refresh and power requirements and error-correcting 
capabilities of dynamic RAMS affect the application of 
these parts in computer systems. He notes that in older 
computer architecture, designed with asynchronous bus 
structures and slower cycle speeds, dynamic RAMS can 
generally be applied Nyith no problem at all. In newer 
systems with synchronous bus structures, however, they 
are more difficult to use. But Wooten says that memory 
devices "will not force other changes in architecture. 
Memory devices don't change, they just get faster." 

Bubbles offer options 

The development of bubble memory devices is the 
subject of a paper by Gayle Lampson of Texas Instru-
ments' Terminals and Peripherals division, Houston. He 
notes that these devices offer the computer terminal 
designer more tradeoffs among transfer rate, access 
time, cost, power, size, and weight when compared with 
existing memory technologies. 
Don Smith of Control Data's Micro-Bit division, 

Lexington, Mass., explains the construction and applica-
tion of an electron-beam addressaPle memory (ERAm). 
The memory system is based on a vacuum tube 6 inches 
in diameter and 2 feet long that contains a silicon-
dioxide mos capacitor target 1.6 in. square. Each target 
can store 128 million bits, and the system Smith 
describes uses 16 tubes to provide a total of 256 mega-
bytes of storage. Since it costs some 10 to 20 times less 
than mos memory, Smith believes that EBAM can be 
applied in a storage hierarchy between the disk drives 
and the CPU as a fast paging disk or ho cache, instead of 
bubble or CCD memories. Although the technology has 
already been in development for nine years, he says, it 
will take until the early 1980s for the system to be 
commercially available. 

Floppy disks and their future are explored in a paper 
by George Sollman of Shugart Associates, Sunnyvale, 
Calif. Calling floppies "the most explosive peripheral 
technology of this decade," Sollman explores the state of 
the floppy art and discusses future refinements that he 
says could bring the floppy disk to 5 to 10 megabytes of 
storage per diskette, up from the current limit of slightly 
more than 1 megabyte. 
A more tutorial session on how these various technolo-

gies are applied to system design is session 22, "Memory 
Technologies: Systems Considerations and Applica-
tions." The session starts with a paper by Mike Chang 
and Brent Miller of Amdahl Corp., Sunnyvale, that 

discusses how the various technologies fit the different 
systems' performance requirements. Other papers 
discuss mos and bipolar RAMS and CCD and bubble 
memories, with the emphasis on current developments 
and soon-to-be available products. 

Instruments 

With microprocessor-based products having taken the 
instrumentation industry to new levels, designers are 
aiming for digital fault isolation. Session 29, "Solutions 
for Product Testing," covers the various techniques used 
for fault isolation and their effectiveness in design 
debugging, production testing, and field service. 

Hans Nadig of Hewlett-Packard Co., Santa Clara, 
Calif., discusses the basic technique of signature analysis 
and what design considerations are necessary to imple-
ment it in a microprocessor-based product. He also 
considers production and field service strategies based on 
signature analysis and gives a number of actual applica-
tions. Lawrence Badagliacca of Millenium Systems Inc., 
Cupertino, Calif., reviews a number of stimulus-and-
response test methods, describing in particular the 
implementation and advantages of a new instrument 
combining in-circuit emulation and signature analysis. 

Walter R. Kahn of Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore., 
approaches system maintenance and troubleshooting 
from the viewpoint of a documented service procedure 
used with his company's 851 digital tester. The emphasis 
here is on fast evaluation of system performance or 
malfunctioning by providing a means of measuring the 
chip's power-supply voltages, clocking waveforms, tem-
perature, and peripheral-circuit parameters. Finally, Bob 
Lorentzen of Gould Inc.'s Biornation division, Santa 
Clara, Calif., discusses the use of his company's digital 
testing oscilloscope in production testing and field 
service. It eliminates the need for software support when 
testing a microprocessor system. 

Session 35, "Automated Test and Control Systems— 
The Building Block Approach," focuses on the IEEE-
488 bus. It covers bus operation. hardware interfaces, 
troubleshooting, and applications to complete automated 
systems, both instrument- and component-based. 
The leadoff paper, by Claude A. Wiatrowski of the 

University of Colorado, Colorado Springs, describes the 
bus's logical operation and electrical characteristics and 
then compares several commercially available bus moni-
tor-testers. Mike Newman and Joe Hootman of Motoro-
la, Austin, compare bus interfaces constructed with ssi 
components with their company's recent LSI interface 
chip, the MC 68/488, and Intel's newly announced 8291 
talker-listener and 8292 controller chips. They give prac-
tical information on the use of these components and 
specific examples of their application. 

Session organizer Robert L. Morrison of Burr-Brown 
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Research Corp., Tucson, Ariz. concentrates on interfac-
ing the bus with data-conversion components rather than 
with instruments. He discusses interfacing digital-to-
analog, analog-to-digital, and data-acquisition systems 
with the bus. Finally, Richard Zitzmann of John Fluke 
Manufacturing Co., Mountlake Terrace, Wash., exam-
ines the advantages the IEEE-488 bus affords the system 
design approach, emphasizing cost-effectiveness, espe-
cially for software and instruments. 

Satellites and fiber optics 

With the rush to digital communications technology 
accelerating [Electronics, July 20, p. 88]. Wescon is a 
good place to gain an overview of the state of that art. 
Three sessions are devoted to the burgeoning area, with 
an emphasis on satellite systems. 
"Modern Communications: Techniques and Applica-

tions" is divided into two parts—sessions 15 and 21 — 
both headed by Bernard Sklar of The Aerospace Corp., 
El Segundo, Calif. Sklar's paper reviews the basic signal 
processing performed in typical digital communications 
systems. It traces the complete signal path from the 
information source to the receiver, focusing on format-
ting, coding, multiplexing, modulation, and spreading. 

L. Biederman of Lincom Corp., Los Angeles, consid-
ers the advantages and disadvantages of various coding 
schemes, gearing his discussion to practical examples of 
codes for both error detection and correction. He notes 
that "it's possible to use coding even in a bandwidth-
limited environment. The implication that coding 
expands the required bandwidth doesn't always apply." 

G. Huth of Axiomatix Inc., also in Los Angeles, 
describes the basic operating principles of spread-
spectrum communications. His state-of-the-art tutorial 
addresses the jamming problem and presents a proce-
dure for determining the best results obtainable in the 
face of a given worst-case jamming. F. S. Nakamoto of 
Rockwell International, Los Angeles, considers perform-
ance degradation due to synchronization errors between 
a transmitter and a receiver. 

Session 21 continues the tutorial format of session 15 
but stresses present-day applications as well as design 
principles. For example, L. M. Nirenberg of The Aero-
space Corp. speaks on multiple-access system engineer-
ing for satellite communications, including time-domain 
and frequency-domain multiple access. He presents a 
useful curve showing the relationship between message 
delay and carrier power/noise density as a function of bit 
error for continuous-phase shift-key modulation. 

Rockwell's J. C. Hoagland compares overall and 
component specifications for the space shuttle communi-
cations systems with actual results. Space shuttle 
communications are all digital, and many devices were 
especially developed for this application. These include a 

Wescon coverage 

In addition to this summary of important technical 
sessions, such as those on 16-bit processors, single-
board computers, instruments, and communications, 
Electronics' Wescon coverage also features a section, 
previewing the significant new products to be intro-
duced at the show, starting on page 171. 

For a related story, see the Probing the News article 
(p. 85) dealing with the electronics associations in the 
West. This article is based on interviews with support-
ers and critics of these industry groups: American 
Electronics Association, Semiconductor Industry Asso-
ciation, Electronics Association of California, and the 
Semiconductor Equipment and Materials Institute. 

200-watt continuous-wave à-band mechanical switch 
and a 200-w cw traveling-wave tube. Hoagland reveals 
what he calls a "major breakthrough" in his curves of 
system bit-error rate versus signal-to-noise ratio: his 
achieved data was very close to the theoretical limits for 
the system's bit-synchronous decoder. 

Session 31, "Communications Satellites—New Tech-
nology, New Services," has been designed by chairman 
Ivan Bekey of The Aerospace Corp. to provide informa-
tion on new trends in communications-satellite systems, 
techniques, and technology. 
The all-digital communications for the SBS satellite is 

discussed by J. D. Barnla of Satellite Business Systems 
Corp., McLean, Va., in a paper co-written by F. R. 
Zitzmann. This system will provide private switched 
networks for integrated voice, data, and image services. 
Barnla's discussion concentrates on the overall system, 
and a companion paper by Lee Pressman of Hughes 
Aircraft Co., Los Angeles, examines the satellite's trans-
ponder and antenna hardware. Students of AT&T's 
proposed digital data service, called Advanced Communi-
cations System [Electronics, July 20, p. 41], for similar 
types of communication using telephone lines should find 
these papers very interesting. 

Another hot topic, fiber-optic links, is the subject of 
two sessions. Session 34, "Fiberoptic Links Design and 
Installation Considerations," aims to give the technically 
diverse Wescon audience an overview of what problems 
will occur in real fiber-optic system operations. David R. 
Weller of Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N. J., is head-
ing the session; his paper on an optical data bus system, 
co-authored with Kinichiro Ogawa, reviews a new low-
cost fiber-optic data link that connects a PDP-11/45 
minicomputer with peripheral terminals. The miniature 
circuit was designed to take advantage of the compatibil-
ity in dimensions of tcs and fiber cables. A computer-
controlled fiber-optic test loop allows testing at different 
frequencies, temperatures, and cable lengths. 
A paper by M. C. Hudson of Valtec Corp. in West 

Boylston, Mass., indicates the state of the art in the 
design and installation of fiber-optic cables, with exam-
ples taken from Valtec projects. The connector problem 
is examined by Peter Keeler of Augat Inc., Attleboro, 
Mass. He explores cable and fiber selection, connector 
loss, splicing methods, and component selection. 
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Q.P.L. relays, one manufac-
turer comes first. First in 
experience. First in proven 
reliability. And first with the 
broadest and most accessible 
line of military relays on the 
market today. 

Hi-G's Relay Division has 
been designing and manufac-
turing military relays for 
almost three decades. 
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development teams keep 
on working to build better 
relays. Relays capable of 
handling higher voltages and 
lower signal levels, while meet-
ing the latest in established 
reliability specifications. 
We work to keep you first, 

too. By offering you the larg-
est number of Q.P.L. items 
available. By teaming up with 
distributors to put our line 
where you can reach it fast. 
So before you look anywhere 

else for Q.P.L. relays, let's 
talk first. (203) 623-2481. 
Relay Division 
Hi-G Co., Inc. 
580 Spring Street 
Windsor Locks, CT 06096. 

Let's talk relays. 
See us at WESCON, Booth 685-687 Circle 163 on reader service card 
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squeeze more performance from 
LSI 22 pp $3.00 

R-722 Demands of LSI are turning chip 
makers towards automation 12 

pp $3.00 
R-720 How EEs feel about engineer-

ing -3-part series 26 pp $5.00 

R-718 Display makers strive to refine 
their technologies 8 pp $3.00 

R-716 Special report -Japanese wave 
in semiconductor technology 24 

pp $3.00 

R-714 Special report -active filter 
technology 6 pp $3.00 

R-713 Electron-beam lithography 

draws fine line 10 pp $3.00 
R-712 Special report-large-scale inte-

gration 16 pp $3.00 

R-710 Personal computers mean busi-
ness 8 pp $2.00 

R-708 So you want to be a consultant 
6 pp $2.00 

R-706 Low-cost dual delayed sweep 
method 6 pp $2.00 

R-705 Powering up with linear ICs 12 

pp $3.00 
R-703 Special report -memories 

16 pp $3.00 
R-702 World market report 1977 24 pp 

$4.00 
R-616 Special issue-technology up-

date $4.00 
R-614 Power supply choices for so-

phisticated designs 8 pp $3.00 

R-612 Fiber-optic communications 
special report 24 pp $3.00 

R-610 Special report on hybrid-circuit 

technology 19 pp $3.00 
R-606 Special issue-Making it with 

microprocessors $4.00 
R-526 How reliable are today's compo-

nents 16 pp $3.00 

R-524 Special report on bipolar large-
scale integration 12 pp $3.00 

R-522 Special report on power semi-

conductors 12 pp $3.00 
 R-518 Special issue-productivity 

$4.00 

 R-514 Eight ways to better radio 
receiver design 6 pp $3.00 

 R-512 Design of circuits for dangerous 

environments 4 pp $2.00 

  R-510 Bipolar advances with I2L micro-

processor 8 pp $2.00 

 R-508 Designing microprocessors with 
standard logic 12 pp $3.00 

 R-506 The case for component burn-in 
7 pp $2.00 

 R-434 Designing systems with the stan-

dard interface 12 pp $3.00 
 R-432 An update on communications 

satellites 8 pp $2.00 
  R-430 Choosing the right bipolar tran-

sistor model for computer-aided 
design 20 pp $3.00 

 R-428 Designing with low-cost lasers 6 

pp $2.00 
  R-424 Microprocessor applications 28 

pp $3.00 
 R-422 A microprogramable minicom-

puter 8 pp $2.00 
 R-420 Computerized text-editing and 

typesetting 8 pp $2.00 
 R-418 Computer analyses of rf circuits 

8 pp $2.00 
 R-414 The ion-implanted n-channel 

process 6 pp $2.00 
 R-412 Liquid cooling of power semi-

conductors 6 pp $2.00 

 R-410 Special report on passive com-
ponents 16 pp $3.00 

 R-406 Designing with the new logic, 
C-MOS and bipolar 16 pp $3.00 

  R-324 Semiconductor memories are 
taking over data-storage appli-
cations 16 pp $3.00 

Charts 
R-516 Electronic symbols $2.00 
R-213 Electromagnetic spectrum (up-

dated 1976) $3.00 

R-326 Optical spectrum (6-page report 
and chart) $3.00 

Payment must 
accompany your order 

Make check or money order payable to Elec-

tronics Reprints. All orders are shipped 
prepaid by parcel post. Allow two to three 

weeks for delivery. For additional information 

call (609) 448-1700 ext. 5494. 

Back issues now available: 
1960 to 1969, $5.00 each 

1970 to 1973, $3.00 each 
1974 to 1977, $4.00 each 

USE THIS PAGE AS YOUR ORDER FORM 

Cost of orders 
Plus 10% handling charge 

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED 

SEND REPRINTS TO 

Mail your order to: 
Janice Austin 

ELECTRONICS REPRINTS 
P.O. Box 669 

Hightstown, N.J. 08520 

Name  

Company Dept  

Street  

City   State Zip  
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OUTPUT BOARD 

THREE REASONS WHY 
OUR NEW SWITCHERS ARE MORE RELIABLE 

THAN THE POWER SUPPLIES 
YOU'RE USING NOW. 

CONVERTER BOARD 

eye, .1 
INPUT BOARD 

The Sub-Modular Switcher family is a big breakthrough. Switcher lives up to its specifications, we computer test all its 
Because the electronics are simple— just three boards operational parameters. And you get a complete EDP test 
Input, converter, and output report with every one you buy. The Sub-Modular Switcher's 

So we've significantly decreased parts and increased calculated MTBF exceeds its 5-year warranty. In fact, Life 
component reliability, thanks to LSI technology. We've used Test data indicate that actual MTBF should be considerably 
less, so to speak, to give you more greater than the warranty period. 

Our internal modules don't use loose So, if you're tired of expensive, 
wiring or harnessing. The circuitry is inte- unreliable switchers, write for our free 
grated onto printed circuit boards, and brochure. 
joined by an interconnecting strip. The It'll tell you all about our Sub-
result is a power supply that's far less Modular Switchers. 
expensive —$1/watt for certain models The ones built to keep you in power. 
in OEM quantities. For further information, write to us 

The Sub-Modular Switcher family is on the East Coast at 211 W. Clay Ave., 
available in 22 models. So you can choose Roselle Park, New Jersey 07204, (201) 
from single or multiple output versions, 241-6077. On the West Coast, write to 
with power ranges from 50 to 300 watts. 401 Jones Road, Oceanside, California 

To make sure each Sub-Modular 92054, (714) 757-1880. 

acdc electronics 
KEEPING YOU IN POWER. 
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When you want top scope 
performance plus speed 

and accuracy in time-interval 
measurements... 

HP's 3,-time family Is the Answer. 
And a solution to your unique set of 
measurement problems. With bandwidths 
up to 275 MHz, crisp dual-trace displays 
and large screen viewing. Plus advanced 
Alime capability for unparalleled speed 
and accuracy in time-interval measure-
ments. You'll be able to evaluate transition 
times, propagation delays, clock phasing 
and more with greater ease than was 
previously possible. 

Simplified, more accurate measure-
ments. Pulse-period, pulse-width jitter 
and all digital timing measurements are 
simplified with the Analog Ramp Slime 
group. By setting the two marker display 
of start and stop points, signal drift errors 
are virtually eliminated. And for conven-
ient trace expansion, you can still easily 
switch to conventional delayed sweep. 
Choose from the new 100 MHz 1742A 
with third-channel trigger view ($2650*); 
the general purpose 200 MHz 1715A 
($3100*) and 275 MHz 1725A ($3450*); 
or the microprocessor-controlled 275 MHz 
1722B ($4900*) which electronically 
calculates à-time, frequency, dc voltage, 
instantaneous voltage and percent ampli-
tude measurements. 

Crystal-controlled accuracy. For 
precision measurements (to 0.002% 
-±1 count at 15° to 35°C) in lab and field 
applications, consider the crystal-referenced 
100 MHz 1743A ($3300*). It simplifies 
your tasks by making time measurements 
automatically, even dynamic timing 
measurements. Our exclusive triggered 
à-time mode eliminates the need for 
scope control adjustments. 
Just select your 
start and stop 
points, then 
read the time 
interval directly 
from the five digit 
LED display. 
You'll find it a 
real plus in 

set-up and production service. And for that 
augmented insight into digital systems, the 
third-channel trigger view shows clock/data 
line activity in relation to the trigger signal. 
Pushbutton troubleshooting. You 

can enhance the operation of any family 
member with HP's Logic State Switch 
option. This gives you pushbutton selec-
tion of either a time domain or data 
domain display when used with HP's 
1607A Logic State Analyzer. It's a sanity 
saver when designing or trouble-shooting 
logic circuitry. 
Rounding out HP's a-ime family are 

the features you expect from a high-
performance oscilloscope. Like a human 
engineered front panel and switch select-
able 50 ohm/1 megohm input impedance. 

Plus HP's Easy IC Probes which help 
you avoid shorting hazards and improve 
closely spaced probe connections. 

User benefits and conven-
ience are what the 

à-time scope family 

HEWLETT ilk PACKARD 

1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto. California 94304 

is all about. Call 
your local HP 
field engineer 

today for 
more details. 
• Domestic USA. 

price only. 

For assistance call: Washington (301) 948-6370. Chicaoo (312) 
255-9800. Atlanta (404)955-1500. Los Angeles (213) 817-1282 
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Mssif protects 
some of the 

great American 
Institutions. 

A Visit to Grandma's. Protected by M&T specialty adhesives. 
Today, a visit to Grandma's is likely to mean a jet flight. 

And when the kids look out the window to see Grandma waving from the arrival gate, FURANE* and 
URALANE* urethane adhesives made by M&T are helping to hold that window in place. Our EPIBOND* epoxy 
adhesives helped to secure the overhead storage compartment. Even the galley and the food and beverage carts 
the flight attendants use to serve you are bonded using M&T products. 

Not to mention the protection you don't see—M&T technology has helped the aircraft and aerospace industries to 
keep inner and outer construction reliable and safe by supplying an extensive line of urethane and epoxy formulations. 

*ALSTAN. actuaMeT, COPPER-LUME, EPIBOND, FURANE, THERMOGUARD and URALANE 
are trademarks of M&T Chemicals Inc. © M&T Chemicals Inc 1978 
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Late night TV. 
Protected by our acid copper plating. 

Thanks to the late, late show, America's 
millions of insomniacs can rely on something 
a lot more entertaining than counting sheep. 

And thanks to M&T, manufacturers of 
printed circuit boards can rely on our 
COPPER-LUME* PC process to protect the 
reliability and integrity of their circuits. 

With COPPER-LUME PC, they're 
assured of uniform plating to prevent 
cracking and breaking. Extra protection in 
the holes, where cracking is most common. 
And extra protection during soldering to 
resist thermal shock. 

Our other plating innovations protect 
some great institutions, too. Like our ALSTAN* 
80 process for preplating aluminum car 
bumpers, so car buyers can enjoy shiny 
bumpers and lower gas consumption. If 
you're involved in plating on other metals or 
plastics, we can deliver some innovative solu-
tions for you, too. 

The Camping Trip. Protected by our waterborne coatings. 
Anybody who goes camping knows that your station wagon can fill up with a 
lot more gear than you thought you'd ever need to rough it. 

And anybody who knows station wagons realizes that, unless you have 
the right protection, an uncarpeted deck can get pretty roughed up from 
sliding gear across it. 

That's why M&T came up with aquaMeT* waterborne organic 
coating, to offer car manufacturers a nonpolluting thick paint 
system for total scratch-resistant protection with just one coat. 

And when the beer and soft drinks come out around the 
fire, remember that M&T supplies a complete line of inks, 
coatings, compounds, and sealants to some of the world's 
largest can producers. 

The Blow Dry. 
Protected by our flame-retardant 

additives for plastics. 
Where would people be without their blow driers, to face the world 
with every hair in place (or carefully windblown)? 

And where do hot comb manufacturers get the flame retardants 
to keep the plastic safe? 

From M&T. Supplier of the THERMOGUARD* line of anti-
mony-based flame retardants including the flame retardant that 
gives you such a constant price advantage, you'd think we named 
it after your accountant—THERMOGUARD CPA. 

So if you make plastics that have to be made flame retar-
dant—for any application at all—remember the company that 
protects the appliances that come closest to people. 

For more information on how M&T can help you 
protect the institutions that are nearest and dearest 
to you, write to our Director 
of Corporate Communications, 
M&T Chemicals Inc., 
Rahway, N.J. 07065, or call 
(201) 499-0200. And use our great 
competitive edge to your profit. CHEMICALS INC. 

Protect'i ng American Institutions since 1908. 
PLATING CHEMICALS • ORGANOTIN AND SPECIALTY CHEMICALS • COATINGS AND INKS • FUNCTIONAL PLASTICS 
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With HP's new 339 
Distortion Measurement Set. 
Automatic frequency nulling and auto set level features 
of the 339A speed your total harmonic distortion mea-
surements (THD). And true-rms detection means accurate 
measurements as low as 0.0018% (-95 dB) from 10 Hz 
to 110 kHz. Just select the frequency of the built-in 
oscillator and the 339A's "turn signal" indicators show 
you how to make the proper range settings. Whether 
you're testing transceivers, sophisticated audio equipment 
or broadcast performance, here's how the 339A, priced 
at $1900*, can help you make quick and accurate 
measurements. 
Transceiver testing. Automatic setting of the 100% 

reference level over a 10 dB input range means fewer 
critical adjustments. And true-rms detection lets you 
accurately determine thermal noise and harmonic com-
ponents in making SINAD measurements. 
Audio testing. In addition to the time-saving con-

venience of auto set level and auto null, you have the 
benefits of a built-in tracking oscillator for testing high-
quality audio equipment. 
Broadcast compliance testing. An AM detector, 

30 kHz low-pass filter, switchable VU meter ballistics, and 
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a +2 to —12 dBM (woe) meter scale reduce your set-up 
time when checking your equipment for compliance with 
operating regulations. 

For a separate low-distortion oscillator, investigate 
HP's new 239A, priced at $575; Like the built-in oscillator 

of the 339A, it provides 
less than —95 dB THD 
over the audio range. 
For details contact your 
local HP field engineer. 

* Domestic U.S.A. price only. 

HEWLETT ilk PACKARD 

1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alb, California 94304 

For assistance call Washington (301) 948-g370. Chicago (312) 

255-9800, Atlanta (404)955-1500, Los Angeles (213) 877-1282 
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New products_ 

IIVESCON 
The emphasis is on test instruments, especially digital equipmem, 

at this year's show, Sept. 12-14, in Los Angeles 

Generator is programmable and clean 
Most signal generators fall into one 
of two categories: synthesizer-based 
units or tuned cavity oscillators with 
high spectral purity. Com-
stron/Adret of Freeport, N. Y., has 
introduced the model 7100, a pro-
grammable, low-cost signal genera-
tor with noise performance 10 dB 
better than that of most cavity 
generators. The model 7100 covers 
300 kHz to 650 MHZ (300 kHz to 1.3 
GHz with an optional doubler) with 
1-Hz resolution. It is a microproces-
sor-based synthesized signal genera-
tor featuring optional full program-
mability of frequency, modulation, 
and level, with better than —136 
dB/Hz phase noise 20 kHz from the 
carrier and a noise floor of greater 
than 150 dec. 
The frequency is continuously tun-

able and is displayed on a 9-digit 
light-emitting-diode readout (10 di-
gits with optional frequency dou-
bler). Decades of 1 kHz and greater 
are provided by a spin wheel, and a 
vernier provides 1-Hz resolution. All 
digits are programmable, and band 
switching is automatically directed 
by the microprocessor and is com-
pletely transparent to the user. 
The unit's development was a joint 

venture, with the low-noise oscillator 
technology (patent pending) coming 
from the French codeveloper, 
Adret Electronique of Trappes. Ac-
cording to Joel Remy of Adret, "The 

development of the high-output, low-
noise oscillator and low-spurious 
mixer required to produce this prod-
uct was the result of an intense 
research effort over the past two 
years." 
The 7100 is fully programmable 

through an IEEE-488 interface bus 
option. The microprocessor handles 
scaling and protocol and the entire 
unit can be programmed with one 
ASCII character string. Frequency 
switching time is 100 ms. Other 
specifications include a dynamic 
range of 160 dB, from + 20 dBm to 
— 140 dBm (2.24 y rms to 22.4 ny 
rms across 50 so. With the IEEE-
488 option the attenuator is pro-

grammable in steps of 0.1 dB. 
Nonharmonic signals are more 

than 100 dB down for frequencies 
beyond 10 kHz from the carrier, 
whereas harmonics are maintained 
more than 35 dB down across the 
band. Residual frequency modula-
tion is less than 1 HZ in a 300-Hz-
to-3-kHz band; residual amplitude 
modulation is less than —90 dB in 
the same band. Radio-frequency 
leakage is less than 1 µv using the 
standard two-loop method at 5 cm. 

Available modulation modes in-
clude amplitude, frequency, phase, 
pulse, frequency-shift keying, and 
phase-shift keying. Provision is also 
made for a low-distortion VOR (very-
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high-frequency omnidirectional ra-
dio ranging) modulation input— 
necessary for certain avionics appli-
cations. The unit permits simulta-
neous modulation, as well as optional 
programmability of all modulation 
functions. These functions include 
modulation type, percentage, and 
frequency. 
The frequency stability of the 

7100's internal time base is 5 parts 
in 109 per hour; for even better 
stability, the generator can be locked 
to an external 5-MHz reference stan-
dard. 
The price of the basic 7100, which 

spans 300 kHz to 650 MHz, is $7,500. 
The frequency doubler needed to 
extend its range to 1.3 GHz adds 
$1,000. The IEEE-488 program-

mable-frequency and -level option 
and the programmable-modulation 
option add $1,800 and $700, respec-
tively. A systems version with a 
blank front panel and frequency 
programmability sells for only 
$6,900. Delivery time is 12 weeks. 
Comstron/Adret, 200 E Sunrise Highway, 

Freeport, N. Y. 11520. Phone (516) 546-

9700 (3411 

V-MOS puts power into 50-MHz pulser 
Systron-Donner's Instrument division 
has made what may be the first 
production pulse generator that uses 
V-groove metal-oxide-semiconductor 
field-effect transistors in its output 
stage. The model 101D is a $900, 
50-MHz instrument that can provide 
an impressive 8 w of signal power, 
yet needs no fans or blowers. 
The output transistor, a Siliconix 

MVP-4, "provides adequate current 
handling (400 mA) with no fear of 
secondary breakdown problems," ac-
cording to Wayne R. Merryman, 
pulse-generator chief engineer. "If I 
had had to meet the price-perform-
ance design goals, but had been 
constrained to use bipolar transis-
tors, I would most likely have scrap-
ped the idea." 
The new pulser differs from 

instruments in its price class in a 
second way: its output controls oper-
ate in two modes. A switch gives 
users a choice of upper-and-lower-
voltage-level control or amplitude-
and-baseline control. In the latter 
mode, the user may fix the baseline 
at zero, but retain control of the 
amplitude. 

Heat, the eternal enemy of things 
electronic, could have been a prob-
lem, but Systron-Donner countered 
the threat by using a switching 
power supply in the 101D. It may 
seem to have been a risky design 
decision to employ a switcher in a 
signal source, but, as Merryman 
explains, "the switcher is isolated 
physically and electrically from criti-
cal areas of the pulse generator." 
The high efficiency of the switching 
supply keeps the overall heat dissipa-
tion down to a level that obviates the 
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need for a cooling fan. 
Against such formidable competi-

tion as Hewlett-Packard and Wave-
tek, Merryman sees the 101D as a 
potential "giant killer." "It's a 
50-MHz box that can provide pulses 
up to 20 v at 400 mA under 50-0 
load conditions. In fact, it has almost 
every feature except burst." Its 
control flexibility makes the unit 
compatible with all logic technolo-
gies, although it is frequency-limited 
in its emitter-coupled logic uses. 
The 101D has provisions for exter-

nal triggering, manual triggering, 
and synchronous and asynchronous 
gate control. Repetition rate is 
continuously variable from 1 Hz to 
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50 MHz in eight ranges. Pulse delay 
is variable from 25 ns to 1 s, and 
pulse width is controllable from 
10 ns to 1 s. The output amplitude 
can be adjusted from below 250 my 
to 20 y, with a switch giving control 
of pulse polarity. 

Rise and fall times can be set 
continuously from 5 ns to 500 ms, as 
measured from the usual 10% to 
90% amplitude levels. With the 
output properly terminated into its 
characteristic impedance of 50 0, 
overshoot, undershoot, ringing, and 
top-slope aberrations are specified to 
be less than 5% at pulse amplitudes 
exceeding 1 v. 
The 15-lb instrument requires a 
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Hands-on 
microprocessor 
experience from day 
The bstructor 
Learning by doing is still the best method of education. And when it comes to 

learning about the world of microcomputers, you won't find a better method than 
the Instructor 50. 

It's the fast, ready-to-use learning device that immediately provides "hands cm" 
experience for gaining microprocessor knowledge—in your home. office, or in the 
classroom. 

Superior to other microprocessor learning aids, the Instructor 50 is a COM-
PLETE _package—including a built-in power supply (50/60 Hz), an LED 
prompting display, and both functional and hexadecimal keyboards. You 
also get S-100 compatibility for adding memory and other peripherals. This lets 
you expand the machine's capability—and your rnicroprocessing applications 
knowledge. Moreover, you can easily build a program library by recording your own 
audio cassettes. 
The Instructor 50 comes complete with a Users' Guide, along with step-by-step 

instructions for those with no previous microprocessor experience. 
Signetics offers one of the broadest choices of microprocessors in the industry. 

This knowledge stands behind the Instructor 50. When you need to learn about 
microprocessors, start with Signetics. Start with the Instructor 50. Send for your 
descriptive brochure today. 

We can help you understand microprocessors. 

sIgnuties 
a subsidiary of U.S. Philips Ccrpisea'don 

Sicinetcs Corrxxation 
311 East A•ques AvNtte 

Surnyvale, Calitornem 94o86 
Tdephone 408/ 7.-!70C3 

• • • 
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power source of 100-125 or 
200-240 v ac at a frequency of 
between 50 and 400 Hz. It draws 
approximately 40 w and may be 

operated at ambient temperatures 
from 0° to 50°C, according to the 
company. 

Shipments are scheduled to begin 

in the middle of next month. 
Systron-Donner Corp., 10 Systron Dr., Con-

cord, Calif. 94518. Phone (415) 676-5000 

[342] 

Op amp has low bias current and drift 
"Very seldom are FET-input devices 
made with both low bias current and 
low offset-voltage drift," says Rich-
ard E. Frantz, products marketing 
engineer at Analog Devices' Semi-
conductor division. However, his 
company is offering just that in its 
model AD545 operational amplifier. 
The two-chip hybrid also features 

high input impedance, low quiescent 
power consumption, and low noise. 
The input bias current is specified at 
2 pA maximum for the bottom-of-
the-line J version and 1 pA maxi-
mum for the K, L, and M versions. 
Differential input impedance is 10" 
12 in parallel with 0.8 pi. 

By using laser trimming, low 
input-offset voltages are obtained: 
1 mv maximum for the J and K 
units, 0.5 mv for the L, and 0.25 mv 
for the M. Input-offset voltage drift 
is 25 tiv/°C for the J version, 15 
µv/°C for the K, 5 µv/°C for the L, 
and 3 µv/°C for the M. 
The quiescent current-1.5 mA 

maximum and 0.8 MA typical—is 
half that of most op amps, according 
to Frantz. The low power consump-
tion means that the AD545 can be 
put into battery-operated portable 
instruments, where it can extend 
battery life or the interval between 
rechargings. Moreover, as Frantz 
explains, the low power consumption 
means a low temperature rise, 
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which, in turn, means low drift. Bias 
current doubles every 10°C, he notes. 
Low input noise current and volt-

age are also important features of 
the op amp. With 3.0 e peak to 
peak for the J, K, and L versions, 5 
µv for the M, and 0.01 pA across the 
board from 0.1 HZ to 10 kHz, the 
AD545 will be useful whenever low 
input noise is a requirement. 
The device is designed for opera-

tion from ± 15-v supplies, but can 
operate anywhere in the range from 
± 5 v to ± 18 v. It is packaged in a 

TO-99 can and has an operating 
temperature range of 0° to 70°C. 

Applications for the 545 include 
pH-sensitive electrodes, photocur-
rent detectors, and vacuum ion-gage 
meters. In quantities of 100 and up, 
prices for the J, K, L, and M 
versions are $5.95, $7.90, $10.75, 
and $18, respectively. Delivery of 
any of the various models offered is 
from stock. 
Analog Devices Inc., Semiconductor Divi-

sion, 829 Woburn St., Wilmington, Mass. 

01887. Phone (617) 935-5565 [346] 

Counter resolves 0.01 Hz in 1 s 
When shopping for a small, portable 
electronic frequency counter, you 
would hardly expect to find one that 
combines a top frequency of 1.25 
GHz with the capability of resolving 
audio-frequency signals to 0.01 Hz in 
1 second. Yet that is what you will 
find in Ballantine Laboratories' 
model 5722A 8-digit counter —a 

$950 instrument that consumes a 
mere 8 w of power. 

Intended for mobile communica-
tions, navigation, and other general-
purpose field and laboratory applica-
tions, the 5722A may well be the 
smallest instrument of its kind. 
Measuring 2.375 by 8.3 by 9.03 in., 
it weighs less than 3 lb and uses 

0.43-in, light-emitting-diode read-
outs to display its readings. Opera-
tion is from any 9-to-1 5-v dc source, 
such as an automobile or boat 
battery. Wall-mounted ac-to-dc 
power adapters for 115 V ac and 
230 y ac are available as options. 
A standard feature in the 5722A 

(but an extra-cost option in most, if 
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Power-One has the best looking 
power supplies in the world. 

(...but who really cares.) 

We suspect you share our feelings. We all admire 
superb craftsmanship and clean, efficient design. However, 
compared to performance, price, and reliability, "good 
looks" has to take a back seat. 

But isn't it nice to find products like Power-One open-
frame power supplies that actually offer all these desirable 
features? The good looks you can see for yourself, so let's 
talk about what really counts. 

Talk about prices.., it's still 1973. 
It's true. 95% of our standard models are priced the 

same today as they were five years ago. Take our B case 
models, for example. In 1973 they sold for $24.95. Today, 
they're still $24.95... and holding! Amazingly, Power-One 
open-frames were price competitive in '73. Think what 
they are today. 

Talk about reliability...we burn them in 
so they don't burn out. 

Every single unit bearing the Power-One label 
undergoes a full functional test, followed by a 2-hour 
burn-in, plus a final full functional test_ We repeat — every 
single unit! Compare this to other manufacturers who 
conduct only a single operational test. That's why no other 
open-frames match ours for long life and overall reliability. 

"cainkabout 

L P )(7)r/ 

'Palk about selection...we have 84 standard 
models. 

Without a doubt, Power-One has the broadest selection 
of"off-the-shelf" open-frames in the industry — 84 different 
models. Single outputs, duals and triples ... plus new 
Floppy-Disk and Microprocessor series. And these are 
all off-the-shelf standards, ready for delivery when you need 
them. Last year alone, we delivered over 100,000 of these 
standards — on time! That makes 
Power-One the largest producer 
of open-frames in the world. 

Talk about catalogs... 
we've got a beauty. 

It's all new, and all inclusive 
Complete specs, dimensional 
drawings, and prices on every , 
standard model. So don't delay. 
Get your free copy now. 

Also, for off-the-shelf 
delivery in your area, call us for 
the location of your nearest 
Power-One distributor. 

if-011E NC. 
D.C. POWER SUPPLIES  

Power-One Drive • Camarillo, CA 93010 • (805) 484-2806 • TWX: 910-336-1297 
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not all, competitive instruments) is 
the audio-tone multiplier circuit that 
permits signals up to 1 kHz to be 
resolved to 0.01 Hz and signals up to 
10 kHz to be resolved to 0.1 Hz in 1 s. 
In its multiplier mode, the counter is 
"ideal for quickly setting selective 
audio tones in two-way communica-
tions systems," says Milton J. Lich-
tenstein, marketing vice president. 
What's more, "conventional coun-
ters in the field today require up to a 
hundred times longer measurement 

GATt 
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time and cost hundreds of dollars 
more," he claims. 
A front-panel adjustment provides 

continuously variable input sensitivi-
ty to accommodate large-amplitude 
signals and to discriminate against 
noise. For sine waves, sensitivity is 
15 mv rms from 10 Hz to 32 mHz 
and 50 mv rms from 32 MHZ to 150 
MHz. For fast-rise square waves, the 
counter has a peak-to-peak sensitivi-
ty of 40 mv from 1 Hz to 32 MHz and 
140 mv from 32 mHz to 150 MHz. In 

the high-frequency mode, sensitivity 
is 15 mv rms from 25 to 500 MHz, 
25 mv from 500 mHz to 1 GHz, and 
40 mv above 1 GHz. 
The 5722A's standard 10-MHz 

crystal-controlled clock has an aging 
rate of less than 2 parts per million 
per month and a maximum tempera-
ture sensitivity of 5 parts in 107/°C 
from 0° to 40°C. A temperature-
compensated crystal-controlled clock 
with an aging rate of 1 part in 108 
per day is available as an option. 
Another important option is provi-

sion for external programming and 
parallel binary-coded decimal out-
puts for systems and remote applica-
tions, Lichtenstein points out. The 
programming feature allows com-
mand of remote or local (front-
panel) manual operation as well as 
selection of either the direct 
150-mflz or prescaled 1.25-GHz in-
puts and selection of gate time, he 
notes. The counter is available from 
stock to four weeks. 
Ballantine Laboratories Inc., P. O. Box 97, 

Boonton, N. J. 07005. Phone (201) 335-

0900 [350] 

Language seeks the golden mean 
Generally, most experts agree that 
while a good assembly language uses 
fewer bits and allows faster execu-
tion of instructions than do high-
level languages, it also takes longer 
to prepare and to alter—factors that 
make it more expensive and, hence, 
cause it to lose favor with software 
management. So after looking over 
competing languages already at 
work in the software development 
field, applications engineers at Rock-
well International's Microelectronic 
Devices division decided to seek a 
middle course, designing a language 
they believe combines the best of 
both approaches. 

Intended to support the R6500 
family of microprocessors, which 
now comprises 10 central processing 
units, the PL/65 language is imple-
mented as a resident compiler on the 
firm's System 65 microcomputer 
development system. In general form 
it resembles such other high-level 

languages as PL/1 and Algol. It is 
supplied on a minifloppy diskette 
that can work on a microcomputer 
development system with a 16-K 
random-access memory. 
"The PL/65 has the structuring 

potential and programming ease of a 
high-level language, but retains the 
power and flexibility of an assembl-
er," claims Robert A. Stow of the 
Anaheim, Calif., division, who was 
instrumental in its development. "Its 
design encourages and supports a 
modular, structured utilization of 
processing and memory resources 
that simplifies writing programs." 
Key to accommodating the assem-

bly-language inputs to the high-level 
format are the "optimal code-gener-
ator techniques and interfaces that 
are employed," according to Rock-
well staff members. These are 
particularly aimed at those points in 
the software development cycle 
where much more detailed program-

ming instructions—that is, multiline 
codes—help ensure the integrity of 
final system control. A critical point 
in the development sequence typi-
cally is the output of the compiler 
where host high-level languages 
"spit out bit patterns that are 
already in a machine-executable 
object code," according to Stow and 
Rockwell staff members. But the 
Rockwell language instead causes 
the program compiler to produce a 
conventional language code that 
gives the programmer the option to 
further enhance it by writing assem-
bly instructions and then embedding 
them directly into the program. 

"This gives a programmer the 
flexibility to incorporate routines to 
meet such requirements as extremely 
stringent timing control," Stow con-
tinues. Prospective industrial process 
users particularly like this feature, 
Rockwell marketing personnel find, 
because they feel it gives them more 
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TRW CINCH PROFILES 

Superibbonm- TRW Cinch helps you 
reduce cost 50* per connector. 

The 
Connector 
Superibbon.- The ribbon contact connector that eliminates the 

nuts and screws normally needed for cable clamps, hoods, chassis 

mounting and secure mating. You get faster assembly and mass 

termination, too! 

Here's how Superibbon can cut your costs: 

• Mass termination time of 90 seconds per 50 contact connector 

• Field termination time down to 4 minutes 

• Internal springs replace separate mating hardware 

• Cable clamp closes with pliers—No hardware required 

• Spring clips instead of screws for quick panel or chassis mounting 

• Hoods snap in place after termination 

• Plastic insulating hoods reduce wire shorting 

What's more.. you can use the Superibbon in rack and panel, 

cable-to-cable, cable-to-chassis, or PC board applications as a 

direct replacement for any existing ribbon contact connector! 

Circle 177 on reader service card 

The 
Company 
Helping you is a key component of the TRW Cinch profile! We've 

built our reputation not only on superior products and manufacturing 

capability but also on superior responsiveness to the needs of our 

customers. We're the flexible, cooperative connector company that 

works with you to satisfy your new design standards as well as 

your critical delivery schedules. 

For detailed information on Superibbon, or help with any connector 

problem, contact your nearest TRW Electronic Components Sales 

office—all listed in EEM. TRW Cinch Connectors, 1501 Morse 

Avenue, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007, (312) 439-8800. 

TRW CINCH CONNECTORS 
ANOTHER PRODUCT OF A COMPANY CALLED TRW 



• WHEN 
HALF THE 
POWER 

WILL 
DO 
THE 

WHOLE 
JOB! 

If your application requires only 
moderate power, ENI's new 

Model A150 will do the job. All it 
takes is a laboratory signal 
generator and you've got a 
perfect match for RA/EM! 

testing, NMR/ENDOR, RF trans-
mission, ultrasonics and more. 
Capable of supplying more 

than 150 watts of RF power into 
any load impedance, the A150 
covers the frequency range of 

.3 to 35 MHz. 
We could mention unconditional 

stability, instantaneous failsafe 
provisions and absolute protec-

tion from overloads and transients, 
but that's what you expect from 
any ENI power amplifier, and 
the A150 is no exception! 

For additional specifications, 
a demonstration, 

or a copy of our new, full-line 
catalog, contact ENI, 

3000 Winton Road South, 
Rochester, New York 14623. 

Call 716-473-6900 or 
Telex 97-8283 ENI ROC. 

ENI 
The Worlds Leader in Power Amplifiers 

New products 

control in directing precise produc-
tion operations than does a high-
level language alone. 
One feature that Rockwell claims 

as unique to its language is installa-
tion without any additional memory 
modules. "Most other microproces-
sor high-level languages require ex-
pensive extra memory added to the 
host development system," according 
to Stow. PL/65 statements are writ-
ten using resident read-only memo-
ry, with source program results of 
compilation directed to disk memo-
ry. These are loaded into resident 
random-access memory for editing. 
When programming, including in-
circuit emulation, is completed, the 
final object code is loaded into 
programmable ROM for demonstra-
tion. For production systems the 

code is put on low-cost ROM. 
In applying the Rockwell lan-

guage to highly formatted programs, 
general control structures for condi-
tional and iterative looping allow 
great flexibility. These language sta-
tements include: assignment, integer 
arithmetic, conditional looping 
(wHILE-Do), collective execution (BE-
GIN-END), conditional execution (IF-
THEN), and setting up arrays. Also 
block structures, subscripts, and par-
enthetical expressions may be sup-
ported. 
With minifloppy diskette and 

PL/65 users manual, the price of the 
language is $500. It is available 
immediately. 
Rockwell International Microelectronic De-

vices, P. O. Box 3669, Anaheim, Calif. 

92803. Phone (714) 632-3729 [363] 

Fault emulator speeds checking 
of logic-test programs 

As program-development and debug-
ging costs displace the cost of capital 
equipment as the major factor in 
automatic test equipment budgets, 
Fluke Trendar has been putting 
much of its design effort into reduc-
ing software costs. Until now, how-
ever, the debugging of test programs 
for all testers geared to checking out 
printed-circuit boards depended 

heavily on feedback from the pro-
duction area on board problems not 
picked up during testing. 
The company's new AFE (auto-

matic fault emulator), designed to be 
used with the 3040A Autotrack 
Logictester, lets the programmer 
simulate the simple and complex 
faults likely to occur on pc boards 
and thus determine how effectively 

_  
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AMI CUSTOM That makes us number one in our business. And 
, there are plenty of reasons we can make you stand ff out in yours. We have a large staff totally dedicated to 

YOU'VE GOT custom MOS. We can design from your ideas, produce 
from your designs, solve problems with standard micro-

MADE computers, or a combination of standard and custom. To top it all, 
3 our average time from circuit definition to production is shorter 

than anyone else's. So whatever kind of circuit you have in mind, come to AMI. 
We'll help make your product a cut above the others. 

Over the years, we've perfected a 
system for working with our customers 
that cuts down errors and speeds up 
production. Pioneering with com-
puters and SLIC (Symbolic Layout of 
Integrated Circuits), we recently sliced 
30 percent off our design time. And 
we're getting faster. 
We offer the widest range of 

processes, too. With seven variations 
of P, N and CMOS to choose from, 
we can build a circuit with exactly the 
right power and speed for your appli-
cation. At a down-to-earth price. 

If you'd rather control the design 
yourself, remember AMI has the only 
department completely dedicated to 

building circuits from customer-origi-
nated tooling. We'll advise you, check 
your design rules and test parameters, 
and produce your chips. That way, 
you can get a small quantity for a test 
market without running up your 
engineering bill. And when you're 
ready for mass production, we have 
the facilities to turn out all the circuits 
you can handle. 
To get things started, write AMI 

Marketing, 3800 Homestead Road, 
Santa Clara CA 95051 or call (408) 
246-0330. Between us, we've got 
it made. 

Electronics/August 31, 1978 
AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS INC 
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his program uncovers them. 
The AFE is a natural extension of 

the concepts that Fluke Trendar's 
engineers developed for testing 
boards loaded with large-scale inte-
grated circuits. As the functions on 
the board expanded from system 
subsections to entire miniature com-
puter systems, the effectiveness of 
bit-by-bit stored-sequence program-
ming waned both in terms of the 
fraction of faults detected and the 
time required to write the programs. 
The 3040A, therefore, while pro-

viding stored-sequence capability, 
also provides for the automatic 
generation of long, complex digital 
sequences. These can be pro-
grammed quickly, yet are effective 
in fully activating a complex digital-
circuit board, according to Gary E. 
Miller, product manager. 
The AFE works together with the 

3040A's software to enable the 
programmer to apply any or all of 
six fault conditions to each node 
tested by the program. This will 
determine whether or not the faults 
ripple through the circuitry to the 
board's edge connector, where they 
can be detected. According to Mill-
er, most testers have a means for 
simulating stuck pins, but the prob-
lems that have begun to haunt the 
programmers are of the intermittent, 
low-duty-cycle type that result from 
opens and shorts buried deep within 
LSI circuitry. 
These faults only occur on a board 

node occasionally and may not be 
picked up by the tester, he says. By 
simulating these intermittent faults, 
the programmer can determine 
whether his test plan is efficient 
enough to detect them. Whereas the 
individual-node test may not pick up 
these failures, a well-done program 
should weed them out by producing 
a signature for the bad board that is 
not identical with that of a known-
good board, Miller explains. 
The six faults that the AFE can 

simulate are stuck high, stuck low, 
stuck high/low (an alternating of 
logic levels at the node), intermittent 
high, intermittent low, and intermit-
tent high/low. 

Pushing a button on the Autotrack 
printer console initiates the AFE, 
which then guides the programmer 
through a series of yes/no questions 
and tells him where to put the clip. 
As the programmer proceeds, the 
AFE keeps track of the results and 
later makes a printout with figures 
of merit both for how effectively his 
program activates the board (toggles 
each output) and how successfully it 
detects each of the six types of 
faults. 
The AFE is priced at $4,500. It 

can be ordered with a new 3040A or 
retrofitted to an old one. Delivery 
time is 10 weeks after receipt of 
order. 
Fluke Trendar Corp., 630 Clyde Ave., Moun-

tain View, Calif. 94043. Phone (415) 965-

0350 [344] 

Low-cost multimeters 
reach new heights 

There can't possibly be any more 
features available in a low-cost 31/2-
digit multimeter that you haven't 
seen before, can there? Wrong! Just 
take a look at Fluke's latest: the 
$239 8010A and the $299 8012A. 

Both feature true-rms response on 
their ac voltage and current ranges. 
Both combine liquid-crystal displays 
with true-rms circuitry that auto-
matically powers down when not in 
use to minimize power consumption. 
And both offer three conductance 

ranges (200 nanosiemens, 20 ets, and 
2 ms) in addition to their six resist-
ance ranges. 
What differentiates the meters 

from each other is the 10-A current 
range of the 8010A and the 2-St and 
20-fl ranges of the 8012A. Otherwise 
the meters are identical. Their rms 
response extends to 50 kHz (typically 
3 dB down at 200 kHz), their current 
ranges go from 200 µA full scale to 2 
A, their voltage ranges extend from 
200 my F.S. to 1 kv dc and 750 y ac, 
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"Intel announces 
the first MOS PDP-11 memory 
with full parity capability, 
control status register 
and more 

on a single board' 
Introducing in-5034, our new single-board add-in 
MOS memory. It's the latest addition to our growing 
family of add-in, add-on memory systems for the 
PDP-11 computer. The high-density, low-cost in-5034 
is totally hardware and software compatible with 
PDP 11/04s and 11/34s. 

Because we've included everything you need on 
a single hex-height card, the need for a DEC parity 
controller module is eliminated, and memory 
throughput is increased. Better performance, on-board 
spares and Intel MOS reliability. That's what the 
in-5034 is all about. 

Intel is the world's largest supplier of MOS memory. 
So when you order add-in memory from us, 
you're assured of proven performance. Every in-5034 
is thoroughly tested at both component and board 
level, and backed by a full one-year warranty. 

Two extra pretested 
MOS memory devices provide 
on-board spares. 

Parity generation and checking 
circuits insure data integrity. 

Best of all, the in-5034 is available now. For additional 
information, contact your local sales office or use 
the coupon. 

interddivers. 

Intel Memory Systems 
1302 N. Mathilda Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086 

Have an Intel representative call me at )  
Send me information on the in-5034 memory for PDP II/04s and 11/34s 

Send me information on other memory systems for the PDP-

Name/Title  

Company  Mail Station  

Address  Phone  

City/State/Zip  

PM IA a rewstered trademark ,*Di Equrprnent Carp 

Intel low-power MOS memory 
components reduce operating 
power to only 20 watts (12 watts 
in standby). 

On-board control status 
register and parity circuits 
eliminate need for separate 
parity controller module. 

32K, 48K or 64K x 18-bit 
MOS memory on a single board. 
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WALL 
regulated 
DC/DC 

converters 

More reliable. . .but 

not more expensive! 

Wall's Series-L regulated DC/DC 
converters are the high-reliability 
power supplies you can install and 
then happily forget about. They're your 
worry-free way to power ADC's, DAC's, 
op amps, and other linear circuits. 
You might expect a premium price 

for this premium performance and 
longevity — but the answer is no. 
Prices are competitive, yet Wall 
doesn't skimp on QC steps such as 
100% testing after assembly, 40-hour 
burn-in under load, then 100% 
retesting before shipment. That's why 
you can project 50,000 hours of reliable 
operation. 

Learn how Wall's Series-L DC/DC 
converters pay off for you in longer life 

and fewer service headaches. And at 
competitive prices. 

Features . . . 
• Single and dual outputs of 5, 6, 10,12, 

15, and 18 Vdc. 
• Inputs of 5, 12, 24, and 28 Vdc. 
• Efficiency: 60 • 70%. 
• Regulation: line ± .05%, load ± 0.2%. 
• I/O isolation: 300 Vdc min. 
• Compact module only 2' x 2" x 0.4". 

Send for free catalog. 

WALL 
WALL INDUSTRIES, INC. 
175 Middlesex Turnpike 
Bedford, Mass. 01730 
(617) 275-0700 & 0708 

New products 
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and their resistance ranges span 200 
SI F.S. to 20 m9. 

Could there be more? Hoi, about 
a touch-and-hold feature for display-
ing voltage and resistance measure-
ments until it is released? Or current 
input fuse protection up to 600 y in 
addition to the input overload and 
transient protection usually sup-

plied? For those who want to use the 
new meters as battery-operated por-
tables, a rechargeable battery pack 
and charger is available for $40. The 
instruments are available from stock, 
the company says. 
John Fluke Manufacturing Co., P. O. Box 

43210, Mountlake Terrace, Wash. 98043 
13431 

Switching modules have 
bandwidths up to 700 MHz 

Whether designed to test integrated 
circuits or printed-circuit boards, a 
truly flexible automatic test system 
depends heavily on a complex net-
work of signal switches to handle the 
distribution of inputs and outputs 
among the pins of the product under 
test. Conventionally, this switching 
is accomplished by pc boards loaded 
with individual reed relays—as 
many as 1,200 for a 40-pin tester. 
Now, to make the switching scheme 
more reliable and to ease the strin-
gent layout requirements on high-
speed signal sector boards, E-H Inter-
national has developed a series of 
switching modules, with 1-by-2, 1-
by-4, and 1-by-8 switch matrixes. 
At first glance, it may seem a 

simple task to arrange some relays 
on a small circuit board, encapsulate 
it, and call it a module. However, 
according to Richard C. Nyder, 
product line manager at E-H, 
"achieving useful bandwidths within 
the module is not a trivial design 
problem." The bandwidths he refers 

to are impressive: 700 MHZ for the 
1-by-2 unit, 500 mHz for the 1-by-4, 
and 350 mHz for the 1-by-8—all at 
their 3-dB points. 
With bandwidth specifications 

like these, it would seem that the 
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YOUR BEST BUY 
Finally a professional oscilloscope to fit your basic needs. 
High quality, easy to maintain, and easy to use. 
Ideal for production, design laboratories, field service and schools. 

Ballantine Model 1010A 
Dual Channel and X-Y oscilloscope 

FREQUENCY: 

SENSITIVITY: 

TIME BASE: 

PORTABILITY: 

DISPLAY: 

ECONOMY: 

DC to 15 MHz each channel 
24 nanosecond rise time. 15 MHz full scan 

2 mV/cm to 20 Volts/cm 
Continuously variable gain. 

100 ns/cm to 1.25 s/cm 
X10 Magnifier, Trigger beyond 20 MHz 

Only 7 Kg. (15 pounds) 

8 x 10 cm CRT with 3600 volts 

$ 675 
D 

Available on GSA Contract GS-00S-04619, Stock Number 6625-00-472-9910. 
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New products 

modules are designed especially for 
testing emitter-coupled logic. "Not 
so," Nyder says. "It's true that the 
switch modules are ideal for ECL 

applications, but they are not aimed 
at a strictly coaxial environment — 
they'll work well with transistor-
transistor-logic circuits, too." 
Nyder is not sure how large-

volume test equipment manufactur-
ers will accept the modules. "They 
may balk at paying two or three 
times more per relay," he explains. 
However, he believes that designers 
working on systems to be built in 
small numbers will save significant 
amounts of time and money if they 

use the programmable switching 
modules. The savings will come, he 
says, from shorter layout times and 
better impedance integrity. Ulti-
mately, he says, "E-H would like to 
be the Heathkit of the automatic test 
equipment world," by providing 
products that no one else is offering. 

Production quantities of the mod-
ules will be available in October. 
Prices, for 20-piece quantities, are 
approximately $50 each for the 1-
by-2 PSM 12, $80 each for the 1-
by-4 PSM 14, and $125 each for the 
1-by-8 PSM 18. 
E-H International Inc., 515 11th St., Oakland, 

Calif. 94607. Phone (415) 834-3030 [347] 

PROM programmer has 
C-MOS RAM buffer work space 

The rapid growth of programmable 
read-only memories spawned the 
need for programmers that could 
handle all PROM families regardless 
of technology type or size. Pro-Log's 
answer was to use a 4-bit, micropro-
cessor-based design so that any 

PROM family could be programmed 
with a simple change of the person-
ality module. Now, the company's 
designers have added a two-kilobyte 
random-access-memory buffer, 
made with the latest complementa-
ry-metal-oxide-semiconductor tech-

Asia :.,atiriararramatatigarawartaiiiirarariarrearirimar 

Gould 
mama 
factures 
60%of the 
world's 
digital 
storage 
oscillon 
scopes. 
Our full line of por-

table, general purpose 
oscilloscopes is used 
with confidence around 
the world. And since 
we're committed to re-
search and development, 
you can be assured that 
we will keep offering 
you new and improved 
products. 
For detailed informa-

tion or an on-site demon-
stration of any oscillo-
scope in the Gould 
line, contact Gould Inc., 
Instruments Division, 
3631 Perkins Avenue, 
Cleveland, OH 44114. In 
Europe contact Gould 
Instruments, Roebuck 
Road, Hainault, Essex 
England 1G6 3UE. 
For brochure or dem-

onstration call toll free 
(800) 325-6400, Ext. 
77. In Missouri (800) 
342-6600, Ext. 77. 
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Now Gould offers a range of digital 
storage oscilloscopes that offer a world of 
advantages over conventional tube storage 
technology, beginning with being able to 
capture transient or "one-time" events and 
store them indefinitely 
for display or hardcopy 
printout. This makes 
them ideal for electronic, 
electromechanical, edu-
cational, and biophysical 
applications. 

Both the 0S4000 
and the new 0S4100 
combine the capabilities 
of semi-conductor mem-
ory with a bright, stable, 
flicker-free display. This technique allows 
analysis of signal build-up and decay 
characteristics through pre- and post-trigger 
viewing. Expansion of the display after 
storage permits detailed study of specific 
areas of the trace. 

The new model—OS4100—also offers 
you stored X-Y displa s channel sum or 

difference and a maximum of 10011 V per cm 
sensitivity with noise suppression. A unique 
trigger window circuit assures capture of 
transients of unknown polarity. 

Other outstanding features include 
automatic operation, dis-

Extend your time traces simulta-
play of stored and real 

storage 

conventional 

ously and hard copy 
memory output in digital 

• • • or analog form. And capabilities IEEE488 is available 
for compatible inter-

beyond the facing. • If features like these 
aren't enough to lure you 

• away from less sophisti-
cated instruments, remember that Gould 
scopes are backed by a two-year warranty 
of parts and labor, exclusive of fuses, 
minor maintenance and calibration. And 
application assistance, customer training 
and worldwide service ce are s of 
Gould's customer 
support program. 



Standard Grigsby 
"SM" P/Rel Series 

(epee* 

11 

.21 

Now Available in a New 
1" Package for 
Digital Switching 
An economical alternative to conventional Rotary Switches 
. . . from 8 to 40 positions, featuring a dual ball and star wheel 
drive! Available with standard or custom codes to match your 
exact circuit requirements . . . single or concentric shafts to 
your specifications . . . fully programable to any "truth table." 
For more detailed information, send for the "SM" PIRel brochure. 

FROM THE SWITCH EXPERTS . . . 

standard grigsby, inc. .01 
Dept. 000, 920 Rathbone Avenue 
Aurora, Illinois 60507 
Phone: 312/844-4300 
TM: 920-232-3138 
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From Electronics Magazine Book Series. 
Zero-risk trial offer. 

Bectncres 
Nod, Sene, 

Name 

New Product Trends 
in Electronics, 

Number One 
From "New Products," state-
of-the-art materials and 
equipment, arranged ac-
cording to function. $14.95 

Title 

Company 

Street 

City 

Signature 

State Zip 

Electronics Book Series 
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520 

Send me copies of "New Product 
Trends in Electronics, Number Cne a: $14.95 
per copy 

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more conies. 
must be fully satisfied or you will refund 

full payment if the book is returned after ten-
day trial examination. 

Payment enclosed 0 Bill firm D Bill me 

Charge to my credit card: 
D American Express G Diners Club 
0 Visa D Master Charge 

Acc't No.  Date exp.__ 
On Master Charge only, 
first numbers above name  

New products 

nology and have given the new 
programmer, the M900B, several 
useful data-manipulation and pro-
gramming capabilities. 
One new buffer-related feature, 

called data manipulation, allows the 
operator to transfer any section of 
the program stored in the buffer to 
any location in the PROM being 
programmed. The key to this capa-
bility is in "the way we set up our 
address definition," explains Shay 
Adams, international marketing 
manager. In the past, users had no 
such flexibility; they had to rewrite 
the program, he says. 
The c-mos RAM buffer offers the 

user a convenient, in-the-box, pro-
gram work space: he can list buffer 
contents, change them, program a 
blank PROM, and immediately verify 
its program against the buffer's 
contents. Furthermore, when a de-
velopment system's computer is 
down-loading a program into the 
M900B, the buffer serves to make 
the procedure more time-efficient by 
eliminating the pauses that are 
common to direct computer-to-
programmer interfaces, Adams says. 
A unique feature results from the 

combination of data displacement, 
c-mos technology, and a stiff power 
supply. The c-mos RAM buffer 
retains stored data for up to a 
minute after the power is switched 
off. "That's more than enough time 
to power down, change PROMS, 
switch personality modules, power 
up, and program a new PROM," 

Adams points out. Thus, a user can 
sequentially load programs from 
four small (256-by-8-bit) PRoms into 
the buffer, power down, swap mod-
ules, then load all the stored 
programs into a single, large (1,024-
by-8-bit) PROM. 

All the features of the original 
M900 are retained in the new 
programmer: it is portable, has a 
16-key data-entry keyboard, a six-
digit hexadecimal display, and auto-
matic zero checking. The checking 
feature allows it to examine the 
PROM and indicate whether or not 
the defined address field is all Os 
before attempting to program. 

Like the rest of Pro-Log's instru-
ment line, the M900B is listed with 
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If you can't decide between an LSI & VLSI tester, 
get them both. 

You probably don't 
think you need 
a true 120-pin 

test system 
right now. Few 
companies do. 
But you will. 

Maybe sooner than you think. And, in the 
meantime, why spend all that money for a mere 
dedicated tester that won't meet your long 
term testing needs. 
The Sentry VIII with its 120 fully programmable 
I/O pins will meet today's LSI requirements, 
and be ready to take on your VLSI testing later. 
But let's take a look at some of the things 
the Sentry VIII can do for you right now. 

Testing complex devices? The Sentry VIII 

will routinely perform precise characterization 
of microprocessors, peripheral chips, bit suces, 
RAMs, ROMs, shift registers, UARTs and digital 
hybrids in technologies such as NMOS, 
PMOS, CMOS, SOS, ECL, TTL, and I2L. 
Multiple pass testing? Chances are, you're 
occasionally forced to do some multiple pass 
testing of complex multi-pin devices. Well, the 
Sentry VIII can eliminate that extra pass. It has 
the ability to change any pin or timing assign-
ment (input, output or format) on the fly. That 
can represent a tremendous improvement in 
throughput and can save as much as 50% 
of your testing time. 

Still testing devices one at a time? By 
multiplexing the 120 fully programmable I/0 
pins on the Sentry VIII you can test two, even 
three, LSI devices simultaneously. Another 
50% to 60% savings in test time. 

And you can save even more. To provide 
lower operating costs, the Sentry VIII features 
multi-task (foreground/background) software 
for simultaneous compiling, editing and 
testing; a CPU that provides 50 to 200% 
faster throughput; a sequence processor to 
handle high complexity devices; and a pattern 
processor to tackle the largest memories. 

Still don't think you're ready for a true 120-pin 
tester? Maybe you'd better think again. 

Fairchild Test Systems Group, Fairchild 
Camera and Instrument Corp., 1725 
Technology Dr., San Jose, CA 95110 
(408) 998-0123 

MAIRCHIL.CI 
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4.5 Cubic fool 
$5,50 

Thermotron's new Mini-Max 
Temperature-Humidity Chambers. 

:12 Cubic foot 
16 Cubic foot $8,45() 
' $7,375 

Mark Briggs 
Engineering 

8 Cubic foot 
$8,5154 

Don Vander Schaaf 
Sales 

LOWEST COST 
Thermotron's Mini-Max chambers are standard designs, manufactured in quantity. 
This standardization and volume means lower cost to you. 
PROVEN RELIABILITY 
These new Temperature/Humidity chambers are an addition to the established 
Mini-Max line, already tested and proven through years of rugged service here 
and abroad. 
PRODUCT SUPPORT 
Offices in principal cities, service technicians strategically located across the 
country and training schools are all part of every Thermotron product. You're 
supported when you buy and as long as you use Thermotron systems... that's 
a long time. 
7 MODELS 
Mini-Max Temperature/Humidity chambers are available in both single stage 
(-29°C to +93°C) and cascade (-68°C to +93°C) models with ± Y2° control. 
Humidity range: 20% to 98% with ± 21/2 % control. Single stage only on 4.5 cubic 
foot model, both single and cascade on other three models. 
FEATURES YOU WANT 
Thermotron's humidity instrumentation control system combines a precision 
mirrored-back panel meter with two multi-turn set point potentiometers to 
indicate dry bulb/wet bulb thermocouple and set point signals on a single analog 
scale. It eliminates calibration errors with a common meter to indicate both 
functions. Accuracy, -±- 1% of scale. Accessory list available on request. 
*Cascade prices slightly higher 

Systems to simulate any environment man or nature can create. 

Small Business Subcontractor of the Year • 1977 (Region 5 

THERMOTRON CORPORATION 
nwaramme KOLLEN PARK DRIVE. HOLLAND MI 49423, PHONE 616-392-1492, TVVX 810-292-6164 
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Just published: 
1978 EBG! 

Completely new listings of 
catalogs, new phone numbers, 
new addresses, new manu-
facturers, sales reps, and 
distributors! The total market in 
a book—four directories in one! 

To insure prompt delivery 
enclose your check with the 

rElectronics Buyers' Guide 
1221 Ave. of the Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10020 
Yes, please send me _ copy(tes) of 1978 EBG. 
O I've enclosed $25 per copy delivered in the USA or 
Canada 
D !'ve enclosed $35 per copy for delivery elsewhere ($47 
if shipped by Air). Full money-back guarantee if returned 
in 10 days. 
Name 

Company 

Street 

City Stale Zip 

New products 

Underwriters Laboratories. Avail-
able now for $2,100, it comes with a 
carrying case. Options such as 
paper-tape reader, serial and parallel 
communications interfaces, a check-
sum board, and an additional 2,048 
by 8 bits of add-on c-mos RAM 
buffer are also available. 
Pro-Log Corp., 2411 Garden Rd., Monterey, 

Calif. 93940. Phone (408) 372-4593 [345] 

Generator works 
in many modes 

A sweep/function generator that goes 
up to 30 MHz is certainly quite respecta-
ble. But Krohn-Hite's latest has more 
going for it than just a high top 
frequency. The model 2200 has eight 
modes of operation, including various 
gated, triggered, and burst variations on 
its basic continuous-wave and swept 
modes. "Quite a few generators have 
this (up to 30 MHz) frequency range," 
observes William C. Kulas, the compa-
ny's vice president for engineering, "but 
it's the sweep capabilities of the 2200 
that make it convenient." 

Among those capabilities is a 
pause/mark feature, which is used in 
conjunction with the sweep modes. This 
feature makes the sweep pause for an 
adjustable length of time at a frequency 
set by the instrument's main frequen-
cy/marker dial. When the generator is 
used in conjunction with an oscilloscope, 
the pause creates an intensified region 
on the trace, making it easy to identify 
key points on a frequency-response plot. 
The pause duration is variable from 

0.1 ms to infinity. The marker is accu-
rate to within 2% of full scale for each 
of the lower seven bands and to within 

coupon now. 
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Our new data logger could beat that record 

Our new microprocessor-based 230A is 
a tough logger, loaded with new technology, 
built upon a solid foundation of experience 
in physical measurement. 

In fact, the 230A represents a totally new 
concept: Up to 5 front-end modules (FEMS) 
within the mainframe are relocatable, 
permitting installation at sensing sources if 
desired. Each module contains multiplexing 
and signal conditioning electronics for 20 
sensors. Only a simple 4 wire cable is needed 
to connect the FEM to the 230A mainframe — 
from a few feet up to a mile away. 
Whether your thermocouples, voltage 

sources, RTD's or current transmitters are 
local or remote, you'll like the kind of super-
accurate, drift-free measurement Doric is 
known for. What's more, the 230A 
combines easier operation 
with extra versatility and 

capability. Touch panel entry lets you 
program function, alarm limits, output relays, 
date/time, time intervals and arithmetic 
functions such as mx+b, averaging and 
point difference. Full computer and 
peripheral interface, too. 

Best of all is the price. Far less than you'd 
expect to pay. 

For full details, just call or write: Doric 
Scientific Division, Emerson Electric Co., 
3883 Ruffin Road, San Diego, CA 92123, 
714/565-4415, Toll Free (800) 854-2708, 
Tele: 695-001. In Europe: Av. Ad. Lacomble 
52, 1040 Brussels, Belgium. 

See the new 230A at 
Wescon, ASM Heat 

Treating Conference 
and ISA show. 
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Unlike beer, tires, 
and Italian actresses, 
C&K's Flatted Toggle 
Switch is appealing 
because it's flat. 

Engineering samples on request. 

Flat can be flattering I That s why we built 
the Flatted Toggle as a contemporary-
looking alternative to the standard toggle. 
SPDT. DPDT. 3PDT. and 4PDT models 
feature C&K's time-tested toggle mech-
anism. Give your instrument panel a 
face-lift. Go flat. 

The Primary Source Worldwide. 

C&K COMPONENTS, INC. 

103 Morse St, Watertown, MA 02172 
Tel. (617) 926-0800 TWX. 710-327-0460 
TELEX: 92 2546 

Visit C&K at Wescon 78 Booths 765 to 767 and Nepcon Central 78 Booth 350 
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Bowmar's new analog APM-100 
It giveS YOU What Other 
panel meters don't 
There is no other panel meter like our new 
APM-100. The LED bargraph display can be lit 
from zero to full 3" scale with 2.5 msec response 
and 1% resolution. High input impedance - well 
in excess of needle APM's. High reliability. 
Completely solid state; immune to vibration, 
sticking, and over-travel. No high voltages, no 
blurred numbers. Overrange and underrange 
indicators. Full scale and zero adjust. Center 
zero, differential input, autopolarity and 
brightness control options. New. Unique. Smart, 
trim design. Great way to design your panels for 
up-to-the-minute styling. Space saving, too. 
Send for complete information on our new 
APM-100. It gives you what the others don't! 

110 VORA It _ 

...... ; ...... ;to ; . ........................ ... • I „ 

1?il; . .. :You •;<:,› 
Rugged. easy-to-mount. 
14 standard ranges: 8 scales. 
Custom scales available. 

• 
le 

Bowmar/ALI Inc. 
531 Main Street, Acton, MA 01720 
617/263-8365 /1WX: (710) 347-1441 

New products 

3.5% for the eighth band. The decade 
bands each span a 1,000:1 range: band 
1 covers 0.003 Hz to 3 Hz, whereas band 
8 spans 30 kHz to 30 MHz. 
The 2200 can produce the following 

waveforms: sine, square, triangle, posi-
tive- and negative-pulse, and ramp. Its 
cw frequency accuracy is the same as its 
marker-frequency accuracy. Maximum 
peak-to-peak output voltage is 30 y into 
an open circuit or 15 v across 50 O. 
Among the many operating modes 

are multiple-cycle burst using an exter-
nal or front-panel gate, triggered-sweep 
burst, and continuous linear and logar-
ithmic sweeping. Auxiliary outputs 
include a ramp generator output, a gate 
output, a log output, and a transistor-
transistor-logic output. 

Applications for the 2200 include 
swept video and communications test-
ing, checking the noise immunity of 
complementary-metal-oxide-semicon-
ductor logic, and frequency-response 
testing of amplifiers and filters. The 
generator sells for $1,295 and has a 
delivery time of 60 days. 
Krohn-Hite Corp., Avon Industrial Park, Avon, 
Mass. 02322. Phone Ernie Lutty at (617) 580-
1660 [362] 

Printer fits 
in tight places 

A self-contained alphanu-
meric printer small enough to fit into 
those tight spaces on an instrument 
has always been a very desirable, 
albeit virtually unobtainable, com-
modity. But Datel Systems is going 
to change that with a microproces-
sor-based, panel-mounting printer 
dubbed the APP-20. 
The printer, which uses a thermal 

print head and offers the full range 
of ASCII characters, differs from 
other printers in that "it's one of the 
only ones that has all of its electron-
ics in one package—and it's an 
alphanumeric printer," explains 
Lawrence D. Copeland, product 
marketing manager. He also notes 
that "this is a small printer com-
pared to most others." 
And small it is. With dimensions 

of 4.44 by 2.70 by 8.75 inches, the 
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NE! RESISTOFILIVr 
position-sensors are paving 

Detroit's way to better 
performance & 

lower cost 

Our EGR, TAS and TPS position-sensors perform 
smoothly, accurately and noise-free for up to 250 
million cycles. They feature RESISTOFILM (U.S. 
Patent #3,457,537), a hard, smooth conductive 
plastic film which is bonded to a flexible high-
temperature substrate. 

What RESISTOFILM does underhood, 
it can also do in many other parts of a vehi-
cle. By connecting 12 VDC across the ter-
minals and connecting the pick-off wiper 
to your indicator or microprocessor, you 
can sense within 0.05% the position of 
any automotive part having relative 
motion. Examples: brake shoes & 
cylinders (masters & individual), 
shock absorber plungers, brake 
pedals, pistons, crankshafts, cam-
shafts, throttles, valves, chokes, 
floats, springs, knobs, wheels, 
gears, antennas, steering 
wheels  

RESISTOFILM can be 
flexed, punched and 
bonded. It operates in oil, 
diesel fuel, and gaso-
line. It features low 
noise, infinite resolu-
tion, multi-million 
cycle life, tight line-
arity, and low cost 
in volume pro-
duction. It can 
improve the 
performance 

RESISTOFI LM 

sition-sensors ranging from simple to corn-

One of the more complex devices supplied 
by NEI is the L-Jetronic high performance fuel 
injection control. This application required a 
non-linear function with a slope ratio of 40:1 
and a proportional accuracy of 1% in mini-
mal space. NEI engineers developed a 
4-segment exponential function element 
with padding resistors which allow for 
calibrating the entire fuel injection sys-
tem. Computer-assisted design tech-
niques were used. RESISTOFILM 
was used for the variable resistive 
element and the padding resistors. 

Devices such as this and our 
EGR, TAS and TPS position-
sensors have demonstrated the 
worth of RESISTOFILM in 
underhood applications. May 
we discuss other require-
ments with you? 
FREE ON REQUEST: 
"Precision Position-Sen-
sors in Automotive Ap-
plications," a paper 

presented at the 
1978 SAE Con-
gress & Exposi-
tion by William 
Wheeler, Labo-
ratory Man-

ager, NE! 
R&D Dept. 

ru new england instrument compan 
KENDALL LANE NATICK, MASS 01790 • TEL 617-873-9711 • TWX: 710 346-0398 

The leading precision potentiometer manufacturer offering rroded conductive plastic. wirewound. concuctive film & hybrid technologies 
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ETERNACELL 
The only complete line of 
Lithium Primary Batteries 

There's a new technology in primary 
batteries. It's called the Etemacell 
Lithium Battery. Or Etemacell for short. 

• Operating voltage 2.8 volts per cell 
• —65°F to 160°F performance 
• Up to 10 years shelf life 
• Highest energy and 
volume density of any 
battery system 
• 1/2 to 30 ampere-hour cell 
sizes in production quantities 
• Stable voltage output 

Reliable, proven in memory 
standby, communications, underwater 
power, instrumentation, alarm systems ... 
tolname a few. Delivery, stock to 4 weeks. 

Etemacell. The highest energy, longest life 
battery. For information write: Power Conversion, 
Inc., 70 MacOuesten P'kway South, Mt. Vernon, 
N.Y. 10550. Or call (914) 699-7333. 

411, 

laei Power Conversion  
Circle 192 on reader service card 

PDP-11, NOVA, Level 6, MDS 800/888, 
ZDS/MCZ Z80, EXOReisor, COSMAC 
and other users... attend our free software seminars and 
find ideas they can put to work. Ideas about a new approach to 
programming — FORTH — a fully interactive stand alone 
disk base OS, a multi-level language with combined assembler, 
compiler and interpreters; an extensible dictionary using 
indirect threaded code; and much more. Results? Program 
development time cut 50 to 90%, memory requirements slashed 
30 to 80%, run time optimized and applications that are 
transportable. We know this sounds farfetched. Let us prove it. 

OK, sign me up for FORTH's free software seminar in: 
O Los Angeles, Sept. 13 
O Cleveland, Sept. 21 
O Anaheim, Oct. 5 
D Palo Alto, Oct. 19 
O San Fernando Valley, Nov. 9 
• New York City, Nov. 16 
O Other 

Send me more information on 0 miniFORTH 
D Application Programming Services 

Name/Title  

Firm Phone ( )  

Address  

C ity/State/Zip  
Forth, Inc.. 815 Manhattan Ave.. Manhattan Beach. CA 90266. (212) 372-8493 

O Chicago. Sept. 19 
O Washington. D.C., Sept. 22 
D Oakland, Oct. 18 
D Orlando, Oct. 27 
O Boston. Nov. 15 
O Philadelphia. Nov. 17 

microFORTH 

FORTH, Inc. 
E831 

1 

New products 

APP-20 occupies a mere 105 cubic 
inches of space and weighs under 5 
pounds. Despite its size, it prints the 
full ASCII font in 20 column lines. 
The dot-line thermal print head 
forms characters at the rate of 1.5 
lines per second using a five-by-
seven-dot matrix. Characters twice 
the height of the regular ones are 
also a feature of the printer. 
Working in a listing mode, the 

APP-20 can tabulate horizontally to 
positions 4, 9, and 15 automatically, 
as well as advance 11 lines if needed. 
In text format, the first line is 
printed upside down starting at the 
right margin, at the bottom of the 
printout. A single character mode is 
also available for keyboard echo. 

All inputs may be selected as posi-
tive true or negative true, allowing 
direct connection with a variety of 
instruments and microprocessors. 
"The easiest hookup will be with 
microcomputers, because looking 
into the printer you see an 8-bit 
parallel port of a microprocessor: it's 
really one microprocessor looking at 
another," observes Copeland. Char-
acters usually enter the unit's 20-
character line buffer as 8-bit parallel 
asynchronous words. A handshake 
interface is implemented with a 
carriage return or print command. 
The APP-20 has its own dual-

voltage transformer, which accepts 
switch-selected input power at either 
115 or 230 y ac ± 10%. Power 
consumption is about 25 w, maxi-
mum, and 500 mA at 5 V may be 
diverted from the printer to power 
other external devices. 

Primary uses for the unit will be in 
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When you're considering a generator for your 
applications, think twice. Both pulse and function 
generators have special advantages and making a 
decision between them can be tough. 

At Tektronix we build high performance pulse and 
function generators. We know the versatility of each 
•nstrument. We also know the individual characteristics 
of the two generators that make evaluation of both 
necessary. 

We can help you make that evaluation. The following 
comparison chart is based on our 50 MHz Pulse 
Generator (PG 508) and our 40 MHz Function 
Generator (FG 504). 

PG 508 FG 504 

Similar Features 

50 MHz 

20 V p-p from 50 11 ±- 20 V window 

20 V max unipolar output 

Unique Features 

. Constant pulse width 

w/changes in frequency 

Delay and double pulses 

High/Low voltage controls 

40 MHz 

30 V p-p from 50 11 -± 20 V window 

15 V max unipolar output 

Constant duty cycle 

w/changes in frequency 

Phase lock to an external signal 

Voltage and offset controls 

And, there's more. We've prepared an in-depth 
evaluation of the capabilities of these two instruments, 
and we'd like to give you a copy. (Just circle reader 
service number below.) 
For Technical Data circle #28 on Reader Service Card 
For Demonstration circle #193 on Reader Service Card 

These instruments are members of the TM 500 Family 
of Modular Test and Measurement Instrumentation from 
Tektronix. Both generators combine high performance 
capabilities with TM 500 compactness and portability. 
The 50 MHz PG 508 Pulse Generator features 
independent rise and fall controls, external control of 
output voltage and selectable 1 MI-50 11 trigger/gate 
input impedance. The 40 MHz FG 504 Function 
Generator generates three basic waveforms plus a wide 
range of shaping with variable riselfall and symmetry 
controls. 

The PG 508 and FG 504 are fully compatible with five 
versions of our TM 500 Mainframes and over 40 TM 500 
Plug-ins. The TM 500 Family of Instruments includes a 
wide range of counters, multimeters, generators, power 
supplies, amplifiers, logic analyzers, and oscilloscopes. 
Plug-ins can be configured to suit the performance 
needs of your measurement. 

TM 500 Designed for Configurability. 

For more information and your copy of an educational 
comparison of pulse and function generators, please 
circle the reader service number below or write to: 
Tektronix, Inc., PO. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97077. 
(503) 644-0161, Ext. 1505. 

In Europe: Tektronix Limited, P.O. Box 36, St. Peter Port, 
Guernsey, Channel Islands. 

lëktronix. o 
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Amazing AIRBRASIVE' 

"Wonder Tool" 
It can cut or etch. Or strip and 

clean. Or drill and deflash. Amazing! 

Try it. You'll wonder why you waited so long. You'll see why the versatile S.S. 
White Airbrasive tool is the low cost production tool for precision work on small 
electronic parts and components. It works on metals or glass, quartz or ceramics, 
the most delicate-to-handle semiconductor and crystalline materials. Airbrasive's 
stream of micro-abrasive particles gives you cool, shockless jet machining to the 
most critical tolerances. And at real savings in production time and labor costs. 
Wonder how much Airbrasive costs? Just $895 for Model K—ideal for lab work, 
pilot runs, and similar light-duty, limited production. Model H, at $1695, can deliver 
jet-machined production parts in high-volume to meet your most demanding pro-
duction schedule. 
Write for our illustrated brochure today. Or arrange 
for a demo and try the Airbrasive Wonder Tool on 
your parts. Write or call Jim McDonald, S.S. White 
Industrial Products, Pennwalt Corp., 151 Old New 
Brunswick Road, Piscataway, NJ 08854 
(201) 752-8300. 
T,,tenwk of Pennwalt Corpotateon 

S.S.WHITE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 

PE NYVALT 
EOUIPMENT • CHEMiCalS 

HEAL tH PRODUCTS 

See us at Booth 260 
ISHM Show. Go 

rem AIRBRASIVE 
Precise and shockless enough to cut intricate patterns in an eggshell. 

Circle 194 on reader service card 

"The people of St. Lucia 
mean business:' 

Dr. Patrick Sylvester 
on why you should locate in St. Lucia. 

"The people of St. Lucia speak 
your language. They want to work 
with you. 

St. Lucia has always 

enjoyed peace. It is be-
ginning to flourish eco-

nomically as businesses 

see St. Lucia as an 
ideal site. 
From nearly 40,000 

skilled and semi-skilled workers, 

you get more than you pay for. 
Wages are low. Incentive to work is 

high. To the people of St. Lucia, 

jobs are highly prized possessions. 

As head of St. Lucia National 
Development here, I 

want to show you our 
just completed film and 

discuss with you our 

tax and investment in-

centives, ideal export 
access, and superior 
transportation facilities. 

Kindly phone (212) 867-2952 so 

that we may meet at the Wescon 
Show or in our New York office, 

220 East 42nd Street, N.Y. 10017." 

St. Lucia 
The National Development Corp. 

New products 

analytic equipment and instrumenta-
tion, says Copeland. This includes 
automotive, medical, and scientific 
applications. The APP-20 alphanu-
meric thermal printer is priced at 
$695 in single quantities, and deliv-
eries should begin in November, the 
company says. 
Datel Systems Inc., 1020 Turnpike St., 

Canton, Mass., 02021. Phone Ron Petrelli at 

(617) 828-8000 [364] 

Unit generates 
digital data 

Because checking out complex digital 
circuitry from the simplest chip to the 
most complex board needs precise test 
signals, it follows that the best instru-
ment for generating and timing such 
signals is the one that can operate at the 
largest number of different levels. 
Aiming for this goal is a new micropro-
cessor-controlled data and timing gener-
ator, "a tool that has been developed to 
fill several gaps in the digital circuitry 
test and checkout field," declares Stan-
ley Kubota, marketing manager at 
Interface Technology. 
More specifically, the model 

RST-432 is designed as a subsystem 
component for large automatic test 
systems, but "the inherent versatility of 
the programmable microprocessor-data-
generator approach suits it for a broad 
range of applications," Kubota notes. 
These include general-purpose signal 
generation, memory and microprocessor 
testing, hybrid integrated-circuit and 
printed-circuit-board checkout, and as 
an add-on to high-speed computer-driv-
en automatic testing systems. 
"By using control, clock, and data 
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THE NEWEST KEITHLEY 41/2. 
ORE SENSITIVITY. MORE FEATURES. 

MORE DMM. LESS COST. 

Now. Complete measurement capability 
from lowest to highest levels— 
on all 5 functions—and only $399. 
Model 177 is the one 
DMM that meets all 
your requirements—in 
design, production test-
ing, research or ser-
vice—with 41/2-digit 
precis-on and accuracy. 
And there's a built-in analog recorder output too! 

As easy to use as it is to buy. 
You'll like the convenient two-terminal input for all 
functions, the direct reading pushbutton range se-
lection, the big, bright 1/2-inch LED display. Other 
features include diode test using the 2Kfl range and 
simple front-panel compensation for external lead 

1/1V — 1200Vdc 
1rns/ — 20Mn 
in A — 2A dc 

10µ.V — 1000V TRMS ac 
10n A — 2A TRMS ac 

resistance on ohms. And. TRMS accuracy is speci-
fied for sinusoids, distorted sinusoids and non-
sinusoids alike. 

Need freedom from line? Install the rechargeable 
battery option. Measuring kilovolts, tens of amps or 
RF? Select from our complete line of accessories. 
The new Keithley Model 177 is clearly the best value 
in 1,1.N 41/2-digit multimeters. 

Call now for details...on the 177. or on other 
Keithley DMMs to meet your requirements. 

TOLL FREE 800-321-0560! 

Keithley Instruments. Inc., 28775 Aurora Road, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44139, (216) 248-0400. Heiglhof-
strasse 5, D-8000 München 70, West Germany, 
(089) 7144065. *In Ohio: (216) 248-0400. 

Keithley... The best value in DMMs. 

KEITH LEY 
Circle 195 on reader service card 



A quality stepper motor and IC driver that cuts 
design costs, simplifies circuitry, minimizes space 
We've just put the cost of an incremental drive stepping system within 
reach! And we've simplified your job in doing so. The $12.60 includes 
our K82701-P2 12V dc stepper motor and our SAA1027 IC driver in 
100 piece quantities, basically all you need for a complete system, if 
you supply dc voltage and stepping pulse. The motor has a 71/2° step 
angle, 200 steps/sec pull-in rate and 6.0 oz-in working torque. If these 
specs don't suit your proposed application, we have 7 other motors to 
choose from with pull-in rates and working torque values to satisfy 
most drive applications. 15° step angles are also available, as are 5V dc 
models. Any one of the 7 can be driven by the IC driver without the 
need for discrete power stages. Use of the driver, in fact, cuts the cost 
and complexity of your circuitry to the bone. It's small in size, low in 
cost and assures maximum stepping accuracy in conjunction with our 
stepper motors. Find out more about NAPCC stepper systems. 

Write for information today! 

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CONTROLS CORP. 

Cheshire, Conn. 06410 • (20 272-03(11 

Circle 36 for Information Only 

We're in 
Complete 
Control 
Signal Processing 

Accepts process signals 
4-20, 1-5, etc. 

E Displays and/or controls 
Temperature Pressure 4424 
Level Speed 

Digital Control 
El Unique internal digital control 
12 Control with signal conditioning 
12 Adjustable setpoints 

Plug-in display 

Digital 
Measurement 
G 31/2 digits, 0.1% accuracy 

The only 1" high display 
AC ranges available 
UL recognized (Model 4424) 

4424-K 

4443 

Circle 196 for Immediate Need 

Request your FREE 32 page Digital Process and Control 
Instrumentation Catalog with Application Guide. 
Circle Reader Service Number or, contact 
LFE Corporation, 1601 Trapelo Road, Waltham, Mass. 02134 617-890-2000 

See US AT ISA/78, Booth 446 and at WESCON, BOOTHS 1089-1091 
196 Circle 30 on reader service card 

New products 

inputs that are both known and fixed, 
device response can be predicted and 
verified with great precision," he says. 
Signals can be generated at dynamic 
data rates of up to 10 MHZ. 
What gives the RST-432 its func-

tional flexibility is the range of choice a 
user has in supplying the appropriate 
data patterns for a specific test. The 
user creates the processor program that 
controls a set of input/output signals 
and data patterns selected according to 
the testing level. Programs can either be 
loaded manually through the unit's 
front-panel controls or automatically 
under external computer control via an 
IEEE 488-1975 interface bus. Test 
results can be monitored visually or by 
computer. 
Key to its use as a component of 

larger systems, Kubota emphasizes, is 
the model RST-432's microprocessor 
section. Not only does it provide high-
speed control of the entire word-genera-
tion section, but it also generates the 
handshake control and timing signals 
needed by the device being tested. A 
self-contained memory is capable of 
storing up to 256 instructions pro-
grammed by the user, with processor 
language consisting of a set of 16 
instructions, each requiring 200 ns for 
execution. Each instruction controls the 
microproGiesor or the word generator. 
The IEEE-488 interface is, in Kubo-

ta's words, "a full listen/talk feature 
that allows the master controller com-
puter to load and read back any of the 
internal RST-432 memories." A record-
memory module lets the unit operate as 
a logic recorder. With it, 256 or (option-
ally) 1,024 32-bit words may be 
recorded, any of which can be recalled 
and analyzed by the master controller. 

In the unit's special clock section, 16 
signals may be generated. While inter-
related, these signals are asynchronous 
to the microprocessor and word genera-
tor clocks. Timing intervals themselves 
can range from 100 ns to 8.192 s, in 
increments of 50 ns. 

Other specifications include output 
patterns to 64 bits by 1,024 words as 
well as input and record data patterns 
to 32 bits by 1,024 words. Both input 
and output lines are compatible with 
transistor-transistor logic. The speed of 
the internal word generator clock can 
be set from 0.975 Hz to 10 MHZ. If an 
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Mode11262 accurately reads 
wide variety of DACs for linearity, 
montonicity. Price: $2960 

NIONOW a ' 2-_.4.41e140:7  isid 4,  

Now—perhaps for the first time— 
you can cost-justify 100 percent in-
spection and testing of incoming D/A 
converters. ESI's new Model 1262 
DAC tester is a ratio instrument that 

accurately checks linearity and 

monotonicity. Under microprocessor 
control the 1262 readily supports: 
. .different input codes (BCD, in-
verted BCD, and several binary 
codes); 
...different number of input bits 
(up to 12) and, 
...different analog outputs (volt-
age or current) in either polarity. 
And it handles both DACs which 

require full time data or those for 
which data must be latched through 

strobing signals (microprocessor 
compatible). 

Test results are presented in 2 sec-
onds plus selected warmup time via 
front panel LEDs showing absolute 
and differential linearity as fractions 
of one least significant bit, and any 
evidence of nonmonotonic behavior. 
Test fixture LEDs signal PASS, FAIL, 
and the presence of excessive super-
position (bit addition) error. 

Test fixtures the key 
The instrument achieves its flexi-

bility through a number of per-
sona'ized test fixtures. You car be 
testing BCD current DACs one mo-
ment, and binary voltage DACs the 
next, simply by changing test fixtures 
according to the pin configuration of 

the test fixture. Each contains a zero 
insertion force test socket, the analog 
circuitry to process the output signal 
of the device under test, and switches 
and jumper wires on the fixture's 
PCB, used to select code formats, pre-
test warmup time, and the pass/fail 
specifications for the DAC type to be 
tested. 
The user makes no adjustments 

within the instrument. 
For complete information, call or 

write, Electro Scientific Industries, 
13900 N.W. Science Park Drive, 
Portland, Oregon 97229, phone 
(503) 641-4141. 

.Eceseet 
YEASUREIMEHT ExCELLENCE 

25 
years 

ELECTMO 
SCIENTIHC 
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That's why you need to 
talk to us when you need 
SCR's. In the up to 35 amp 
range, we can offer you 
more package designs than 
anybody in the business. 
And where quality is con-
cerned, we absolutely re-
fuse to take a back seat to 
anyone. 

With our SCR's you not 
only get all the design flexi-
bility you could want, you 
get quality and quick deliv-
ery at a price that's com-
parable or possibly even 
less than what you're pay-
ing now. 
Get in touch with our local 

representative or call us at 
e.51 817-267-2601. 

If you want to talk SCR's, 
we speak your language. 

TECCOR ELECTRONICS, INC 
P 0 BOX 669 EULESS, TEXAS 76039 

Circle 198 on reader service card 

New products 

external clock is used, it may run as fast 
as 14 MHz. The complete unit, with 
256-word record memory, is priced at 
$19,995 and has a delivery time of five 
weeks. 
Interface Technology, 852 Cummings Rd., Covi-

na, Calif. 91724. Phone (213) 966-1718 [348] 

Small display 
speeds design 

Designers of instruments or systems for 
mobile or aircraft applications now have 
a choice of designing their own display 
or dropping in a small, self-contained, 
intelligent alphanumeric display mod-
ule. The 7-by-3-by-5-in. DE/320 is 
slated to be the first in a series of small 
display modules from Digital Electron-
ics Corp. 
The 20-character display module 

comes complete with built-in refresh, 
drive, and interface circuitry. An Intel 
8041 (a microprocessor with resident 
read-only memory) manages character 
generation, display buffering, and re-
fresh logic for this bus-oriented product. 
Instead of a large, single printed-circuit 
board containing all 20 chips and the 
display, the DE/300 series uses a small-
er, multiple pc board arrangement so 
that it can be packaged in a more 
compact enclosure, explains Robert L. 
Christensen, the company's marketing 
manager. 

Characters are formed on low-power, 
vacuum-fluorescent,dot-matrixdisplays 
and can be viewed from distances of up 
to1Ofeet,Christensensays.Hebelieves 
the display module will appeal to engi-
neers who, in designing systems for 

v«vtvet3-1&rixit 
AUDIO 

CONNECTORS 
JACKS/PLUGS/PATCH CORDS 

Shipped from STOCK! 

Ask for Our Catalog 

PRO-AUDIO SPECIALTIES CO. 

1291 RAND ROAD 
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60016 
PHONE (312) 827-8388 

Circle 37 on reader service card 

NEW & 
DAZZLING!!! 
MS-15 Miniscope 

With Rechargeable 
Batteries & Charger Unit $318 

• 15-megahertz bandwidth. 

• External & internal trigger. 

• Auto or line sync modes. 

• Power usage —<15 W. 

• Battery or line operation. 

• 2.9" H x 6 4" W x 8.0" D. 

Non-Linear Systems, Inc. 
Originator of the digital voltmeter. 

Boo N. Del Mar, California 92014 

Telephone (714) 755.1134 TWO 910-322-1132 

WESCON BOOTH #1507 
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PCB Flexibility 
with Bendix Brush 

Connectors. 

A low mating force connector with up to 400 
contacts. 4 body styles. 3 contact variations with 
options. Superior electrical characteristics and long 
mechanical life. That's flexibility! And Bendix has 
one for your high-contact needs. The Brush Con-
nector. Here's what you get. 

Bendix Brush Connectors increase circuit count 
per board. 
• Reduce number of boards by allowing more cir-

cuits per board. 
• Greater board effectiveness by providing exact 

circuit counts up to 400 contacts in only one 
connector! 

Bendix Brush Connectors reduce mating force 
70% to 90%. 
• Less complex board supports. 
• Secondary actuators eliminated. 
• Extended mechanical life. Up to 20,000 mates/ 
unmates. 

• Fewer damaged boards. 
• Eliminates fixture mounting need of multiple 

smaller connectors. 

Bendix Brush Connectors—a broad product line. 
• Mother Board, Daughter Board, Input/Output, PC 

receptacle body styles. 
• 2, 3 and 4 row configurations. 
• 90° and straight PC, solderless wrap, crimp re-
movable terminations with multiple lengths and 
plating options. 

Bendix Brush contacts improve electrical charac-
teristics. 
• Highly redundant contact sites with multiple elec-

trical paths and wiping acton. 
• Gold plated wire bristles mesh together intimately 

with gas-tight junctions. 
• Stable contact resistance even after extreme me-

chanical durability abuse to 20,000 matings. 

For full information, call (607) 563-5302, or write 
The Bendix Corporation, Electrical Components Divi-
sion, Sidney, New York 13838. 

We speak connectors. 
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4 Watts Linear 
1 to 1000 MHz 
Only $2700 

q‘110111111111170-

4igagaNii 
Model 4W1000 

ULTRA-
WIDEBAND 
AMPLIFIER 

It's fact! Model 4W1000 is the 
only ultra-wideband, solid-
state power amplifier that sup-
plies a minimum of 4 watts of 
RF power from 1 to 1000 
MHz. It's probably all the 
bandwidth and power you'll 
ever need. 

You can use this versatile. un-
conditionally stable amplifier 
with frequency synthesizers or 
swept signal sources to provide 
high-level outputs. Applica-
tions include RFI susceptibil-
ity testing, NMR spectroscopy. 
antenna and component test-
ing as well as general lab use. 

Very likely, the 4W1000 will 
satisfy all your ultra-wideband 
power amplifier needs. How-
ever, if the 4W1000 offers 
more power than you need, 
consider the more economical 
1W1000, priced at only 
$1,250. For complete informa-
tion, write or call: 

Amplifier Research 
160 School House Road 
Souderton, Pa. 18964 
215/723-8181 
See us at Wescon, Booth *839 

Ch AMPLIFIER 
Resennm 

New products 

vehicles or aircraft, require clear, 
brightly displayed information or to 
those who need low-power readouts for 
portable instrument designs. 
The cool green vacuum-fluores-

cent display, which is widely used in 
desk-top calculators, is generally 
believed to be easier on the eyes than 
are the red light-emitting diodes 
usually found in today's digital elec-
tronic equipment. 
The DE/320 costs $350 in single 

quantities and includes enclosure and 
power supply. The module requires only 
a 5-v dc power input at less than 700 
mA full load and can interface with any 
of the 8-bit parallel data busses of the 
popular metal-oxide-semiconductor mi-
croprocessors. "We've successfully in-
terfaced it with Z80s, 8080s, 6800s, and 
the like," Roger W. Doering, division 
vice president adds. 
The parallel interface scheme uses 

the 8-bit data bus signals in ASCII 

format, and controls are implemented 
via low-order address, chip-select, and 
read/write active-low inputs. Also, a 
1,200-baud serial interface is supplied 
which requires transistor-transistor-logic 
level input signals formatted, for exam-
ple, as for a standard Ascii printer. 

Production quantity deliveries will 
begin by mid-October, according to 
Christensen, and there are discounts for 
large-volume, original-equipment-man-
ufacturer orders, he says. 
Digital Electronics Corp., 415 Peterson St., 

Oakland, Calif. 94601. Phone (415) 532-2920 

[349] 

Test unit works 
at a fast clip 

Up to now, computer-controlled auto-
matic test equipment for checking out 
logic circuitry on printed-circuit boards 
has, for the most part, been able to 
isolate faults down to the component 
level only in the case of static compo-
nents. Existing probes have had prob-
lems performing fault isolation on the 
newer microprocessors and memories, 
which are both too sensitive and too fast 
for them to handle. 
To update its line of Capable testers, 

Computer Automation Inc.'s Industrial 

BY POPULAR 
DEMAND! 

MS-215 Dual Trace 
Miniscope 

With Rechargeable 
Batteries & Charger Unit $435 

• 15-megahertz bandwidth. 

• External & internal trigger. 

• Auto or line sync modes. 

• Power usage -- 15 W. 

• Battery or line operation. 

• 2.9" H x 6 4" W x 8.0" D. 

cp Non-Linear Systems, Inc. Originator of the digital voltmeter. 

Box 4. Del Mar. California 92014 

Telephone (714) 755.1134 1WX 910.322.1132 

WESCON BOOTH *1507 
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PC POWER SUPPLY 
TRANSFORMERS 

For + 5V and ± 15V 

_ 
15220 

DC Outputs 

COMPONENT 
LISTING 
AND 

SCHEMATICS 
PROVIDED 

Low Profile 
PC 

Construction 

Complete Catalog line of 

AUDIO-POWER 
COMMERCIAL-MIL .44 
TRANSFORMERS 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ,e 
FROM DISTRIBUTORS 

MICROTRAN 
COMPANY. INC. 

145 E. Mineola Ave., Box 236, Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582 

200 Circle 200 on reader service card See us at Wescon Booth 454 
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Boschert 
low-power switchers 

win OEMs' stamp of approval. 
Here's why. 

LOW Coe. Only Boschert is delivering 
switching power supplies that are cost-competitive 
with linears in the 25 to 400 watt range. That's 
because Boschert is focusing exclusively on the 
design and production of low-power switchers. 
Our modular design techniques are lowering prices 
while maintaining quality and reliability. 

Small, light and efficient. 
Boschert power supplies are perfect for 
microprocessor-based systems and other digital 
equipment because they're five times smaller 
than comparable linear supplies, and nine times 
lighter. Because little power is wasted as heat, 
they require no fans — only convection cooling. 
And Boschert switchers are well-suited for high 
pulse-load environments such as printers: when 
additional power is required, it is available 
instantaneously — at any output. 

Multiple outputs. Boschert 
power supplies are convenient for system 
designers because they offer as many as six 
outputs in flexible voltage configurations. Our 

computer-evaluated modular design approach 
with 90 percent common components allows us to 
meet your unique technical requirements at low 
cost, with a minimum of design time. 

Boschert experience and 
reliability. • Boschert has assembled 
the finest switching power supply design 
and production team anywhere. Our facilities are 
prepared to meet expanded production 
schedules rapidly and reliably — with rigorous 
automatic burn-in, wave soldering and testing 
techniques. With over 50,000 of our power systems 
in operation today, we're the leading company 
for low-power, low-cost OEM switchers. 

For information, contact a Boschert represen-
tative. Or write Boschert Incorporated, 
384 Santa Trinita Ave., Sunnyvale, 
CA 94086. Phone (408) 732-2440. 
TWX 910-339-9241. The finest 
microprocessor-based systems are 
powered by Boschert. What 
about yours? 
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Cambridge, MA— CAMBION now has ready a new revised 
edition of Catalog 119-A covering IC Accessories, desig-
nated 121. The updated catalog contains many new pro-
ducts introduced by CAMBION since the original catalog 
was published. Some of the important additions to be 
found in the new catalog include products for packaging 
digital systems, new panels, sockets, socket cards, IC card 
files, drawers and trays. Free copies of Catalog 121 are 
available from CAMBION. 

CAMBION is a manufacturer of a broad range of elec-
tronic components for industry including, in addition to 
IC accessories, chokes, coils and micro-programmable 
Numerical Controls. For further information write: 
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 445 Concord Avenue, 
Cambridge, MA 02138. Or telephone: (617) 491-5400. 

Updated CAMBION 
IC Accessories Catalog 

available FREE 

Circle 202 on reader service card 

Lab Accuracy 
Volksmeters 

LM-4A $250 
0.03% Accuracy 

LM-40A $209 
0.1% Accuracy 
• Measures VDC, VAC, 

Ohms, DCmA & ACmA. 
•Auto zero & Polarity. 
• Battery powered with 

charger unit included. 
• 1.9"H x 2.7"W x 4.0"D. 
• Large 0.3" LED display. 

Non-Linear Systems, Inc. 
Originator of the defol VOltnIfefOr. 

Box N, Del Mer, Cehlornla 92014 

Telephone (714) 755-1134 TWX 91..-322.1132 

WESCON BOOTH *1507 

Check 
•Transistors 

•Capacitors 

•Diodes 

•1C's 

çççç 

A ed 
CONTROLLED HEATING 
... where it counts 

THERMO-PROBE 
Heat any integrated circuit or electronic 
component to its rated temperature 
with a heat probe. Accuracy + 3°C or 
better. Or check the component's tem-
perature with a thermo-couple probe. 
Model 810 Thermo-Probe does both. 
Reads out directly in •C and °F on a 
large 41/2-inch meter. 

MTI MICRO-TECHNICAL INDUSTRIES 

P.O. Box 287 South Laguna, CA 92677 

TELEPHONE (714) 545-3734 
TWX 910 596-1325 MICROTECH LBEH 

-  

New products 

Products division is bringing out a new 
high-speed probe-type clip that lets the 
testers check dynamic logic parts at 
functional speeds. The clip, to be 
demonstrated for the first time at 
Wescon, has real-time capability for 
exercising the devices with pulses down 
to 25 ns and at speeds up to 40 MHz. 
When hooked up to a Capable system 
running with guided fault-isolation soft-
ware, the new clip will accommodate 
most of the dynamic devices now on the 
market, according to the company. 
The clip itself is an assembly with 

cabling and connectors that a system 
operator attaches to an individual 
circuit when the system's test sequence 
signals a fault. Comparing the perform-
ance of the unit under test against a 
stored fault-signature file in memory, 
the system minicomputer, in effect, 
helps the operator determine where the 
fault is most likely to be located by 
means of step-by-step instructions dis-
played on a cathode-ray-tube terminal. 
Faults generally are identified immedi-
ately, the company says, or within one 
or two trys after test interruption. 
A major improvement designed into 

the high-speed clip over earlier probes is 
a buffer circuit in the input end of the 
cable that connects the clip to the data 
management section. This circuit is 
essentially a bidirectional isolation am-
plifier that keeps the test sequences 
from influencing sensitive devices dur-
ing real-time operation. The clip also 
has a fail-safe feature that alerts the 
operator of the Capable system to 
improper placement on the circuit or 
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GRINNELL 

  13RINNELL SYSTEMS 

Full color image processing... 
greyscale and pseudo-color... 
basic B/W graphics ... and 
everything in between: our 100% 
so id state, modular graphic tele-
vision display systems can be 
matched to your computer display 
requirement, easily and 
economically. 

And, they're intelligent. Power-
ful instruction sets minimize soft-
ware overhead, simplify program-
ming and eliminate the need for 

DI SPLAYS: 

complex macro-instructions and 
high order programming 
languages. 

Further, every Grinnell system 
includes a standard computer 
interface, full alphanumerics and 
graphics, 4K MOS random access 
refresh memories and your choice 
of standard resolutions: 256 x 256, 
256 x 512 or 512 x 512. Plug-
compatible interfaces for most 
minicomputers are available, 
along with a large number of 

GRINNEt 

operating options All systems 
drive standard TV monitors. 

Grinnell displays are already at 
work in tomography, ERTS imag-
ing, process control, data plotting 
and many more applications. 

So, before you decide on a 
display system, talk to our ex-
perts. Complete operating systems 
start at $5,450, and quantity dis-
counts are available. For detailed 
specs and/or a quotation, call 
or write. 

2986 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, California 95050 (408) 988-2100 
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Widest Selection of Bite Indicators high mance 
aircraft, computers, communications, ground test equipment, 
etc. 0.PL listings to Will-1-8328711, 12, 13 or 14. Provide 
reliable fault detection or circuit condition indication with 

drain low as 50 millivatts. Display positive color con-
trast visibility under extreme environmerts, 

temperatures —65 +125°C, ML. 

vibration power with excellent°C to to 2000 Hz208. 

F1Y3i13ble to operate at 1.5,3,5,6,12 or e volts, manual or 
electrical reset. PROTOTIPES AVAILABLE on phone or letter-

Set,tViCe on SAL °Weenies • Budt-in-Iest-Eciuipinerit head request. 

SODDEN 

MINELCO 
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Volksmeter + 
A Little Extra 

For Less 

LM-3.5A $155 
0.5% Accuracy 

• Measures VDC, VAC, 
Ohms, DCmA & ACmA. 

•Auto zero & Polarity. 
• Battery powered with 

charger unit included. 
• 1.9"H x 2.7"W x 4.0"D. 
• Large 0.3" LED display. 

Non-Linear Systems, Inc. 
Originator of the digital voltmeter 

Box N, Del Mar, California 92014 

Telephone (714) 755-1134 TWO 910-322 1132 

Waiting for 
an outbreak 
of HOPE 

Give to: 

PROJECT 

Deportment A. Washington, D.C. 20007 

New products 

errors in placement sequence. 
For users of Capable systems with 

real-time capability, Computer Auto-
mation is offering the standard 16-pin 
clips as an updated feature at no extra 
charge. A 24-pin version is available as 
a $975 option. For users who do not 
have real-time systems, the 16-pin 
clip is $875. In this case, it would be 
of value in conducting static tests on 
low-power Schottky devices, which are 
susceptible to crosstalk. Narrow pulses 
in the 40-ns range are required. 
Delivery takes 30 to 50 days. 
Computer Automation, Industrial Products Divi-
sion, 2181 Dupont Dr., Irvine, Calif. 92713 [361] 

1•11••••._ 

System gives 
8086 support 

Adding to the illustrious line of 8-bit 
microprocessors that it already sup-
ports—the 6802, 6800, Z-80, 8080, and 
8085—the Microsystem microprocessor 
development system is the first to 
support the 16-bit 8086 microprocessor. 
Software-compatible with both the 
8080 and 8085 systems, the 8086 
development systems deliver up to 10 
times the processing power of those 
systems at a rate of 5 MHz. 
A full range of disk-based 8086 

systems are offered to allow the design-
er to select the level of performance he 
requires. Each includes microprocessor 
central procffling unit with up to 256 
kilobytes of memory, high-speed 960-
character cathode-ray-tube display, AS-
CII keyboard, dual floppy-disk unit, 
and operating system software. 

Optional accessories for the system 
include software logic analyzers, in-
circuit emulators, line printers, Basic 
compilers, and a disk operating system 
with relocatable macro-assembler and 
linkage editor. Low-cost plug-in mod-
ules to convert the system for use with 
With 32 kilobytes of memory and 

double-density 8-in, dual floppy-disk 
unit, the system is priced at $9,625. 
Delivery of the Microsystem/32 
Mod 8086 is 120 days after receipt 
of order. 
Futuredata Computer Corp., 11205 S. La Ciene-
ga Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90045. Phone R 

Schaaf at (213) 641-7700 [365] 

WESCON BOOTH el5o7 
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Simpson's Fully 
Portable DMM 
with Autoranging! 
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ON 
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20 200 2000 20tC: AUTO a 

Complete with nickel-cadmium 
batteries, AC charger/adapter, 
test leads, manual. 
You get 8 full hours' continuous 
battery operation . . . a full 
day's work without interruption. 
• 0.25% DC V accuracy 
• Large bright 0.3" LED displays 
• Automatic zero and polarity 
• Folding bench stand 
• Only 2 x 5.6 x 4.6. Weighs 1-1/2 lbs. 

MAX 
MON,: toy-

mum= 

DIGITAL MULTI METER 

, 

'RA 

EW! 
For $18 
Autoranging 
Compact Model 462 
Automatically selects 
and displays the proper 
measurinç range. 

.nA k 12 

,jii 
200 2 23 200 MO 20MI! 

, !1 1 11T1i 

_ 
ror i4J 
Our Best-Selling 
Compact Model 461 
with 26 pushbutton ranges 

ALL SIMPSON DMM'S HAVE 
Reliable overload-protected LSI circuitry, easy-to-read 
3-1/2 digit Red LEDs, automatic polarity. Performance-
proving 200-hour burn-in, backed by 1-year guarantee. 
Full line of accessories. 

Autoranging Model 465A 
with 0.1% DC V accuracy, 
low power ohms 

For $288 
360-2 Digital VOM 
with 0.25% accuracy, 28 
ranges, low power ohms, 
AC/battery operation 

I*Price for AC line version AC/battery version 
$40 additional cost. 

available for 

Popular Priced Model 464A 
with 0.1% DC V accuracy 
and 28 ranges 

Deluxe 460-3A 
with 0.1°/0DCV accuracy, 32 
ranges low power ohms, 
analog display 

CHOOSE THE ONE THAT'S BEST FOR YOU 
SEE 'EM AT YOUR LOCAL SIMPSON DISTRIBUTOR. 

4  
I INSTRUMENTS THAT STAY ACCURATE I 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
853 Dundee Ave., Elgin, IL 60120 
(312) 697-2260 • Telex 72-2416 

INDUSTRIAL 
EQUIPMENT 
GROUP 
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You want Op Amps with Your boss wants 
high performance. low cost. 

Harris has a little something 
for both of you. 



Harris introduces a complete new line of Op 
Amps in 8 lead epoxy DIP packages...at 
low, low 100-up prices starting at an unbe-
lievable $1.78 each. You could pay two or 
three times as much elsewhere and still not 
get the performance features you get with 
Harris. The new line is the epoxy version 
of our highly successful family of HA-25XX 
and 26XX amplifiers. The charts that fol-
low tell the whole story. 
Note the high slew rate and excellent 

settling time performance of our HA-2507, 
HA-2517 and HA-2527 models. With offset 
current, bias current and offset voltage 
compatible with accurate signal condition-
ing systems. And our wide band HA-2607 
and HA-2627 op amps feature a frequency 
response that can be custom tailored to the 
designer's exact requirements by means of 
an external bandwidth control capacitor. 
Who else offers design versatility like that? 

With operating temperatures from 0°C 
to +75°C, the new Harris op amps cover a 
wide range of industrial and commercial 
applications including: Laboratory-grade 
test equipment. Automatic electronic test 
systems. Medical patient monitoring sys-
tems. CRT displays. Process control sys-
tems...and many more. 
Han-is epoxy op amps provide the highest 

level of ac performance that is commercially 
available in a monolithic form. They give 
the designer a new degree of freedom with-
out cost concern; give the customer a new 
measure of economy without forfeiting per-
formance. And that should satisfy both you 
and your boss. Get the happy story today 
by calling the Harris Hot Line, or write: 
Harris Semiconductor Products Division, 
Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901. 

-• 
• 

1-...11....6........... 
,..-...-.........-....2% 

........, 
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HIGH SLEW RATE 
PRECISION COMPENSATED UNCOMPENSATED 

EPDXY 1 EPDXY EPDXY 
-55 to -55 to 0 to : Oto -55 toi -55 to - 0 to 1 Oto -55 to -55 to Oto Oto 
125°C 125°C 70°C i 75°C 125°Cî 125°C 70°C 75°C 125°Ci 125°C 70°C 75°C i 

HA- - HA- HA- I HA- HA- HA- HA- HA- HA- ' HA- ' HA- HA-
PARAMETER' 2500 2502 __-.. 2507 2510 2512 25151, 2517 2520 2522 25251 2527 UNITS 

OFFSET 11 
VOLTAGE 2 5 4 5 5 5 4 5 5 I l 5 mV 

BIAS E. L 
CURRENT 125 100 125 125 125 100 125 p 125 125 nA 

VOLTAGE 
GAIN 30K 25K 15K 15K 15K 15K 

„i! 

It , 
15K I 15K I: 15K 15K VN 

UNITY GAIN 
BANDWIDTH 12 :12 12 12 12 12 12 20 t 20 20 20 MH 

1 

SLEVV RATE 1 -±30 ±30 ±30 ±30 • 65 I ±60 a- --L-60 ±120 ±-120 ±-120 ±120 Wps 

RISE TIME 25 25 25 25 25 25 : 25 25 25 25 25 ns 

i APPLICATIONS APPLICATIONS APPLICATIONS 
i DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS R.F. AMPLIFIERS VIDEO AMPLIFIERS 
! SIGNAL GENERATORS PULSE AMPLIFIERS SIGNAL CONDITIONING 

•VALUES GIVEN ARE TYPICAL AT 25°C 

WIDE BAND VVIDTH 
COMPENSATED UNCOMPENSATED 

-55 to 
1125°C 

- 55 to 
+125.c 

Oto 
75°C 

EPDXY 
0 to 
75 C 

- 55to 
125.,c 

- 55 to 
+12ec 

0 to 
7crc 

EPDXY 
0 to 
75% 

PARAMETER` 
HA- 
2600 

HA- 
2602 

HA- 
2605 

FIA- 
2607 

HA- 
2620 

HA- 
2622 

HA- 
2625 

HA- 
2627 UNITS 

OFFSET VALVE 0.5 3 3 4 0.5 3 3 4 mV 

BIAS CURRENT 1 15 5 5 1 5 5 5 nA 

VOLTAGE GAIN 150k 150k 150k 150k 150k 150k 150k 150k VN 

UNITY GAIN 
BANDWIDTH 12 12 12 12 100 100 100 100 MHz 

SLEW RATE -±- 7 ,t 7 -± 7 7 .7, 35 --L- 35 --I-35 -±35 V/ps il RISE TIME 30 30 30 30 17 17 17 17 ns 

APPLICATIONS 
HIGH 0 ACTIVE FILTERS 
HIGH SPEE D COMPARATORS 

APPLICATIONS 
VIDEO AMPLIFIERS 
PULSE AMPLIFIERS 

•VALUES GIVEN AIFF TYPIGAI AT 25"( 

Harris Technology 
...Your Competitive Edge 

HARRIS HOT LINE! 
1-800-528-6050, Ext. 455 
Call toll-tree except Hawaii 8‘ Alaska) for phone number of your nearby 
Harris sales office, authorized distributor or expedited literature service. 

HARRIS 
SEMICONDUCTOR 
PRODUCTS DIVISION 
A DIVISION OF HARRIS CORPORATION 
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16-bit microNOVA. 

2K bytes RAM. 

I //I V0,1,0, 

lur 4A 
resrk. 

Introducing the Data General microNOVA 
Board Computer, MB C/1. The smallest, 
most functional 16-bit single board micro-
computer you can buy. More power and 
capability in less space than any other. 
It's a ful116-bit processing unit. And it has 
multiply/divide, stack architecture, data 
channel (DMA) and 16-level priority inter-
rupt, 2K bytes static RAM, sockets for 
up to 4K bytes of PROM. It also has async 
interface, 32-line digital I/O, optional con-
sole debug software and self-test diag-
nostics. All in a space of 7.5 x 9.5 inches. 

It's all supported by our MBC/M 
real-time multi-tasking monitor and moni-
tor emulator that lets you develop soft-
ware under Data General's AOS, RDOS 
and DOS operating systems for execution 
on MB C/1. 

To go along with all of this, there's 
a full array of compatible interfaces, design 
interface support, compatible software 
and excellent program development tools. 
If you want more board in less room, 
reserve a Data General MB C/1 micro-
NOVA Board Computer. For more infor-
mation, mail the coupon, call Data General 
or your nearest full service industrial 
distributor: Schweber or Wyle (Elmar/ 
Liberty). Or call your local dealer. 
'Single unit price. Quantity discounts available. 

[ 3I 
Mail to: microNOVA PRODUCT INFORMATION 

DATA GENERAL CORPORATION, 
WESTBORO, MA 01581 

Name Title 

Company Tel. No. 

Address 

City State Zip 

Data General Corporation, Westboro, MA 01581, (617)366-8911. Data General (Canada) Ltd., 
Ontario. Data General Europe, 61 rue de Courcelles, Parh., France. 766.51.78. Data General 
Australia. (03)89-0633. Data General Ltda., Sik) Paulo, Brazil. 543-0138. Data General Middle 
East, Athens, Greece, 952-0557. © Data General Corporation, 1978. 
microNOVA is a registered trademark of Data General Corporation. 

I DataGeneral 
We make computers that make sense. 
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The perfect match for 
New 13/4  inch high Thin Line Instruments 
are the tailor-made answer to your IEEE-488 
programmable frequency counter and digital 
multimeter requirements. 
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Measure Frequency to 512 MHz or 1,250 MHz. 
New 6040 Series of Thin Line Frequency Counters 
make automatic measurements to 512 MHz 
(Model 6042A) and 1,250 MHz (Model 6043A). 
The IEEE-488 bus feature is standard, and so are: 
• input attenuation • full 8-digit LED readout 
• overload protection • and down to earth prices. 

IF S-D: 
The bus compatible people. And a lot more. 

'111 
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Measure DC Voltage, AC (true RMS) 
Voltage and Resistance. The new 
41/2-digit Model 7344A Digital Muitimeter 
does it all with the IEEE-488 bus 
feature. It is the companion twin to the 
two Thin Line Counters. In only 1 3/4 
inches of total panel height you can 
now make IEEE-488 bus controllable 
multimeter measurements with 0.02% 
DC accuracy. Combine the 7344A with 
a 6040 Series counter and you have the 
most advanced measurement system 
for your test bench or system console. 

To find out more about these quality 
products, contact Scientific Devices, our 
nation-wide, factory-trained manufac-
turer's representatives. (See phone 
numbers below.) Or contact us at 
10 Systron Drive, Concord, CA 94518. 
Phone (415) 676-5000. 

Model 1626 Frequency Synthesizer (Left) 
This new 26 GHz Frequency Synthesizer is a 
state-of-the-art frequency source for the most 
demanding applications requiring high 
stability and accuracy. 

Model 3530 Instrumentation Controller (Center) 
The Model 3530 controls any IEEE-488 com-
patible instrument. Language: BASIC. Includes 
microcomputer with up to 64K byte memory. 
Also available: programmable 16 x 64 matrix 
switching system with expansion capability. 

Model 1702 Signal Generator (Right) 
A fully programmable synthesized signal 
generator covering 100 Hz to 1,000 MHz in 
one range. Order with or without GPIB option. 
Resolution 100 Hz. 

Not shown: 
Model 6054B 26 GHz Automatic Counter 
Model 154-4 Automatic Pulse Generator 
Model 7115 DVM with microprocessor control 
Model DPSD-50 Dual 50 W Power Supply 

SYSTRON DONNER 
PUT OUR PERFORMANCE TO THE TEST 

SEE US AT WESCON: BOOTH 619-622 
Circle 210 for literature 
Circle 211 for demonstration 
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A whole new 
connector series 
for I/O 
applications 

-The introduction of our new BLUE MACS® 

Ribbon Connectors represents another Ansley 

engineering breakthrough in lower installed cost mass 

termination technology. 

Ansley's BLUE MACS Ribbon Connector series terminates to 

standard 50 mil pitch cable which provides complete compatability 

with all the other connectors in the system. 

The Ribbon Connector incorporates all the BLUE MACS benefits, including the 

4-point TULIP® contact for maximum termination reliability, and a one-piece 

design for fast, low cost assembly and positive cable-to-contact alignment. 

This line is added to our complete family of "D" Series connectors now available 

from stock in 9, 15, 25 and 37 pin configurations. In addition, we offer a wide variety 

of UL listed jacketed cable for external use with these connectors. This 

allows you more freedom when selecting connectors for 

future design. 

All connectors are available with a broad selection of 

mounting hardware to various strain relief configurations. 

For the full reliability/cost effectiveness story and 

technical data, call or write: 

/Arts Ley 
The mass termination company. 

T&B/Ansley Corporation • Subsidiary of Thomas & Betts Corporation 

3208 Humboldt St. • Los Angeles, CA 90031 • Tel. (213) 223-2331 

TELEX 68-6109 • TWX 910-321-3938 

44» 
oieffle 4imie 

4,teee (11. erfe legaie 
.14-45/ oes 

STOCKED AND SOLD THROUGH AUTHORIZED ANSLEY DISTRIBUTORS. 

International T&B/Ansley Offices: AUSTRALIA, Brookvale, (02) 938-1713 • AUSTRIA, Vienna, (222) 6232365 • CANADA, lberville, 
Quebec, (514) 347-1014 • ENGLAND, Luton, (0582) 597-271 • FRANCE, Rungis, 687-23-85 • HOLLAND, Zoetermeer, (79) 214688 • 
ITALY, Milano, 02-4986451 • JAPAN, Tokyo, 03-354-9661 • SINGAPORE (65) 2923711 • SOUTH AFRICA, Benrose 24-8134 • SPAIN, 
Barcelona, (93) 212-8607 • SWEDEN, Upplands Vasby, 0760-86140 • SWITZERLAND, Hombrechtikon, (04155) 422791 • WEST 
GERMANY, Dreieich bei Frankfurt, 06103-8 20 21 • 
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New products  

LSI testers operate at 20 MHz 
Full-blown unit for device characterization and medium-cost 

system for incoming inspection allow true time-sharing operation 

by Al Shackil, Instrumentation Editor 

Offering a full range of test 
options for large-scale integrated 
circuits are Tektronix' new S-3270 
and S-3250 systems. The S-3270 
(right in photo) provides state-of-
the-art tester performance for device 
characterization required by LSI ven-
dors and design engineers. The S-
3250 (left) does production testing 
and incoming inspection. 
Both testers feature 20-MHz oper-

ation, enabling devices with clocks of 
10 MHZ to be tested at full speed. 
The testers provide input signals, 
compare device outputs with ex-
pected values, generate functional 
test patterns, and perform dynamic 
error storage at the 20-MHz rate. A 
seven-phase clock is provided, with 
up to 14 phases available. 
The systems' driver format choices 

include return to zero, nonreturn to 
zero, return to one, and return to 
complement. This means hardware 
restrictions can be overcome by 
proper driver formatting. Fast in-
put/output bus testing is also possi-
ble with special return-to-inhibit 
driver formatting. 
A dual-memory architecture is 

achievable by adding, for each tester 
pin, the optional 4-K random-access 
memory to each pin's standard 4-K 
shift-register local memory. This 
enables running of large, complex 
test patterns without test interrup-
tion to reload local memory. A high 
degree of test-pattern compression is 
also possible, which allows common 
test subroutines to be stored. It is 
necessary to define only their argu-
ments for each test. 
True foreground/background 

time-sharing operation is provided 
by the Tektest III operating software 
in both systems. This enables testing 

to continue without interruption in 
the foreground, while up to four 
users on the system program, edit, or 
reduce data in the background. 
The two test systems can test LSI, 

RAMS, read-only memories, micro-
processors, analog and digital hy-
brids, peripheral interface circuits 
and essentially all non-Ls! devices. A 
fully integrated waveform digitizer 
performs linear and analog tests on 
the same device. Up to 64 pin-
control cards, each with input and 
output capability, allow testing of a 
device with up to 128 pins. Complex 
test patterns can easily be generated 
with the aid of a pattern RAM with 
looping and subroutine capability, 
and a memory pattern generator 
providing a fast source of algorith-
mic patterns. 
The major differences between the 

S-3270 and the S-3250 are related to 
the system architecture, which af-
fects cost and performance. The S-

3250 uses a DEC PDP-11/34 with 
cache memory and floating-point 
hardware as the controller. This 
provides the high-speed background 
data processing needed for device 
characterization. A disk operating 
system and Tektronix 4010 graphics 
terminal are also included. 
The S-3250 production tester em-

ploys a lower-cost version of the DEC 
PDP-11/34 as its controller and the 
less expensive, lower-resolution, Tek-
tronix 4006 terminal. The number of 
power supplies for pin-control cards 
is also reduced to a level consistent 
with the number of pins necessary 
for the device under test. 
The price for the basic S-3250 

production tester starts at $180,000 
and the S-3270 device characteriza-
tion system in its basic configuration 
is priced at approximately $250,000. 
Delivery time is 12 to 16 weeks. 

Tektronix Inc., P. 0. Box 500, Beaverton, 

Ore. 97077 [338] 
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Introducing the 
HP1000 model 45. 

A powerful 
lumber cruncher 

that won't 
break your 

budget. 
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M
ost engineers and 
scientists will find all 
the power they need 
in this new leader of the 

HP 1000 family. A new floating 
point processor handles big data 
arrays and cuts lengthy compu-
tational problems down to size. And 
the HP 1000 Model 45 also has the 
flexibility for complex measurement 
and control applications, for data 
base management and distributed 
networking. 

And it isn't hard to get your 
hands on all this computational 
power. System prices start at just 
$46,50& 

Our new F-Series processor 
is the hard-working heart of the sys-
tem. It's extremely fast, completing 
load and store operations in 900 
nanoseconds. The separate hard-
ware processor does floating point 
calculations at high speeds, too-
630 ns for add, 1.8 microseconds for 
multiply and 3 microseconds for 
divide. 

A special scientific instruc-
tion set, standard in the system, also 
helps to improve execution speed, 
performing trig and log 
functions in less than 
48 microseconds. And 
a fast FORTRAN 
processor, which 

Address 

handles commonly used FORTRAN 
operations in hardware, also gets 
things done in a hurry 

Our RTE-IV real-time 
operating system, the latest in an 
upward compatible family, lets you 
manipulate data arrays up to 1.8M 
bytes, using simple FORTRAN 
commands. As many as 64 par-
titions, with a program capacity of 
54K bytes, can be resident in 
memory at the same time. 

The HP1000 Model 45 comes 
with a fast (25 msec seek time) 20M 
byte disc drive and an HP 2648A 
Graphics Terminal, as well as our 
new Graphics/1000 support soft-
ware to help you write graphics 
programs. You can also team it up 
with other HP products like the 
HP 9872A four-color plotter and the 
HP 7245A printer/plotter. 

Adding data base manage-
ment is as simple and economical 
as adding peripherals. Our 
IMAGE/1000 software will con-
solidate your technical information 
into related and easily accessible 
files. And you can pool data from 
other HP 1000 systems (as well as 
linking to our powerful HP 3000 
general purpose computers and 
IBM) with the help of DS/1000 
networking software. 

L 

tiii  tà1 
In addition to getting graphic dis-

plays on the 2648A terminal, you can get 
hard copy graphics on our new 9812.4 pro-
grammable four-color plotter one of ;any 
options available with the HP 1000 Model 45. 
It has a built-in microprocessor and operates 
up to 360 mm/s (14 inches/ s) on each axis. 
Ideal for vector analysis trace differentiations 
and window plotting. 

So if you've got some big 
jobs to do, but don't have a big 
budget to match, the HP 1000 
Model 45 can solve your problems 
fast. To find out all about it, 
call the HP office listed in the 
White Pages. Or send us the coupoi 
We'll prove once again that good 
things do come in small packages. 

HEWLETT jel PACKARD 

*U.S. don:. ,tic list price 

Yes, I'm interested in more, computation power k- m oney. 
Send me more ink nation 

ity/State/Zip 

'hone 

\lad t. Ht leu Packard, Ann: Bob 
110(e) Wolfe Road, f.J. pt. 625 

'noel-tin° CA 95.-A 4 
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\ecc 24 or 40-an DIPs' 
off the shelf? 
We're your source. 

Want the speed, savings and 
reliability of mass termination 
with larger size D.I.P. 
connectors? Come to 3M. 
Our Scotchflex brand D.I.P. 
connectors in 24 and 40-
contact sizes let you design 
quick, easy interboard 
jumpering with readily avail-
able parts. Their space-saving 
low-profile design makes 
them ideal for microprocessor 
applications. They also speed 
and simplify test jumpering 
or checkout of I.C. sockets. 

Both connectors have 
.100" x .600" grid spacing and 
are available with either 
rectangular legs for use with 
standard I.C. sockets or 
round legs for use with high 
density packaging panels. 
They may be used with 
Scotchflex shielded, non-
shielded or color-coded flat 
cable or with twisted pair 
or parallel lay woven cable. 
Where frequent plugging 

and unplugging is necessary, 
strain relief bars and pull 
tabs are available for all 
Scotchflex D.I.P. connectors 
including 14 and 16-pin sizes. 

216 Cir,,le 216 on reader service card 

Need some more ways to 
simplify wiring and increase 
circuit density? 3M's 
Scotchflex line offers you the 
widest choice of mass 
terminating cable, connectors 
and system components to 
accommodate your design 
packages. Plus proven 
reliability. Off-the-shelf avail-
ability. And the unmatched 
experience of the people who 
pioneered the concept of 
electronic mass termination. 

Scotchflex connectors are 
recognized under the 
component program of Under-
writer's Laboratories, Inc. sal 

"Scotchflex" is a registered trademark of 3M Co. 

Scotchflex® 
syste TS 
from 3V 
The source. 

3 COMPANY 
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New products 

One-chip computer has serial I/O port 
Latest member of 3870 family is aimed at distributed-processing 

apphcations, has controller to reduce communications burden on CPU 

Mostek Corp's next addition to the 
3870 single-chip microprocessor 
family could turn out to be the new 
favorite, as it has all the features of 
the 3870 and one major addition, a 
serial input/output port. The 3873, 
which will be available in sample 
quantities next month, can play a 
role in distributed-processing appli-
cations, since it has the capability for 
serial data communication without 
tying up its central processing unit. 
The port is a simple universal asyn-
chronous receiver/transmitter that 
greatly enhances the microcomput-
er's appeal. Like the 3870, the 3873 
has central-processing, oscillator, 
and clock circuits, 2,048 bytes of 
read-only memory for program stor-
age, 64 bytes of scratch-pad random-
access memory, and a general-
purpose timer. But the 3873 sacri-
fices three of the 3870's 32 1/0 lines 
for the serial port, which requires 
two pins for the serial data and a 
third as a shift-clock line. In addi-
tion, the 3873 adds two vectored 
interrupts and a timer for setting the 
serial data rate. 
The serial port will be a must in 

future applications of one-chip mi-
crocomputers in distributed process-
ing arrangements that lean towards 
"loosely coupled" networks. (The 
term refers to serial communication 
between processors, as opposed to 
tightly coupled, parallel, bus-sharing 
arrangements.) 

Mostek is developing an ambitious 
network approach for remotely lo-
cated equipment that will use a pre-
programmed 3870 dedicated as the 
front-end receiver/transmitter at 
each location. Such a setup would 
have a 3873 as the host processor 
polling and commanding its periph-

by Raymond P. Capece, Solid State Editor 

eral devices. "Since the port is a 
simple UART, it doesn't, for example, 
do parity checking," says Harold 
Dozier, manager of microcomputer 
design at Mostek, "but that could be 
done in software." He adds, howev-
er, that the 3873 is capable of full-
duplex synchronous communication 
which is much simpler since the data 
is always clocked in at known times. 
The port itself has a maximum 

data rate of 9,600 bits per second. 
Although it is double-buffered for 
both receiving and transmitting 
data, it contains only one transfer 
register and therefore is not capable 
of full-duplex asynchronous two-way 
communication. According to Bob 
Schweitzer, microcomputer market-
ing manager at Mostek, that inade-
quacy does not bother the Carroll-
ton, Texas, company, however. 
"Most systems are designed to oper-

ate in one direction," he explains. 
Since it uses a single twisted pair 

of wires, a serial port may seem 
simple enough to be handled by the 
CPU with a small routine. It is 
simple, but for the processor, it is 
especially time-consuming. "Doing 
the UART in software can tie up the 
CPU entirely over just one pin," 
explains Dozier. He goes on to say 
that when receiving data, for exam-
ple, the CPU has to watch and wait as 
the bit data words are loaded into a 
register one bit at a time. "Now, a 
serial 1/0 block is doing the watching 
till an entire byte is shifted into the 
register," he says. "The CPU is only 
interrupted when the register is 
full." The extra port requires no 
additional instructions. 
Mostek Corp., 1215 West Crosby Rd., 

Carrollton, Texas. Phone (214) 242-0444 

[339] 
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New products 

Instruments 

Modulation unit 
measures all 

Analyzer determines power, 

frequency, and modulation 

from 150 kHz to 1.3 GHz 

Despite its deceptively simple front 
panel and the ease with which an 
operator can learn to use it, the 
8901A modulation analyzer is one of 
the most complex, powerful instru-
ments to come to market. It shows 
promise of becoming the standard 
for rf signal measurement. 

Basically, the analyzer completely 
characterizes signals in the 150-kHz-
to-1,300-MHz range. It measures 
frequency with a resolution of 10 Hz 
below and 100 Hz above 1,000 MHZ. 
It measures peak envelope power in 
the range from 1 mw to 1 w with an 
accuracy within ±2 dB. It measures 
frequency modulation with an accu-
racy within ± 1% of reading 
± 1 digit for rates between 30 Hz 
and 150 kHz; amplitude modulation 
within ± 1% ± 1 digit between 30 Hz 
and 50 kHz and depths greater than 
5%; phase modulation within 3% 
± 1 digit between 200 HZ and 20 
kHz. And that is just the beginning 

of the analyzer's capabilities. 
Microprocessor-based, the 8901A 

offers all major functions at the 
stroke of a single key without manu-
al tuning or range selection. It auto-
matically tunes to the input signal, 
adjusts for proper signal level, selects 
the appropriate measurement range, 
makes the measurement, and dis-
plays the result. 

In the manual mode, the analyzer 
allows users to designate the fre-
quency to which it is tuned. When 
more than one signal is present, 
entering the desired frequency via a 
front-panel keyboard causes an in-
termediate-frequency filter to elimi-
nate all but extremely close signals. 
Thus, the unit can count signals 
other than the largest. 
With a ratio key, users can also 

make measurements relative to eith-
er a measured value or a keyboard-
entered one, and that measurement 
can be expressed in either percent or 
decibels, an extremely useful feature 
when testing for hum and noise in fm 
mobile transmitters and for fm 
broadcast applications. 
The operator can also initiate vari-

ous special functions using the 
coding given on a pull-out informa-
tion card under the front panel. For 
example, by entering 4.1 and de-
pressing the "special" key, the user 
can make the analyzer track a given 
input signal as it changes frequency, 
so that he can continuously measure 

the modulation accuracy of a signal 
generator while tuning across its 
entire frequency band. 

High-pass and low-pass filter se-
lectability; IEEE-488 (HP-IB) pro-
grammability; pre- or post-detection 
fm deemphasis capability; positive-
peak, negative-peak, and average 
detection —the list of the unit's 
features is seemingly endless. But 
with the advantages it offers in 
mobile communications, avionics, 
commercial broadcast, and metrolo-
gy applications, it shouldn't be long 
before those features are well known 
to most engineers. 
The 8901A is priced at $7,500 and 

deliveries will begin in November. 
Hewlett-Packard Co. Inquiries Manager, 
1507 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 

[351] 

31/2-digit panel meter 

is a $38 stick-up 

There are many advantages to econ-
omy of design, not the least of which 
is price. The F500 series of digital 
panel meters is a case in point. Each 
meter consists solely of a 31/2 -digit, 
light-emitting-diode display, one in-
tegrated circuit, and 16 passive 
components—so there are very few 
parts that can fail. And because of 
the dearth of components, the entire 
meter fits in a small package, one 
that measures only 3 by 2 by 0.4 in. 
All this contributes to the fact that 
prices for series members begin 
down at $38 in 100-up quantities. 

Installation can be as simple as 
the instrument itself. The 2-oz DPM 
is shipped with high-strength (500-
lb/in.2), double-sided tape that al-
lows users to attach the meter to the 
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We thumbs 
prefer 

tgle • 

We like them because they're 
easy and accurate to use. 

You'll like them because of 
selection, features and price." 

You'll also like Cherry quality. The kind of 
quality you always hope for ... but that is only realized 
when a company (like Cherry) has total in-house manufacturing 
capabilities. To make sure the thumbwheel or leverwheel switch 
you order is the finest available. Anywhere. Combine this 
dedication to quality with the broadest line and lowest prices, 
and you'll understand why our customers say "thumbs up" to 
Cherry thumbwheels. 

NEW! The smallest thumb-
wheel switch of them all. 

98, 

315" 

The new T-50 sub-subminiature 
thumbwheel that takes only 8mm x 
18mm front panel soace . . . just 
32mm depth back of panel. 

For complete data and specs: TWX 910-235-1572 . . . or PHONE 312-689-7700 . . . or circle reader service number. 

See us at 
WESCON 

'78 
Los Angeles 

Sept. 
12-14 

CHERRY 
BOOTHS 
651-659 

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP. 
3608 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, Illinois 60085 

SWITCHES and KEYBOARDS — Available locally from authorized distributors. 
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How you 
(can improve' 

your 
future. 

There's an organization of EEs working hard 
to upgrade the profession of electronics 
engineering. 

Technical information dissemination 
career development... achievement 

awards ...employment practices...standards 
...curriculum accreditation ...professional 
ethics ...energy...technology forecasting — 
no aspect of your professional future is beyond 
their concern. They are the members of the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics En-
gineers. 

Should you be participating? (Who, better 
than you?) 
You probably qualify now for one of several 

IEEE member grades. For information on how 
IEEE can promote your technical and profes-
sional growth, contact: Member Services 
—Dept. E, IEEE Service Center, 445 Hoes 
Lane. Piscataway, NJ 08854. (201) 981-0060 
Ext. 132. 

IEEE. Founded 1884. 
Serving more than 
180,000 members in over 130 countries. 

Circle 50 on reader service card 

Fisher is looking for a 
few more 

electronics superstars. 
Our electronic process control equipment business is 
growing so fast that we need a few more research, design 
and development superstars to keep pace. If you think 
you're one, you'll need a BS or advanced electrical 
engineering degree and one to five scars of circuit or 
software design experience. Mini- or microcomputer-based 
equipment design experience or process control experience 
is preferred. Computer science or other engineering 
degrees will be considered. You'll be expected to design 
and develop hardware and or software for advanced 
microprocessor-based process control equipment. 

If you like to do everything first class and are willing 
to work a little harder to be involved with a leader. you'll lit 
right in at Fisher. And, of course, first class refers to salaries 
and benefit programs as well. 

Call Bob Lahr collect at 15151 754-3626 ilost. Or Larry 
Mueller at (5E) 753-3906 after business hours. 

Fisher Controls Company, Marshalltown, IA 50158. 
Sales representation worldwide and manufacturing in 
Argentina, Australia. Brazil, Canada. England. France. 
Germany, Japan. Mexico. Scotland and Spain. 

New products 

front or back of any panel they wish. 
For front-panel use, all that is 
required is a 1/4 -in.-diameter hole 
through which to attach wiring. 
One place where economy is fortu-

nately not evident is in the unit's 
specifications. The meter is accurate 
and linear to within ± 0.05% of the 
reading ± 1 digit. Furthermore, the 
mass-produced units receive three 
100% tests and 150-hour burn-in 
before they are separated from 
production-line carriers, and they 
also get a 100% test before being 
shipped. 
The meters are offered in both 

single-ended and differential models 
with full-scale voltage ranges from 
50 my to 500 y or full-scale current 
ranges from 200 ALA, 11 ranges in all. 
Power requirements are 800 mw at 5 
dc. Delivery time is four weeks. 

International Microtronics Corp., 4016 Ten-
nessee St., Tucson, Ariz. 85714. Phone 
(602) 748-7900 [353] 

Logic analyzer otters 

versatility at low cost 

Te VLA-1000 logic analyzer pro-
vides most of the features of second-
and third-generation analyzers for 
only $575. For that price, the user 
gets an instrument with four *output 
display modes: data domain, wave-
shape, map, and dual-byte digital-
to-analog. The unit accepts 16-bit 
parallel input data, has a 16-bit-by-
16-word memory, and plugs into any 
dual-trace oscilloscope provided with 
external synchronization. 

In the data domain mode, the dc-
to-10-mHz unit provides a hexadeci-
mally grouped display of 256 is or 
Os; in waveshape mode, 16 traces 

An 414(11 Opportunity Empinrer .51 I. 
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The Incredible 
8K Cache 

Actual 
Size 

This is the ultimate version, the 8K 
cache with everything. You have never 

seen one like it before, and you may 
never see another. Designed for the 

11/34,11/35 and 11/40, it has 
byte and address parity, 

upper/lower limit switches, 
on-line/off-line manual switch 

control, activity indicator lights, 
8K bytes of memory (4K 

words) providing a capacity 
four times that of competitive 

units and an interconnect 
board design which 

consumes no extra space 
in the computer. 

That's why there is always 
room in your computer for this 

incredible cache. You should put 
one there, especially if you are the 

kind of guy who likes to optimize his 
system for top performance. Our 8K super-

charger lets you tailor performance to match 
your application and to establish hit-ratio 

optimization. It indicates hit rate and parity error 
immediately and, if errors are detected, shuts off 

automatically without ever interfering with system 
operation. It is, in fact, the only intelligent buffer memory 

turned out by an independent manufacturer. 

There are two models available, Cache/434' and Cache/440:" Both are 
priced competitively and are available off-the-shelf as usual. Write for 

details. We'll also include information on our other buffer memories as well 
as add-in memories, quad interface boards, bus 

repeaters and LS! adaptors. When you see what we 
send you'll know why we consider ourselves the leader 
among manufacturers of DEC* enhancements. Able 

Computer lbchnology, Incorporated. 1751 Langley Avenue, 
Irvine, California 92714. (714) 979-7030. TWX 910-595-1729. 

Able, the computer experts 
*DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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ADHESIVE 
MOUNTS 

Part 
No. 
AB M2S 

• Fast, convenient—pressure-sensitive, adhesive 
backed cable tie mounts. 

• Save costly time of drilling holes. 

• After applying mount to surface, insert cable tie 
from any of four sides of mount. 
Part of complete line of adhesive backed mounts. 

Sold through Authorized Panduit Distributors 

• 

FREE 
SAMPLES I NNUITCR 

Tinley Park. 111.60477 • Phone: (312) 532-1800 In Canada: Panduit (Canada) Limited 

Visit PANDIJIT at WESCON, Booth 896-871 

Circle 222 on reader service card 

PLASTIC 
CABLE 
CLAMPS 

SCREWS & NUTS 
More plastic cable clamps in more types, more sizes and in 
more materials than anyone else. Over 240 types and sizes of 
molded nylon screws and nuts. Also broad line of flame-
retardant Seolon 6/6 Nylon screws, nuts and clamps. All 
stocked for immediate shipment. 

FREE SAMPLES 
Write for sample packet, literature and prices. 

COMPANg Inc. 

New products 

with clock-reference ticks. The map 
mode offers a display of 16 addresses 
on a field of 64-K locations, and the 
dual-byte d-a mode shows the most 
and least significant bytes resulting 
from conversion on separate traces. 
By diverting the display to the side 
of the screen when recording, no 
oscilloscope-blanking connection is 
needed. 
The 16 data-plus-clock input lines 

are fully buffered and compatible 
with all standard logic families. 
Other features include synchronous 
or asynchronous operation in repeti-
tive or single-shot mode, a 0-to-9,999 
event or clock delay, positive-, mid-, 
or negative-time display, end-for-end 
data-word inversion through con-
nector reversal, and 10-ms-to-2-s 
variable display time in the repeti-
tive mode. Future accessories will 
include cable interfaces for the S-
100 and IEEE-488 buses. The 
instrument is available from stock. 
Lab Science, P. 0. Box 1972, Boulder, Colo. 

80306 [354] 

Rugged recorder gives 

choice of penmanship 

The latest addition to the Gould 
2000 series of chart recorders is the 
model 2100, a rugged, portable 22-lb 
unit that will be on view at 
Wescon/78. The recorder uses a 
single 50-mm channel and is fully 
compatible with the 4600 series of 
plug-in amplifiers, giving it a wide 
range of applications in such areas 
as industrial, scientific, and biomedi-
cal measurement. 

Users can choose between two 

4444 West Irving Park Road • Chicago, Illinois 60641 • 312/282-86262  
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They're yours... 

If you're looking for quality, 
custom MOS/LSI, or custom 
quality161( and 32K ROMs 
for industrial, EDP or 
consumer applications... 

MIC is currently manufacturing custom MOS/LSI for applica-
tions in automotive, communication, computer, computer 
peripheral, consumer, control, instrumentation and micro-
computer industries. Custom designs for your applications 
are yours for the asking ... if you just ask. 

MIC's experienced staff of design experts stand ready to 
help you conceive and develop your custom circuit and 
carry it through process selection, logic conversion, circuit 
design, computer simulation, topographical layout, genera-
tion of tooling, implementation of test programs, prototyping, 
and actual production. MIC experts will pay close attention 
to each and every one of these important steps so that when 
your product is delivered, it will be on time, fully tested and 
completely reliable. 

If your specific need is second-source production, rather 
than design, MIC can supply the processing, packaging and 
testing with performance, delivery and costs consistent with 
your own stringent specifications. 

Whatever your need—custom MOS/LSI design, second-
source production, or industry standard 16K and 32K 
ROMS—They're yours, at MIC. 

MIC REPRESENTATIVES 
WEST, Datacom Associates, Seattle. WA (206) 285-2525 • Ed Landa Co., Los Angeles, CA (213) 
879-0770,TWX 910-342-6343 • Western Micro Technology, Sunnyvale, CA (408) 737-1660r 
TWO 910-339-9386 • Cleveland Enterprises, Inc.. Albuquerque. NM (505)266-5594. Phoennt. AZ (602) 944-4679 
• Cleveland Enterprises of Colorado. Inc.. Denver. CO (303) 751-3252 

CENTRAL: Carter, McCormic & Peirce, Inc., FarmIngton MI (313) 477-7700,TWX 810-242-2986 FervIew 
Park. OH (216) 779-5100TWX 810-427-9253. Monroe,'Me, PA (412) 372-4416TWX 710-797-3671. Dayton. OH 
(513) 222-7700 TWX 810.459-1613 • Ihrig Assoc., Inc., IndlanapoIrs. IN (317) 783-7630 • Janus, Inc., Des 
Planes. IL (312) 298-9330 • Kebco Mtg. Rep., St Lows. MO (314) 576-4111. Overland Park. KS (913)64, 1051 
• S.S.A., Inc., Ffichardson. TX (214) 231-6181 TWX 910-867-4780, Houston. TX (713) 661-0681 

EAST: Tri Corn, Buffington. MA (617) 272-8163. WashIngton. CT (203)868-7748 • Labtronics, Syracw.e. NY 
18001962-5701 or (315) 454-9314 • J-Square Marketing, Joncha. NY (516) 997-6210,TWX 510-222-1048 • J. N. 
Barrett, Cherry HIII, NJ (215) 627-0149,NJ (609) 429-1551,TVVX 710-89641881 • Boyle Assoc., Reston. VA (703) 
620-9558 • R. C. Simon & Company, Inc., LIghthouse Pt.. FL (305) 941-2757 • Electronic Marketing 
Associates, Inc.. Greenvdle. SC (803) 233-4637 Wnston Salem. NC (919. 722.5151 TWO 510-931-32E3. 
Huntsv AL (205) 533-3620 

• Tell me more about what is mine at 
MIC ... now! Cal! me immediately at 
{ 

• My specific application is  

• I need to know more about MIC's 
custom product capabilities. Please 
send me your Capabilities Brochure. 

El Send me information on MIC's line 
of industry standard products. 

Name Title  

Company  

Address  

City State Zip  

Phone (  Ext •  

from MIC. 
Complete and return this 
coupon to: 
MIC, 
Maruman Integrated Circuits 
1220 Midas Way 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 739-0560 
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ERASE EPROMS IN MINUTES ... 

Why Wait? 

u». 
Complete'y 
erase yo 
EPROMS fast and 
efficiently .. . in minutes! 
Two high -ntensity systems 
provide powerful ultraviolet 
energy. Designed especially 
for EPROM erasing, they're 
the UV sources recommended 
by EPROM manufacturers 
and users. 

The S-52T is the fastest, most powerful UV 
erasing system. The UVS•54T is a versatile, 
economical system. Both are equipped with a 
stand and timer, or can be hand held for on-the-
spot erasing. 

Call your authorized UVP EPROM lamp dealer 
today, or write the factory for additional infor-
mation. 

ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, INC. 
5100 Walnut Grove Ave. • San Gabriel, CA 91778 019 ,1) 
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'America. 

New products 

writing methods: fine-line thermal 
writing that uses thermal paper 
which does not smudge from pres-
sure or handling, or pressurized fluid 
writing. Full-scale frequency re-
sponse is 30 Hz, rise time is less than 
8 ms, and overshooting is under 1% 
on square waves and transients. Any 
of eight chart speeds from 0.4 to 
125 mm/s can be selected from the 
recorder's front panel. 
The new recorder is the lowest 

priced in the 2000 series, costing just 
$1,495. 
Gould Inc., Instruments Division, Marketing 

Services, 3631 Perkins Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 

44144. Phone (216) 361-3315 [355] 

Chip-based units count 

frequency up to 3 GHz 

Based on an integrated-circuit chip 
that is itself almost an entire coun-
ter, the five 9910 series frequency 
counters are aimed at the needs of 
the communications industry. 
At the low end of the line, in terms 

of both price ($395) and frequency 
(200 MHz) is the model 9913, an 
eight-digit benchtop counter with a 
sensitivity of 10 mv. One step up is 
the model 9915, which, for $650, 
offers the same sensitivity in a nine-
digit, 520-MHz counter that can 
provide up to 15 hours of battery 
operation. Like the other ultrahigh-
frequency members of the series, the 
9915 has a specially designed uhf 
input that provides protection 
against signals that exceed 25 w. 
The model 9917 is a direct-gated, 

560-MHz unit priced at $895 that 
includes a low-frequency multiplier 
to enable direct frequency measure-
ments down to 10 Hz with resolu-
tions of 0.01 HZ. The multiplier is 
optional for the four other models. 
The 1.1 -GHz 9919 and the 3-GHz 

9921 are programmable and have 
IEEE-488 interfaces; they are priced 
at $1,095 and $1,995, respectively. 
Like the 9915, the 9919 is capable of 
battery operation. All units offer 
oscillator stability of 1 ppm/month, 
and higher stability options. 
Racal-Dana Instruments Inc., 18912 Von 

Karman Ave., Irvine, Calif. 92714. [356] 
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Being First Isn't Easy. 
LXD. First with digital liquid crystal 

watch displays. LXD. First with D.I.L. pins.  
LXD. First with 
integral back-
lighting. LXD. 
First with 
wide-range 
liquid crystal 
fluids. 

And now 
LXD is first, 
again. First 
with high temperature/high humidity LCDs. 
First with bar graphs. First with dot matrix 

LCDs. Yes, being first 
isn't easy. It's really 
the combination of 
skill, expertise, and a 
pioneering develop-

ment team that has made LXD Number 1 in 
LCDs. We'd like to be 
Number 1 with you, 
too, by developing 
and delivering the 
standard or custom 
LCDs you need, when you need them. 

Applications of LXD LCDs are rapidly 

environmental testing, LXD LCDs are now 
approved for use in gasoline pumps and 

dispensing stations. LXD LCDs passed 
with flying colors! 

Give us your toughest LCD 
application — high heat, high humi-
dity, whatever. No matter how 
highly specialized your application, 
LXD will design the LCDs no one else 
can give you. After all, that's what it 
takes to be first. 

And if you're interested in 
multiplexing 
displays, con-
tact us first. 
LXD is ship-
ping multi-
plexed LCDs to 

manufacturers who've 
designed the multiplexing 
circuitry for handling this 
type of display. 

Being first takes a 
lot more than meets the 
eye. Want to hear more? 
Contact us. 

PROPANE FRESH WATER 
GENERATOR HOURS HOLDING TANK 2 
HOLDING TANK I BATTERY RESERVE 

PUMP ON _jilligge' k,• GetaKroR ON 

r «O. •••• 
• • , • 
• • a 
Ian re« • a 

• , r • le • 
• • • e 
Sale *aim 

expanding. For example, after exhaustive 

BaBia 
Epp, 

Visit us at the LXD booth #677 at WESCON, in Los Angeles. 

Irj Liquid Mal Displays 
Subsidiary of Dickey-john Corporation 

24500 Highpoint Road • Cleveland, Ohio 44122 • Telephone: 216/831-8100 • Telex 985-442 
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...begins a new 
oscilloscope era. 

This is an oscilloscope that's many times more accurate 
than traditional oscilloscopes, and it has an order of mag-
nitude better resolution. It is a great storage oscilloscope, 
too, storing literally hundreds of times more information, 
without adjustments, at the touch of a button, and it doesn't 
"forget" until you want it to. It can show live waveforms, 
or stored waveforms, or live waveforms superimposed on 
stored waveforms. It has x64 display scale expansion 
which allows you to see fine details. You can see signal 
changes as small as a hundredth of a percent, while ob-
serving superimposed signal waveforms. 

EXPLORER has "retroactive sweep trigger" which means 
you can observe signals that precede your sweep trigger 
just as easily as you can observe those that follow. There-
fore, you can see the causes of an event as easily as the 
consequences. This is truly a general purpose oscilloscope, 
for signals in the frequency range of millihertz to a few 
megahertz, and of course, dc. It provides the same func-
tions as general purpose analog oscilloscopes. The 
improvement is simply that it performs these functions 
superbly, with less hassle, and under a greater range of 
conditions. 

An optional internal magnetic disk memory, with remov-
able disks, allows you to store waveforms permanently 
and recall them in seconds for comparison or inspection. 
It records at the touch of a button, or automatically in 
sequence if a series of signals is to be stored. Another 
option is digital I/0, in case you want to analyze the 
signals by calculator or computer. RS-232 and IEEE 488 
busses are available. 

NICOLET 
alm INSTRUMENT 

CORPORATION 
OSCILLOSCOPE DIVISION 
5225 Verona Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53711 

Telephone: 608/271-3333 

EXPLORER has plug-in unit construction so that you can 
choose one or two channel operation. You can choose 
fast plug-ins, or plug-ins designed for measurements of 
very low frequency and high sensitivity. 

Nicolet? Who's Nicolet? 
If digital oscilloscopes mark the beginning of a new era in 
oscilloscopes, you might wonder why little, unknown, 
Nicolet was the one who pioneered them, rather than 
one of the traditional manufacturers of 'scopes. Well, 
we're not so little, and are well known in other instru-
mentation fields. We manufacture high technology instru-
mentation including Fourier transform infrared spectrom-
eters, superconducting magnet NMR spectrometers, 
research and clinical medical instrument computers, real-
time FFT spectrum analyzers, and signal averagers. In 
every one of these product areas we are leaders, or right 
near the top. 

Nicolet has what was needed to conceive and produce 
general purpose digital oscilloscopes: A fresh viewpoint, 
imagination, a good knowledge of what an oscilloscope 
should be and exceptional expertise in the design of digital 
instrumentation. 

There's much more you should know about the 
EXPLORER, and how it can help you. For complete 
details or a demonstration, send the reader service 
card or call Jim Bartosch at 608/271-3333. 

SALES AND SERVICE OFFICES WORLDWIDE 

CANADA: Nicolet Instrument Canada, Ltd 
23-1616 Matheson Boulevard 
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1R9 
(416) 625-3901 

ENGLAND: Nicolet Instrument Ltd. 
80A Emscote Road 
Warwick. Warwickshire 
(0926) 44451-52 

EUROPE: Nicolet Instrument GmbH 
Frankfurter Strasse 121 
6050 Offenbach am Main 
West Germany. 0611-812075 

JAPAN: Nicolet Japan Corporation 
Daisho Building, Room 1001 
8-7, 6 Chome 
Nishinakajima, Yodogawa-ku 
Osaka 532. 06-305-2150. 
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TEKTRONIX 
Portable Oscilloscopes 

22 high-performance models 
that go where you go. 

Here's how tc choose the TEKTRONIX 
Portable that's right for your application.. 

Tektronix offers an unmatched sele:,•tion 
of 22 portable oscilloscopes, including 
six storage models, designed to meet 
he testing requirements of the eleo-
tmnics industry. These high-quality 
scopes are used for computer servic-
ing, communication system mainte-
rance, research, education, and pro-
duction testing. 

Your specific measurement needs 
should gui cfe you in selecting the 
TEKTRONIX Portable that's best foryou. 
First consider your performance, price 
and weight requirements. Then choose 
a model from one of our four oscillo-
scope lines. Each combines portability, 
reliability and ruggedness with unique 
features and capabilities. 

400-Series Performance Leaders 
Take lab quality into the field with 
TEKTRONIX 400-Series Portable Oscil-
loscopes. Çhoose from nine models in-
ck,ding the C-.:50-MHz 485, the wides: 
bandwidth portable available today. 
If you need to capture fast, nonrepettive 
events, the TEKTRONIX 466 stores a 
single-shot waveform at its full 100-MHz 
bandwidth. For military system sup-
port, consider the 465M, also known as 
the U.S. Military's AN/USM 425 (v) 1. 
Fullly provisioned and qualified to 
MIL-T-28800. Type II, class 4, style C 
the AN/ USM 425 (v) 1 is the tri-
service standard 100-MHz portable 
oscilloscope. 
The factory-installed DM44 Delta 
De ayed-SweeD Option adds a direct 
numerical readout to five TEKTRONIX 
400-Series Scopes. At $445*, it's the 
least expensive, most accurate way to 
make digital-voltage, current, tempera-
ture and differential-time measure-
ments. In the photograph, the DM44 is 
shown with the high-performance 475A, 
our moderately priced 250-MHz 
oscilloscope. 
Each TEKTRONIX 400-Series Portab.e 
weighs less than 26 pounds. 

20G-Series Miniscopes 

These go-anywhere miniscopes are the 
-perfect traveling companions. Powered 
Dy internal batteries or external ac, and 
weighing less than 3.7 pounds, 200-
Ser es Portables fit easily into your 
briefcase or toolbox. Foui models, with 
bandwidths to 5 MHz, are available. If 
you need to make numerical-voltage 
and current measurements, select the 
unique 1-MHz 213 DMM/Oscilloscope. 

All 200-Series Miniscopes are 
ruggedized to withstand tie high-shock 
conditions and extreme temperatures of 
nernote locations. 

300-Series Portables — Excellent Size/ 
Weight/ Performance Combinations 

Four models from SONY TEKTRONIX 
make up the 300-Series Family. All 
weigh less than 11 pounds, yet offer 
bandwidths to 35 MHz (the 
SONY/TEKTRONIX 335). Various oscil-
loscopes feature dual trace, delayed 
sweep, battery operation, and long-
term storage. 
Take SONY/TEKTRONIX 300-Series 
Portables with you for servicing indus-
trial control systems, on-board ship 
equipment and remote computer 
terminals-wherever light-weight, 
necium-bandwidth scopes are 
required. 

T900-Series Low-Cost Oscilloscopes 

Priced from $695,* T900 Scopes are 
ideal for cost-sensitive ecbcation, ser-

viciing, and manufacturing applications. 
Choose from five bench-top models in-
duct ng four dual-trace and one 
de aied-sweep oscilloscope. 

If your requirements call for a versatile. 
low-cost, 35-MHz scope, examine the 
two newest members of our T900 family 
-the T932A and lhe T935A. Both feature 
composite triggering and differential 
while retaining E I the popular features 
of their predecessors (the T932 with 
variable trigger-holdoff and the T935 
wittl delayed sweep). 

All 1900-Series Oscilloscopes are de-
signed for ease-of-operation, simple 
mairtenance, reliability and long life. 
They're the qually, low-cost scopes 
from Tektronix. 

Service and Support Programs 

Purciasing a TEKTRONIX Oscilloscope 
means more than buying an instrument 
from the industry leader. Applications 
assistance, training programs, world-
wioe service, and a large family of 
probes and accessories are available to 
help you get the most out of your 
TEKTRONIX Instrument. Classes in 
prod Jct theory and maintenance are 
also offered. The Long-Term Support 
Program insures continued parts avail-
abi it'/. And your Tektronix Field En-
gineer will work with you to solve even 
the toughest servicing problems. 

Here s How To Purchase a 
TEKTRONIX Portable. 

To order a TEKTRONIX Portable Oscil-
loscope, contact your Tektronix Field 
Engineer. He can also arrange for a 
demorstration and provide complete 
spec fications. Or for our latest Portable 
Osciloscope Brochure, write: Tektronix, 
Inc , P.O. Box 50C, Beaverton, OR 
97C 77. In Europe Tektronix Limited, 
P.O Box 36, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, 
Channel Islands. 

For accurate, reliable service 
instruments, you can depend on us. 

Tektroni'x 0 
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE 
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466 465M 

Product aw Dual Trace Delayed Sweep Fastest Sweep Rate Other Special Features Price• 

yes Yes 5 ns/div 3000 clw/ps stored writing speed 55050 

Yee yes 5 ns/div 110 divips stored wrting speed 4245 

Yee 

yes 

Storage Models 468 100 MHz @ 5 mV/div 

464 160 MHz @ 5 mV/div 

434 25 MHz @10 mV/div 

314 1è MHz @ 1 mV/div 

20 ne/div Split-screen storage 3350 

100 residiv Only 13.5 bs (4.8 ko 2475 

214 500 kHz @ 10mV/div 

1912 10 MHz @ 2 mV/div yes 

Yes 1 ps/div Only 3.5 lbs (1.6 kg) 1520 

50 rs/div Low-cDst Distable storage 1350 

5400 Nonstorage Models 485 350 MHz @ 5 mVicliv yet yes 1 ris•cliv Widest bw na portable 

475A 250 MHz @ 5 mV/div yes yes 1 nsidiv High-performance 250-MHz portable 3665 

475 200 MHz @ 2 mV/div 

465 100 MHz @ 5 mV/div yes yes 5 ns/div Cost effective for 1113-MHz bw 2375 

465M 100 MHz @ 5 mV/div yes yes 5 ns/div ANiUSM 425 (v) 1 id-service standard scope 2450 

455 50 MHz @ 5 mV/div yes yes 5 Is/div Cost effective for 5C-MHz bw 1925 

335 35 MHz @ 10 mV/div yes yes 20 isidiv Only 10.5 lbs (4.8 kg) 1955 

326 10 MHz @ 10 mWdiv yes 100 ns/div Internal battery 2180 

323 4 MHz @ 10 mVidiv 

221 5 MHz @ 5 mVicliv 

213 1 MHz @ 20 mWdiv 400-1s/clic DMM Otcilloscope @ 3.7 lbs (1.7 kg) 

212 500 kHz @10 mV/div yes 1 es/div Low cosi for dual trace & battery 

7935A (New) .35 MHz @ 2 mV/div 

7932A (New) 35 MHz @ 2 mV/div 

yes yes 1 es/div Highest gain-bw in a portable 3300 

500 ns/div Only 7 Its (3.2 kg) 1495 

100 ssidiv Only 3.5 lbs (1.6 kg) 

1922 

T922R 

1921 

Time Interval Readout DM4t: 

15 MHz @ 2 mV div 

15 MHz @ 2 mV/div 

15 MHz @ 2 mV/div 

Optlanal. factory-instaled. direct numerical readout of time intervals and DMM functions for the 464. 465. 466. 475. and 475A 
— 

n 

yes 

Yes 

Yes 

yes 

yes 1(1nsidiv Variable trigger-ho'doff and differential 

10 ns' div Delayed sweep and differential 

2C na div Low-cost dual-trace scope 

20 nsidiv Ractmcunt version of 1922 

20 ns/div Lowest-cost TEKTRONIX Portable 

1025 

1520 

1080 

1435 

1155 

-885 

1220- 

69.5- 
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New products 

Packaging & production 

Testers are easy 
to program, run 

13 versions of Sage's CAPT 

system permit user to write 

tests on mark-sense cards 

Computer-based parametric testers 
generally require highly skilled pro-
grammers and maintenance techni-
cians to get them started and keep 
them running. To help cut those 
labor costs, designers at Sage Enter-
prises set two major design goals for 
a line of 13 custom automatic 
parameter testers: operating simplic-
ity and reduction of downtime. 
To ease the pain of programming, 

Sage designed the testers so that a 
user may configure his own tests on 
simple, easy-to-use optical mark-

sense data-entry cards. He then 
stores the string of tests on a small 
magnetic-tape cartridge that be-
comes the test program. The heart of 
what Sage has dubbed its CAPT 

system is a 16-bit Pace microproces-

sor from National Semiconductor. 
CAPT is widely applicable; its 13 

systems measure parameters of inte-
grated-circuit wafers, bipolar tran-
sistors, high-power diodes, and a 
host of other devices, including 

Nichicon challenges you 

Just Compare! 

;we> 
_ 

- • Ake ems-nrosruc CAPACITORS • 21444 - 

•edellse 

It's your business 
to know 

• Ir.ine• 

.. 
rucincon 

The pulse of the Industry. 

NICHICON (AMERICA) CORPORATION 
' 6435 N. Proesel Ave. • Chicago, IL 60645 • (312) 679-6530 

Division of NICHICON CAPACITOR LTD., Kyoto, Japan 

/ 



V-groove metal-oxide-semiconductor 
power field-effect transistors. All 13 
are made with the same upper unit 
housing the Pace microprocessor and 
related boards, 20-character alpha-
numeric display, 2-character test 
results display, two-digit mode dis-
play, cartridge drive, panel switches, 
and panel lock-out switch. The 
bottom units are designed for the 
type of device to be tested and either 
a device handler or a wafer-prober 
test setup. 
To program, specially prepared 

mark-sense cards contain test step, 
test name, test conditions and forc-
ing functions, parameter maximum 
limit, parameter minimum limit, and 
branch addressing contingent upon 
test results. "The cards are just like 
those we've all used a million times," 
declares Bernard S. Siegal, one of 
Sage's founders, "and all the pro-
grammable items are described in 
English, not computerese." 

After the user fills in the card with 
a No. 2 lead pencil, he feeds it into 

the card reader. When all the neces-
sary test steps have been written and 
checked out, the card reader trans-
fers the data onto a magnetic-tape 
cartridge inserted into the drive on 
the upper-left-hand corner of the 
system. 
The same drive is used to load the 

special fault-identification and -loca-
tion or calibration cassettes. Once 
loaded, the CAPT undertakes an 
extensive self-testing routine in 
which literally every function, 
switch, display, and subsystem cir-
cuit portion is examined and any 
failures are called out on the alpha-
numeric display and, if selected, the 
thermal paper-tape printer. 

There is also a built-in diagnostic 
program that can be set to run after 
every n devices are tested. Thus, for 
example, if 100,000 transistors were 
to be tested, the user could ensure 
that no more than 1% of the devices 
could be erroneously tested by 
choosing n = 1,000. 

Finding out why the system is 

down is of no real value if the prob-
lem cannot be quickly alleviated. 
Therefore, Sage will stock a supply 
of spare boards available to the user 
within 24 hours. Moreover, Sage will 
put together a suggested list of key 
components, subassemblies, and 
modules for a maintenance depart-
ment to stock as a hedge against 
failures. "There is no way to elimi-
nate downtime completely except 
with a redundant system," Siegal 
says, "but we have tried to reduce, as 
much as possible, the effects of a 
partial system failure." 

Although the CAPT systems are 
capable of operating in a stand-alone 
fashion, they can be interfaced with 
a computer for data analysis via an 
RS-232-C data port. What's more, 
there are options available for add-
ing a floppy-disk drive and a format-
ted-data line printer. 
There are a lot of different ways 

to set up a multiple-CAPT system. All 
the testers could be working simulta-
neously, storing data in diskettes for 

Nichicon manufactures 15 different styles 
of aluminum electrolytics. They cover 
virtually every standard or special application 
and each offers outstanding performance 
characteristics. 
Nichicon R-2A and R-10 High-Temperature 

Miniature Aluminum Electrolytics deliver reliable 
performance over an extended temperature range 
of —40°C through +105°C. Our Low-Leakage Series 
meets such stringent standards that they can replace 
expensive tantalum and film types. And, no one beats 
the quality of our computer grades or the brawny 
reliability of our industrial can series. 
We challenge you to compare Nichicon aluminum 

electrolytics for your next application. It's your business 
to know what's best. 
FREE! To receive complete product information or 
engineering samples, simply write to us on your letterhead, 
describing your application needs. Aside from aluminum 
electrolytics, we also manufacture polyester film, ceramic 
discs, mica, oil-filled—without PCB's, and paper tubular capacitors 
for standard or specialized applications. 
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R2 

MOX 701 

SLIM- MOX 

204 RD 

MOX 701 

—15 

Our resistors 
stand out. 

R4 

>I 

A superior resistor naturally stands out. And a resistor that combines low cost, inherent stability 

and reliability stands way ahead of the crowd. Our Commercial Performance Mox series does 

just that. And more. Its family of resistors now serves applications ranging from high impedance 

electrometer circuits to bleeder resistors. Developed through a refinement of our high voltage 

resistor technology, the CPM series provides the superior performance which you've come to 

expect from VICTOREEN, at a very accessible price. We've combined high technology, low 

price and delivery. Which is why our resistors stand out ... and Our Customers Prefer Mox. 

.ci3r 
r 

-- 1.5" .150"MAX 

TYPE VOLT RATING POVVE R '-' 70''C "L"MAX 

MOX 401 

MOX 701 

MOX 1101 

1.5 Kilovolts 

3.0 Kilovolts 

6.0 Kilovolts 

0.5 Watts 

1.0 Watts 

1.5 Watts 

0.500 Inches 

0.840 Inches 

1.235 Inches 

RESISTANCE RANGE AND 
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS 

100 PPM Co 250 PPM C° 500 PPM C° TYPE TOLERANCES 

MOX 401 

MOX 701 

MOX 1101 

100K-200M 

100K-400M 

100K-600M 

201M-1000M 

401M-2000M 

601M-2500M 

1001M-1500M 

2001M-2500M 

NA 

1,2,5 and 10% 

1,2,5 and 10% 

1,2 and 5% 

VICTOREEN, INC. 
10101 WOODLAND AVE • CLEVELAND, OHIO 44104 
Phone: [216) 795-8200 • TVVX. [810]421-8287 
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VICTOREEN 

The magazine 
you're reading now, 
could be your own. 
Drop off the routing list. Get your own fresh, unclipped copy mailed 
to your home or office. Turn to the subscription card in the back of 
the magazine. If somebody has beat you to it, write: Electronics, 
P.O. Box 430, Hightstown, N.J. 08520. 

New products 

later processing by a separate com-
puter system, or they could be inter-
faced directly with a computer via 
their data ports. In any case, the 
throughput should be better than for 
a parametric tester that is really a 
minicomputer system with testing 
peripherals that must time-share the 
host. 
The first CAPT system has just 

been shipped to Raytheon Co.'s 
Semiconductor division in Mountain 
View, Calif., Siegal says. 
The prices for basic systems vary 

from approximately $23,000 to 
$28,000 depending on the degree of 
customizing required. The time from 
order to delivery ranges from three 
to six months, with a large part of it 
devoted to testing, burn-in, and 
retesting before shipping. 
Sage Enterprises Inc., 1080 Linda Vista Ave., 

Mountain View, Calif. 94043. Phone (415) 

969-5111 [391] 

Prototyping boards boast 

iSBC 80 compatibility 

Compatible with Intel's iSBC 80 in 
form and size, the 4608 and 4608-1 
prototyping boards provide five 
edge-card connectors to simplify 
interfacing and are punched with 
0.042-in, holes on 1-in. grids. 
The 12-by-6.75-by-0.042-in. 4608 

has power and ground buses, as well 
as pad arrays surrounding three-hole 
groups. It holds as many as 54 16-
pin dual in-line packages in its 
patterned area and also has a 13-in.2 
unclad area. The 4608-1 is the same 
size but has no etched patterns. 
The five card-edge connectors on 

both models are compatible with 
Intel's Multibus and Microbus. The 
86-terminal connector serves the sys-
tem bus; two 50- and one 26-termi-
nal connectors are provided for 
connection to flat-cable connectors; 
and a 60-terminal connector serves 
unassigned signals. 

In quantities from one to four, the 
4608 is priced at $45 and the 4608-1 
at $34. Both epoxy-glass-composite 
boards are available from stock. 
Vector Electronic Inc., 12460 Gladstone 

Ave., Sylmar, Calif. 91342 [396] 
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specs with Ceramag ferrite gapped cores. 
We'll design a core for you that stores exactly the energy you need. And we'll give you 
all the other advantages of Ceramag sintered ferrite cores: High resistivity, low coer-
cive force, high flux density, high permeabny, high frequency, and cool, low-loss 

operation in all power-transfer applications. U A high-efficiency Ceramag sore saves 

energy and weight in state-of-the-art chokes, fitters, power inductors and transformers, 
electronic ignition systems, fluorescent light ballasts, and, of course, switched-mode 

power supplies. MI Send for our Hanna Curve for Ceramag 24B—the right ferrite. It'll 
help you custom fit our EC, E and IEC pot cores to your power-supply choke needs. 
• Call or write: Stackpole Carbon Company, Electronic Components Division, 
St. Marys, Pa. 15857. Phone: (814) 781-1234. eSTACKPOILE 
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New products 

Data acquisition 

I/O board reduces 
component count 

SBC-series-compatible unit 

uses hybrid technology to 

optimize board layout 

Realizing that there are already a 
number of other analog input/output 
subsystems that mate with Intel's 
popular SBC series of single-board 
computers, Micro Networks Corp. 
wanted its first entry into the vo 
board market to offer something 
different. So it decided that by offer-
ing less it could offer more. 
John Munn, manager of new 

market development, explains that 
the MN7300 has about one-third 
fewer components than a popular 
competitor. Although the board is 
still the same as those in the SBC 
series—for electrical and mechanical 
compatibility—the reduced package 
count allows the user more space on 
the board to optimize his layout or to 
reconstruct it. Further, Munn fig-
ures that the reduced package and 
pin counts offer more reliability than 
higher-density competitors. 
Key to the reduced package count 

is the use of thin-film hybrid micro-

 — 
1111111111111111111ifilitat 

circuitry, Micro Networks' forte. 
Most other designs use mixtures of 
integrated circuits in dual in-line 
packages and modules composed of 
discrete components, which natural-
ly demand more room. The board's 
sample-and-hold module, for exam-
ple, replaces four separate integrated 
circuits and associated resistors. 
The MN7300 accepts analog in-

puts in any of five user-selectable 
ranges: 0 to 5 v, 0 to 10 v, ±2.5 If, 
± 5 v, or ± 10 v. In its basic config-
uration with 16 single-ended chan-
nels, the board carries a multiplexing 
sample-and-hold amplifier, a 12-bit 
analog-to-digital converter, and a 
programmable-gain amplifier that 
lets the system's microprocessor pick 
any of eight gains (1, 2, 4, ..., 128) 
with a 3-bit word. In this configura-
tion, the converter sells for $612. 
A multiplexer expander, which is 

an $83 option, doubles the input 
channels or lets the unit accept the 
same 16 inputs in differential mode. 
Two optional 12-bit d-a converters 
provide user-selectable voltage out-
puts in the same ranges as the 
inputs, while another two d-a con-
verters provide outputs in the 4-to-
20-mA range for current-loop appli-
cations. Each d-a converter is priced 
at $135. 
The unit requires 5-v and ± 15-v 

power, but with the dc-to-dc-
converter —a $55 option —it can 
operate from a single 5-v power 

supply. Delivery of the MN7300 is 
from stock to four weeks. 
Micro Networks Corp., 324 Clark St., 

Worcester, Mass. 01606. Phone (617) 852-

5400 [381] 

Deglitching 12-bit d-a unit 

promises smooth, fast sailing 

In a market swimming with mod-
ular, hybrid, and monolithic digital-
to-analog converters, it takes some 
complex maneuvering to keep from 
getting swamped by the competition. 
Taking a new tack, Intech is running 
with a very stable, high-speed 12-bit 
d-a converter. 

Designated the model A-866H-12, 
the modular device consists of select-
ed components, Schottky diodes, and 
high-speed operational amplifiers 
used in a sample-and-hold—like 
scheme to keep switching glitches 
small and equal. It has a maximum 
settling time of 600 ns for a 10-v 
input step, and glitch amplitudes are 
specified never to exceed twice the 
value of the least significant bit. 
Nonlinearity stability is guaranteed 
to have a maximum temperature 
coefficient of ±3 ppm/°C. Pin-
compatible with Datel's DAC-
DGI2B, the new module increases 
drive capability from that part's 
10 mA to 40 MA. 
John Dour, marketing vice presi-

dent, believes that the unit will even-
tually carry his company into vast 
open waters. "We've already lost the 
low-end market to the monolithic 
d-a converters," he concedes, "but 
the market for 12-bit and higher 
precision devices, though small, is 
growing fast." Not only does he see 
a host of applications in the video 
display, sonar, and radar fields, but 
video and audio data reconstruction 
and recording should also add to the 
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I 
unb sold in the last 3 years. 
Complete sales and service 
facilities throughout the 
United States and Canada. 

We have 
3 different Multimeters 
3 Frequency Counters 
4 Line Printers (OEM and enduser) 
3 different Prom Programmers 
and a new programmable Voltmeter, 

Direct factory support is 
readily available from our 
New Jersey headquarters 

All Representatives carry 
a full inventory for 
immediate delivery. 



An Elgar AC Power Source lets you 
tap into all kinds of unusual powers— 
from 120 VA to 27 KVA. A single 
model lets you choose from 50 
available plug-in oscillators for variable 
or fixed frequencies from 15 Hz to 
10 KHz. Anything they can't provide, 
our programmable oscillator can. You 

On. 

can even order Elgar Power Sources 
with two- and three-phase outputs. So 
if you're in the market for power, come 
right to the source. Elgar is also a 
leading producer of High Isolation 
Transformers, AC Line Conditioners, and 

L 
Uninterruptible 
Power Systems. r--ELGAR 

8225 Mercury Ct., San Diego, 
CA 92111. Phone (714) 565-1155. 

See us at Weseon, 
Booths 707/709. 

You can have 
all the power in 

the world. 

Riîht 
from the source. 
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New products 

number of market possibilities. 
The A-866H-12 requires three 

supply voltages— ± 15 and 5 v —and 
operates in the 0°-to-70°C tempera-
ture range. In addition to the tight 
nonlinearity temperature coeffi-
cients, the 2-by-4-by-0.5-in. mod-
ule's gain and offset temperature 
coefficients are ± 10 ppm/°C and 
±p5 ppm/°C, respectively. In 100-
and-up quantities, its price is $170. 
Intech Inc., 282 Brokaw Rd., Santa Clara, 

Calif. 95050. Phone (408) 244-0500 [382] 

A-d converter card 

gives fast throughput 

When plugged directly into the 
PDP-11's block connector and inter-
faced with its Unibus, the SineTrac 
analog-to-digital conversion board 
allows direct memory access to 64 
single-ended or 32 differential chan-
nels. The 12-bit card, designated 
ST-PDP2D1C5, has a maximum 
conversion time of 20 12s, enabling it 
to handle data bursts of up to 45,000 
samples per second. 

Four input-voltage ranges are 
available: 0 to 5 v, 0 to 10 y, ± 5v 
and ± 10 V. Input impedance is 
100 be minimum and 10 pF. At 
25°C, SineTrac is accurate to within 
± 0.025% of full scale and linear to 
within ± 1/2 least significant bit. 
Output coding is straight binary, 
offset binary, or 2's complement. 
The 7.96-by-15.5-by-0.375-in. 

card takes up just six BB-II 
connector-card slots on the Unibus. 
Included with the unit are a systems 
manual and a complete set of paper-
tape diagnostic programs for accura-
cy and calibration checks and for 
troubleshooting. Two optional d-a 
channels are also available. The card 

may be purchased from stock singly 
for $2,750. 
Datel Systems Inc., 1020 Turnpike St., 

Canton, Mass. 02021. Phone (617) 828-

8000 [383] 

Multiplying d-a converter 

boasts true 14-bit accuracy 

Claimed to be the first integrated-
circuit multiplying digital-to-analog 
converter to offer true 14-bit accura-
cy, the DAC331-14 is capable of 
both two- and four-quadrant multi-
plication and offers maximum lin-
earity error within ± 1/2 least signifi-
cant bit. 
With the converter's proprietary 

25/50-ka ladder network to produce 
the required accuracy, the effects of 
switch resistance are reduced by 
60%. The thin-film resistor networks 
are trimmed to within ± 1%. 
The unit's temperature coeffi-

cients for linearity is ± 2 ppm/°C for 
the full-scale range and for gain is 
± 3 ppm/°C. Power consumed is less 
than 30 mw, suggesting battery-

TRUE ••• I AC( 
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powered equipment applications. 
Other possible uses include digital 
attenuation of ac and dc voltages, 
digital gain control, and stroke 
generators for cathode-ray-tube dis-
plays. 

All models are compatible with 
transistor-transistor-logic devices 
and complementary-metal-oxide-
semiconductor devices. In quantities 
of 1 to 24, an industrial-grade unit is 
priced at $69 and a MIL-STD-883B 
part costs $139. Delivery is from 
stock to four weeks. 
Hybrid Systems Corp., Crosby Drive, Bed-

ford, Mass. 01730 [384] 

Meet our NEW 
Transfer Function 
Analyzer-

400 line resolution per channel, 
in each of twelve analysis ranges 
(dc-10 Hz to de-40 kHz) 
Transfer Function 
Linear Spectra 
Power Spectra 
Cross Spectra 
Coherence Function 
Coherent Output Power 
Magnitude & Phase, Real & 
Imaginary Outputs 
Auto/Cross Correlation 
Spectral Subtraction 
High Real-Time Bandwidth 
(>9 kHz) 
Transient Capture with variable 
post-trigger delay 
Digital I/O 
Linear/Exponential Spectral 
Averaging 
Low Cost & Ease of Operation 

+ Optional Built-in 8-Band Fre-
quency Translator—lets you zoom 
in on closely spaced spectral com-
ponents up to 256 kHz for frequen-
cy resolution enhancement up to 
X25000. 
The Model 4520 complements 
PARC's line of high performance 
single channel FFT Analyzers 
(Models 4512 and 4513). For more 
information write or call for the 
Model 4520 and 4512/13 bro-
chures. Princeton Applied Research 
Corporation, P. 0. Box 2565, 
Princeton, New J ersey 08540; 
telephone: 609/452-2111. 

Ease PRINCETON APPLIED RESEARCH 

4 3 2 
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World's most popular — 

MONOBLOC® 
Ceramic 

Capacitors 

Temperature 
Compensating 

Stable and 
General Purpose 
ERIE Red Cap Monobloc® 

Ceramic Capacitors are in a 
quality class by themselves 
and today represent a standard of 
excellence unequalled in 
the industry 
Monobloc capacitor elements, 

solid structures of fused ceramic, 
are produced in a wide range of 
capacitance values, charac-
teristics and sizes. They offer 
inherent stability with conservative 
voltage ratings for long, trouble-
free life. 
The combination of Monobloc 

and "Weecon®" capacitors, under 
the famous Red Cap name, 
provide circuit engineers with 
unlimited design flexibility. 

Best delivery in the 
industry for these popular 
Z5U values ... 
.1 .47 .68 1.0 2.2 4.7 µF. 

• Capacitance range 
100 pF. thru 7.5 µF. 

• 25, 50, 100, 200, 500 Volts 
• Broadest range of TO 

materials and tolerances 

Write for catalog 8100 

ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC. 
State College, Pa 16802 

814-237-1431 

New products 

Microcomputers & systems 

TI launches 
8-bit processor 

Unit is based on 16-bit 

9900 design; features new 

input/output structure 

While most microprocessor manu-
facturers are upgrading from 8-bit to 
16-bit machines, Texas Instruments, 
is going the other way, from 16 to 8 
bits. It is turning its popular 16-bit 
9900 into a processor with byte-wide 
multiplexed buses and a new in-
put/output structure. The thrust of 
Ti's new 9985 is, predictably enough, 
toward the high-performance micro-
processor market addressed by Intel 
with its 8085. 
The 9985 uses a single 5-v supply 

and is housed in a 40-pin package, 
with built-in clock and timing 
circuits. The device has 256 bytes of 
random-access memory but no on-
chip read-only memory. Its real 
pluses are carried over from the 
9900 architecture: the same fast 
central processing unit and rich 
instruction set, which includes mul-
tiply and divide instructions; 16-bit 
address words for a capacity of 
65,536 bytes of memory; 16 general-
purpose registers, and five priori-
tized interrupts. 
The 9985 emphasizes input/out-

put capability and includes four 
types of channels: direct-memory-
access, memory-mapped ho, a bit-
oriented interface for fields up to 16 
bits that TI calls a communication 
register unit, and a serial port called 
a multiprocessing system interface. 
The multiprocessing system inter-

face is a two-wire interface that 
allows several 9985s to be hooked 
together and communicate with a 
serial bit stream. That way, 9985s 
acting as dedicated controllers in, 
say, a point-of-sale system can 
communicate over a twisted pair 
with a central computer. 

Because the 9985 executes the 
same 16-bit instructions as the other 

processors in the 9900 family, 
including the 990 minicomputer, 
there is a wide software base avail-
able for it. For example, fully 
matured compilers are available for 
both Pascal and Fortran. 
Samples of the 9985 will be avail-

able in September. The part is 
expected to be priced between $8 
and $10 in 100-piece quantities. 
Texas Instruments Inc., Inquiry Answering 
Service, M/S 308, P. O. Box 5012, Dallas, 
Texas 75222 [401] 

Meta assembler eases 

bit-slice debugging 

Debugging, emulating, and testing a 
bit-slice design can often be more 
demanding than the actual design of 
the controller or central processing 
unit itself. To ease this burden, Step 
Engineering has added a meta 
assembler compatible with most mi-
crocomputer-development systems to 
its line of bit-slice development prod-
ucts. 
The meta assembler allows the 

user to define his own assembly 
language, as well as assemble the 
source code thus generated. When 
the assembler is used with Step 2, 
the company's stand-alone real-time 
development system, development is 
totally independent of the designer's 
architecture. 
The program can be used on any 

single- or double-density develop-
ment system that supports Ism-II and 
has a 64-K random-access memory. 
Future expansion capability is pro-
vided by a Fortran version that can 
be installed on any 16-bit or larger 
computer. 
Three separate subprograms make 

up the meta-assembler software: lan-
guage definition, source assembly, 
and formatted object code. The defi-
nition segment lets the user define 
instruction mnemonics and their 
associated formats. It produces an 
output listing and disk file consisting 
of the defined items. 
The source assembly subprogram 

operates like a traditional assembler 
and provides symbolic, relative, and 
page addressing, as well as condi-
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tional statements. The formatter 
program reads the object module file 
and translates it into microword 
format suitable for down-loading 
into a Step-2 system. 
Accompanied by a detailed manu-

al, test programs, and test output 
listings to verify proper operation, 
the meta assembler is priced from 
$800. 
Step Engineering Inc., 714 Palomar Ave., 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. Phone Steve Druck-
er at (408) 744-7837 [402] 

Memory card has 

retention power 

A 4-kilobyte random-access-memory 
card, the model 8122 can retain data 
stored in its complementary-metal-
oxide-semiconductor RAM for up to 
20 days without having to rely on an 
external power source. 
The card accepts a maximum of 

32 1,024-bit C-MOS RAMS in 1-kilo-

byte increments. Each kilobyte of 
memory has associated with it a 
write-inhibit switch that prevents 
inadvertent memory overwriting. In 
addition to full 16-bit address-word 
decoding capability, separate input 
and output data buses, and a jump-
er-selectable three-state input/out-
put data bus option, the 8122 
provides a battery backup that will 
keep the board powered from 5 to 20 
days depending on the amount of 
on-board memory. 
Upon detecting a power loss, the 

8122 recharge circuitry automati-
cally switches to battery power and 
immediately write-inhibits all mem-
ory. Although data retention will 
vary with the leakage characteristics 
of the c-mos RAMS used, the 8122 

can be removed and transported 
without adverse effects. 
Two versions of the card are avail-

able, one for 6800-based systems and 
the other for 8080-based systems. 
Each may be specified without RAM 
or with RAM in 1-kilobyte incre-
ments. Prices range from $150 to 
$450 in single quantities, depending 
on memory specified, and delivery 
takes two to four weeks 
Pro-Log Corp., 2411 Garden Rd., Monterey, 
Calif. 93940. Phone (408) 372-4593 [404] 

Dual-board add-on memory 

takes to the Q-bus 

Compatible with Digital Equipment 
Corp.'s Q-bus interface, the DR-
115S is a dual-board memory that 
can be added to the LSI-11, LSI-
11/2, or PDP-11/03 microcomputer 
systems. The memory is available in 
parity (18-bit) and nonparity (16-
bit) versions, and a choice of 8, 16, 
or 32 kilobytes is offered. Cycle and 
access times are 500 and 325 ns, 
respectively. 
The DR-115S has on-board re-

fresh circuitry and provides the logic 

REDUCE 
CIRCUIT 
COSTS 

$3 WAYS 

ERIE Tubular 
& Feed Thru 
Ceramic 

Capacitors 

ERIE TUBULAR CAPACITORS 

• Low cost 

• Tubular shape is ideal for 
automatic insertion 

• Low profile blends with 
high density packaging 

ERIE Tubular Ceramic Capacitors 
are truly "a better way" to reduce 
circuit costs. In addition to these low 
cost, reliable capacitors, ERIE 
offers a broad range of Feed-Thru 
Ceramic Capacitors in mounting 
styles, capacitance ranges, TC 
types and voltages to suit any 
application. 
These two ERIE-pioneered 

capacitor families are the finest 
quality in the industry. But then they 
should be, we've been building 
them for decades. 
So check ERIE on your next 

capacitor buy. We probably have 
a standard design for your 
application. 

Write for our new Fixed Capacitor 
catalog . . or call 602-624-8231. 

ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC. 
Erie, Pennsylvania 16501 

602-624-8231 
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See for yourself 
why design engineers 

specify more CTS cermet resistor networks 
than any other make. 

There is one large overriding reason. Reliability! 
Each CTS SIP and DIP network is 100% value 

and tolerance tested before shipment. And, with 
more than 1 billion element hours of extended 
load life testing, CTS resistors have exhibited 
a failure rate of only 0.00047%/1,000 hours @ a 
95% confidence level. 
CTS networks are built reliable.., using top 

quality materials, precision screening equipment, 
proprietary cermet formulations and computer 
controlled lasers for fine tolerance adjustment. 
Terminals are anchor-locked into the substrate 

for maximum mechanical and electrical reliability. 
CTS has been a leader in custom designed 

circuits for over 15 years. Ask us about custom-
izing your special network requirements or choose 
from 400 standard part numbers available off the 
shelf from authorized CTS distributors. 

For the utmost in cermet network reliability, 
quality and availability, you can't choose a better 
network source than CTS. Send for your free 
samples and resistor network catalog today. Write 
CTS of Berne, Inc., 406 Parr Road, Berne, Indiana 
46711. Telephone: (219) 589-8220. 

CTS CORPORATION 
ELKHART, INDIANA 

A world leader in cermet and variable resistor technology. 
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PLASTIC AND CERAMIC FOAMS 

New products 

needed to add a backup battery. In 

single quantities, parity and non-

parity versions of the 32 kilobyte 

memory are priced at $1,475 and 

$1,400, respectively. Delivery is 30 

days after receipt of order. 

Dataram Corp., Princeton-Hightstown Road, 

Cranbury, N. J. 08512. Phone (609) 799-

0071 [407] 

M6800s can take care 

of common business 

Among likely markets for microcom-

puters, many original-equipment 

manufacturers look to small busi-

nesses, which is one reason why a 

Cobol compiler for use with M6800-

based systems is now available to 

OEMS. 

Named the M68COBOLOI OM 

resident ANS Cobol compiler, the 

program contains the entire Level 1 

ANSI-standard Cobol, plus higher-

level features that will speed up soft-

ware development. It has been writ-

ten for use on an Exorciser micro-

processor development system equip-

ped with an Exorterm 100 display 

console, an Exordisk II floppy-disk 

system, and 32 kilobytes of memory. 

Alternatively, it may be used with an 

Exorterm 200 development system 

configured with the same disk 

system and size of memory. 

Providing both sequential and ran-

dom disk addressing, the compiler 

has 11 input/output commands, 

including start and read next. It also 

has automatic page-mode format-

ting, expanded field editing, para-

graph name trace, exhibit statement, 

and a compilation speed of 500 

statements per minute. Features 

from higher-level Cobol include 

compute, search, and inspect com-

mands, as well as complex logic 

conditions and nested IF statements. 

By taking advantage of the 6800's 

decimal arithmetic capability, the 

software offers the decimal mode 

preferred for business applications. 

The compiler has a license fee of 

$1,195. 

Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P. 0. 

Box 20912, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036. Phone 

Gary Hughes at (602) 244-4035 [403] 

Single-board unit supports 

disk operating system 

The MicroStar/5 single-board com-

puter is a complete microprocessor-

based computing system that sup-

ports the CP/M disk operating 

system, including Basic, Fortran IV, 

and Cobol. The system will interface 

with a variety of IBM-compatible 

drives, such as the Shugart SA 800 

and 850 and the Calcomp 142M and 

143M. 

Onboard the unit is an 8085 

microprocessor, an 8271 floppy disk 

controller, 16 to 64 kilobytes of 

random-access memory, real-time 

clock, programmable interrupt con-

troller and wo RS-232-C interfaces. 

A MicroStar/5 with a 32-R RAM is 

priced at $1,270 in large quantities. 

Available software includes a macro-

assembler, interactive debugger, in-

teractive editor, and text processor. 

A bootstrap loader is an integral 

part of the system. 

A complete CP/M application 

software development system, with 

32-K RAM, dual floppy-disk drive, 

and interfaces for video display 

terminal and printer, is priced at 

$3,995. 

Micro V, 17777 S. E. Main St., Irvine Calif. 

92714. Phone (714) 957-1517 [406] 

New ECCOFOAW folder of plastic and 
ceramic foams for electronics now avail-
able. Foam-in-place, sheet stock, syntactic 
and artificial dielectrics are offered along 
with tabulated chart of properties for more 
than 15 products. 

Circle 241 on reader service card 

ECCOSORB® 

ANECHOIC CHAMBERS 

The most advanced anechoic and shielded 

chambers . . . used worldwide for antenna 

pattern, radar cross-section. VSWR and RF 

compatibility measurements. Send for data. 

Circle 54 on reader service card 

ECCOSHIELD e RF-SHIELDED 

CHAMBERS AND 

SHIELDING PRODUCTS 

New folder describes types of chambers 
available and related shielding materials. 
ECCOSHIELD line includes rf-sealing, 
caulking, adhesive, lubricating products 
and conductive gaskets. Patented, self-
sealing ECCOSHIELD MAS rf shielded 
door is also described. 

Circle 55 on reader service card 

EMERSON& 
CUMING,INC. 

CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02021 U.S.A. 
Manutactur ng at Canton. MA. Northbrook. IL Gardena. CA. U S A 
Scuntnor e. ENGLAND. Oevet BELGq0A. and Nuriyama. JAPAN 

Sales Offices in Principal Cities 
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VECTOR-PAK ENCLOSURES 
COLORFUL BEAUTY OUTSIDE — VERSATILE & ACCESSIBLE INSIDE 

—BEST FROM 
Beautiful and affordable cases, unmarred by screws 
or fasteners. Instantly accessible interiors with slip 
out covers. Optional ventilation, handles, stands, 
slides and mounting holes. Recessed front and rear 
panels. Styling, finish and details can be modified 
to make the case uniquely yours. Low in cost. 

EVERY ANGLE— 
Fully adjustable interior mounting systems for any 
card, module or device within size limitations. Cards 
or modules insert from front or rear, vertically, 
horizontally, or top down. Circuit cards, modules, 
guides, connectors, ribbon cables are available. Send 
for catalog. Rugged—Reliable—Versatile 

• 15 STANDARD SIZES, • 11 COLORS IN TEXTURED VINYL OR ANODIZE 
• 11 STANDARD INTERIOR MOUNTING SYSTEMS, • ONE WEEK DELIVERY IN STANDARD CASES 

VECTOR ELECTRONIC COMPANY, INC., 12460 Gladstone Avenue, Sylmar, CA 91342, phone (213) 365-9661, twx 910-496-1439 
530577 

Our toll-free number which can be used by customers outside of California is 800-423-5659. 

Circle 242 on reader service card See us at Wescon Booth 545 & 547 

Disk siste-msdhe 
name is Power/Mate. 

Power/Mate isn't the only company who 
could supply you with open frame_power 
supplies for single and dual drive Floppy-Disk 
memory systems. 

Yet, we're the only one many OEM's buy 
from. 

The reason? Reliability. 
Power/Mate is the world's largest supplier 

of power supplies. 
So besides getting your unit extra fast, 

once it arrives you can be sure extra care has 
gone into building it. 

After all, thal's how Power/Mate got to be 
number one. 

And pleasing you 
everytime you order, is 
how we're going to 
stay number one. 

101CI 
POWER/MATE CORP  

514 S. River St./Hackensack, New Jersey 07601/ (201)34.3-6294/TVVX (710) 990-5023 
17942 Skypark Circle/Irvine, California 92714/ (714)957-1606/TVVX (910) 595-1766 

The world's largest supplier of quality power supplies. 
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Click!! 

Connect a Facit Paper Tape Peripheral to 
your equipment and you instantly have a system 
at work. Test equipment, data logging, numerical 
control of machine tools, minicomputers, print-
ing or publishing units. No matter what applica-
tion. Facit tape readers, punches and spoolers 
have all the features needed. Self-contained with 
control electronics, drive electronics and all 
interfaces. 

Thinking simultaneously of mechanics and 
electronics has made Facit the world leader in 
paper tape products. Over the years, more than 
150,000 units have set standards. And here we 
can't overlook the world famous Facit 4070 tape 
punch. 

The simple solution to your problems: Call 
us and name your application. Immediately we 
will supply you with the right unit. Tailored for 
instant connection. 

Click!!! 

PI—would like more details on what Facit 
Paper Tape Peripherals can do for my system. 
I'm particularly interested in: 
D Facit paper tape readers. 
D Facit paper tape punches. 

Facit paper tape punch/reader combination. 

My application: 

Name: 

Company: 

Address: 

Ok PAC I"1" 

Phone: 

Facit-Addo Inc., 66 Field Point Rd, Greenwich, Conn. 06830. 
Phone (203)622-9150. 

Facit Paper Tape Peripherals 
get your systems moving. Instantly 

See us at International Machine Tool Show, booth number 437. 
Circle 243 on reader service card 



New products 

Industrial 

Angle indicator 
sells for $495 

Synchro/resolver panel meter 

is accurate to within 0.2°, 

operates from 50 to 1,200 Hz 

Blending its ac instrumentation tech-
nology with the large-scale inte-
grated circuitry and digital panel 
meter designs of outside suppliers, 
North Atlantic Industries Inc. has 
developed an indicating synchro-to-
digital converter that satisfies an 
industry need for a small, universal, 
low-cost device for measuring syn-
chro/resolver shaft position. 

Designated the model 800, the 
synchro panel meter has a p-channel 
metal-oxide-semiconductor circuit 
containing approximately 500 gates 
and is housed in a 48-pin package. 
The LS1 chip has all the logic func-
tions and analog switches necessary 
for implementing the converter's 
unique math model. "This combina-
tion of math model and LSI processor 
permits a significant reduction in 
component count: about 50%," says 
sales manager Ken Salz. 

Priced at $495 in small quantities, 
the 800 is unlike low-cost competi-
tive designs, such as those that use 

peak sample-and-hold techniques, in 
that it has a full type H tracking 
converter. Hence, Salz claims, errors 
caused by velocity, noise, and har-
monics are reduced to insignificant 
levels. However, he concedes, the 
800's overall error of 0.2° is greater 
than that of some higher-priced 
synchro-to-digital converters. The 
unit can resolve 0.1 °. 

Deliverable from stock to six 
weeks, the 800 can be pin-
programmed for synchro or resolver 
operation at 11.8, 26, or 90 y line to 
line. It accepts a reference of 50 to 
1,200 HZ at 26 or 115 y and fits a 
standard DIN panel meter cutout of 
1.75 by 3.625 in., thus allowing for 
complete installation flexibility in 
almost any system configuration. 
The ability to power the unit via the 
reference terminals, Salz says, is "a 
key and very novel" feature that 
makes the instrument "extremely 
versatile and saves the user the addi-
tional effort of making power con-
nections." 

Aside from the standard 0-to-
359.9° readout that the unit's 0.3-
in.-high light-emitting-diode read-
outs display, the 800 also is available 
with ± 179.9° and 0-to-9,999° scal-
ing. The latter, Salz notes, allows for 
precise monitoring of flow measure-
ment, batch-weighing systems, nu-
clear rod positioning, and other 
industrial applications. An offset 
control allows a ±2° adjustment for 
final system zeroing without the 

See Sol' 
at all these 
fine 
computer 
centers 
AL: Birmingham: ICP Computerland, 
(205) 979-0707. CA: Berkeley: Byte Shop, 
(415) 845-6366. Citrus Heights: Byte 
Shop, (916) 961-2983. Costa Mesa: Orange 
County Computer Center, (714) 646-0221. 
Hayward: Computerland of Hayward, (415) 
538-8080. Modesto: Computer Magic, 
(209) 527-5156. Mountain View: Digital Deli, 
(415) 961-2670. San Francisco: Computer 
Center, Inc., (415) 387-2513. San Rafael: Byte 
Shop, (415) 457-9311. Walnut Creek: Byte 
Shop, (415) 933-6252. CO: Boulder: Byte 
Shop, (303)444-6550. Denver: Byte Shop, 
(303) 399-8995. CT: Bethel: Technology 
Systems, (203) 748-6856. FL: Miami: Byte 
Shop of Miami, (305) 264-2983. GA:Atlanta: 
Atlanta Computer Mart, (404) 455-0647. 
IL Lombard: Midwest Microcomputer, (312) 
495-9887. IA: Davenport: The Computer 
Store of Davenport, (319) 386-3330. MD: 
Towson: Computers, Etc..., (301) 296-0520. 
MI: East Lansing: General Computer, 
(517) 351-3260. Troy: General Computer, 
(313) 689-8321. MN: Minneapolis: 
Computer Depot, (612) 927-5601. MO: 
Florissant: Computer Country, (314) 
921-4434. NH: Nashua: Computerland/ 
Nashua, (603) 889-5238. NJ: Cherry 
Hill: Computer Emporium, (609) 667-7555. 
Iselin: The Computer Mart of New Jersey, 
(201)283-0600. NY: Endwell: The Computer 
Tree, (607) 748-1223. New York: The 
Computer Mart of New York, (212) 686-7923. 
Mite Plains: The Computer Corner, (914) 
949-3282. NC: Raleigh: ROMs N' RAMs, 
(919) 781-0003. OH: Akron: Basic 
Computer Shop, (216) 867-0808. Columbus: 
The Byte Shop, (614) 486-7761. OR: 
Beaverton: Byte Shop Computer Store, (503) 
644-2486. Portland: Byte Shop Computer 
Store, (503) 223-3496. Salem: Computer 
Pathways, (503) 399-0534. PA: King 
of Prussia: Computer Mart, (215) 265-2580. 
RI: Warwick: Computer Power, Inc., 
(401) 738-4477. SC: Columbia: The Byte 
Shop, (803) 771-7824. TN: Kingsport: 
Microproducts & Systems, (615) 245-8081. 
TX: Arlington: Computer Port, (817)469-1502. 
Arlington: Micro Store, (817) 461-6081. 
Houston: Interactive Computers, (713) 
486-0291. Houston: Interactive Computers, 
(713) 772-5257. Richardson: Micro 
Store, (214) 231-1096. UT: Salt Lake City: 
Home Computer, (801) 484-6502. VA: 
McLean: The Computer Systems Store, (703) 
821-8333. WA: Bellevue: Byte Shop 
Computer Store, (206) 746-0651. Seattle: 
Byte Shop of Seattle, (206) 622-7196. 
WI: Madison: The Madison Computer Store, 
(608) 255-5552. Milwaukee: The Milwaukee 
Computer Store, (414) 259-9140. 
CANADA: London, Ontario: The Computer 
Circuit Ltd., (519) 672-9370. Vancouver, B.C.: 
Basic Computer Group Ltd., (604) 736-7474. 
AUSTRALIA: Victoria: Sontron Instruments, 
(03) 569.7867. PHILIPPINES: San Juan, 
Metro Manila: Integrated Computer Systems, 
Inc., 784-071. JAPAN: Tokyo: Moon 
base Shinjuku, (03) 375-5078. GREECE: 
Athens: NKA Attikos, Inc., 360-7542. 
UNITED KINGDOM: Huntingdon, England: 
Comart, Ltd. (0480)215005. MEXICO: Mexico 
City: Industrias Digitales, 905-524-5132. 
VENEZUELA: Caracas: Componentes Y 
Circuitos Electronicos, 355-591. SWEDEN: 
Stockholm. Wernor Elektronik. (018-717-6288 
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Sol The small computer that won't 
fence you in. 
A lot of semantic nonsense is 

being tossed around by some of the 
makers of so-called "personal" 
computers. To hear them tell it, an 
investment of a few hundred 
dollars will give you a computer 
to run your small business, do 
financial planning, analyze data in 
the engineering or scientific 
lab — and when day is done play 
games by the hour. 

Well, the game part is true. 
The rest of the claims should be 
taken with a grain of salt. Only 
a few personal computers have the 
capacity to grow and handle 
meaningful work in a very real 
sense. And they don't come 
for peanuts. 

Remember, there's no 
free lunch. 

So before you buy any personal 
computer, consider SoU It 
costs more at the start but less in 
the end. It can grow with your 
ability to use it. Sol is not cheap. 
But its not a delusion either. 

Sol small computers are at the 
very top of the microcomputer 

spectrum. They stand up to the 
capabilities of mini systems 
costing four times as much. 

No wonder we call it the 
serious solution to the small 
computer question. 

Sol is the small computer 
system to do the general ledger and 
the payroll. Solve engineering 
and scientific problems. Use it for 
word processing. Program it 
for computer aided instruction. 
Use it anywhere you want 
versatile computer power! 

Build computer power 
with our software. 

At Processor Technology we've 
tailored a group of high-level 
languages, an assembler and other 
packages to suit the wide 
capabilities of our hardware. 
Our exclusive Extended BASIC 

is a fine example. This BASIC 
features complete matrix functions. 
It comes on cassette or in a 
disk version which has random as 
well as sequential files. 

Processor Technology FORTRAN 
is similar to FORTRAN IV and 

has a full set of extensions designed 
for the "stand alone" computer 
environment. 

Our PILOT is an excellent text 
oriented language for teachers. 

Sold and serviced only by the 
best dealers. 

Sol Systems are sold and serviced 
by an outstanding group of 
conveniently located computer 
stores throughout the U.S. 
and Canada. 

For more information contact 
your nearest dealer in the 
adjacent list. Or write Department 
B, Processor Technology, 
7100 Johnson Industrial Drive, 
Pleasanton, CA 94566. Phone 
(415) 829-2600. 

In sum, all small computers 
are not created equal 
and Sol users know it to their 
everlc sting satisfaction. 

ProcessorTechnology 
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Aerospace and Avionics 

¡IN 

DIT-MCO 
INTERCONNECT 

TEST 
SYSTEMS 

Field Proven 
Automatic 

Interconnect Test 
Systems For OEM 

Quality Control And 
Overhaul/Repair 

Functions 

Telecommunications 

DIT-MCO, the recognized leader in interconnect test systems 
has more test system and access fixtures in field use than the 
next five test system manufacturers combined! 

DIT-MCO generates the total package. Programmable 
testing, maintenance and diagnostic procedures. Hardware 
with voltage and speed variables to verify electrical cir-
cuit paths of PC boards of all types, wired backplanes, 
harnesses, wired racks or assemblies, and other multiple 
point circuitry. Access fixtures to dramatically reduce pro-
duct to tester interface time and total test time. Personnel 
with little or no computer training can be taught in a short 
time to operate any of the systems. 

Call or write today for an in-person description of the full 
benefits of testing with a DIT-MCO system! 

DIT-MCO—The Difference in Testing. 

DIT-MCO 
INTERNATIONAL 
5612 Brighton Terrace 

<ansas City, Missouri 64130 
Telephone (816) 444-9700 
Telex Number 42-6149 

European lechnical 
Representative 
Radix House 

Ce-)tral Tracing Estate 
Staines, Middlesex 1W18-4-XA 

England 
Telephone (0784) 51444 
Telex Number 935023 

New products 

sometimes difficult task of physi-
cally tweaking in a remote synchro. 
Through use of an input Scott-T 

(isolation) transformer, the 800 at-
tains a high input impedance of 
100 kQ and high common-mode 
rejection (on the order of 100 dB). 
Hence, Salz notes, "there is no need 
to consider instrument-loading ef-
fects in the measurement." Further-
more, the 800 provides a binary-
coded-decimal three-state output (10 
loads), tracks up to 1,500° per 
second, and measures 1.9 by 3.8 by 
7.84 in., including connector. 
North Atlantic Industries Inc., 60 Plant Ave., 

Hauppauge, N. Y. [371] 

Pressure transducer fits 

wide variety of OEM needs 

A likely candidate for consideration 
by original-equipment manufactur-
ers is the model AB pressure trans-
ducer, a unit with various design 
features that suggest it for use in 
applications ranging from medical 
instrumentation to truck engine-
performance monitoring. 

Available in full-scale ranges of 
6 to 20,000 psi, the units are 
constructed of 316 of 15-5 PH stain-
less steel in a single piece to ensure 
survival in harsh environments. 
Units are offered in both gage and 
absolute versions, with cable or inte-
gral connectors, and in waterproof 
and explosion-proof models. The 
standard model is rated as intrinsi-
cally safe. Low-range gage models 
respond to negative pressure. 
The combined effects of nonlin-

earity, repeatability, and hysteresis 
result in inaccuracies of 1% or less 
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New voltage options for key Rotron fans 
help simplify design of original equipment 
for both domestic and overseas markets, 
provide valuable new flexibility of 
application. 
They can save you money. Time. Trouble. 
And they can give you a more widely 
acceptable product. 
Low voltage versions of Muffin®, 
Whisper®, and Sprite® fans help you 
cope with international electrical codes... 
give added safety for special 
applications...avoid need for special 
wiring...maintain full volume/pressure 
performance. 

Dual voltage fans operate on either 115 
or 230 VAC, 50 or 60 Hz...fit switching 
power supplies without special wiring or 
transformer taps. 
Extended Voltage Range (EVA) Fans meet 
varying national and international line 
voltages...have 50% greater tolerance to 
off-nominal voltages than standard fans. 

See why the company that invented the 
precision airmover business is still 
inventing it, meeting new, world-wide 
needs of electronic equipment 
manufacturers. Get all the facts on 
Rotron's "Revolting Developments" 
today. 

Rotron has a way with air 

ROTRON 
INC ORPOR Ai ED Garden Grove. Cal 

ROTRON INC. 

Woodstock, N.Y. 12498 CI 9140679-2401 E TWX 510-247-9033 
92641 • 714.898-5649 • Rotron B.V., Oosterhout. Netherlands. Tel: 01620-32920, Telex- NL 74174 

45 '2 
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The only total 
Logic Analyzer 
you'd enjoy as your 

traveling companion. 
• Get 50-MHz performance plus 

portability—weighs less than 
20 pounds. 

• Choose from 8- and 16-channel 
logic analyzers. 

• Fast glitch capture available. 

• Selectable time domain, data 
domain and mapping displays. 

• Compare our unmatched price/ 
performance—fully featured 
models priced from $3,375. 

BPI offers the only lab-quality logic 
analyzers you can really call portable. 
They're becoming the constant traveling 
companions of more and more field engi-
neers. In the field or in the lab, our logic 
analyzers provide all the features for 
digital design, development and repair. 

There's a lot more to know about logic 
analyzers. Give us a call today... 

(408) 446-4322 
Data Domain 

1•:111.1 III.. 1,1 01111• 11/1,3 

1..3111111E11 s •lit• 

Timing Domain 
See us at WESCON Booths 615 617 

111 The Giant Killers-' 
BP INSTRUMENTS 

New products 

for the standard model and 0.5% or 
less for the improved version. All 
units are compensated for tempera-
ture effects from 30° to 130°F. 
The transducers may be either 

mounted in a variety of metal or 
plastic adapters or flush-mounted 
where requirements so dictate. In 
single quantities, units are priced 
beginning at $195; in larger quanti-
ties, discounts are available. 
Data Instruments Inc., 4 Hartwell Place, 

Lexington, Mass. 02173. Phone R. Minard at 

(617) 861-7450 [374] 

31/2-digit temperature meter 

linearizes thermocouples 

The ability to linearize signals from 
any one of seven standard types of 
thermocouples is just one of the 
attractive features of Hades' latest 
digital thermocouple indicator. In 
the field, its linearizing curves can be 
changed for different thermocouple 
types and the scale set for Celsius or 
Fahrenheit readings. 
The meters have a maximum total 

error of 2° for a full-scale reading 
and can resolve 1°. They provide 
1,400-v isolation between thermo-
couple input and power ground, a 
common-mode rejection ratio of 
130 dB, and a normal-mode rejection 
ratio of 100 dB. 

Indicators are offered with a 
buffered, linearized analog output of 
1 mv/°C or/°F, as well as with a 
latched and buffered parallel binary-
coded-decimal output. Status, con-
trol, and timing signals have been 
provided also. 
The meters can be powered from 

110 or 220 y ac, 5 y dc, or 8 to 28 
dc. Prices for the meters start at 
$179 each in quantities of one to 
nine and delivery is from stock. 
Hades Manufacturing Corp., 151A Verdi St., 

Farmingdale, N. Y. 11735 [376] 

Electronics 
M agaBook Series 

memory 
design 
memory 
design 

memory design: 
MICROCOMPUTERS 
TO MAINFRAMES 

memory 
design 
memory 
design 
Bectronics 
rlike.kSeties 

The Memory 
Book 

Now available 
The new technology, devices, and 
applications you can use to meet 
specific memory design goals. 
Compiled from the pages of 
Electronics Magazine. Memory 
Design: Microcomputers to 
Mainframes, 180 pages, $12.95. 

Order today, and don't forget the 
other valuable books in the 
Electronics Magazine Book Series 
listed in the coupon below. 

Electronics Book Series 
I P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520 

It Send me   copies of "Microprocessors" 
I at $8.95 per copy. 
2. Send me   copies of "Applying Micro-
processors" at $9.95 per copy. 
3. Send me   copies of "Large Scale Inte-
gration" at $9.95 per copy. 
4. Send me   copies of "Basics of Data 
Communications" at $12.95 per copy. 
5. Send me   copies of "circuits for Elec-
tronics Engineers" at $15.95 per copy. 
6. Send me copies of "Design Techniques' 
for Electronics Engineers" at $15.95 per copy. 
7. Send me   copies of "Memory Design: 
; Microcomputers to Mainframes" at $12.95 per 
I copy. 
18. Send me   copies of "New Product 
Trends in Electronics, Number One" at $14.95 per 
I copy. 

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies 
of each book. 

I must be fully satisfied or you will refund full 
payment if the book is returned after ten-day 
trial examination. 

D Payment enclosed D  Bill firm D Bill me 
Charge to my credit card: 

D American Express fl Diners Club 

Visa 0 Master Charge 

Acc't No.  Date exp   

On Master Charge only, 
first numbers above name   

Name Title 

Company 

Street 

I City State Zip 

10601 S. De Anza Blvd. Cupertino, CA 95014 
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COST (WENCHER. 

4. 

o eIo 

A FEItliAVI I coMPo“ 

ate arrags 
COST cJCHERS 
THREE POWE.C. PROCESSES 

BIPOLAR OS, AND NMOS 

•88 20 PROTOTYFES 

[EC g)11 
A F'ERRANTI COMPANY 

14 Arrays to Choose from. 

1255 Reamwood Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
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Honestly, wouldn't you look better in an Optima? 
Every product going to market stands 

better chances for success dressed in our 
enclosures. Even your most sophisticated 
customers can't help but be influenced by 
the image of beauty and quality. Rather 
than superficial trivia, we combine only clean 
lines, welded and hand finished bezels. 

Of course structural integrity is assured. 
Rugged lightweight materials keep your 

We make you look better 

OPTIMA® 
Scientific-Atlanta 

2166 Mountain Industrial Blvd., 
Tucker, GA. 30084 
Tel: (404) 939-6340 

Europe: McKettrick — Agnew, 
Macmery, East Lothian, 

Scotland, EH33 1EX • Telex: 72623 

product protected so that it functions as 
superbly as it looks. Certainly you enjoy a 
vast selection of sizes and optional features 
in your choice of any color. 

Tell us what you need and we'll be 
pleased to send you the appropriate Optima 
case, vertical cabinet, desk or console 
catalog. Why get lost in the crowd when for 
the same money, you can stand out. 

Circle 59 on reader service card See us at Wescon —Booth 333 

The ultimate spec: $1675. 

11111MG MI Ma line MI ISIS 

• • o u • me • 

Compare the specifications and features 
of the Model 501J high speed Program-
mable DC Voltage Calibrator with 
any competitive model, and you'll see it 
meets or beats everything else on the 
market spec for spec. Then look at the 
bottom line. You'll see why we call our 
$1675. price* the ultimate spec! 
Call Bob Ross at (617) 268-9696 while 
supplies last at these prices. 

ELECTRONIC 
DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORATION 

MODEL 501J 

Specifications (depending on options) 
High Speed: 50µS switching and 
setting time 
High Accuracy: ± 0.005% 
Current: from 10nA to 10, Amps DC 
Outputs: ±0.1µV to ±1000 VDC 
TTL Logic. BCD Code. Serial or 
Parallel. 
Options: Binary, ASCII Code, 
IEEE 488 Buss Interface. 

11 Hamlin St., Boston, MA 02127, Tel: (617) 268-9696 
*USA price only. 
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New Omniscribe® Series R-5000 
One and Two Pen 

érneUlt 
$395* 
Single Pen 
$645* 
Dual Pen 

Circle 68 on reader service card 

NEW X-Y RECORDER 

No more 
slidewire 
cleaner 

No more 
slidewire 
lubricant 

No more 
slidewire 

•U S Domestic Price only 

houston 
Instrument 

MORE RELIABLE 
LESS EXPENSIVE 
BECAUSE... 

10" Strip Chart Recorders 
• Self-aligning sprocketless paper 

drive 
• Non-contact feed back element 
• 6 switch selectable chart speeds, 

field adjustable for Eng/Met 
scaling 

• Over 160 models to select from 

houston instrument I DIVISION OF BAUSCH F. LOMB ;V, 
,e.rorder company 

"THE POT IS NOT" 
A capacitance feedback 
transducer replaces the 
potentiometers and slidewires-
neatly eliminating the most 
troublesome components in 
X-Y servo systems 

Send today for complete infor-
mation on the Series 100 81/2 x11" 
recorders—a new concept in low 
cost X-Y recorders. 

Prices start at $970.* 

DIVISION OF BAUSCH E. LOMB* 

ONE HOUSTON SQUARE AUSTIN, TEXAS 78753 
(5121 837-2820 TWX 910-874-2022 

Rochenterleen 8 8240 Gistel Belgium 
EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS m oo. mg/277,45 81 ,99 

, 

Point plot, 
record log 
of signal, 

and many other 
functions with 
the Model 3000 
Omnigraphic® 

strip chart 
recorder. 

• 16 different input modules 

• Wide speed range, push 
button selectable 

• 1 or 2 pen models 

• Rack mount available 

• Prices start at $990* 

Send for free literature 

houston 
instrument '10151" °`"""""`" 

the recorder company" 

For rush literature requests or local sales office information only. persons outside Texas call toll free 1-800-531-5205 Circle 67 on reader service card 
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Products newsletter.  

Boxed 1SBC 80/30 Intel Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., will package its iSBC 80/30 single-board 
computer one step further by combining it with a power supply and cooling 

has multiprocessor fans in a standard 19-in. enclosure. Designed for both distributed comput-
orientation ing and multiprocessing applications, the 80/30 seems especially useful in 

the multiprocessor area because of its triple-bus architecture, which 
provides multiple-processor bus-arbitration logic for sharing memory, 
peripherals, and input/output accessories. The system sells for $2,260. 

Twisted pairs added Bondex Inc., a contract wiring firm in Waltham, Mass., specializing in 
automated routing and reflow soldering of heat-strippable wire to solder-

to wiring service coated pads on standard printed-circuit boards, has come up with a new 
wrinkle. Now Bondex can add on twisted pairs for those circuit lines that 
are particularly sensitive to noise or that require a low characteristic 
impedance. The impedance of the twisted pairs may be anywhere between 
50 ohms and 90 ohms. 

8085A family has 

a second source 

The 8085A microprocessor and its principal support circuits are being 
second-sourced by NEC Microcomputers Inc., Wellesley, Mass. Included in 
the family are the µPD8085A microprocessor, which has a 1.3-µs cycle 
time and sells for $12 in hundreds; the 1.113D8155/56 2,048-bit static 
random-access memory with its 100-up price tag of $11; and the µ,PD8355 
read-only memory, which goes for $8 in hundreds and has a delivery time 
of 10 to 12 weeks after data verification. Later in the fall, the pPD8755A 
erasable programmable Rom will be offered at $48 in hundreds. 

Logic state analyzer A plug-in serial interface board from Paratronics Inc. allows its model 532 
logic-state analyzer to be controlled remotely. According to the San Jose, 

gets remote control Calif., firm, the control can be through a modem, which opens the door to 
field servicing under the direct control of a factory computer. The model 
532 weighs less than 10 lb and sells for $1,800; the interface board adds 
$350 to its price. 

System analyzer The designers at Millenium Systems Inc., Cupertino, Calif., are putting 
the finishing touches on the new Z80A emulation adjunct to their univer-

s upports 4-MHz sal microprocessor field-service tool — the Microsystem Analyzer. This will 

Z80A-based systems enable users to apply the system's combination of signature analysis and 
in-circuit emulation to designs based on the 4-MHz Z80A. The package 
will be available for $1,000 in October. A Microsystem Analyzer with 
both signature analysis and the Z80A emulation package sells for $3,750. 

Price changes Recently announced price reductions include: 
• A drop of 25%, on the average, for optical waveguide fibers made by 
Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y. 
• Reductions of $20 (from $195 to $175) for the HP-29C and $70 (from 
$345 to $275) for the HP-19C calculators from Hewlett-Packard. 
• Cuts ranging up to 14% in half of the single-output power supplies made 
by Deltron Inc. 
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"IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING AN ALPHA NUMERIC DISPLAY 

for your product, don't place an order until 

you've seen our SUPER SMART single liners.*" 01191000111111M, —ovXM111111011111111101.  

• 10, 20, 32 and 40 character/column models 

• All drive, interface and refresh circuitry included at no extra charge. 

• Mounting kits, bezels, and a full array of filter types and colors available. 

• Bright, sharp, highly readable characters, even in sunlight, with proper 
filtering. 

• Complete software manual, mounting diagrams and interface sche-
matics. Technical advice from our systems engineers — who have 

already solved many of the problems you are facing. 

• Vacuum fluorescent technology for low power consumption. 

• New, mini-sized, 20 character unit for panel mounting applications. 

• Let one of our field representatives show you why. 
Just give us a call. 

Northeast 
Herb %an all 7161900 
Central Atlantic 
tom Cruse 17031 569-2700 
loe Robichaud r7O31 569 2700 

Canada 
Ed !alma 11161 883-4333 

California 
Bob Christensen 1115i 532.2920 

Northwest 
Bob Smith 12061 453.8200 

Florida 
Paul Valmennare el 5965331 

Central Slates 
Gordon Fiernan r3141 725-5219 
Eugene Sham 19131 648-0121 
Ben Penn 13161 682-9433 

Rocky Mountains Gulf Slates 
Tom Barley t1131 841-2788 Dick Larson 12141 361-8584 

Roger Martin 1711 440-
Southeast 
Frank Magato 1404r 252-6609 Southwest 

8urt Orend 15621256.6569 

Ohio Valley 
Grit Ashby 15131 252-5627 
lhadd Murphy 1511 752 %27 
Herb Kramer i216t 161-0826 

West Germany-Austria 
Munn Gmbll 0891702098 

FOR READABILIT Y. STRIKING APPEARANCE. AND COST EFFECTIVE DESIGN 

DO 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, Division of Chemetrics Corporation 

415 PETERSON ST, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94601 (415) 532-2920 

TELEX: 334422 CHEMETRIC BRGM 

Switzerland 
Memotes AG 10631 28 11 V 

United Kingdom 
Dialogue Micro Systems 
162841 73716 

France 
Metrolaye 791 44 44 

Australia-New Zealand 
Ronne PIS LID 1021 601.4511 

SEE THEM AT 

WESCON 78 

BOOTH 250 
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. M222 Standard Model with op-
tional dual mini-floppy disk drive 

M200 SERIES SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTERS 
High Speed Extended BASIC and FORTRAN IV available 

Specifications: 

* Using Z80 CPU and Z80 CTC * 48K/64K Bytes dynamic memory * 12" CRT Display, 24 
lines of 80 characters; Full ASCII and graphic characters * Standard ASCII keyboard with 10-
key numeric pad and special BASIC command keys * A single mini-floppy disk drive built-in, 
additional 2 drives connectable * Two RS232 Serial ports for MODEM and printer and a 
switch selectable additional audio cassette interface * Three S-100 bus slots available for users 
Options available: 

* 12-bit 16-channel A/D and 8-bit 2-channel D/A converters * 32-bit DI/DO module * HP-IB 
Bus converter * Graphic printer GP-10 * Serial printer SLP-100 Every I/O can be handled 
with CALL statement in BASIC. 
M200 Series Family: 

* M220 Standard model having a built-in printer * M222 Standard model having full ASCII 
keyboard and 10-key pad * M230/M232 Laboratory model * M270/M272 TSS model 
* M280/M282 model having dual IBM standard floppy disk drive 
NEW PRODUCTS: M200 MARK II/IV Series with 2 built-in mini-floppy disk drives each 
having 350K B/700K B capacity and BASIC compiler will be available in November 1978. 

Welcome to the 8th Australian Computer Exhibition in Canberra, Aus-
tralia, August 28 — September 1: ILMAC Exhibition in Beset, Switzer-
land, September 12 — 16: SICOB in Paris, France, September 20 — 29 

M100 SERIES PERSONAL 
COMPUTERS 
Now on the Market 

a m170 Model 

SORD COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. 

Specifications: 
• Using a Z80 CPU • 4KB ROM standard, expandable to 8K 
bytes • 16K/32K bytes dynamic memory (RAM) • Standard 
ASCII keyboard, 18 BASIC command keys, and graphic codes 
can be generated • CRT Monitor controller (24 x 64 characters) 
• Audio cassette controller 2-channel • Modem interface 
(RS232C) • Parallel printer interface (Centronics compatible) 
• 8-bit 2-channel A/D converter and joystick • 8-bit Parallel in-
put/output with relay driver and photocoupler • 2-octave output 
speaker with 3-octabe output terminal * S-I00 Bus signal edge 
connector • Digital clock - 24-hour, min. and sec. indicatable 
Options: 
• Power supply - Input AC 115V/230V 50Hz/60Hz, output + 
5V 4A and ±I2V 0.5A a Color graphic (128 x 120 elements) 
display controller • 12" Black & White TV monitor (24 lines of 
64 characters) • 9" Color TV monitor • S-100 bus extension 
cabinet • AC sequencer 

loom. No. 2 Bldg.. 42-12 NIshi-Shinkoiwx 4-chome, Katsushika-
ku, Tokyo. Japan 124. Telephone: (031 696-6611 Telex: 
2622393 (SORD 11 Cable Address: SORDCOMPSYS TOKYO 

• SORD USA INC. 8300 North Fast Underground Drive, SY. 2110. 
Kansas Ctrs . !Amour, 64161. U.S.A. Telephone: 18161154.6300 
Telex: 42204 SORDLISA 
•COMPTRONIX AG Drusbergstrose 19. CH-8810 Horgen I, Switzer-
land. Telephone: 01/ 725 04 10 Telex: 58799 (CPT% CH) 
• G EPSI 42. rue Etienne Marcel, 75002 Paris. France. Telephone: 233. 
61.14 Telex: 220104 (LORESOL F) 
• EGEMIN S.A.N.V, 1201 Bredabaan. 2120 Schoten. (Prov. Antwerp). 
Belgium. Telephone, 10311 452790 Telex: 32525 II.GEMIN B1 
• DECTRADE LIMITED ii. Musters Road, West Bridgford. Nutting-
ham, England. Telephone: 0602-861.774 Telex, 377678 (VIDEUR G) 
• ABACUS E.D.P. SERVICES PTY. LTD. 66-68 Albert Road. 
South Melbourne. 1205. Australia. Telephone - 103) 699-8555 Telex, 
35621 (ABAGEN AA) 

•SAMPO CORPORATION 217. Sec. 3, Nanlung East Road. Toile). 
Taiwan R.O.C. Telephone: 7712111.7521311 Telex: 71109 (SENC01 

We would like distributors and OEMs to contact our office 
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This is the first vidicon camera de-

signed specifically for use with digital 
and analog computers. The equip-

ment is designed to shake hands with 

both types of computer systems. 
Thus it fulfills many applications as 

an "eye" for automated industrial in-
spection, image analysis, biological 

research and university research. 

APPLICATIONS: 

MEDICAL 
Tissue analysis 
Blood analysis 
Neurological—X-Y movement analysis 
Optical Instrument data analysis 
Other analysis of visual data 

INDUSTRIAL 
Aerial photography analysis 
IR Analysis—detect forest fires 
Bottle inspection 
Dimension analysis and control 
Printed pattern analysis 
Missile tracking 

UNIVERSITY 
Analysis of any visual information 
Medical research 
Physics research 
Laser technology 

c-1000 
the first TV camera 
designed for 
computer interface. 

Write for 
brochure 

HAMAMATSU 

ciao° 

NOTES TO THE 
SYSTEMS ENGINEER 
Ordinary TV cameras are designed 
to produce a picture on a monitor, 
not interface with a computer. 
Proper timing pulses are not 
available and their shape is 
inappropriate for computer use. The 
clock is usually a tuned circuit or a 
low frequency crystal. While fully 
adequate for viewing, the precision 
of these circuits becomes a limiting 
factor in a computer camera system. 
The pulses occur infrequently and at 
periods during the scan format that 
is wasteful of computer time. 
The C1000 system was designed 

to have a basic clock of 25.39 MHz 
with its half frequency accessible to 
the computer using TTL logic. All 
sweeps, blanking and unblanking 
information are controlled by this 
computer accessible signal. The 
basic signal and a number of other 
timing signals are available and can 
be brought out by use of the M998 
I/O buffer, M999 I/O interface, or a 
user designed buffer. The customer 
can build his own interface, or 
buffer, thus saving considerable 
money. 

All of the digital lines are clock 
controlled to avoid jitter and to 
insure maximum precision and 
reproducibility. The video output 
from the C1000 is fully usable with 
standard TV monitors thus no 
function is lost by making the 
system computer compatible as is 
the case with some computerized 
video systems manufactured by 
others. 

HAIMIIIMATSU 
HAMAMATSU CORPORATION • 120 WOOD AVENUE • MIDDLESEX, NEW JERSEY 08846 • PHONE: (201) 469-6640 

International Offices in Major Countries of Europe and Asia 
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You now ',he AP name for the development of the 
first solderless breadboarding devices First there 
were ACE All Ci -cuit Evaluators. Then AP's full line of 
Super Strips, distribution strips and terminal strips. 
Now there's POWEPACE, the new Power All Cir-

cuit Evaluator. Like ail AP breadboarding elements, 
POWERACE accepts all DIP sizes, plus TO-5's and 
discretes with leads up to .032'. But what's most im-
portant is its capacity- twice that of any other power 
breadboard manufactured - with 256-5 tie-point ter-

mina's and 16-25 tie-point buses. 
Plug in to the AP distributor nearest you by calling 

our Toll-free number: (800) 321-9668. 

Faster and Easier is what we're all about. 

AP PRODUCTS INCORPORATED 
Box 110 • 72 Corwin Drive, Painesville OH 44077 
(216) 354-2101 TWX: 810-425.2250 

inTzr,..histixisxce 

Electronics Magazine Book Series. 
APPLYI 

MIOCAIICKISSORS 
teem, 
menter 

New hardware. 
software crici 
copliceons 

Mr.i4 

1. Microprocessors What you must know about available micio-
processor techno:ogy, devices, information, 41h printing. $8.95 

2. Applying Microprocessors 2nd and 3rd generation tech-
nology. 26 detailed applications from data networks to video 
names. $9.95 

3. Large Scale Integration Covers the basic technology, new 
LSI devices, LS, testing procedures, plus system design and 
applications. $9.95 

4. Basics of Data Communications Includes 47 articles from 
Data Communications magazine covering more than 11 key 
areas. $12 95 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Electronics Book Series P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520 

1. Send me 
2. Send me _ 
per copy. 
3. Send me   
per copy. 
4. Send me  
$12.95 per copy. 
5. Send me  
at $15.95 per copy. 
6. Send me  copies of "Design Techniques far Electronics 
Engineers" at $15.95 per copy. 
7. Send me  copies of "Memory Design: Microprocessors 
to Mainframes" at $12.95 per copy. 
8. Send me copies of 'New Product Trends in Electronics' 
at $14.95 per copy. 
Discounts of 403» on crder; of 10 or mare coo,es of ea:h bcok 

copies of "Microprocessors" at $8.95 per copy. 
copies of "Applying Microprocessors" at $9 95 

copies of "Large Scale Integration" at $9 95 

copies of "Basics of Data Communications." at 

copies of "Circuits for Electronics Engineers" 

CMOS 
cic 
MU'S 
CRCU.5 
CROXS 
tat eiectlean 
eneeeaS AllOCCOmfiMELS 

TO MAN itAMES 

memcry cleskr. 

desitin 

Become. 
Wok sems 

I k4 memory 
des*, 

Tziry 

e 
rumbee one 

new 

Epxxlx1 fiends 
eteclecmcs 

retY 
new 

Eltestonts 
iesit itries 

5. Circuits for Electronics Engineers Contains 306 circuits 
arrangea by 51 fuftuions from Amplifiers to Volage Regulating 
Circuits. Saves design crudgery. $15.95 
6. Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers Nearly 
3C0 articles drawn from "Engineer's Notebook. ' A storehouse of 
design problem solutions. $15.95 

7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes 
The technology, devis, ana appRcatiors that I nk memory com-
ponents aid system design. $12.95 

8. New Product Trends in Electronics, Number One 
From "New Producis," state-of-the-art materials and equipment, 
arranged according to function. $14.95 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
I must be fully satisfied or you will refund fug payment if the book 
is returned after ten-day trial examination. 

0 Payment enclosed 
Charge to my credit card: 
El American Express 
D BankAmericard/Visa 

El Bill firm 

D Diners Club 
O Master Charge 

Bill me 

Acc't No. Date exp.__ 
On Master Charge only, 
first numbers above name  

Name Title 

Company 

Street 

City 

Signature 

State Z I p 

r ,111 
a-) 
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SIEMENS 
New products/materials 

Silver-filled, air-drying polymers are 
useful for terminating tantalum ca-
pacitors and for shielding against 
electromagnetic interference. Silver-
Met allows direct soft soldering 
without the use of flux and will 
adhere well to plastics, ceramics, 
mica, and other nonconductive mate-
rials. Depending on the silver con-
tent of the materials, they have 
viscosities of 500 to 150,000 centi-
poises; but they all display a sheet 
resistivity of 160 milliohms per 
square. Drying takes 20 hours at 
25°C or 1 hour at 80° to 125°C. 
Available from stock, they sell for 
$11 to $12.50 per troy ounce in 
small quantities and $5 to $7.50 per 
troy ounce in large quantities. 
Transene Co. Inc., Route One, Rowley, Mass. 

01969 [476] 

Polymer pastes for use in the manu-
facture of liquid-crystal displays are 
first cured, then sealed in a two-step 
heating process. Thermoplastic for-
mula F-100 produces an adhesive 
bond generally stronger than the 
fracture strength of the glass sub-
strates. An added pigment, which 
acts as a visual aid, will change color 
and eventually disappear if the 
material is overcured. The otherwise 
similar NF-100-1 also contains par-
ticle spacers of 8 to 10 etm that help 
control the distance between glass 
plates during the sealing cycle. Both 
NF-l00 and N F-100-1 have viscosi-
ties of 350 poises when measured at 
a shear rate of 9.6 s-'. N F-200 is a 

conductive paste that can be used for 
screen-printing interconnections to 
LCD numerical segments. The mate-
rials may be removed by a solvent 
wash. In production quantities, the 
seal pastes are $0.68 a gram and the 
conductor is $0.82 a gram. 
Thick Film Systems Inc., 324 Palm Ave., 

Santa Barbara, Calif. 93101 [477] 

An epoxy paste adhesive, Eccobond 
Solder 74C, has a volume resistivity 
of 0.02 ohm-cm. Similar in perform-
ance to silver-filled adhesives, this 
paste can be used for making electri-
cal connections where hot soldering 
is impractical. It will not flow when 
applied and will give good bond 
strength to various metals, ceramics, 
and plastics. Curing temperatures 
can vary, but curing at 150°F (66°C) 
or above yields the lowest resistivity. 
Eccobond 74C has a tensile lap shear 
strength of 1,850 psi and a flexural 
strength of 11,200 psi. In 1-lb kits, it 
sells for $65 each. 
Emerson & Cuming Inc., Dielectric Materials 

Division, Canton, Mass. 02021 [478] 

A ceramic potting compound is 
intended for the encapsulation of 
conductive elements in devices such 
as crankcase heaters, power trans-
formers, power rectifiers, and triacs. 
Cermacast 510 has a compressive 
strength of 7,500 psi, a modulus of 
rupture of 1,500 psi, and a dielectric 
strength of 50 v/mil. The material 
sells for $30 a quart, $50 a gallon, 
and as little as $15 a gallon in 50-
gallon lots. Delivery is usually from 
stock. 
Aremco Products Inc., P. O. Box 429, Ossin-

ing, N. Y. 10562 [474] 

Economy 
DIP 
Tantalum 
Capacitors 

Siemens new ST841 and ST842 
Sub-miniature Epoxy Coated 
Solid Tantalum Capacitors are 
the economical answer to 
Tantalum Capacitor applications. 

Features: 
• Capacity Ranges from 0.1pF 

thru 680uF 
• Tolerances of 5, 10, or 20% 
• Eight categories from 3 to 

50 Volt 
• Lead Styles of straight or 

"Lock-in" crimp 
• Lead Spacings of 0.1 or 0.2 

inch are available 
• Manufactured in U.S. 

Typical Impedance vs. Frequency @ 25°C. 
100 

10K 100K 1M 10M 
Frequency- Hz 

Siemens Corporation 
Components Group 
186 Wood Avenue South 
Iselin, New Jersey 08830 
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Call off 
the search. 
Bussmann's new Small Dimension 
Fuse Catalog makes it easier to select 

And protect 

The Bussmann 
Small Dimension Fuse 
Catalog puts a world of 
component and circuit 
protection at your 
fingertips. 

This new edition is 
the most complete listing 
of small dimension fuses, 

indicating devices, and 
accessories in the indus-
try. And it makes select-
ing the right type of 
protection easier than 
ever. 

Everything's con-
veniently indexed by 
electrical characteristics. 

e tise Index by Electrical Characteristics 

'Mule ewe... 

A selection of time 
current characteristic 
curves tells you how the 
products you choose will 
perform. 

There's even an 
index of literature on 
Buss products and various 
fusing techniques. 

Everything you 
need to take the guess-
work out of circuit and 
component protection is 
in our new Small Dimen-
sion Fuse Catalog. So 
call off the search. Just 
call your Bussmann 
representative today 
and ask for Form SFB. 

MCGRAW-EDISON 
Bussmann. 

The Protection 
Experts. 

Bussmann Manufacturing Division 
McGraw-Edison Company 
P O. Box 14460 
St. Louis. Missouri 63178 
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SIEMENS 
New literature 

Statistics. Anyone who wants to 
know what the business statistics for 
the past 5 or 10 years in the West 
European electronics industries look 
like can now get a detailed report — 
"The Mackintosh Yearbook of Eu-
ropean Electronics Companies 
1978." The 104-page book lists the 
50 largest firms that manufacture 
electronics products in Western Eu-
rope, all of which have sales of $100 
million or more. Sales figures are 
broken down by major product 
groups. The book sells for $50. 
Mackintosh Publications Ltd., Na-
pier Rd., Luton, LU I 1RG, England 

Measurement services. The 1978 edi-
tion of "Calibration and Related 
Measurement Services of the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards" revises 
the last edition, issued eight years 
ago. It presents detailed descriptions 
of the services mentioned in the title. 
Test methods and applicable indus-
try standards are covered, and a 
bibliography of technical references 
is provided. The book will be 
updated every six months with an 
appendix containing price lists, 
changes in service, and a directory of 
NBS personnel to contact for further 
information. It sells for $3 each. Ask 
for SN-003-003-01916-0. Superin-
tendent of Documents, U. S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20402 

Data acquisition. "Data Acquisition 
Products," a 600-page catalog, con-

tains data specifications and prices 
for a line of precision data-acquisi-
tion components, data converters, 
signal-conditioning components, 
temperature transducers, digital 
panel meters, computer-interface 
equipment, and microcomputer-
compatible analog input/output sub-
systems. Also included are tutorial 
sectors for each type of device. 
Analog Devices Inc., P. 0. Box 280, 
Route 1 Industrial Park, Norwood, 
Mass. 02062. Circle reader service 
number 422. 

Power supplies. Intended for the 
design engineer, the 1978 "Engi-
neering Power Supply Handbook" 
details the electrical and mechanical 
parameters on more than 180 power 
supplies. The products include sin-
gle-, dual-, and triple-output line-
operated power modules; 1-, 3-, 4.5-, 

5-, and 10-watt dc-dc converters; 
and a dc-dc converter module for use 
in microcomputers. In addition, it 
explains power-supply principles, 
practices, and terminology. Datel 
Systems Inc., 1020 Turnpike St., 
Canton, Mass. 02021 [423] 

Lamps. "Precision Lamps," a 36-
page catalog, gives details about 
subminiature, miniature, telephone 
slide-base, miniature fluorescent, 
and photographic lamps. It lists 
envelope shape and size, base type, 
filaments, support and lead-in wires, 
lamp dimensions, electrical and illu-

New 
Zener 
Wall Chad 
A "must" for all up-to-
date files...yours for the 
asking from Siemens. 

"Ifeinge> o>lar 

To see at a glance the full line of 
Siemens Zener Diodes 
manufactured in Scottsdale, 
Arizona....you should have this 
new chart. It's a real time-saver. 

Siemens is the world's leading 
supplier of Hi-Rel Zener Diodes. 
Almost without exception, every 
major U.S. military and space 
program used Siemens Zeners for 
the reliability they provide in 
critical environments. 

In addition to the Hi-Rel Zeners, 
Siemens supplies a full line of 
commercial zeners, rectifiers 
and transient suppression zeners. 

To have our Zener wall chart sent 
to you without charge, just circle 
the reader service number below 
or write to: 

Siemens Corporation 
Components Group 
186 Wood Avenue South 
Iselin, New Jersey 08830 
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IYICT 

ERIES 

2604 
The 

"Affordable" 
DIP 
Handlers 

MCT's Series 2604 is the one DIP Handler that is de-
signed and priced for the moderately-sized in-
coming inspection department and/or end-user 
application. Its simple operation makes it compati-
ble with labor intense situations. Its low price makes 
the Handler's idle time affordable. 

5000 DPH (at zero test time) offers high volume 
handling at low cost. Two input and four category, or 
output, reservoirs each hold a 24-inch stick of dual 
in-line package devices. No stick adaptors are re-
quired. Any sorting combination is totally program-
mable. Red LED "Reservoir Full" indicators tell the 
operator when a reservoir is full. An empty stick is 
placed at an output release site and the devices flow 
smoothly into the stick. 

Interchangeable hardware (optional) may be quick-
ly changed to accommodate 0.3, 0.4, or 0.6 inch 
wide devices containing from 8t0 40 leads. A Double 
Test select switch permits double testing in any or 
all categories desired. 

Universal logic interface allows compatibility with 
all known commercially available testers. DUT inter-
face for digital, linear, or memory devices is easily 
handled through the use of short lead length, 5-mil-
lion-cycle contacts. The digital interface requires 
only a category signal of 3.5 to 30 volts ... either po-
larity, positive or negative true. 

Gravity feeding, with device leads remaining upright 
at all times, minimizes jamming due to damaged or 
bent leads. The need for adjustments due to varia-
tion in package thickness is eliminated. 

Modular design assures optimum serviceability. 
High quality components and self-lubricating bear-
ing surfaces help to reduce maintenance costs. To-
tal documentation permits easy operator training 
and ordering of replacement parts from regional 
parts depots. MOT offers, on a continuing basis, 
technical support for all of its customers throughout 
the world. 

Merl/ CO/77/70/76W 

technology 
Incorporated 

P.O. Box 43013 • St. Paul, Minnesota 55164 U.S.A. • 612/482-5100 • Telex: 29-7422 
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Suddenly 
your last year's 
Electronics 
Buyers' Guide is 
as outdated as 
last year's 
phone book 

Completely new listings of catalogs, new 
phone numbers, new addresses, new man-
ufacturers, sales reps, and distributors! 
The total market in a book—four directories 
in one! 

The only book of its 
kind in the field. 

If you haven't got it, 
you're not in the market. 

To insure prompt delivery 
enclose your check with 
the coupon now. 

Electronics Buyers' Guide 
1221 Ave. of the Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10020 
Yes, please send me copy(ies) of 
1978 ESO. 
0 I've enclosed $25 per copy delivered in the 
USA or Canaoa. 

I've enclosed $35 per copy for delivery 
elsewhere ($47 if shipped by Air) Full money-
back guarantee if returned in 10 days. 

Name 

Company 

Street 

City  State  Zip 

New literature 

mination_characteristics, and operat-
ing parameters. A review of lamp 
construction, characteristics, and 
specifications is also given. Precision 
Lamp, 950 N. Rengstorff Ave., 
Mountain View, Calif. 94043 [424] 

Test instruments. A 48-page bro-
chure gives information on a broad 
range of test instruments, includ-
ing oscilloscopes and semiconductor 
testers. Detailed specifications 
are given and suggested applications 
are supplied for each instrument, 

Test 
instruments 

viej ier 

LJ 

.lerf 14 

err= 

along with a discussion of what 
makes each unique. Precision 
B & K, Dynascan Corp., 6460 West 
Cortland St., Chicago, Ill. 60635 
[425] 

Alphanumeric display terminals. "All 
about Alphanumeric Display Termi-
nals," a survey report, is based on 
responses of 742 users who rated 
20,000 installed alphanumeric dis-
play terminals for overall perform-
ance, ease of operation, display clari-
ty, hardware reliability, maintenance 
service, and software and technical 
support. The report compares speci-
fications and prices for 261 display 
terminals from 88 vendors and 
provides guidelines for selecting the 
best terminal for buyers' needs. It 
sells for $12 each. Datapro Research 
Corp., 1805 Underwood Blvd., Del-
ran, N. J. 08075 

SIEMENS 

Chip 
Inductors 
for thick 
or thin film 
circuits 

Intended for use as D.C. Chokes 
in RFI filtering circuits. 

Features and specs: 

• Much smaller than 
comparable DC chokes 

• Reduces labor costs-
eliminates need for lead 
bending or clipping 

• Compatible with reflow 
soldering techniques 

• Inductance range from .1 pH 
to 470 pH 

• Minimum Q of 40 for .1 pH 
to 50 for 470 pH 

• Self resonant frequency to 
over 250 MHz 

• DC current capability to 11/4 
amps 

• DC resistance as low as 
60 mn 

For further information on 
Siemens full line of Ferrites 
that offer a wide range of 
applications, write: 

Siemens Corporation 
Components Group 
186 Wood Avenue South 
Iselin, New Jersey 08830 
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Classified section FOR ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
CLASSIFIED SALES REPRESENTATIVES Cleveland  Mac Huestis 216/781-7000 Houston 
Atlanta   404/892-2868 Dallas  Mike Taylor 214/742-1747 Los Angeles 
Boston  Jim McClure 617/262-1160 Denver  Shirley Klotz 303/837-1010 New York 
Chicago   Bill Higgens 312/751-3733 Detroit  Mac Huestis 313/873-7410 New York   

Mike Taylor 713/659-8381 Philadelphia . . Dan Ferro . 215/568-6161 
Ana Galaz . 213/487-1160 Pittsburgh . . . Dan Ferro .. 412/391-1314 
Larry Kelly . 212/997-3594 San Francisco  M.E. Kenny 415/362-4600 
M. Melton . 212/997-2422 Stamford  William Eydt 203/359-2860 

engineering 

ENGINEERING 
MANAGERS 

For some companies, achieving long-range goals is a challenge. 
For Northrop Corporation it's a necessity. 

Because as a prominent, innovative force. . . a leader in the Elec-
tronic Countermeasures industry. . . modern technology contin-
ually looks to us for answers. 
In order to achieve our far-reaching goals and maintain our leader-
ship role in the state-of-the-art, we are currently seeking gifted 
Engineering Managers to join us: 

MANAGER / SUPPLIER QUALITY 
Manages Supplier Quality Unit; inspects and tests purchased ma-
terial; reviews purchase documents and Receiving Acceptance 
Test procedures. 

Minimum 4 years quality related experience, 2 years of which are 
in a supervisory capacity. 

MANAGER/ 
COMPONENTS ENGINEERING 
Manages Component Engineering Unit; develops and implements 
plans and procedures. 

BSEE or equivalent exposure; 7 years related experience; 2 years 
of which in a supervisory capacity; and background with DOD 
equipment requ irements. 

MANAGER/ LABORATORY SERVICES 
Manages Laboratory Services Section; establishes and maintains a 
Calibration System; coordinates Capital Equipment planning and 
standardizes acquisition of Measuring and Test Equipment; main-
tains and supports Environmental Testing. 
Engineering degree or technical school equivalent, 8 years related 
experience, 4 years of which in a supervisory capacity; with broad 
knowledge of electronics, mechanics and state-of-the-art measure-
ment practices and techniques; and experience with DOD systems 
requirements. 

In addition to an outstanding salary/benefits program, we offer 
an environment that allows you to establish, direct and surpass a 
challenging array of goals. Qualified candidates should send 
resume, in confidence, to: 

Manager, Department W79 

NORTHROP CORPORATION 
Defense Systems Division 

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008 

NORTHROP 
an equal opportunity employer 

TALENT IS 
OUR PRODUCT 
At Raytheon Service Com-
pany we are seeking degreed 
Electrical Engineers who 
desire to shed the confines 
of office and desk. You will 
be working on a recently 
developed surface to air 
missile defense system. Your 
assignment will begin in New 
England and continue to 
White Sands, New Mexico. 

Ideal candidate will be 
experience in one of the 
following area; hands on test 
and evaluation or trouble-
shooting of: radars, digital 
signal processors, transmit-
ters, antennas and related 
microwave equipment. 

Positions offer excellent 
benefits and .salaries com-
mensurate with experience 
Phone me for further in-
formation and send resume 
to: Steve Dorrance, 2 Way-
side Rd., P.O. Box 503, Burl-
ington, MA 01803, (617) 
272-9300, Ext. 495. 

RAYTHEON 

An Equal Opportunay Employer MIE 
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RAM, 4K-bit static RAM and the 
16K-bit EPROM 

• Expanded its microprocessor 
family with new peripherals and 
minicomputer subsystems 

• Accelerated development of high-
performance structures and 
processes required to continue 
the company's leadership in 
semiconductor components 

• Introduced the first commercial 
equipment using magnetic 
bubble technology 

• Achieved high-volume produc-
tion of the most sophisticated 
handheld calculator on the 
market 

• Continued development of three-

dimensional seismic data 
gathering and processing, an 
exclusive approach to petroleum 
exploration 

• Developed a microprocessor-
controlled Loran C receiver for 
navigation and a VHF/FM 
transceiver for marine 
communications 

Today, you can have the kind of 
career you want without compro-
mising your lifestyle. 
People join TI for love of tech-

nology. They stay for a lot of 
reasons. 

le..  r,[.....,eP, •:-t. ,ff 

' s' 'tarri 1 

Send for the 
34-page picture 
story of TI people, 
places, and 
opportunities. And 
send us your resume 
in confidence to 

George Berryman, 
P. 0. Box 225474, 
Dept. CA1, MS 67, 
Dallas, TX 75265. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 

Your ideal career 
and your ideal hometown. 
You can have both at TI. 

:•• 

Your kind of work. Your kind 
of town. 
You don't have to give up one to 

get the other at Texas Instruments. 
TI has dozens of hometowns. 
You like bright lights, blue skies 

and sports champs? We give you 
Dallas. Houston. Austin. Or Lub-
bock, Texas. 
You crave New England 

autumns? We can make you happy 
in Attleboro, Mass. 
You want a dramatic change? 

How about Singapore. Madrid. 
Nice. Buenos Aires. Or Tokyo. 
You can wind up almost any-

where when you get with TI. 
Career-shopping at TI is a trip 

itself. Through technology. 
You have more than 20 major 

product fields to pick from. And 
we're leaders in many of them. 

For example, TI recently: 

• Strengthened its competitive 
position in the MOS memory 
market with the 16K-bit dynamic 

— 

7.30.1•11111.: 
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ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERS 
Challenging career assignments at Bendix, Kansas City 

Product Engineers 

• Hi-rel semiconductor and/or passive electrical 
devices including RF transistors, circuits, FET's, re-
sistors, capacitors, filters, and connectors. Must be 
familiar with latest device designs, processing tech-
niques, and quality control. Experience in circuit 
analysis desired. 

• Miniature radar development RF or digital using in-
tegrated circuit. 

• Digital circuitry—direct design experience with 
knowledge of hybrid micro-circuit technology. 

• RF Cables—design, specifying, fabrication, and test-
ing of RF cables. 

Minicomputer Specialist— Minicomputer applications 
programming utilizing FORTRAN, BASIC, or ASSEM-
BLER languages. Working knowledge of DEC or HP 
equipment desirable. 

Equipment Engineer—Knowledge of industrial control 
systems, N/C technology, system modification, design, 
trouble-shooting and training techniques. Familiarity 
with minicomputer and microprocessor hardware is 
desired. 

Quality Engineer—Develops and maintains inspection 
processes and procedures for purchased electrical 
components. Develops concepts and approves designs 
of special design testers and gauges. Technical 
knowledge of statistics, inspection, material cost and 
quality control techniques beneficial. 

If your background is suitable to any of the above, and 
you are interested in a long term professional growth 
with a company that offers relocation allowances and 
excellent benefit package, send complete resume with 
salary history to: 

Peggy Sullivan 
Professional Placement Representative 
The Bendix Corporation 
P.O. Box 303-EG 
Kansas City, Missouri 64141 

towBendix Kansas City 
Division 

.4n Equal Opp,erunitv Ernplover. t 

ENGINEERS BSEE/ENG'G 
PAN AM'S BIG ROLE IN AEROSPACE 
OFFERS BIG OPPORTUNITIES *1 4111à 
Since 1953, Pan Am's Aerospace Services Division 
has supported the U.S. Eastern Test Range. So Pan 
Am engineers work on a variety of complex 
electronic/electrical instruments and systems 
requiring a high degree of problem solving ability. 
its tough but stimulating work. 
Due to our rapid, continuous growth, we need 
qualified engineers with the following backgrounds: 

RADAR SYSTEMS ENGINEER 
Involves land or ship radars used for tracking and 
signature data and ranges from design and 
fabrication of solid-state receivers and digital range 
machines, to preparation of technical specifications 
for new radars. Requires BS Engineering and at 
least 2 years experience including subsystem 
design, system test, and evaluation. Experience at 
the systems engineering level highly desirable. 

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM ENGINEERS 
Involves the design and installation of subsystem 
equipment and preparation of specifications for 
new systems and equipment including design, test, 
and evaluation of digital data transmission 
subsystems .. ETR Communications Systems 
include microwave, land-based cable, undersea 
cable, HF radio, and satellite transmission and 
interface with common carrier facilities for global 
communications. Requires BS Engineering with a 
minimum of 2 years experience in communicatons 
transmission systems. 

SERVO ENGINEERS 
Perform servo analysis, design and evaluation. 
Requires BSEE with 2 years experience in servo 
and control systems related to automatic tracking 
antenna systems. Experience in control logic 
desirable. 
Full range of benefits include reduced rate air 
travel, paid vacations, hospitalization, sick leave 
and life insurance (paid or at low cost). 
Contact D.K. Mosby at (305) 494-7322.1f you 
prefer, send resume/salary history to Mr. Mosby. 
Ref. 78-59, pan American World Airways, Inc., 
Aerospace Services Division, Bldg. 423, Box 4608, 
Patrick Air Force Base, Florida 32925. 

e 

p e AEROSPACE SER'/CES OW/5/04/  
iv Pon American Work! Airways, Inc 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

CURRENT  r Opportunities 
• Program Mgr. Sig. Processing 
• Program Mgr. Millimeter Wave Radar 
• Laser Radar Tracking/Pointing 
• Test Eauipment Design 

Call or Write: Barry Gruber 

$35,000 
$35.000 
$35,000 
$25,000 

• Compiler Design $30,000 
• Real Time Operating Systems $28,000 
• Micro-Processor Programmers $23.000 

Call or Write: Walt Abrams 

MANY MORE CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES AT 

J s_ LJ 
ELECTRONICS SERVICES IN , 

PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS 
Surte 100 
Two Newton Execultve Park 
Newton Lower Falls, MA 02162 
(6171965-9700 
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Work in radar 
at Hughes... 
where the pulse 
is quickening. 
Help build complex avionics systems for the world's 
most advanced aircraft. The AWG/9 weapon control 

tern. The Phoenix missile. And radar for the Air 
es F-15 Eagle and the Navy/Marine Corps' 
18 Hornet. 
The life-blood of Hughes includes electro-optics 
data systems, too. We developed the world's 
operating laser, and produced laser rangefinder 
designator systems for a variety of ground and 
ne applications. Our infrared night vision sys-

tems permit air-
craft to identify 

surface targets in 
total darkness. 
And how about liquid 

crystals and holographic optics? 
Our Display Systems Laboratory 

is involved in exciting new technology 
in this area to support our emerging 

-up Display product line. 
or stable work in these and other long-range 
se projects, consider our current openings: 

Display Systems Engineers: Additional capability 
sought in analog and digital design of video circuits, 
applications of microprocessors and optical design. 

Mechanical Engineers: For mechanical design/ 
packaging of radar transmitters, power supplies 
and display equipment. Required familiarity with 
high voltage design techniques, thermal and struc-
tural analyses, producibility and maintainability of 
hardware design. 

Experienced in packaging of electronic avionics 
hardware for conceptual layout of radar receivers, 
master oscillators and associated electronic 
components. 

Capable of innovative and imaginative physical 
design. To direct lead designers in layout/design of 
radar control and display equipment. 

Circuit Designers: For design/development of 
'high/low voltage aerospace power supplies and as-
sociated equipment for radar transmitter applications. 

Experienced in analog/digital circuit design. 
To design VHF/UHF low noise medium power 

amplifiers, IF amplifiers, filters, VHF phase lock 
loops, VCOs and VCX0s, and frequency synthesizers 
for radar receivers. 

Microwave Circuit Designers: With ability to use 
microstrip techniques to design low noise and 
medium GaAs FET amplifiers and components for 
radar receiver applications. 

To design components (couplers, switches, cir-
culators, mixers, integrated subassemblies) for radar 
receivers, and Gunn diode oscillators and phase lock 
loops to control them. Use stripline, microstrip and 
coaxial techniques. 

Microwave Engineers it Physicists: Background 
in electromagnetic theory to design microwave sys-
tems and antennas. 

All the above positions require an engineering 
or scientific degree from an accredited university. 

send your resume to: Professional Employ-
E, Dept. 27, Aerospace Groups, 11940 West 
son Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230 

 -1 
CHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

ip required. Equal opportunity M/F/HC employer. 



Make The SWITCH To TRWwDAR 
LrLrr COMMUNICATIONS 

ENGINEERS 

A NEW 
CAREER 
IS AS CLOSE 
AS YOUR PHONE 

Rockwell's Electronic Systems Group 
has advance state-of-the-art opportu-
nities for you in Southern California. 

Our positions require a current secret 
clearance, a BS, MS, or PhD degree in 
EE or Physics, and in-depth R & D 
experience in any of the following 
areas: 

• Signal Intelligence Systems (RF) 
• Signal Processing Systems 
• Microwave (Long Line) Systems 
• Voice & Digital Data Transmission 
• Spread Spectrum Techniques 
• RF and Analog Micro Circuitry 
• Large Scale Communication 
Systems 

• Shipboard Multiplexing 
• Command and Control 

If you have been thinking about mak-
ing a change but have let it drift from 
one week to the next, why not get 
things in motion by just picking up the 
telephone. It's as simple as that! 

After you've talked with us on the 
phone, you can expedite matters by 
immediately mailing your resume to: 

Rockwell 
International 

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 

Electronic Systems Group 

Rockwell International 

3370 Miraloma Avenue 

Anaheim, CA 92803 

D/EL-W, BA39 

Innovators in Digital Telecommunications 

I kg •• 
At TRW Vidar we've earned our reputa-'L 
hen as one of the leaders in digital  
technology and its applications in the 
growing field of telecommunications. 

We're looking for new people with 
fresh ideas and top technical ability, al-
ready trained and competent in 
another industry, but interested in 
blending their expertise into the world 
of telecommunications. 

If your interest and background are in 
any one of the following broad areas, merio 
then you should explore the challeng-
ing Engineering activities at our com-
pany: 

*ANALOG DESIGN 
* DIGITAL DESIGN 
SOFTWARE DESIGN 
SYSTEM DESIGN 

TRW Vidar is involved in the widest variety of 
communications technology available 
anywhere. This plus outstanding benefits, 
learning opportunities, promotional opportu-
nities through dynamic growth and our loca-
tion on the beautiful SAN FRANCISCO 
PENINSULA make our company the first one 
you should investigate for your professional & 
technical development 

Make the change to TRW Vidar —take that im-
portant career step now! Call Dick Duncan in 
our Employment Department and discuss your 
background, or, if you wish, simply send him a 
resume outlining your experience. TRW Vidar, 
77 Ortega Avenue, Mt View, CA 94040 415/ 
961-1000. 

An equal opportunity employer MIE 

MW VIDAR 

TRW VIDAR 

VIDAR -0 
An equal opportunity employer 111/F 

Research 
Associates 

The Houston Advanced Memory Design 
& Development Group of Texas Instru-
ments has a limited number of positions 
for recent PhD's in the physical sciences. 
These positions require innovative indi-
viduals with strong experimental back-
grounds capable of contributing to a fast 
paced interdisciplinary program in the 
forefront of MOS process technology. 
The ability to communicate both verbally 
and with the written word is of great 
importance in these highly visible posi-
tions. Specific knowledge of MOS pro-
cessing is not a prerequisite. 

If you fit this description and are inter-
ested in tangible work with a challenging 
future, send your resume in confidence 
to: Staffing Manager/P. 0. Box 1443, M.S. 
63I/Houston, TX 77001. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 



If you're not enjoying your career, 

t ughes Missile Systems Group 

has a proposition for you. 
Join us in the beautiful, suburban community of Canoga Park. Here we can offer you the 
casual lifestyle many people seek, plus the challenge of exciting research and development 
projects. 

Advancement opportunities are plentiful for ambitious and bright engineers, and our stimu-
lating state-of-the-art programs will keep you interested year after year. 

Why not look into our opportunities today? 

MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 
Company-funded programs plus exciting long-range contracts have created several truly 
fine career opportunities, at both entry and senior levels, in our Advanced Programs 
Laboratory for systems analysts to engage in the conceptual design and development of 
advanced Radar and Electro-optical Missile guidance systems. Tasks involve definition of 
requirements, functional design, analysis and operational software development/integra-
tion. Our experience suggests that incumbents most comfortable on the job are those with 
ES, MS, PhD degrees in EE. ME. Aerospace. Computer Science or Physics, combined 
with a background in one or more of the following disciplines: 

• Detection/estimation theory 
• Advanced signal processing techniques 
• Classical or modern control theory 
• Target signature analysis 
• Optical design/analysis 
• Pattern recognition 
• Real time software design 
• Waveform analysis 
• Kalman filter and estimation theory 

RF ENGINEERS 
Experienced in microwave circuit design. Duties will involve Circuit Analysis/Design for 
automatic test station and writing programs for automatic test units and circuit 
subassemblies. A background on equipment operating at frequencies up to 16 CHz is de-
sirable. 

COMPUTERIZED TEST EQUIPMENT ENGINEERS 
• Experience in digital/logic and analog circuit design. To perform digital and analog cir-
cuit analysis/design for an automatic test circuit cards. Power supply design/analysis 
experience desired for some positions. 
• To design software/hardware for minicomputer-based automatic test equipment. Re-
quires experience on digital systems. H.F. 21 MK /RTE experience highly desirable. 

SYSTEMS TEST & EVALUATION ENGINEERS 
To perform developmental test of missiles at systems/subsystems level: plan tests and 
evaluate results. Experience desired in guided missiles, avionics, or airborne radar 
technology. Digital hardware and software helpful. BSEE desired. 

CIRCUITS DESIGN ENGINEERS 
With recent relevant experience in the design and development of RF/IF. digital. or 
analog circuits for missle guidance systems. MSEE, software/hardware integration 
experience also desirable. Must be familiar with applicable state-of-the-art components— 
phase and frequency lock loops, wide and narrow receivers, use of microprocessors. 

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 
These positions require system engineering for missile systems using radar and electro-
optical technologies. This includes defining design characteristics, interfaces, test require-
ments. and performing trade studies. Weapons experience not required. but previous 
systems engineering, servo analysis, or circuit or logic design experience in the above 
technologies is desirable. 

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 
To perform design and anlaysis for state-of-the art electro-optical missile seekers. Job 
assignments require ability to develop mathematical models for missile guidance systems 
performance evaluation. Proficiency in advanced one and two-dimensional signal 
processing techniques desired. 

DIGITAL SYSTEMS DESIGN ENGINEER 
To participate in digital systems analysis and designer trade offs on RF components, 
subsystems and systems. Write design requirements, specifications and test requirements. 
Do RF modeling, hybrid missile flight simulation. Knowledge of Machine Languages. 
Basic and Fortran. Familiarity with microprocessor use in analytical and control systems. 
Interface equipment to systems. 

AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT (ATE) 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 

Several openings in our ROLAND Division for system test engineers with a background 
or interest in computer based automatic test equipment, for testing L band and Ku band 
radar units. Must be familiar with Basic or Atlas programming. Will be responsible for 
unit application software development, maintenance, and tasks related to production test 
stations. 

PRODUCT ENGINEERS 
Experienced in CAD, including interactive graphics; ability to do product design for high. 
rated production and knowledge of hybrid microelectronis and circuit partitioning re-
quired. Design experience in hybrids and electronic subassemblies desirable. 

MICROWAVE ENGINEERS 
Growth in microwave product development requirements for radar missiles has created 
immediate openings in: 

• Microwave Antennas 
• Solid State Transmitter 
• Microwave Sources and Receivers 
• Missile Radomes 
• RF/Microwave Mechanical Systems Engineering 

LSI/DESIGN AUTOMATION FOR THE 80's 
• LSI Design Engineers needed for analog and digital circuit design for MOS/CCD and 
bipolar custom LSI. Positions require complete design responsibility including partition-
ing, establishing design requirements and directing layout and evaluation testing. 
• IC Manufacturing Support Engineers to interface between LSI design group and 
IC production facilities. Positions require knowledge of IC production and assembly 
techniques and the ability to schedule and monitor IC prototype and production 
manufacturing. 

Our offers include an excellent salon and benefits package. For immediate and confi-
dential consideration, please send .our resume and salary history to: Employment 
M imager. Hughes Missile Systems Croup. F allbrook at Roscoe, Canoga Park, CA 91304. 

U.S. citizenship required • Equal opportunity M/F/HC employer 

HUGHES 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
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MOTOROLA 
Your Future 
Is As Solid 

As Our Name. 
Motorola's dynamic Semiconductor 
Group in beautiful Phoenix, Arizona 
holds the promise of real profes-
sional challenge for ambitious and 
aggressive engineers who seek to 
expand their expertise in a growing 
industry. You can build a solid 
career with Motorola, and discover, 
as well, a unique new lifestyle 
in the sun-filled, thriving Southwest. 

Phoenix offers all of the cultural 
advantages of a major urban area, 
but with a healthy outdoor climate 
and abundant recreational possi-
bilities. Plus, you'll find low taxes, 
plentiful inexpensive housing, and 
a relaxed pace that sets us way 
apart from the hassles of bigger 
cities. 

Consider your future... 

PHOENIX AREA 
OPENINGS 

• DESIGN ENGINEERS 
• DEVICE ENGINEERS 
• TEST ENGINEERS 
• PROCESS ENGINEERS 
• SYSTEMS ENGINEER 
• LAYOUT DRAFTERS 

AUSTIN CAREER 
OPENINGS 

• PROCESS ENGINEERS 
• DESIGN ENGINEERS 

For Phoenix opportunities call Greg 
Rendahl at (602) 962-3573 or send 
your resume to Motorola, Semi-
conductor Group, Employment, 
P.O. Box 20903, Phoenix, Arizona 
85036. 

For Austin opportunities call Jerry 
Fulton at (512) 928-6868 or send 
your resume to Motorola, Semi-
conductor Group, Employment, 3501 
Ed Bluestein Blvd., Austin, Texas 
78721. 

MOTOROLA INC. 

SEMI CONDUCTOR GROUP 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 

t. 

Computer Design 
Engineers 

San Francisco Peninsula 
Expansion of our Systems Development staff has created op-
portunities for: 

Manager 
Digital Communications 

Hardware 
BSEE/MSEE with 10 years experience and demonstrated 
management skills required. 

Engineers/ 
Sr. Engineers 
Openings at all levels in the areas of: 
• Central Processor Design 
• Peripherals Controllers 
• Memory Systems Design 
• I/O Systems Design 

These positions require BSEE/CS or MSEE/CS plus 2-5 years 
design experience. Familiarity with 1 or more of the following: 
MOS/LSI, Bit Slice devices; telecommunications, minicomputer I/ 
0 systems, and Assembly language. 
Four-Phase Systems offers excellent compensation in a stable 
growth environment where INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IS 
RECOGNIZED. Contact C. Horn, 800/538-9660, or 408/255-
0900, or send resume to Professional Employment, FOUR-
PHASE SYSTEMS, 10700 N. De Anza Blvd., Cupertino, CA 
95014. Equal employment opportunity is our pledge & practice. 
Four-Phase Systems 

II Ier • Advanced lechnology for Distributed Processing 
Four-Phase Systems 

SENIOR PRODUCT 
ENGINEER-ELECTRONIC 

Stanley Magic Door, a division of The Stanley Works, head-
quartered in Farmington, Conn., is seeking an Electronics 
Engineer. The successful applicant will be responsible for 
evaluation of field requirements and problems, for product 
design and development programs, for coordination with 
production on new design. Should be degreed, with a mini-
mum of three years' experience in electronics: solid state 
devices, and logic circuits. Knowledge of microwave tech-
nology, infra-red devices, and power control of fractional 
H.P. motors desirable. 

Submit your resume, including salary history, to: 

THE STANLEY WORKS 
Corporate Employment, Dept. 831E 

P.O. Box 1800, New Britain, Conn. 06050 

An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer 

STANLEY 
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So can some engineers. And they're the kind we need to 
keep us growing. In just nine years we've come to the position of world 
leader in the design and manufacture of TDM (time division multiplex) 
equipment for the fast-growing telecommunications industry. We serve tele-
communication carriers in 49 covntries throughout the world. Yes, we're in the 
big leagues now and expect to keep on growing. To help us, we need big-

league talent. Engineers who can come through in 
the clutch for us today. An0 learn from it, so they 

can do even better tomorrow. It would be 
hard to find, anywhere, an environment more Alp conducive to 

professional growth. Or a more pleasant living Ir'environment either. 
We're in central Long Island, within 15 minutes of either beautiful 

Atlantic beaches or the quieter charms of the North Shore-and 
within 60 minutes of the cosmopolitan excitement 

and variety of New York City. 

We have immediate openings for: 

DESIGN ENGINEERS—(E.E. Degree) 
Development-You'll be creatively involved with the use of 
microprocessors in telecommunications systems. You must have 3-6 
,../ears' experience in designing digital and linear IC's and transistors. 

Power Supplies-To qudify here, you'll need at least 3 years' 
relevant experience with an emphasis on DC to DC inverters plus a 
familiarity with switching techniques. 

PRODUCT ENGINEERS— 
Electronic Packaging (M.E. Degree) 
Senior Level-For this challenging assignment, you'll need a 
Degree or equivalent working experience plus 5-10 years in packag-
ing electronic equipment. You must have knowledge of sheet metal 
manufacture, and thermal design. 

Junior Level-o-1 years electronics packaging experience is 
desirable, but we'll consider above average college grads with good 
verbal communications skills and plenty of drive and ambition. This is 
an exceptional growth position. 

SENIOR TEST ENGINEER—(E.E. Degree) 
The ideal experience for this position will incluae prior design exposure 
• in a high technology engineering group working in a small team 
environment olus 5-7 years' related test experience, reviewing and 
improving basic product circuit and logic design. and a background 
in the design of test fixtures for digital and analog equipment. You 
must also have some microprocessor design and automatic test set 
design experience with emphasis on hardware design. 

SYSTEMS ENGINEER—(E.E. Degree) 
We'd prefer your experience to have been in the telecommunica-
tions industry, performing systems or field engineering along with 
some background in technical writing But what counts is the ability to 
match existing systems to our customers' needs and facilities. You'll be 
defining systems, and performing system configurations after review-
ing sales application for a particular facility. Supporting production 
test on systems problems and effecting necessary engineering 
changes will also be an important part of your role. 

For all these positions we offer the immediate attraction of a generous salary and benefits package. and-even more important to you, the 
ambitious professional-strong promise of career growth as our own growth continues. 

To arrange for a confidential interview, please send your resume includim present salary and requirement with indication of specific position 
in which you are interested to. or call: Patrick H. Augustine. Director. Personnel at (516)231-5005 (no agency calls, please). 
Databit. lncor porated. 50 Davids Drive, Hauppauge. New York 11787. We are an equal opportunity employer m/f. Databit 

INCORPORATED 
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Í AN IDEAL SETTING 
FOR CREATIVE 
TECHNOLOGY 

From the pleasant rolling lands and lakes of Michigan's vacation-
land, CPI is quietly developing stare-of-the-art peripheral 
equipment which is competing, and winning, in the world 
market. We need more good minds who can use our vast 
resources to contribute. 

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING MANAGER 
Responsibilities encompass technical and moterial support and 
test equipment maintenance. Tooling strengths and material 
selection are required. A B5ME, or equivalent, and minimum of 5 
years electro-mechanical product manufacturing/engineering 
design experience required. 

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS 
Selected candidates will provide in depth reAé.mbly operations 
support in the production of medium and high speed printers. 
Involvement includes trouble-shooting, initiating and updating 
new procedures and processes of new product designs. BSME, 
BSEE, or equivalent, coupled with a minimum of 3 years directly 
related experience is essential. 

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN 
Exceptional opportunity for on indtvidual with demonstrated 
knowledge of tools and equipment used in assembly processes, 
o strong wofking knowledge of rest equipment, and one to three 
years directly related experience. Technical school education, or 
equivalent experience, preferred. 

These manufacturing positions offer exceptional career 
potential, competitive salaries and excellent benefits. For 
confidential consideration, please forward your resume, 
including salary history, to: Bob Brown 

COMPUTER PEWHEKALS INC. 
tO9 a subsidiary of CONTROL DATA CORPORATION 

1480 N. Rochester Rood - Box E-31 
Rochester, Michigan 48063 

313-651-8810 Ext. 232 

Affirmative Action Employer 

MIDWEST ELECTRIC 
UTILITY SEEKING 

ENGINEERS 
Challenging opportunities in 
the midwest. Seeking expe-
rienced personnel to assist 
in start-up and operation of 
a 1,150 MW PWR NUCLEAR 
STATION. 

Instrument and Control Engi-
neers: BS in engineering 
with experience on in-plant 
equipment checkout, start-
up and operations. 

Computer Engineer: BS/EE 
or BS/ME with 1 to 3 years 
computer experience. Re-
sponsibilities include trouble 
shooting, testing and writing 
programs for computer hard-
ware and software. 

Construction Electrical Engi-
neers: BS/EE with 2 to 4 
years field construction ex-
perience. Responsibilities 
include assisting in engi-
neering studies, design 
reviews, research investi-
gations, and technical analy-
sis in support of the design 
and on-site construction of 
nuclear station. 
Submit resume including 
salary requirements and 
availability to Kansas Gas 
and Electric Company, P.O. 
Box 208, Wichita, Kansas 
67201. 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN 

AND 
PROJECT ENGINEERS 

The automatic control systems segment of 
our industry is expanding and is currently In 
need of individuals with analog/digital 
design capability. Microprocessor exper-
ence a major plus on both R & D and 
product design. Competitive salaries and 
benefits. 

For further information. contact Russell 
Ballentine or John O'Dell at 

(713) 621-9050 
All Fees Assumed By Client Companies 

Pt RSONNFL SERVICE, 

458 Houston Natural Gas Building 
1200 Travis 

Houston Texas 77002 

SPECIALISTS FOR 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

Hundreds of drown, onnonunmeç 
to, talented enumeenna protessione 

Owr i-10 network off fy.s. Ga00CMCIP 

qpmr,w'recnei 
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FENGINEERS 
Hughes announces a banner year 

for career opportunity. 
Positions are now available in our El Segundo Divisions .. . 
where Hughes ideas become practical working products. 

ÍE-NGINEERS 
ENGINEERS 

Electronic Engineers 
These assignments involve design, 
development, checkout, and support of 
specialized electronic test equipment from the 
component through the systems level. A BSEE 
or BS Physics degree is preferred, with 
emphasis and interest in electronics and/or 
optics. 

Mechanical Engineers 
Responsibilities include design, development 
and checkout of specialized mechanical, 
vacuum, liquid, and/or cryogen production test 
equipment. A BSME degree is desirable. 

Mechanical Design Engineers 
Positions involve working with fit, form, and 
function criteria applicable to engineering 
design and drafting procedures. Preferred is a 
BSME degree. 

Process Engineers 
Includes work in (1) process selection, 
development, checkout, and resolution of 
manufacturing problems in metallic and/or non-
metallic areas; (2) review of manufacturing 
drawings for technical correctness in materials 
and process call-outs; (3) material and 
equipment selection; (4) technical support for 
training and certification of production 
personnel; and (5) specifications writing. A BS 
Chemistry, Material Sciences, Mechanical 
Engineering, Metallurgical Engineering, or 
Physics (Applied) is desirable. 

Environmental Engineers 
These assignments involve conceptual design of 
environmental chambers and other equipment, 
procurement and checkout of equipment, fixture 
design, and engineering support of operational 
equipment. A BS Environmental Engineering or 
BSME is preferred. 

Quality Assurance Engineers 
Should have a comprehensive knowledge of 
reliability, maintainability, quality, and value 
engineering principles and techniques, 
including the application of audio-visual 
methods, cost controls, data processing 
techniques, process controls and statistical 
methods. 

Production Engineers 
Requires experience in mechanical or electrical 
design, and knowledge in manufacturing and 
production engineering. A BSEE, BSIE, BSIT, or 
BSME degree is preferred. 

Test Engineers 
These positions involve the production floor 
support of electronic and/or electro-optical 
production test equipment. A BSEE degree is 
desirable. 

Industrial Engineer 
Applicants should have a thorough knowledge 

plant layout techniques, work flow, 

standardization, methods analysis, assembly 
and fabrication techniques, machine capability, 
tooling, time and motion analysis, and time 
standards and processes. A BSIE degree is 
preferred. 

Facilities Design Engineers 
Candidates will independently propose designs, 
conceptual arrangement diagrams and 
calculations requiring ability to originate 
solutions to unique design problems in 
architectural, civil, electrical, mechanical or 
structural engineering fields. 

Failure Analysis Engineers 
Positions involve responsibility for component 
reliability and failure analysis. Must have a 
thorough knowledge of modern techniques for 
analyzing failures in components, including 
complex semiconductor devices. Experience 
should include special analysis techniques such 
as SEM and optical micrography, microprobe 
analysis, component curve tracing, functional 
testing of memories, microprocessors and other 
complex semiconductor devices. Requires 
BSEE or Physics degree or equivalent and some 
lead assignment experience. 

Manufacturing Project Engineers 
Openings exist for experienced production-
oriented personnel to provide technical 
direction for Production Engineering activities in 
the manufacture and test of state-of-the-art 
laser and electro-optic systems. Responsibilities 
include formulation of production plans and test 
concepts, direction of test experiment 
implementation tasks, interface with program 
and project offices, financial and manpower 
planning and many other tasks associated with 
the function of the technical aim of a 
manufacturing facility in a phenomenal growth 
environment. 

SUPERVISION 
Quality Assurance Supervisor 
Test experience is required, as is experience in 
supervising a Quality Assurance Section. 

Chemical Engineering Supervisor 
Position requires extensive related experience 
in supervising a process laboratory, plus a BS 
Chemical degree. 

Electronic Engineering Supervisor 
Must be experienced in design and/or 
production engineering. Requires a BSEE 
degree. 

Mechanical Engineering Supervisor 
Must be experienced in supervising a highly 
technical mechanical engineering operation. 
Requires a BSME degree. 

Production Supervisors 
Positions require prior experience in 

} supervising electronic, optical, or mechanical 
assembly areas. 

For consideration, call (213) 648-2063 
or (213) 648-2067, apply in person, or 
send resume to: Hughes Professional 
Employment, 2060 E. Imperial Highway, 
(2 blocks east of Sepulveda), 
Our employment office hours are: 

Weekdays 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., 
Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 12 noon. 

HUGHES 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

U.S. Citizenship Required. 
Equal Opportunity M/F/HC Employer 
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Remember 
last week's ad? 
It said we 
ALWAYS need 
good people. 
And we still do. 
Send your resume to the good people 
company. Signetics. MS 300, 811 
East Argues Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 
94086. We are an equal opportunity 
employer m/f. 

The GOOd People »Dan. 

signuties 
a subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 
COMPUTER SCIENTISTS 

IF YOU ARE DOING WELL IN YOUR PRESENT POSITION 
YOU'RE THE TYPE OF PERSON OUR CLIENTS WANT TO 
TALK TO. You are probably good at what you do. 

Predictions indicate 1978 to be the most dynamic year in 
a decade for engineering employment. NOW IS THE TIME 
TO LAY THE GROUNDWORK FOR YOUR FUTURE. Don't 
regard your present position as a temporary holding pat-
tern or a place to wait for a lucky break. Present positions 
are the action base for future moves. 

RCI is a technical search firm with an outstanding reputa-
tion representing a broad base of nationwide clients serv-
ing the Electronics industry. If you are interested in 
advancing your career, call us or send your resume or a 
brief hand written description of your background includ-
ing present salary and geographic preferences, in confi-
dence, to: 

Search Director-Room G 

REGIONAL CONSULTANTS INC. 
213 West 9th Street 

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 
513/579-1513 

The "Local National" Technical Search Firm 

(representing EEO clients only.) 

Plastic Semiconductor 
Encapsulation 

Research Engineer 
Allied Chemical's Specialty Chemicals Division has a career opportunity in 
their TOLEDO, 01-110 Technical Department. 

As a technology leader in Epoxy B encapsulants, a continuing rapid 
product and market growth has been experienced. Allied Chemical offers 
competitive salaries, an excellent benefits package and many challenging 
career growth opportunities. This Northwest Ohio location is conveniently 
located near excellent recreational, cultural and educational facilities. 

Applicant should be knowledgeable with semiconductor device assem-
bling, packaging and reliability testing technology. Experience with in-
tegrated circuit and discrete devices is desired. Successful candidate will be 
responsible for detailed planning, conducting and interpreting of plastic en-
capsulation material performance programs. Specific activities will include 
the molding of test devices and performing environmental stressing and 
electronic performance tests. 

Send resume and salary history in confidence to: Mr. R.L. Lodge. 
ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION, SPECIALTY CHEMICALS 
DIVISION, 2829 Glendale Avenue. Toledo. Ohio 43614. 

Allied. 
Chemical 

I yual Opportunity Employer M I 

 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS  
Specializing in the placement of 
Electrical Engineers Nationally. All fees 
company paid. This is only a partial list-
ing. Send resume. 
Project Mgr. 30K Power Eng. 23K 
Design E.E. 21K Controls Eng. 23K 
Installation 22K Systems Eng. 22K 
Sr. Systems 25K Facilities 25K 
Project Eng. 22K Mechanical Des. 24K 

COREY ASSOCIATES 
- Suite 230, 105 Wolf Rd.. Albany, NY • 

12205 

POSITION VACANT 

Electrical Engineering Department of 
the Naval Postgraduate School 
seeks faculty member in the radar 
and electronic warfare systems area. 
Teaching responsibilities encompass 
both hardware and signal processing 
aspects. The position requires doc-
torate, dedication to high quality 
teaching and strong interest in re-
search. Candidates with expertise in 
areas related to radar, such as elec-
tromagnetics, applied electronics, 
signal processing and microwaves 
will receive consideration if a strong 
interest in developing capabilities in 
radar and EW is indicated. Send 
resumes, publication list and 
references to Chairman, Electrical 
Engineering Dept. (Code 62). Naval 
Postgraduate School. Monterey, CA 
93940. An equal opportunity/affir-
mative action employer. 
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ENGINEERS/SCIENTISTS: 6, 
You'll like working 
at Lockheed in 
Sunnyvale on the 
San Francisco Peninsula 

Lockheed Missiles & Space Company is a name worth remembering. Our career opportun-
ities have never been better for professionals eager for a challenging, responsible, meaningful 
environment Your talents will expand with the diversification of programs we have to offer, 
and your lifestyle will be pushed to Its limit, with nearby beaches, ocean fishing, boating, wine 
country, fine schools, theatres, sporting events, and our year round sunny, fresh air atmosphere. 

Investigate the following opportunities available at Lockheed: 

• Guidance System Analysis 

• Advanced Communications 
Systems 

• RF Antenna Engineering 

• Scientific Programming 
and Analysis 

• Electro-Optical System Design 
and Analysis 

• Test Equipment Design 

• Reliability Engineering 

• Software Systems Development 

• Applications Programming 

• Control Systems Engineering 

• Signal Processing Systems 

• Digital Circuit Design 

• Microprocessor Applications 
and Software 

• Mini & Micro Computer 
Architecture 

• Systems Definition & Analysis 

Most of these positions require an appropriate degree. 
Several positions offer opportunities at all levels. Interested? 

For immediate consideration, please forward your resume to 
Professional Employment, Dept. Elec-831, P.O. Box 504, 

Sunnyvale, California 94086, or call weekdays collect at (408) 743-2200. 
We are an equal opportunity affirmative action employer. 

LOCKHEED 
MISSILES 4i SPACE COMPANY 
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Engineers & 
Scientists: 

Is your Memory 
Dynamic! 

Join AM l's new Design Team which has been charged with the design and 
development of a large scale, next generation dynamic RAM! 

These unique opportunities offer extremely high visibility, an excellent 
environment to exercise your creative and technical talents, and the op-
portunity to become involved with VMOS. 

Investigate these rare "ground-floor" openings which will advance the 
State-of-the-Art in the Semiconductor Industry! 

SECTION MANAGER/ 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
Assume responsibility for the development of a 64K 
VMOS dynamic RAM. Scope includes product definition, 
circuit design, layout, product engineering and test 
engineering. You musthave an MSEE, Ph.D. and 5 years 
memory design with recent 16K or large scale next gen-
eration dynamic RAM experience. 

SECTION MANAGER/ 
DEVICE PHYSICS 
Responsibilities include generation and verification of 
electrical design parameters, device physics understand-
ing, and device models for the circuit simulation pro-
gram (ASPECI. 

SENIOR DESIGN ENGINEER 
You will be responsible for circuit design, layout, de-
bugging, test definition for the development of this next 
generation VMOS dynamic RAM. Project Management 
includes coordination with various organizations such as 
CAD and mask shop. Position requires MSEE, Ph.D. and 
3 years in Memory Design with dynamic RAM experience. 

ENGINEER 

Responsibilities include development of a VMOS dynamic 
RAM process, including running experiments in fab, 
analysis and development and documentation of process 
steps. MS. Ph.D. and 1 year industry experience re-
quired or Graduate with solid state background and 
college lab experience. 

SENIOR PRODUCT 
ENGINEER 
Responsibilities will include dynamic RAM Product 
Engineering (checking design, debugging yield analysis 
product characterization, and coordinating with test. 
process and reliability groups). MSEE with 3 years ex-
perience in memory product engineering required. 

SENIOR TEST ENGINEER 
Your responsibilities will encompass dynamic RAM test 
program development, hardware design and product 
characterization. MSEE with 3 years experience in 
memory test program development with 1 year in 
dynamic RAMS required. 

RELIABILITY PROGRAM 
ENGINEER 
vmos RAM Reliability Program Engineer will have an 
MS and 2 years experience or a BS and 3 years ex-
perience in either Reliability Engineering, MOS Process 
Engineering or Dynamic RAM Product Engineering. 

SCIENTIST 

Your responsibilities will include device characterization, 
generating simulation models and fitting models to 
experimental data. You must have a MSEE or Ph.D. with 
an academic background in solid state device physics, 
preferably with experience in simulation models. 

AMI has a number of other openings for MOS Professionals 
including: PRODUCT ENGINEERS. TEST ENGINEERS, DEVICE 
ENGINEERS. 

Besides rare challenge, AMI offers you 
excellent salaries and a full spectrum of 
benefits for you and your family. Please 
send your resume or contact C. McTyer, 
Professional Employment, AMI, 3800 
Homestead Road, Santa Clara, Ca. 95051. 
(408) 246-0330. We are an equal oppor-
tunity employer M/F/H. 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS, INC 
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ENGINEERING 
PROFESSIONALS: 
Accelerate your career with 

Applied 
Technology 

on the beautiful 
San Francisco Peninsula 

Applied Technology continues to excel as a leader in the dev-
elopment of state-of -the-art advanced radar warning systems. 
Located on the beautiful San Francisco Peninsula, you can ex-
pect pleasant weather all year round, great schools, and 
plenty of outdoor activities to compliment the rich sporting and 
cultural events of both San Jose and San Francisco. Opportun-

ities currently exist in the following: 

Staff Engineer 
— Advanced Systems 
Systems analysis and design of advanced EW warning, direc-
tion-finding and reconnaissance systems. Broad systems level 
background with good knowledge in RF Systems, digital pro-
cessing and computer control. Requires 10-12 years' experi-

ence ea BS1MSEE. 

Engineering Specialists 
Sr. Engineers 
—Electro Magnetic Engineering 
Millimeter front end design—wide frequency range ECM re-
lated RF receivers. Formulate, describe and specify all aspects 
of a receiving subsystem, i.e., frequency coverages, sensitivity, 
signal to noise, dynamic range, effects of compression and in-
put/output interfaces. Knowledgeable in present state-of-the-
art components and techniques. Specific design emphasis on 
broadband RF amplifiers and mixers and associated passive 
and active circuit components for millimeter front ends 

Engineering Specialists 
—Advanced Computer Applications 
—Computer Systems Architect 
Provide technical leadership and key design contribution for 
architectural design and development of a family of military 
computer systems and subsystems to include: multi-Processor 
systems, distributed systems, uniprocessor memories, I/O and 
performance monitoring. Significant applicable experience ir 
the conceptual development, architectural development, de 
sign and application of state-of-the-art microprogrammed MS11 
LSI digital computer equipment. BS1MSEE with 2-3 years' directly 
applicable experience and a total of 7-10 years experience 

required. 

Sr. Process Engineers 
HMS Process Engineers 
You will define processes, materials and equipment required 
to fabricate thick and thin film micro-circuits. Will be assigned 
responsibility for fabrication of thin-film prototype develop-
ment substrates and for providing support to manufacturing. 
Plan, coordinate and implement research and developmental 
activities to resolve problems related to materials and pro-

cesses. 

The benefits are great, and the opportunities even greater. 
For immediate consideration, please send your resume to 
Professional Staffing, Dept. ELEC-831, 645 Almanac Avenue, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. We are an equal opportunity employ-

er. U.S. citizenship is required. 

f  
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 

ENGINEERS 
ANEW 
CAREER 
IS AS CLOSE 
AS YOUR PHONE 

Call us collect 

Rockwell International's Marine System 
Division has a variety of software career 
opportunities for you. 

Principal systems are real-time com-
mand control, radar and automatic test 
equipment. Applications include scien-
tific analysis, algorithm developments, 
simulation modeling, data monitoring, 
and control systems operations. Prefer 
degree in Engineering/Math with em-
phasis on computer solutions to complex 
engineering problems. 

If you have been thinking about making a 
change but have let it drift from one 
week to the next, why not get things in 
motion. Just pick up the telephone and 
tell us about your qualifications. It's as 
simple as that. 

After you have talked with us on the 
phone, you can expedite matters by im-
mediately mailing your resume to: 

Autonetics Marine Systems Division 
Rockwell International 
3370 Miraloma Avenue 
Anaheim, CA 92803 
ATTN: D/EL-W2, BA39 

Rockwell 
International 

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
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Miners 
Aerojet ElectroSystems 

is looking for professionals . . . the 

type of engineers considered the best 

in the industry to participate in the 
growth of this expanding technology 
with specialities or related experience 
in . . . 

SATE LLITES Al RBORNE 
SUBSYSTEMS 

GROUND EQUIPMENT 

UNDERWATER DEVICES 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN 
• Analog and digital circuits 
• Signal processing systems 
• Solid state sub-systems 
• Digital test equipment 

OPTICS DESIGN 
• Infrared, laser and visible optics 

systems 
• Advanced optics systems 
• Laser countermeasures 

MECHANICAL DESIGN 
• Structural mechanics 
• Engineering mechanics 

PROJECT ENGINEERING 
• Test engineering 
• EA) systems 

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS 
• E/O simulation 
• E/0 data reduction 

BS/MS/PhD levels 

Submit resume to: 

Mary Ehrlich, Employment Manager 

Aerojet 
Electro Systems 

P.O. Box 296-E ... Azusa, Calif. 91702 

an affirmative action employer 

Manufacturers of Communications 
and Avionics Test Equipment 

Our continued success, 
rapid growth and expansion 

have created numerous 
career opportunities for 

engineering professionals. 

Electronic Design 
and Project Engineers 

BSEE and Experience Required 

Requires a creative individual who will assume project leader-
ship in new project development from detailed concepts through 
design, fabrication, lab and field tests to customer use. Help 
make major decisions with a company that still permits individu-
ality. A career that offers challenges...responsibilities...growth 
... opportunities ... recognition ... advancement ...security ...as 
well as rewards. 

Let us discuss your technical qualifications and career oppor-
tunities. Competitive salary, excellent benefits, and a great 
place to live and rear a family. 

Discover Wichita for the good life! Warm, friendly people 
... 4-seasons climate ... culturally oriented community ... 
variety of recreational activities including water sports, 
and the finest of educational systems—elementary thru 
university offering advanced engineering degrees. 

Submit resume plus salary history to . 

Virgil Ewy, Vice President, Engineering 
4053 Navajo Lane 
Wichita, Kansas 67210 
316/685-9271 or 800-835-2350 (toll free) 

All inquiries confidential 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 

ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEER 

Are you looking 100% involvement, "A to Z" 
responsibility? We have an opening for an Equip-
ment Designer who will be responsible for develop-
ing, designing, fabricating, installing and debugging 
electrical controls and equipment. 

A Degree in Electronic or Electrical Engineering is 
preferred. One or more years of experience in 
Microprocessor Controls would be a definite plus. 

To investigate this position with our 1,600 employee 
facility located in Central Pennsylvania, please for-
ward your resume to, reply P-7780, Electronics. 

Class, Adv. Dept., P.O. Box 900. N.Y..N.Y. 10020 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 

Electronic engineering growth posi-
tions with clients located nationally. 
We would be glad to consider your 
resume. Joe Torcassi (EE), Director, 
R.J. Bushee & Associates, 1001 
Carew Tower, Cincinnati, OH 45202. 
513/621-2015. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 

How To Earn Money As A Consultant 
(including specimen contracts). Send 
stamped, self-addressed envelope to 
Business Psychology Intl, 890/44 
National Press Bldg. Washington, 
D.C. 20045. 
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Oliver O. Ward, 
President, 
Germanium Power Devices Corporation. 
Sometimes known as 
Oliver Germanium: 

II 

Still growing. 
Germanium Power Devices 

Corporation is rapidly becoming the 
world's No 1 source for Germanium 
semiconductors. 

We make all the well known JAN 
and EIA Germanium 2N numbers. 

We make most of the 
PRO-ELECTRON families; AD, ADY, 
ADZ, ASZ, AU, AUY, and ASY. 

And we can now replacè 
practically all the Germanium 
products you used to buy from 
Motorola (MP500-506, 2N4276-4283, 
4048-4053), Delco (DTG110, 2N1100, 
DTG2000-2400A), GE (2N319-324, 
524-526, 1370-1381, 1413-1415, 1924-1926), 
Siemens, Mullard, SOS-ATES, and 
Thomson. 

Our range goes from 150mW 
small signal to 100A power, in 
packages of all shapes and sizes. 

Germanium is here to stay. 
We'll be making Germanium 

devices as long as you, the customer 
want them. 

Send for our latest catalogue or 
let us know your specific problem. 

GPD, Box 65, Shawsheen Village 
Station, Andover, Mass, 01810. 
Tel: (617) 475-5982. 
Telex: 94-7150 GPD Andr. 

Germanium Power 
Devices Corporation 

The Germanium Manufacturers 

Circle 262 on reader service card 



SUBSCRIBE NOW! 

FILL OUT APPLICATION. 
GET YOUR OWN COPY 
OF ELECTRONICS 
26 ISSUES AYEAR. 

REPRINTS AVAILABLE FROM ELECTRONICS 
No. Of 
copies 
wanted 

Articles 
_ R-815 Higher power ratings extend V-

MOS FETs' dominion 8 pp $2.00 
_ R-813 Data-link control chips: bringing 

order to data protocols 10 pp 
$3.00 

_ R-811 Multiplexing liquid-crystal dis-
plays 10 pp $3.00 

_ R-809 New methods and materials stir 
up printed wiring 10 pp $3.00 

_ R-801 World market report 1978 24 pp 
$4.00 

_ R-734 Microcomputer families expand 
20 pp $4.00 

_R-730 Special report —Automotive 
electronics gets the green light 
10 pp $3.00 

_ R-728 Flexible circuits bend to design-
ers' will 10 pp $3.00 

_ R-724 Special report—Technologies 
squeeze more performance from 
LSI 22 pp $3.00 

_ R-722 Demands of LSI are turning chip 
makers towards automation 12 

pp $3.00 
_ R-720 How EEs feel about engineer-

ing-3-part series 26 pp $5.00 
_ R-718 Display makers strive to refine 

their technologies 8 pp $3.00 

  R-716 Special report—Japanese wave 

in semiconductor technology 24 
pp $3.00 

R-714 Special report—active filter 
technology 6 pp $3.00 

_ R-710 Personal computers mean busi-
ness 8 pp $2.00 

Books 
_ R-803 New product trends in electron-

ics—Electronics Book Series 
333 pp $14.95 

_ R-732 Memory design—Microcomput-

ers to mainframes—Electronics 
Book Series 180 pp $12.95 

_ R-726 Design Techniques for Electron-
ics Engineers: 293 time-saving 
ideas in 48 chapters—Electron-
ics Book Series 370 pp $15.95 

_ R-711 Circuits for electronics engi-
neers: 306 circuits in 51 func-
tional groups—Electronics Book 
Series 396 pp $15.95 

_ R-704 Thermal design in electronics 52 
pp $5.00 

R-701 Applying microprocessors— 
Electronics Book Series 191 pp 
$9.95 

_ R-608 Basics of Data Communica-
tions—Electronics Book Series 
303 pp $12.95 

_ R-602 Large Scale Integration—Elec-
tronics Book Series 208 pp 

$9.95 
_ R-520 Microprocessors—Electronics 

Book Series 154 pp $8.95 
_ R-011 Computer-aided Design 135 pp 

$4.00 

Charts 
_ R-516 Electronic symbols $2.00 
_ R-213 Electromagnetic spectrum (up-

dated 1976) $3.00 
_ R-326 Optical spectrum (6-page report 

and chart) $3.00 

Payment must 
accompany your order 

Make check or money order payable to Elec-
tronics Reprints. All orders are shipped 
prepaid by parcel post. Allow two to three 
weeks for delivery. For additional information 
call (609) 448-1700 ext. 5494. 

Mail your order to: 
Janice Austin 
ELECTRONICS REPRINTS 
P.O. Box 669 
Hightstown, N.J. 08520 
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Typical refracting system lens arrangement 
— 16 optical elements. 

The MICRALIGN all-reflecting folded projection system 
— three optical elements. 

Compare these two lens systems. 
Until Perkin-Elmer introduced 
the Micralign Projection Mask 
Alignment System five years ago, all 
manufacturers of projection systems 
used refracting optics. Most still do. 

Complex refracting optics 
Refracting optics can involve as 
many as 16 separate lenses. Such 
complexity has several drawbacks. In 
spite of antireflection coatings, the 
individual lenses scatter light. 
Imperfections in the glass scatter light. 
And all this scattered light affects 
image quality. It limits the use of 
negative photoresist. In addition, 
standing wave effects make the 
system hard to use. 

Simple reflecting optics 
Note the contrast with the Micralign 
reflecting optical system. Its simple 
design employs only three reflective 
elements, no refracting lenses. 
Scattered light is near zero. Ghost 
images are eliminated, image quality 
is enhanced. 

This all-reflecting system has no 
chromatic aberrations. The optics are 

telecentric, maintaining magnification at 1:1 even if the focal planes shift. Either positive or negative photoresist is practical. 
Reflecting optics combined with advances in electronic and mechanical designs have made the Micralign instrument the 

choice of 65 semiconductor manufacturers at 100 sites worldwide. Learn more about how the Micralign instrument can 
bring efficiency and economy to your operations. Write Electro-Optical Division, Perkin-Elmer Corp., 50 Danbury Road, 
Wilton, CT 06897. Or phone 203-762-6057. 

REFLECTING OPTICS. 
WHY YOU GET BETTER 
PERFORMANCE 
WITH A MiZralugnm 

SYSTEM. 
Model 140— the third-generation 

MICRALIGN instrument. 

PERKIN ELMER 
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OPTICAL 
SWITCHES 
from Clair« 

Standard Types ...Custom Designs 

Clairex optical switches 
are made with hermetically 
sealed emitters and detec-
tors for maximum reliability. 
Glass lenses align the light 
beam to improve target 
detection, to minimize false 

'1941,„ 
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triggering from stray light, 
and to reduce dust pickup. 

Clairex offers a line of 
standard types as well as 
custom designs to meet your 
needs and specifications. 
Remember, our business 

is providing solutions to 
optical-electronic problems. 
Call (914)664-6602 or write 
Clairexe560 South Third 
Avenue, Mount Vernon, 
New York 10550. 

CLAIREX ELECTRONICS 
A Division of Clairex Corporation 
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